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*Confronting Dostoevsky’s Demons* is the first book to explore the life of Dostoevsky’s novel in light of disputes and controversies over Bakunin’s troubling legacy in Russia. Contrary to the traditional view, which assumes the obsolescence of *Demons* throughout much of the Communist period (1917–1991), this book demonstrates that the potential resurgence of Bakuninist thought actually encouraged reassessments of Dostoevsky’s novel. By exploring the different ideas and critical strategies that motivated opposing interpretations of the novel in post-revolutionary Russia, *Confronting Dostoevsky’s Demons* reveals how the potential resurrection of Bakunin’s anti-authoritarian ethos fostered the return of a politically reactionary novel to the canon of Russian classics.
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INTRODUCTION

Dostoevsky’s *Demons* as Polemic

Few works of literature have seen a more dramatic reversal of official fortune in Russia than Fyodor Dostoevsky’s *Demons* [Бесы]. Beginning with its first complete publication in 1873, *Demons* enjoyed decades of renown as Russia’s most scathing fictional treatment of destructive tendencies in the revolutionary movement. With the consolidation of Stalin’s dictatorship by the end of the 1920s, however, *Demons* failed to appear in print for nearly thirty years, and the number of scholarly studies of the text diminished sharply. Despite greater scholarly recognition during the Dostoevsky jubilee celebration of 1956, on the seventy-fifth anniversary of the writer’s death, the Khrushchev and Brezhnev eras produced only two editions of *Demons*, both of them subsumed within larger sets of the author’s collected works. The novel’s circulation in Russia did not begin to meet popular demand until the final years of perestroika, which saw the first separate edition of *Demons* in nearly a century.¹ Over the next six years, from 1989 through 1994, Russian publishing houses produced at least eighteen new editions of *Demons* with a combined circulation of 1,870,000 copies, an impressive figure during the economic duress of the early 1990s.² By the end of the twentieth century, *Demons* had emerged from official obscurity to become one of Dostoevsky’s most widely publicized works.

In view of the great interest in *Demons* at the dawn of the post-Communist epoch, an obvious paradox arises from Dostoevsky’s well-known vow to sacrifice his novel’s “artistic side” for the sake of polemical goals. However they may have compromised the work’s aesthetic integrity in the eyes of contemporaries, Dostoevsky’s tendentious aspirations for the work helped to secure the topicality of *Demons* for future generations. Whether reactionary or truly “prophetic,” as so often described, *Demons* owes its notoriety in Russian literary culture, above all, to the remarkable endurance of its political critique. Originally inspired by the violent spirit of the young radical Sergei Nechaev, who in 1869 compelled a small group of adherents to murder a suspected renegade, in time the fictional conspiracy in *Demons* began to reflect the greater upheavals of the twentieth century; for if the movements of Dostoevsky’s own day failed to effect any major political change, then the event in which they finally culminated—the October (Bolshevik) Revolution of 1917—became a defining moment in Russia’s modern era. After 1917, Dostoevsky’s *Demons* remained irrevocably situated within the context of Bolshevism and its triumph.

In one sense, the fate of Dostoevsky’s *Demons* in post-revolutionary Russia may be construed as mostly negative. The novel’s reactionary spirit damaged its author’s reputation in progressive circles and even threatened his
status among “great Russian writers.” To the regret of some readers, excessive concern with the historical basis for Demons also tended to conceal its more formal, intrinsic merits and, therefore, to impede or complicate objective analysis of the text itself. Yet while its overtly political aspects hindered scholarly study of Demons as a work of art in Russia, at the same time they clearly reinvigorated the novel’s potential to illuminate the Russian revolutionary experience. Thus in 1921, in honor of the one-hundredth anniversary of the writer’s birth, the scholar Valerian Pereverzev proclaimed the “contemporary” relevance of Dostoevsky for Soviet Russia and underscored the necessity of pondering “the psychology of revolution” which Dostoevsky depicted so vividly in Demons.7 For the same occasion another leading critic, Iulii Aikhenval’d, declared Demons “a living epigraph to today’s bloody chronicle” and a “reality…which we, together with its author, seem to compose anew.”

As Russian culture entered its new transitional era of the 1920s, the text of Demons began a second life.

The polemical vitality of Demons found perhaps its boldest expression in a literary and historical controversy of the early post-revolutionary years. On 25 February 1923, a group of Soviet scholars in Moscow heard an unexpectedly provocative lecture by one of Russia’s rising young philologists and specialists on Dostoevsky. Speaking before the Society for the Appreciation of Russian Letters at the Historical Museum, Leonid Grossman (1888–1965) declared that Dostoevsky’s Demons, traditionally considered a depiction of “Nechaevism,” also served as the “first monograph” on the father of Russian anarchism, Mikhail Bakunin (1814–1876). Through his fictional Nikolai Stavrogin, Dostoevsky managed “to lift the mask from the face of Bakunin,” to reveal Bakunin’s true “spiritual nature,” and to resolve the “great mystery” of Bakunin’s personality. By demonstrating similarities between Stavrogin and his historical prototype, as well as Dostoevsky’s own interest in Bakunin, Grossman went on to define Dostoevsky’s novel as “one of the most outstanding interpretations” of Bakunin in world literature.5 The implication of Grossman’s revelation would have been obvious to any politically conscious listener: according to Grossman’s reading, Dostoevsky managed not simply to condemn the “nihilist” spirit of a minor conspiracy, but also to demonize one of the pioneering advocates of international social revolution.

Although his thesis initially enjoyed the support of some leading philologists and historians,6 Grossman soon collided with vehement opposition. By the time he defended it at the Moscow Press House [Дом печати] roughly two months later, Grossman’s thesis met “sharp and categorical objections” from discussants like Viacheslav Polonsky, a leading Marxist literary critic, who argued at length that Dostoevsky’s Stavrogin remained “completely independent.
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Undeterred by growing scepticism toward his reading, however, in public appearances and in print Grossman continued to defend his notion of a “primordial link” [исконная связь] between protagonist and prototype. The ensuing dispute over Grossman’s thesis soon reached the highly visible “thick” journal Press and Revolution [Печать и революция] and two respected journals of revolutionary history, Penal Servitude and Exile [Каторга и ссылка] and The Past [Былое]. It eventually spread to other prominent cultural venues like the Communist Academy, a sponsor of papers on Bakunin, and also the Russian Academy of Artistic Sciences, where a Dostoevsky Commission had taken shape within a broader literary section. In 1926 the Leningrad branch of the State Publishing House issued a book of Grossman’s and Polonsky’s exchanges and formally ordained them “The Debate Over Bakunin and Dostoevsky.” Reviewed both in Soviet Russia and abroad, the collection joined a wave of other publications about Bakunin that year. It was followed by an edition of Demons for a new set of Dostoevsky’s collected works. Thus scholar Pavel Sakulin scarcely exaggerated when he recalled how the discussion over Grossman’s thesis “captured the interest of the entire Moscow literary and scholarly community.” If in 1923 Demons still led an “underground existence,” as Grossman insisted that year, then by 1927, thanks in part to recent publicity, Dostoevsky’s “lampoon” on the revolutionary movement had begun its return to the canon of Russian classics.

Despite the significant space devoted to formal issues, Grossman’s idea owed neither its immediate impact nor its broader significance to problems of literary genesis and historical prototypes. As Grossman’s opponents and even Grossman himself acknowledged, most of the characters in Demons, including Stavrogin, represent composite types who rarely recall exclusively one specific contemporary of Dostoevsky’s and, in any case, invariably reflect the creative fantasy of their author. Grossman and his opponents clearly recognized that the text of Demons is not a historical novel in any traditional sense, but a complex, hybrid entity that combines elements of separate, unfinished projects into a synthetic “chronicle” of political conspiracy. It is a work, moreover, in which suicide, rape, grisly murder and sadism mix rather unexpectedly with comedy and even buffoonery. Thus while disagreement over Stavrogin’s origins may have motivated some contributions, as a purely literary issue the quest for Stavrogin’s prototype hardly explains the lengthy dispute over Grossman’s idea. Rather, Grossman’s otherwise innocuous investigation of Stavrogin’s prototype proved contentious because he transcended formalist literary scholarship and entered the more hazardous territory of Russian revolutionary history, where Bakunin played a particularly problematic role. The infamous “apostle of destruction” and chief political nemesis...
of Karl Marx, Bakunin left his political descendants in Russia with a controversial legacy that both attracted and repelled them. As Russia’s most legendary apologist for a ruthless struggle against the state, Bakunin earned a permanent place in the pantheon of Russia’s revolutionary pioneers; as the principal inspiration of violent anarchist tendencies in the revolution, however, Bakunin’s legacy logically stood in uncompromising opposition to the ever-increasing power and centralization of the Communist Party dictatorship. Bakunin was no ordinary historical prototype, but arguably Russia’s most powerful modern icon of antistatism and spontaneous popular revolt.

Notwithstanding his ostensible dismay at the vehement objections to his idea, evidence suggests strongly that Grossman sought to exploit the unfavorable side of Bakunin’s legacy as a means of rehabilitating Dostoevsky’s allegedly counterrevolutionary novel. By identifying a leading villain in *Demons* with Bakunin, Grossman effectively invited readers to reconsider Dostoevsky’s novel as a polemic against Russian anarchism, arguably the most threatening anathema within Russia’s revolutionary heritage. By doing so, however, he naturally provoked reactions from the growing sphere of post-revolutionary “Bakuniana,” or Bakunin studies, where the issue of anarchism and its meaning for Communist Russia was more than simply academic. For Grossman’s chief opponent Polonsky, the author of a major study of Bakunin, the dispute over *Demons* provided a convenient means to reassess the traditional Marxist conception of Bakunin’s thought. To the anarchist scholar Aleksei Borovoi, the adversary of both Grossman and Polonsky, *Demons* offered a unique opportunity to dispel myths about the Bakuninist notion of destruction, and to articulate an alternative, constructive conception of the human need to rebel. Viewed in light of their complex motives, which extended beyond merely scholarly interest, the opposing commentaries by Grossman and his opponents comprise not simply a spectrum of different approaches, but a series of opposing strategies for securing the integrity of two controversial legacies in Russian literary culture.

With the aim of illuminating the impact of *Demons* on post-revolutionary Russian discourse, throughout this study I devote space principally to the remarks, ideas and motives of Russian thinkers themselves, rather than to interpretations in recent Western scholarship on Dostoevsky which, of course, is immense. Because my main interest lies in the political aspect of *Demons*, I do not attempt in this study to revisit the many artistic and philosophical issues that arise from Dostoevsky’s complex novel. Thus while much of my analysis centers on discussions of *Demons* in Russian literary circles of the 1920s, readers will find no more than a passing reference to Mikhail Bakhtin, the renowned Russian philologist who contributed so much to the study of Dosto-
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Dostoevsky’s art. Finally, in this study I do not consider the originality or significance of Demons within the broader context of Dostoevsky’s entire literary output, a dimension of which English-speaking readers may find detailed treatment, for example, in the fourth volume of Joseph Frank’s monumental biography. At the same time, readers familiar with the career of Bakunin will find but little discussion of the formative stages of his career in the 1840s and its contribution to the culture of Russian romanticism, a subject examined recently in John Randolph’s study of the Bakunin family. At the risk of doing insufficient justice to the two vast topics of “Dostoevsky” and “Bakunin,” I have attempted, instead, to focus on the mutual interaction of both literary and political issues within a single dimension of a single text from the perspective of the post-revolutionary Russian reader. For that reason my analysis proceeds from the conviction that any study of cultural legacies in modern Russia requires a close consideration of the nature and orientation of official thought.

To my knowledge Confronting Dostoevsky’s Demons serves as the first study of the critical strategies and ideological concerns that motivate competing interpretations of the novel in twentieth-century Russia. Following my examination of the novel itself, throughout the book I demonstrate how different approaches to Demons, each informed by opposing conceptions of the Russian revolutionary experience, have fostered and sustained the novel’s enduring reputation as a political critique. Contrary to the traditional view, which assumes a decline in the influence of Bakunin’s thought in Russia under Communism (1917–1991), I insist that a certain apotheosis of Bakunin evolved out of disputes over the value of his legacy. Thus although a secure, dictatorial Communist state logically demanded the suppression of Bakunin’s anti-authoritarian spirit, I argue that early Soviet Russia instead witnessed a concerted effort by both Communists and their opponents to preserve it. As I discovered in my research, a number of leading Russian publicists, journalists and historians sought to commemorate and even rehabilitate the “apostle of anarchism” for post-revolutionary Russia. Their efforts found expression in studies of Bakunin’s stormy career, as well as in debates over the nature and extent of its reflection in Demons. Taking advantage of an important tradition in Russian public life, Soviet-era commemorators of both Bakunin and Dostoevsky utilized a number of important anniversary dates as an opportunity to celebrate their legacies: the 100th anniversary of Dostoevsky’s birth (1921); the fiftieth anniversary of Bakunin’s death (1926); the fiftieth anniversary of Dostoevsky’s death (1931); the seventy-fifth anniversary of Dostoevsky’s death (1956); the 150th anniversary of Bakunin’s birth (1964); the 150th anniversary of Dostoevsky’s birth (1971); the 100th anniversary of Bakunin’s death (1976); and the 100th anniversary of Dostoevsky’s death (1981). Each
chronological landmark provided a convenient occasion to reconsider the intellectual heritage of these two internationally acclaimed Russian thinkers.

In Chapter One I examine the polemical aspect of *Demons* in light of the extrinsic sources from which it derives its verisimilitude as a political novel. Following my analysis of the conspiracy in the text of *Demons*, I identify the extent to which prominent motifs and allusions in the text recall the thought and activity of Bakunin. Here I argue that the “Bakuninist” dimension of *Demons* strengthens the cogency of Dostoevsky’s political critique while at the same time upholding his artistic interest in the archetypical “ideologue” as the moving force behind illicit acts. In Chapter Two I describe how the Bolshevik Revolution and Civil War (1917–1921) offered a new contextual framework for *Demons* as a political novel. Central to Chapter Two is my analysis of the anarchist impulse in the Revolution and the reappearance of Bakunin as a cultural icon. In the wake of the social upheavals of 1917, anarchist tendencies in Russia strengthened and became widespread until acts of terror and armed resistance against the Bolsheviks compelled the latter to repress the anarchists for good. Although the vestiges of the movement retreated underground after 1921, evidence indicates that the aspirations of Russian anarchism endured within the public commemoration of Bakunin, its foremost ideological progenitor. Throughout the early Soviet period Bakunin’s spirit of revolt received significant attention, for it offered at once an inspirational model of revolutionary passion to many Communists, and also a doctrinal basis for the statist principles of surviving anarchists. As I argue in Chapter Two, the anarchist dimension of the revolution, together with the revival of Bakunin’s controversial image, prompted a reassessment both of *Demons* and its polemical target. By reconstructing the politically-charged atmosphere in which *Demons* appeared after 1917, I demonstrate how Dostoevsky’s novel began to challenge the architects of Soviet culture to confront their Bakuninist heritage.

The issue of Bakunin’s legacy and its impact found expression in three distinctive approaches to the polemic in Dostoevsky’s novel. I maintain that each of these approaches, the subjects of Chapters Three, Four and Five, manifested a distinctive critical strategy for rehabilitating a problematic legacy, but with contrary aims and motivation. The first approach, which became a catalyst for the remaining two, belonged to Grossman who sought to illuminate Stavrogin’s fatalistic, pseudo-revolutionary character by transposing him onto the historical Bakunin. While scholarship has never completely accepted the core of Grossman’s thesis, it has also overlooked the validity of much of Grossman’s analysis which, as I show, subsequent Soviet scholarship employed for a quite different critical agenda, the subject of Chapter Six. More significantly, to my knowledge commentators have never explored the reasons
for Grossman’s radical claim, for which he suffered much criticism. As I
demonstrate in Chapter Three, Grossman’s thesis must be understood not as an
overly scholastic investigation of fictional prototypes, as often perceived, but
principally as a means of exonerating the renegade Dostoevsky of his political
errors. In an effort to return *Demons* to a respectable place in the Russian
literary canon, Grossman attempted to move the more threatening dimension
of the Bakuninist legacy to the center of Dostoevsky’s critique.

By transcending the bounds of formalist literary scholarship, Grossman
unwittingly landed in the more hazardous field of “Bakuniana,” or Bakunin
studies, one of the last legal refuges of Russian anarchist ideology after 1921.
In Chapter Four I examine the Russian anarchist treatment of *Demons* against
the background of a more positive interpretation of Bakunin, most thoroughly
articulated in the early Soviet period by the remarkable philosopher and writer
Aleksei Borovoi (1875–1935). Drawing upon a repressed but still living
tradition of anarchist thought in Russia, Borovoi countered Grossman’s
approach to *Demons* with an alternative strategy that favored the reputations
of both Dostoevsky and Bakunin alike. As I argue in Chapter Four, Gross-
man’s thesis on *Demons* effectively supplied the anarchist Borovoi and his
supporters with a legitimate opportunity to resuscitate and publicize a remark-
ably anti-authoritarian, pro-Bakuninist conception of the Russian revolution.
The writings of Borovoi and his supporters assumed an interna-
tional dimension, moreover, for they coincided with commemorative eulogies to Bakunin
among exiled Russian anarchists abroad. In light of its interpretation by
Borovoi, by the mid 1920s Dostoevsky’s *Demons* suddenly provided a means
of advancing and defending an anarchist agenda.

Grossman and Borovoi together provoked a third and vastly different
treatment of Dostoevsky’s novel by the prolific journalist and literary critic
Viacheslav Polonsky (Gusin, 1886–1932). Chapter Five identifies Polonsky’s
reading of *Demons* as an unusual Marxist strategy built on a more careful and
qualified rehabilitation of Bakunin. As an official Communist critic and editor
of two of Soviet Russia’s most visible, state-supported literary journals, Polon-
sky’s response to *Demons* carried a substantial degree of cultural authority; yet
Polonsky’s contributions to the discussion betrayed an official ambivalence
toward Bakunin that lingered within Russian Marxist historiography well after
the consolidation of Soviet power. As I demonstrate in Chapter Five, while
Borovoi appropriated the discussion of *Demons* in the interests of the anar-
chist perspective, Polonsky utilized Dostoevsky’s novel to confront the
lingering problem of the Bolsheviks’ “Bakuninist” heritage and its effect on
post-revolutionary Russia. For Polonsky and his Marxist co-thinkers, Gross-
man’s interpretation of *Demons* inevitably recalled accusations, both at home
and abroad, that the Revolution represented the victory of primitive, criminal
tendencies reminiscent of Bakuninism, a problem to which Polonsky and other
leading Soviet researchers devoted much of their pioneering scholarship of the
1920s–30s. With Polonsky’s entry, the discussion of Demons merged finally
and irrevocably with debates on the ideological origins of Bolshevism.

As I explain in Chapters Four and Five, both the anarchist and Marxist
perspectives in effect employed Dostoevsky’s novel as a means of extricating
their shared “Bakuninist” legacy, albeit in fundamentally different ways, from
an emerging counterrevolutionary narrative of the Bolshevik triumph, while at
the same time reclaiming Demons for the canon of Russian literature. Chapter
Six, by contrast, shows the implausibility of both these critical paths along the
shifting trajectory of cultural development under Stalin’s control (1930–1953).
The chapter opens with an analysis of the repercussions of the Bakunin debate
after 1928, when Grossman attempted to defend his “Bakuninist” reading of
Stavrogin once again. With reference to the views of Anatolii Lunacharsky,
Maksim Gorky and other cultural authorities of the early Stalin period, I then
discuss the stigma of Dostoevshchina and its role in the eventual fall of
Demons from the official canon by the late 1930s, best exemplified by the
collapse of plans, spearheaded by Grossman (among others), for a separate,
deluxe Soviet edition of the novel in 1935. A crucial factor leading to the
official rejection of Dostoevsky’s novel, I maintain, is the Stalin era’s final
extirpation of the Russian anarchists themselves, as well as the literary
vestiges of Bakunin and his original biographers.

In the final part of Chapter Six I analyze the reappearance of Demons in
print and official cultural discourse after Stalin’s death, an event which
presented the Russian literary intelligentsia with new opportunities for the
novel’s reassessment. While it followed partly from a more liberal cultural
policy, I maintain that the return of Demons to the literary canon during the
Khrushchev period demanded a convincing scholarly justification of the
novel’s counterrevolutionary potential. Like Grossman in the 1920s, Dostoev-
sky scholarship of the post-Stalin years discovered the required strategy within
a renewed Communist campaign against Bakunin’s legacy and its growing
international allure. Free of opposition from anarchists, all but exterminated
before Stalin’s death, Soviet apologists for Dostoevsky finally succeeded in
fulfilling Grossman’s original plan to resurrect Demons as a progressive
polemic against anarchism. In the conclusion I review the rebirth of Demons
as a literary classic in the post-Communist era, when it reached the zenith of
its popularity in Russia, along with the renewal of Russian interest in anar-
chism and its implication for the legacies of both Bakunin and Dostoevsky.
CHAPTER 1

“The Worse, the Better…”: Dostoevsky’s *Demons* and the Politics of Despair

“That is, in the sense that the worse, the better—I understand, I understand, Varvara Petrovna. It’s somewhat like religion: the worse off a man is, or the more downtrodden or poor an entire people is, the more stubbornly he dreams of a reward in paradise, and if on top of that a thousand priests get busy, kindling the dream and profiting by it, then…I understand you, Varvara Petrovna, rest assured.”

Petr Verkhovensky in *Demons* (Part One, Chapter Five)

As its many commentators have demonstrated, in *Demons* (1871–1872) Dostoevsky produced an unusually complex novel that unites several creative projects. With the emergence of his “Great Sinner” Stavrogin into the foreground of his plan, Dostoevsky’s work became a structural hybrid of tragedy and satire that combines different genres and narrative modes. Alongside the plot that leads to Shatov’s murder, *Demons* also included at least two personal stories, the spiritual journey of Stepan Trofimovich Verkhovensky and the inner struggle of Nikolai Stavrogin. While different subplots transcend the narrator’s main story, however, the political conspiracy engineered by Petr Verkhovensky provides the principal event that joins together the novel’s separate dimensions. Reassuring the reader of his objectivity, in his “chronicle” of the conspiracy the narrator seeks to examine the “time of trouble” [смутное время] (3.1: 354) that recently descended upon his provincial Russian town, to describe its consequences and—most importantly—to reveal its causes. Even as it shares space in the novel with other elements, the conspiracy in *Demons* remains its central and defining feature.

By leaving the conspiracy at its center, Dostoevsky exposed the now familiar “tendentious” moment in his plan that was immediately recognized. Through his orchestration of social conflict and multiple deaths in the novel, the aims, activity and motivation of Verkhovensky clearly aimed to discredit the “nihilist” tendency that culminated in the violence of the well-known “Nechaev affair” of 1869. Despite disclaimers about his intentions, Dostoevsky’s poorly concealed use of facts from the episode earned the novel immediate criticism from some contemporary readers. Yet the novel’s perceived artistic weakness also ensured its enduring success: however they may compromise it artistically, the details from the Nechaev affair provided *Demons* with a political context that evolved and extended well beyond the author’s own day. Critics of the novel might object to Dostoevsky’s treatment of the Nechaev incident, but they could not dispute the reality of its disastrous end. As a creative refraction of Nechaev’s activity, Verkhovensky’s conspiracy
inevitably invites analysis in light of its function both in the novel itself, as well as in the specific political context that inspired it. For Dostoevsky that context included not only the phenomenon of the Nechaev affair, of course, but also those revolutionary ideas, principles and circumstances that fostered its appearance in Russia.

A Conspiracy of Non-Equals

The political critique in Demons proceeds from a sardonic depiction of Verkhovensky’s conspiracy, his dubious aims and, above all, the fraudulent means by which he garners and maintains popular support. Together with the narrator’s own ironic commentary, the “chronicle” of events constantly undermines both the legitimacy of Verkhovensky’s operation itself, as well as its organizational integrity. Within days of his arrival, Verkhovensky recruits adherents in the narrator’s town at a rather astonishing speed and rate of success. By tapping the ranks of the “boldest red liberalism” in town, Verkhovensky manages to “slap together” an underground cell of five assistants (2.7: 302), whose commitment he wins by exploiting their pronounced allegiance to an undefined “common cause” (2.7: 302, 315). Throughout his stay in town he strives not to collaborate with them, however, but rather to assert full control over his “five” and secure their unconditional subordination to his leadership. Instead of mutual trust and comradely solidarity, from the start Verkhovensky’s relationship with his allies reflects mainly hostility and suspicion. In his first report to Stavrogin, Verkhovensky speaks of cell members Virginsky, Liputin and Shigalev with unconcealed disdain while ridiculing their eagerness to debate, plan and receive instructions (2.1: 177–178).

Verkhovensky’s claims on power rest far more on his mythical reputation, in fact, than on the substance of his convictions. The support he wins from sympathizers follows almost solely from his prestige as “a revolutionary from abroad” who had participated in “certain revolutionary publications and congresses” in Europe (2.1: 169). The same notoriety also facilitates Verkhovensky’s successful infiltration of local power. Notwithstanding his record of seditious activity, he quickly conquers the heart and mind of the governor’s wife, the ambitious Iuliia Mikhailovna Von Lembke, who imagines Verkhovensky to be connected with “everything revolutionary in Russia” and longs to uncover all his political secrets (2.6: 268). His fame also makes an impression on prominent social figures like the “great writer” Karmazinov, who is anxious to flee Russia before the coming revolutionary storm; by asking Verkhovensky to divulge the precise date of the anticipated uprising, he thereby
reassures the latter of its imminent success (2.6: 287, 289). Verkhovensky’s alleged contact with the renowned Russian socialist Alexander Herzen proves useful both for mystifying the Governor, Anton Antonovich Von Lembke, and also for purposes of recruitment. To add political weight to his agitational verse, “A Bright Personality,” with which he seeks to incriminate Shatov, Verkhovensky tells Von Lembke that reputedly none other than Herzen composed it for Shatov as “a recommendation” and “in memory of their meeting” (2.6: 276). Later Verkhovensky confirms to Shatov his intention to assure gymnasium students that “Herzen himself” wrote the verse in [Verkhovensky’s] album (2.6: 294).

Widespread respect for organizational prestige, together with Verkhovensky’s willingness to utilize it, proves to be a sufficient substitute for patient propaganda and persuasion. Unable to inspire his subordinates ideologically, eventually Verkhovensky can secure their loyalty only with a facade of authority derived from his international connections. When Verkhovensky meets with the fifteen local activists at Virginsky’s to discuss their organization, they are taken in and even flattered, the narrator remarks, that Verkhovensky is an “authorized emissary from abroad” (2.7: 302). In order to persuade his cell of five to assist in Shatov’s murder, Verkhovensky warns them that they represent “merely one knot in an endless network of knots” and must follow orders blindly from the “center” (2.4: 418) that operates beyond Russia’s borders. To reassure them of Kirillov’s plans to take responsibility for the murder, he reminds the group that the decision has already been planned “there” [Dostoevsky’s italics], where “not a single thread is lost” and where “everything is done for the common cause” (3.4: 420).

Unwilling to elucidate a legitimate set of revolutionary principles, Verkhovensky offers a crude program that consists mainly of visceral appeals to violent action. By means of leaflets and proclamations printed abroad, Verkhovensky and his assistants circulate his agitational instructions to local centers of discontent like the Shpigulin factory, where conditions are already ripe for disaffection, and among military officers like the sub-lieutenant [подпоручик], who subsequently assaults a superior officer before committing suicide (2.6: 269). Recalling leaflets he distributed in Petersburg and in a nearby district, Captain Lebiadkin paraphrases for Stavrogin a series of their primitive commands to “destroy God,” “break up marriages” and “pick up knives” (2.2: 212–213). Similar appeals reemerge in “A Bright Personality,” which promises the return of a young freedom fighter to Russia to help the people “do away with the tsar” and commit to “eternal vengeance” churches, marriage and the family (2.6: 273). At the same time that he urges angry and oppressed elements to violence against traditional institutions, Verkhovensky secures the
tacit support of some leading “liberals” in town who, from weakness of conviction, accept the “new ideas” that foster the sedition in town. Iuliia Mikhailovna refuses to discourage or condemn the local “young people,” as she calls them, but instead resolves to “spare,” “care,” “console” and thereby save them from “the abyss” (2.4: 235–236). Karmazinov, too, assures Verkhovensky of his support and confidence in the success of proclamations that “look truth straight in the eye” (2.6: 287). In a parting argument with Stepan Trofimovich (Verkhovensky), Varvara Petrovna (Stavrogina) defends the manner of speaking “crudely but simply” and betrays her own surrender to the “new ideas” by parroting slogans and aphorisms gleaned from local advocates (2.5: 263, 265).

To the extent that they are truly utilitarian in essence, as Varvara Petrovna understands them, at first the “new ideas,” while shocking, appear to proceed from noble principles. In her attack on Stepan Trofimovich’s old-fashioned aesthetics, Varvara Petrovna ridicules the outmoded concept of charity for the poor because of its empirical failure to alleviate poverty which, in any case, will no longer exist in the coming “new order” (2.5: 264). As the chronicle unfolds, however, it becomes clear that progressive thought in the narrator’s town has entered a new phase in which motives are increasingly vague, if not altogether obscure. As if in spontaneous response to the town’s fashionably “strange mind-set” and “certain mental disarray,” as the narrator describes it, a circle of young “mockers” begins to exhibit their opposition to traditional values in forms that defy definition by any concrete political term. Led by its principal “rogue” Liamshin, the circle begins to erode respect for traditional social decorum by igniting or applauding local “scandals.” The circle’s abduction of the suffering wife of a young lieutenant, for example, along with the public derision of a young couple after an ugly wedding night, instead of popular outrage generate mostly laughter. When Liamshin and the seminary student merrily scandalize and humiliate the “respectable” book-pedlar, Sofiia Matveevna, another irreverent antic proves sufficient to restore him to the good graces of Iuliia Mikhailovna (2.5: 249–252). By the time the chronicle reaches its climax at the scandalous gala event in Part Three, progressive thought in the narrator’s town has fostered little more than a state of “confused cynicism.” Reflecting on the sources of his town’s “time of troubles,” the narrator can suggest only that the “vilest” members of society “suddenly gained the upper hand, began loudly to criticize everything sacred,” while “advanced” members remained silent as still others began “to giggle” (3.1: 354). Excepting perhaps Liza Tushina, in whom the “cause” inspires visions of an instructive literary campaign, most of the “new people” who assist Verkhovensky merely contribute to unruly “pranks.”
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Notwithstanding the narrator’s uncertainty of its origin, the growing iconoclastic impulse contributes directly to Verkhovensky’s conspiracy, whose most immediate purpose, we eventually learn, is explicitly subversive. Its most succinct formulation appears in the leaflets “from abroad” that order its readers, as the “lame teacher” recalls at Virginsky’s, to close ranks “with the single goal of universal destruction,” an aspiration which finds coarse reflection in the call to “lop off a million heads” (2.7: 314) and in the campaign’s axe symbol (2.6: 272). In one of their first discussions, Governor Von Lembke correctly articulates and approves Verkhovensky’s desire to “move forward” and “shake loose” what is old. Therefore he mistakenly presumes he can restrain the spirit of nihilism so that both the state and its critics can serve the “common cause” together (2.4: 246); however, the primary urge of Verkhovensky’s conspiracy is not to compel Russia toward progress, as Von Lembke initially assumes, but rather to accelerate her descent into social turmoil. According to the summary by cell member Shigalev, Verkhovensky seeks “to discredit the authority of local power by means of systematic denunciatory propaganda; to cause confusion in the countryside; to generate cynicism, scandals, complete disbelief in everything possible and a thirst for something better; and, finally, through the use of fires, which are popular in essence, to reduce the country at a predetermined moment, if necessary, to utter despair” (3.4: 418). Following his arrest, fellow cell member Liamshin reconfirms the conspiracy’s aim “to discourage everyone and to make a mess of everything; and having raised the banner of revolt, to take in our hands the society we’ve shattered, sickened and spoiled, a society overcome with cynicism and lack of belief, but with a boundless thirst for some kind of guiding thought and self-preservation, relying on an entire network of five-man groups, who will have exercised, adopted and searched out all devices and all weaknesses that we can seize upon” (3.8: 510).

While he appeals to a general inclination toward revolt, however, Verkhovensky’s political ends are not anarchist, but statist in essence. For Verkhovensky, a condition of complete mass “despair” will provide the required catalyst for a widespread uprising throughout Russia; but it serves as a merely transitional stage on the road to a restoration of dictatorial power. Convinced that “administration” is “the only thing natural” to Russia, Verkhovensky ultimately yearns to fill the impending void of social chaos with a great “despotic will” that remains autonomous and free from the influence of any fortuitous circumstances (3.3: 404). Consistent with his concern for form over substance, Verkhovensky needs not an enlightened leader, moreover, but an idolized figurehead that can inspire hatred and fear. The role can be filled, he explains, only by Nikolai Stavrogin, whose “aristocratic” posture emanates
both beauty and ruthlessness (2.8: 323). In Stavrogin Verhovensky also sees a predilection for spontaneous violence that found expression in the “unruliness” of his early years, when he dragged the elderly Gaganov by the nose and bit the ear of Ivan Osipovich, the former Governor (1.2: 39, 43). His several “brazen,” unprovoked assaults on respected townspeople, although attributed to temporary madness, exhibit Stavrogin’s preoccupation with the idea of the “vile” and “shameful” act (2.1: 147). His outrageous acts serve to exemplify Stavrogin’s “unusual propensity for crime” that would make him, in Verkhovensky’s mind, an exemplary insurgent and natural leader for a revolutionary cause (2.1: 201). Having “invented” Stavrogin when they were abroad, Verkhovensky attempts to employ Stavrogin first as the international “founding member” of his larger society, with its connections to the International (2.6: 299), and then eventually as a mythic, rediscovered sovereign, rightfully returned to his legitimate seat of unlimited power with which he and Verkhovensky will rule together over the “herd.” Thus in his plans to “shake up” Russia and reawaken its longing “for the old gods,” Verkhovensky exposes the glaring contradiction between the notion of a “common cause” and his own vision of autocratic authority (2.8: 323–325).

By preying upon the widespread “fear of one’s own opinion,” as well as on the popular urge “to dishonor,” Verkhovensky gains sufficient local support and assistance to ignite unrest throughout the town and, eventually, to drive Governor Von Lembke from power. Yet while Verkhovensky’s tactics manage successfully to corrode local morality, they also destroy the cohesion of his newly reconstituted “society” and, along with it, the organizational basis of his grand vision. Unlike Iuliia Mikhailovna, whose full confidence he wins with relative ease, Verkhovensky must make a concerted effort to maintain control over his underground associates. In addition to the renegade Shatov, who wishes to break with Verkhovensky completely, veteran collaborators Kirillov and Lebiadkin both resist or resent subordination to Verkhovensky, while Fedka defies his orders directly. At the same time, growing discord within his cell of five threatens to shatter the unity of purpose which their conspiracy demands. When Verkhovensky finally meets with them at Virginsky’s, some adherents openly challenge both the organizational and programmatic components of his plan. Already skeptical of “a central committee” and the “countless branches” of Verkhovensky’s “society” (2.6: 299), cell member Liputin and another local activist, the “lame teacher,” both question the feasibility of sacrificing “a million heads” in order to force the revolution or—in the lame teacher’s caustic paraphrase—to “skip over the ditch,” on the assumption of the world’s incurability (2.7: 314). The cell’s confidence in Verkhovensky’s plan weakens considerably in the wake of the fires in the
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Zarech’e district and the murder of the Lebiadkins (3.4: 416). Reluctantly following Verkhovensky to see Kirillov and finalize plans for Shatov’s murder, Liputin openly questions the existence of “the fantastic center,” attacks the “absurdity” of one of Verkhovensky’s leaflets, and dismisses the idea of a promised uprising in May (3.4: 423–424).

As his authority weakens, Verkhovensky can only compromise his co-conspirators by assuring their collusion in criminal acts. While he succeeds in compelling his cell to eliminate Shatov, however, Verkhovensky never secures from Stavrogin any real commitment to his plans. Prior to their arrival at the Stavrogin estate in Skvoreshniki, Verkhovensky managed to elicit from Stavrogin a certain tacit participation in his reorganized “society” during their mutual years abroad. Their collaboration, albeit superficial, may have begun when they met in Switzerland in the company of Praskovia Ivanovna Drozdova and her daughter Liza (1.2: 54–55), who subsequently recalls their remarks to her about Shatov (1.4: 105). Later, during his movements in the aristocratic circles of “Count K.,” whom he accompanies back to Petersburg, Stavrogin obtained a letter of recommendation for Verkhovensky from the “extremely important” woman who helps the latter to enter the company of Ilia Mikhailovna (2.1: 169, 179). As Verkhovensky reminds him, at some point in the four years that precede the narrator’s primary “chronicle” Stavrogin also composed a list of “rules” or “guidelines” [табличка] for the society (2.6: 298). Yet by the time of their first “night” discussion at Skvoreshniki, Stavrogin betrays his unmistakable estrangement from Verkhovensky, his “society” and his political aspirations. As Verkhovensky reports on his own activity of the previous ten days, Stavrogin reminds him that there is no “compact” between them. He also suspects that Verkhovensky has already presented him to potential supporters as some kind of “chief” (2.1: 178). In his clandestine meeting with Shatov, whom he warns of the imminent threat to their lives, Stavrogin then denies any formal affiliation or comradely relations with Verkhovensky’s society, admitting only his “partial” participation in its restructuring out of sheer idleness (2.1: 193). Throughout the remainder of his stay in Skvoreshniki, in fact, Stavrogin’s contribution to the conspiracy remains at best a passive submission to the relentless persistence of Verkhovensky, who has been “badgering” him since they returned from abroad (2.8: 320). His only act of any use to Verkhovensky—his payment to Fedka to “keep killing and stealing” (2.2: 221)—appears motivated more by personal malice than by an urge to contribute to Verkhovensky’s designs. To a far greater extent Stavrogin actually impedes Verkhovensky’s progress by refusing to assist in Shatov’s killing, by failing to pose convincingly as the society’s leader “from abroad,” and by informing Liza of his link to the Lebiadkins’ murder. Thor-
oughly preoccupied with his own inner demons, Stavrogin never demonstrates any genuine commitment to the theory or realization of Verkhovensky’s plan. As he later explains to Dasha Shatova in his final letter, Stavrogin failed to become a “comrade” to the conspirators because he “shared nothing” with them (3.8: 514). Yet if Shatov breaks from the society following an extreme shift of perspective, Stavrogin’s alienation reflects a complete loss of conviction altogether. Already perilously “lukewarm,” as the bishop Tikhon accurately perceives during their meeting, Stavrogin finds within himself neither passion nor enthusiasm for any idea, but can only “envy” the likes of the fanatic Kirillov. His condition becomes particularly tragic in light of his relationship with Kirillov and especially Shatov, whose recollections reveal a vastly different side of Stavrogin’s character than the one depicted throughout the chronicle. Roughly two years earlier, while they were abroad and just before Shatov and Kirillov traveled together to America, Stavrogin apparently served as an intellectual “teacher” to Shatov, who refers to himself as Stavrogin’s former “pupil” (2.1:196). Their relationship could have begun earlier, either when Shatov lived in Geneva or when he “wandered about Europe” (1.1: 27), but in any case probably concluded sometime after Shatov’s departure for America, since Shatov reminds Stavrogin how he waited for him there for two years in vain. In Shatov’s memory, Stavrogin inspired his pupil with a neo-Slavophile vision of the Russian people as the only “God-bearing people” in the world and, therefore, the one destined “to save the world in the name of the new God” (2.1: 195–196). As Shatov learned from Kirillov while the two lived together in poverty in America, at the same time—“maybe even on the very same days”—that he “propagated God and motherland” in the heart of Shatov, Stavrogin also “poisoned the heart” of Kirillov and “drove his reason into a frenzy” (2.1: 197). In light of Kirillov’s philosophy of a “Man-God” (2.1: 189), the “new man” who attains freedom and “becomes God” by conquering fear and pain (1.3: 93), Stavrogin apparently encouraged Kirillov’s obsession with atheism or, at least, with ideas completely antithetical to those which he championed to Shatov. Although Stavrogin questions the accuracy of Shatov’s recollections, nonetheless they suggest Stavrogin’s “fall,” as Shatov describes it (2.1: 191), from a state of active belief, apparent in his former role as ideological guide, to one of fatal indifference. From Shatov’s perspective, then, Stavrogin turns out to be a false mentor, one who betrayed Shatov’s cause of neo-Slavophilism by returning to atheism.

Thus Stavrogin becomes at once both the embodiment of Verkhovensky’s politics, as well as its victim. With his natural proclivity for “calculated and deliberate disgrace” (1.2: 39), he serves as the convenient model for Verkhovensky’s assault on traditional institutions and values. Hated and feared by all,
as Verkhovensky assures him, Stavrogin also qualifies as the perfect ring-leader, one for whom “it means nothing to sacrifice life,” neither his own nor someone else’s (2.8: 323–324). As the conspiracy unfolds, however, the spirit of iconoclasm that once seemed to motivate Stavrogin finally drives him into an irrevocable state of inertia. In retrospect, just before his death, Stavrogin identifies that which “poured” from him in the past as nothing more than “negation,” or “not even” that (3.8: 514). Finally emptied of all pathos, Stavrogin falls from the ranks of the “negators” into a personal void, where he finds strength sufficient only for the ignominy of suicide.

While Stavrogin’s suicide relieves Verkhovensky of another potential informer, it also exposes the full bankruptcy of his political vision. Although the extent of Verkhovensky’s influence in other places is never clearly established, in the narrator’s town his activity achieves little more than the elimination of political enemies and his own subsequent escape. Excepting the “fanatically” devoted young Erkel’, who “thirsts for subordination” to his mentor’s will (3.5: 439), Verkhovensky utterly fails to develop a network of adherents capable of bringing him to power. With the loss of his idol Stavrogin, Verkhovensky is left a mere “nothing” (2.8: 324). Meanwhile, under Verkhovensky’s direction, the “common cause” degenerates into uncivilized behavior, petty crime and eventually an entire series of violent deaths. Conceived as a prerequisite for radical social transformation, popular despair becomes an endemic malady that gradually deprives dissent of any genuine revolutionary potential. Instead of a progressive movement, the narrator’s chronicle in *Demons* describes a tragic political farce.

**The Nechaev “Type” and the New Nihilism**

The story of Verkhovensky’s failed conspiracy in *Demons* operates on the most fundamental level, of course, as an autonomous narrative which remains fully comprehensible when removed from its now familiar extrinsic context of the Nechaev affair. The prominent characteristics of the conspiracy examined above—its false revolutionary auspices, its crude and primitive political tactics, its autocratic aims and criminal means of preserving itself—all comprise an allegory on the hazards of uncritical reverence for fashionable ideas and their bearers, especially of a violently iconoclastic nature. In a manner reminiscent of Nikolai Gogol’s false inspector Khlestakov—an association Dostoevsky recorded in his working notebooks for *Demons*—the fictional Verkhovensky functions as an archetypal imposter and “ape” of the story’s other main “pretender” Stavrogin. Yet for all its invention and artistic
transformation, Verkhovensky’s conspiracy preserves an unmistakable association with the political realities of imperial Russia, whose defenders perceived in the “Nechaev affair” the violent consequences of revolutionary ideas from the West. To be sure, Dostoevsky’s chief intentions for *Demons* were predominantly creative rather than journalistic; but while he emphasized the essentially fictional essence of the conspiracy in *Demons*, at the same time Dostoevsky apparently made little effort to conceal the many real-life facts and details that inspired it. Nechaev’s activity in Russia served as a sensational manifestation of radical thought and provided a convenient opportunity for less enthusiastic observers like Dostoevsky to characterize its evolution, its trajectory and, ultimately, its sources. True to his tendentious aims, even as the tragedy of Stavrogin assumed a more central position in his creative plan, Dostoevsky did not let it obscure the specific object of his political critique.

Well-known evidence links *Demons* indisputably to the Nechaev affair and needs only a brief review. The murder of Ivan Ivanov on 21 November 1869, the revelation of Nechaev’s responsibility, and the crime’s political motives all received extensive publicity in the Russian daily press. One Russian newspaper which Dostoevsky read regularly, the *Moscow Gazette* [Московские ведомости], reported on the Nechaev incident in detail during the first two months following the murder. Over the next several months, as his plans for *Demons* developed, the name “Nechaev” appeared in Dostoevsky’s working notebooks, followed soon by the name “Uspensky,” Nechaev’s first accomplice. On 8 (20) October 1870, a day after dispatching the first three chapters of Part One to the serial *Russian Herald* [Русский вестник], Dostoevsky admitted in a letter to his publisher Mikhail Katkov that Nechaev’s murder of the student Ivan Ivanov, an event “well known in Moscow,” served as “one of the most significant events” in his new novel, albeit only a context for the actions of the novel’s real hero (Stavrogin). In his notebooks Dostoevsky continued to refer to the future Petr Verkhovensky as “Nechaev” throughout much of 1871, the year he finished Part Two of the novel.

Details from the Nechaev affair remain prominent in the text of *Demons*, as well. Apart from details of the real-life murder itself, reflected in the murder of Shatov, the novel retains recognizable vestiges of both Sergei Nechaev and his accomplices, as well as their organizational principles. In light of testimony by his accomplices, transmitted throughout the trial in the Petersburg *Government Herald* [Правительственный вестник] in the summer of 1871, Nechaev’s allegedly callous treatment of his associates, his use of deception and personal threats to secure their allegiance, and his exaggeration of the organization’s size all entered the fictional profile of Petr Verkhovensky. Along with Nechaev, distinctive personal characteristics of his accompli-
ces Ivan Pryzhov and Nikolai Nikolaev also appear in Verkhovensky’s assistants Tolkachenko and Erkel. The fictional verse on “A Bright Personality” clearly parodies a poem of 1869 by Nikolai Ogarev, “A Student,” which he dedicated to Nechaev. Even the axe inscribed on Verkhovensky’s leaflets recalls the official emblem of Nechaev’s agitational literature. Finally, Dostoevsky almost certainly based Verkhovensky’s unscrupulous political tactics on the “Jesuitic” principles of Nechaev’s activity and their bold articulation in the secret rules for his society, also made public at the trial, that governed the “Attitude of a Revolutionist” toward himself, his comrades, society and “the people”—the document now known by convention as the “Catechism of a Revolutionist.” Dostoevsky’s use of factual detail from the trial of suspected “Nechaevists” was so obvious, in fact, that it became a traditional object of censure immediately upon the novel’s publication. In February–March 1873, just months after the final installment of Demons, Dostoevsky’s contemporaries Nikolai Mikhailovsky and Petr Tkachev both criticized the author for combining accurate details from the real-life Nechaev affair with a story about fantastic characters. If a novel takes a large part of its plot from a contemporary and sensational story, Mikhailovsky remarked, then readers have a right to expect “a highly precise picture of contemporary mores,” rather than one built on the “accidental” features of reality. According to Tkachev, who was originally implicated in the Nechaev affair and knew it well, Dostoevsky’s unsuccessful attempt “to rewrite the trial record” demonstrated the impossibility of fulfilling “tendentious” and “artistic” aims simultaneously. By nature a psychologist and analyst of pathological characters, instead of art Dostoevsky creates mere “absurdity,” Tkachev observed, when he steps beyond his “internal” world.

Critical responses to his use of the Nechaev affair prompted Dostoevsky’s public remarks on the problem in December 1873, roughly a year after completing Demons. In an installment for his recently launched Diary of a Writer, Dostoevsky admitted that he utilized the plot [фаюма] of the Nechaev affair in his novel; but he also insisted that Demons contained no “literal” reproductions or “portraits” from the Nechaev story, and that the face of “his” Nechaev did not resemble that of the “real,” individual Nechaev. Attempting to explain only the phenomenon of “Nechaevs” in general [Dostoevsky’s italics] and their possibility in Russian society, Dostoevsky set out to determine how “Nechaevs” come to comprise “Nechaevists.” Dostoevsky’s explanation confirmed his earlier remarks to Katkov that his Petr Verkhovensky “might not resemble Nechaev at all,” since his imagination created only the “type” that corresponds to the villainy in question. His intention to generalize a historical figure (or affiliation of figures) artistically was, of
course, a common creative method of Dostoevsky’s, one which he applied to another idea that arose as *Demons* began to take shape. In a letter to his friend Apollon Maikov of March 25 (April 6), 1870, Dostoevsky described a planned scene in a monastery where his fictional versions of “Belinsky,” “Granovsky” and “even Pushkin” visit none other than “Chaadaev” who, Dostoevsky adds, is not the real Petr Chaadaev, but only the “type” he represents. With regard to Petr Verkhovensky, Dostoevsky apparently drew upon his impressions of other revolutionists, as well, when developing “his Nechaev.” By his remarks Dostoevsky thus attempted to shift his reader’s attention away from the documentary possibilities of *Demons* and back toward its imaginative dimension, where the “typical” aspects of the Nechaev affair could be found. In this way, of course, he exonerated his text of any factual distortions of the affair.

At the same time, unable to deny its tendentious aims, Dostoevsky suggested that the basis of the plot in *Demons* was not so much the Nechaev affair itself, but the ideas that made it possible. Dostoevsky likely found the main impetus for his critique in the larger ideological context from which the Nechaev affair emerged. For all its human tragedy, the murder of Ivanov achieved notoriety in Moscow mainly as a sensational manifestation of “nihilism,” of which the Nechaev affair was seen to be symptomatic. The evolution of Russian “nihilism” throughout the 1860s lies beyond the scope of this study, but its reputation on the eve of the Nechaev affair sheds critical light on its depiction in *Demons*. Although state repression in the wake of Dmitrii Karakozov’s assassination attempt in 1866 had stifled revolutionary activity and forced it further underground, in the fall of 1868 a significant revival of the student movement appeared within the universities of St. Petersburg. Driven initially by demands for greater autonomy, an end to police surveillance and freedom of public assembly, by early 1869 a more radical sector of the student body began to accept the need to devote themselves to the service of the “people” rather than to their personal careers. Its lead in mass demonstrations, or “assemblies” [сходки], in March 1869 led to expulsions, dozens of arrests and the exile of many student activists, as well as to signs of a new revolutionary propaganda campaign. While it mobilized a part of the student body to defend their needs collectively, the movement of spring 1869 also removed or alienated rebellious students from the general populace while inciting others to hostile public behavior. The growing polarization between liberal society and its “radical” elements offered a convenient opportunity to outspoken conservatives like Katkov, the editor of the *Moscow Gazette*, to open an attack on “nihilism” and—more importantly—on those who encouraged it. Two months after the demonstrations, Katkov attempted to allay fears of “nihilism” and its potential as a political menace. Acknowledging its
suitability for “any abomination” or harmful act, Katkov nonetheless assured his readers of the incapacity of nihilism to function as an “organizing force.” Since there is nothing positive or “constructive” about it, he reasoned, nihilism cannot serve as a political goal in and of itself. “Sincere nihilists can only be completely immature young people,” Katkov proclaimed, while their leaders, who chose nihilism as a profession, are mere “profligates” attached to the younger generation in order to speak in its name. Warning his readers of a certain “Nechaev” and the reactionary forces his agitation might serve, Katkov reduced nihilism to a kind of adolescent diversion of use only to unscrupulous individuals and parties for their own political ends.22

Katkov’s assessment of nihilism clearly anticipates Dostoevsky’s critique in Demons. As we have seen, in Demons nihilism functions more as an iconoclastic mood than an ideology; it finds political rationale only when appropriated by an outsider (Verkhovensky) who harnesses it for his own purposes. Nihilism’s shortage of substance lies concealed by an impression of novelty and popular consent which only the elder Verkhovensky and Shatov dare to challenge. To the extent that they reflect traditional nihilist values, moreover, in Dostoevsky’s parody the “new ideas” lack the noble motives that inspire their literary forerunners. An implicit analogy with two canonical pictures of Russian nihilism, Ivan Turgenev’s Fathers and Children (of 1862) and Nikolai Chernyshevsky’s novel What is to be Done? (of 1863), highlights the degeneration of the nihilist idea in Demons. Notwithstanding his “fake” character [фиктивное лицо] that so irritates Stepan Trofimovich (2.1: 171), Turgenev’s Bazarov exhibits a singleness of purpose in his selfish pursuit of self-enlightenment and empirical discovery. Thanks to his “calculation” [расчёт] of what is (or will be) useful, as critic Dmitrii Pisarev explained, Bazarov channels his natural “inclination” [влечение] for pleasure into a rigorous pursuit of practical scientific knowledge.23 In Demons, by contrast, the actions of the conspirators and their supporters proceed with little or no truly utilitarian incentive. Verkhovensky’s campaign requires no vigorous interest in enlightenment, but only uncritical conformity. As the Nechaev affair plainly demonstrated, official intolerance of dissent fostered conspiracy among the nihilists, but conspiracy inevitably discouraged the autonomous thought and action that distinguished the model nihilist of the early 1860s. Similarly, Dostoevsky’s revolutionists differ notably from Chernyshevsky’s “new people” by their lack of any communal impulse. In Demons, nihilist opposition to backward ways no longer leads to mutual support and collective labor; on the contrary, the farcical quarreling among activists at Virginsky’s, together with Verkhovensky’s tyranny over his followers, mocks the very notion of common cause and action. Initially aimed at weakening social bonds,
the conspirators’ tactic of sowing discord in the narrator’s town initially succeeds in dividing Varvara Petrovna from Stepan Trofimovich and Iulia Mikhailovna from Von Lembke. When it appears among the radicals themselves, however, disunity exposes their own vulnerability to organizational strife. Thus the same antagonism that hastens the desired rift in society also fosters the kind of mistrust and suspicion by which the notion of community is undermined.

The full irony of the nihilist ethos in *Demons* emerges in Shigalev’s plan for the social organization of the future society. For the “brooding, gloomy” disposition of Shigalev, the urgent anticipation of apocalyptic change demands a rigorously analytical mapping of the “inescapable” earthly paradise. Breaking conclusively with idealist visions, Shigalev’s fatalistic algebra for unlimited freedom leads him irrevocably to a society of “unlimited despotism,” in which equality—as Verkhovensky later adds—will be assured by means of violent social leveling (2.8: 322). As the lame teacher assures his listeners at Virginsky’s, Shigalev’s exclusive and indisputable path to the earthly paradise demonstrates remarkable cogency through its strict logic, appreciation for natural law and close proximity to realism. Recognizing the need to divide rulers from ruled, despots from slaves, *Shigalevshchina* represents the culmination of Verkhovensky’s politics and the conspiracy’s most vivid expression of cerebral despair (2.7: 311–313).

Notwithstanding their differences, several other characters and personalities in *Demons* share a sense of futility that appears strikingly incommensurate with any utopian vision: Kirillov’s suicidal solution to the fear of mortality, Stavrogin’s urge toward the “vile,” the angry invective of the “maniac” professor at the festivities (3.1: 374–375) all suggest a sense of fatal pessimism rather than an anticipation of social harmony. Yet despair becomes the essential precondition for the work of Verkhovensky who, while nominally a nihilist, admits his preference for the despotic conception of *Shigalevshchina* (2.8: 322–323). When Petr Verkhovensky finds his father reading *What is to Be Done*, he naturally offers to bring him “something better” (2.4: 238); but the newer, more advanced alternative which Petr has in mind must lead first to something worse.

**From Herzen to Bakunin: *Demons* and the Russian Revolutionary Emigration**

Through a caricature of Verkhovensky’s conspiracy Dostoevsky sought to reveal the poverty of nihilism, especially as manifested in the Nechaev affair;
his arguably more important aim of *Demons* was to expose the ideological sources of the “Nechaevs” and their activity in Russia. Much like Katkov in his analysis of the unrest of 1869, about which more will be said below, Dostoevsky perceived Russia’s young nihilists of the 1860s principally as the victims of radical ideas and their promoters both in Western Europe and among “Westerners” (Westernizers) [западники] in Russia. Even if merely speculative, connections between the activists in *Demons* and outside forces therefore establish an essential prerequisite for the conspiracy in *Demons*. While Verkhovensky’s reputed links to a mysterious “center” may be mostly fiction, as Stavrogin suggests and Liputin suspects, the narrator leaves open the question of Verkhovensky’s association with a genuine revolutionary movement. In addition to the mysterious “Society” with which Shatov and Kirillov became affiliated “under its old organization” in Switzerland (2.1: 191–192; 2.6: 290), Stavrogin believes that Verkhovensky’s group, for all the hyperbole about its size and significance, has its ties to the International (2.1: 193) which, according to some locals, may really have “directed” him, as the narrator later adds (3.1: 354). At least part of the roughly four years which Verkhovensky, Stavrogin, Shatov and Kirillov spend abroad finds them in Switzerland and specifically Geneva, by the 1860s a common destination of young Russian revolutionary agitators. Along with Verkhovensky himself (1.3: 63), Shatov and his estranged wife Marie are both linked to Geneva (1.1: 26), as is Kirillov, who recalls how Shatov insulted Verkhovensky there (3.6: 466). The narrator also confirms that although Kirillov did not participate in anything “closely,” nonetheless he became “somewhat entangled” in the organization through instructions “from abroad” (3.5: 444). In the aftermath of the chronicle the possibility of international support for Verkhovensky appears no less conceivable than his local success. Contrary to Liputin’s suspicion of Verkhovensky’s posturing, by the end of Part Two, when Verkhovensky meets with “our group” [нами] at Virginsky’s, the narrator suggests that along with the local cell Verkhovensky formed a similar “cell of five” in Moscow, as well as in their district, among the officers, and according to reports, in “X” province, too (2.7: 302).

Thus revolutionary thought and activity over “there,” beyond the world of the narrator’s town, functions in *Demons* not merely as a mythical source of authority. Notwithstanding his deliberate distortion of his connections abroad, by implication Verkhovensky’s plans to “shake up” Russia enjoy the approval of revolutionists beyond Russia’s borders. As in many other respects, here Verkhovensky clearly recalls Nechaev, who also sought the support of revolutionists abroad, a fact which the domestic Russian press was eager to publicize. For Dostoevsky’s tendentious purposes the most threatening aspect of
revolutionary activity abroad was unquestionably its Russian component in emigration, with which Dostoevsky became at least generally familiar during his four years of residence in Europe (1867–1871). A series of allusions in Demons to the Russian émigré Alexander Herzen establishes a realistic and universally recognizable signpost of the “West” and provides a key element in the novel’s historical context. For nearly a decade following his settlement in London in 1857, Herzen became the most prominent Russian revolutionary propagandist living abroad and still deserves recognition, as historian Vladislav Grosul recently explained, for transforming the Russian emigration, along with Ogarev, into a center of opposition to the Russian state. His name naturally adds to the burgeoning reputation of Stepan Trofimovich early in Part One of Demons, therefore, when they are mentioned “practically alongside” one another (1.1: 8). The name of Herzen carries meaning throughout the rest of the novel, as well. By the time of the main chronicle in Part Two, when the elder Verkhovensky begins to retreat from his earlier liberalism, he scoffs by implication at the utilitarian notion that bread is more important than art, a notion which he associates with the early Herzen (2.1: 172). As indicated earlier, Petr Verkhovensky exploits the prestige surrounding Herzen’s name when he identifies the origins of “A Bright Personality”; Stavrogin, too, recalls Herzen when he acquires citizenship in Switzerland (3.8: 513), and the lame teacher at Virginsky’s, defending the need to discuss the future social order, reminds Verkhovensky that Herzen, too, “spent his entire life” thinking about it (2.7: 313). As a possible source of radical ideas and activity in the narrator’s town, however, Herzen and his writings prove to be too innocuous. If Virginsky’s close relative, the major, once hesitated even to unpack bundles of Herzen’s journal The Bell [Колокол], his fear now, at the time of the conspiracy, appears merely comic (2.8: 303). As a suspected source of sedition, the innocence of Herzen comes to light through the misdirected vigilance of Blium, the deputy of Governor Von Lembke, who learns that Stepan Trofimovich, the principal source of “atheism and dangerous social teaching” in town, he believes, possesses “all the works of Herzen” and other forbidden books (2.6: 283). Although Von Lembke is at first skeptical, Blium arrests Stepan Trofimovich and seizes incriminating literature, including foreign editions of Herzen and a rebound issue of The Bell (2.9: 328). Yet from the narrator’s astonishment at the search we see that even he realizes that Herzen is no longer a real danger (2.9: 330–331). “Nihilism” and the “fire in the minds” of its agents, as Von Lembke later describes it (3.2: 395), both originate in ideas significantly more incendiary than those of Herzen.

Apart from Herzen the text of Demons contains no other important names from the Russian revolutionary emigration of the 1860s; all of the Russian
activists cited in the text belong essentially to an earlier period or, like Herzen himself, are no longer alive. There appears to be little or no explicit textual evidence that Dostoevsky aimed his critique at any specific revolutionist other than Nechaev. As the Soviet literary critic Viacheslav Polonsky emphasized in a fundamental essay of 1925, because the scope of parody in *Demons* extended to so many different types, from revolutionists to liberals and even reactionaries, it is highly untenable to project a specific individual or even a single group at the center of Dostoevsky’s critique.\(^{27}\) If, however, we examine *Demons* not mainly as a broad parody, or even as an allegory of Russia’s subjugation by radical ideas, but as a tendentious polemic against “Nechaevs” and their possibility in Russia, then their most direct, logical source is undeniably Herzen’s more revolutionary associate in the Russian emigration, Mikhail Bakunin. Together with Ogarev, who often collaborated with him, Bakunin became the most enthusiastic adherent of Nechaev and made a large and well-known contribution to his revolutionary activity in Russia. More so than Herzen, whose propaganda activity declined sharply in the late 1860s, by the time of the Nechaev affair Bakunin was energetically developing an international organization with a distinctly revolutionary program.

Bakunin’s growing differences with the comparatively moderate Herzen became increasingly apparent by the fall of 1867, when he participated in the First Congress of the League of Peace and Freedom (9–12 September), a well-publicized political event which brought pacifists of various tendencies to Geneva to protest the growing threat of a war between France and Prussia.\(^{28}\) In his well-received speech, in which he demanded the dismantling of empires and the complete autonomy of “every nation, every province, every community,” Bakunin still remained a mere democrat in essence; but the same speech also foreshadowed the militantly anti-statist pathos in his thought that soon became distinctive, particularly in his conviction that any centralized state, “however liberal it may declare itself,” is by necessity an oppressor.\(^{29}\) Having joined its Central Committee, Bakunin drafted a set of programmatic theses on federalism, socialism and “anti-theologism,” of which the latter found some support.\(^{30}\) Defending the syllogism that “if man is rational, just and free, then there is no God,” Bakunin proclaimed that theology leads inevitably to both theoretical and practical slavery.\(^{31}\) Near the end of September 1868, at the League’s Second Congress, Bakunin unsuccessfully attempted to radicalize its bourgeois majority by calling for the destruction of social and economic inequality, principles which the anti-socialist majority of the League flatly rejected.\(^{32}\) By that time, however, Bakunin had already made public in Russian his real political vision of a popular socialist revolution. Three weeks before the Second Congress, Bakunin and his close associate Nikolai Zhukovsky
unveiled a clearly anarchist program for the first issue of The People’s Cause [Народное дело], a new Russian-language organ published in Geneva on behalf of Bakunin’s circle. Abandoning the restrained tone of Bakunin’s 1867 speech to the League, the authors declared themselves atheists and materialists, and called for “the social and economic liberation of the people”; “the abolition of the rights of inheritance”; the transfer of land and capital to those who work or create it; “the uprooting of all statism [государственность], along with its ecclesiastical, political, military, civil-bureaucratic, juridical, scholastic and financial-economic institutions”; the “final destruction” of the state and its replacement by an autonomous federation of free workers of both land and factory. After breaking with the hopelessly moderate League three weeks later, Bakunin began to recruit followers of his anarchist principles into a new revolutionary organization, the Alliance of Socialist Democracy, which thereafter lived a stormy existence during the final five years of the International Workingmen’s Association. By most accounts a conspirator and extremist by nature, Bakunin never drew together the broad spectrum of activists that once gravitated toward Herzen; but in the wake of Herzen’s withdrawal from revolutionary journalism, together with the subsequent deepening of his own anarchist convictions, Bakunin stood as the most active veteran of the Russian political emigration, as well as the most fervent advocate of the violent revolutionary doctrines from the “West” that so disturbed Dostoevsky.

In the wake of The People’s Cause No. 1 and his speeches at the Second Congress of the League of Peace and Freedom, Bakunin’s radical activity became more conspicuous in European political life and in the Russian press. As Vladimir Tunimanov pointed out, an explicit allusion to “Bakunin” in one of Dostoevsky’s early sketches for Demons (“Bakunin is an old, rotten bag of nonsense…” [Бакунин—старый гнилой мешок бредней…]) almost certainly indicates the writer’s familiarity with the analysis of “International Congresses” that appeared in the October 1868 issue of Russian Herald [Русский вестник], the same issue that carried an installment of Dostoevsky’s novel Idiot. Reporting on the recent congresses of the International Workingmen’s Association and the League of Peace and Freedom, the author of the article, Belgian journalist Gustave de Molinari, summarized a number of new political platforms, including Bakunin’s program for social revolution. With unconcealed irony, Molinari characterized Bakunin’s radical new vision as an attempt, “under the modest pseudonym of collectivism” [Molinari’s italics], to conceal a “bag of nihilism […] full of merely old rags.” In his article Molinari also paraphrased the principles from The People’s Cause and thereby effectively advertised Bakunin’s anarchist ideas for the Russian reader, who would
otherwise have been able to learn of it only from the anonymous, illegal issue of the journal itself. Significantly for the political conspiracy in Demons, Molinari’s report not only ridiculed the “demagogic, socialist and nihilist nonsense” of programs like Bakunin’s, moreover, but also warned readers of their growing power as agitation.36

The clandestine arrival of The People’s Cause No. 1 in St. Petersburg in the fall of 1868 proved to be one of the principal sparks that helped to reignite the dormant revolutionary movement in Russia. Its impact on the “Nechaevists” in 1868–69 is described in the testimony of Varlaam Cherkezov, a peripheral member of Nechaev’s “People’s Reprisal” party [Народная расправа] who was arrested and tried during the Nechaev affair, among other things, for circulating The People’s Cause and other illegal literature.37 As Cherkezov recalled more than three decades later:

It’s easy now to understand the joy with which we greeted Bakunin’s program and the entire first number of The People’s Cause (1868). Having received one copy in Petersburg, for the entire month of September we copied and circulated it, sending it to Moscow and out to the provinces. At last we had found in print a clear formulation of our thoughts and our cherished [царства] aspirations. This was also the source of the widespread popularity of Bakunin, who was the only member of the generation of fathers that came to the defense of revolutionary populism [народничество]…”38

It is believed that The People’s Cause No. 1 produced a formative effect on Nechaev, as well. As Stephen Cochrane explained in his analysis of Nechaev’s early period, the journal served as the necessary “catalyst” that helped to transform Nechaev’s “radical sentiments” into “radical actions.” While he probably drew inspiration for conspiracy, mystification and other ideas from different sources, in all likelihood it was the call for the final destruction of the state in The People’s Cause that brought to Nechaev’s thought its distinctively anarchist dimension and prepared Nechaev for his collaboration with the veteran Russian émigrés the following year.39

When Nechaev arrived in émigré circles from Russia, Bakunin, unlike Herzen, not only admired his nihilist spirit, but also received a certain inspiration from his great energy and revolutionary determination. When he and Ogarev began their joint propaganda campaign with Nechaev in Geneva in April 1869, Bakunin’s principle of “destruction” began to occupy a more central place in his agitation. In his signed proclamation Several Words to Young Brothers in Russia [Несколько слов к молодым братьям в России], Bakunin praised the “anti-statist, all-destuctive spirit” of Russian students and their revolt, which he believed—based, apparently, on Nechaev’s reports—was “not a momentary outburst of youthful frivolity and vanity, but the expression
of genuine life and passion.” Assuring them of their mutual “hatred for the Russian state” and “firm will to facilitate, by all possible means, its immediate destruction,” Bakunin urged young readers to prepare for the coming “bloody struggle” and to help the Russian people organize into a “collective Sten’ka Razin.” Glorification of “brigandage” as a catalyst of destruction assumed sharper form in the unsigned proclamation *Posing the Revolutionary Question* [Постановка революционного вопроса], whose authors—probably Bakunin and Nechaev together—called the brigand the “true and only revolutionary in Russia” and underscored the need to “enter his world.” Having joined the revolt of the peasant, young revolutionists in Russia were urged then to join the “brigand’s revolt” [разбойничий бунт], in order to unite all spontaneous explosions into a people’s revolution, “meaningful and merciless” [осмысленная и беспощадная]. The appeals for both destruction and brigandage entered the most familiar product of their literary collaboration, the untitled guidelines for a revolutionist (“Catechism of a Revolutionist” [Катехизис революционера]), which reiterated the goals of ruthless destruction (articles 6, 24) and unification with the “world of the brazen brigand” into “a single, invincible, all-destructive force” (articles 25–26).

Bakunin’s support for radical students and complicity in Nechaev’s agitation added a sensational element to reports in the Russian press, Dostoevsky’s principal source of knowledge about the Nechaev affair. Not unlike Nechaev’s infiltration of the Russian student movement in 1869, Bakunin became the obvious suspect behind the radicalization of propaganda issuing from the Russian emigration. Along with the first suspicions of Nechaev’s ties to the murder at the end of December 1869, Katkov began to speculate in his *Moscow Gazette* on the involvement of the radical émigrés. Speaking of Nechaev, Katkov’s newspaper referred to his meetings with “the Genevan heroes of our so-called revolution.” The following month, as Dostoevsky was exploring plots for his forthcoming projects, one of which would become *Demons*, Katkov began to link Nechaev explicitly to Bakunin. On 6 January 1870, Katkov declared in *Moscow Gazette* that London had been supplanted by Geneva as the new center of Russian radicalism abroad, where Bakunin, as confirmed in a German newspaper, was now the chief conspirator:

It is from there [Geneva] that the calls to axes pour in [to Russia]. It is from there that the emissaries come to us. The Khudiakovs and Nechaevs come running here for inspiration and orders. No one speaks of *The Bell*’s publishers anymore. The scepter of the Russian revolutionary party has passed into the hands of their other celebrity, to that same Bakunin who in 1849 rebelled on the streets of Dresden […] that leader of the Russian revolutionary party and organizer of the conspiracy whose network now covers all of Russia…
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Quoting from Bakunin’s proclamation Several Words to Our Young Brothers in Russia, which he linked to the student disorders of the previous spring, Katkov demonstrated how Bakunin, addressing “the most spoiled and immature part of our nihilistic youth,” “congratulates our poor young generation for its ‘antistatist, destructive’ spirit.” In the next day’s issue of The Voice, the author of an article subtitled “A Firebrand from Abroad” ridiculed Bakunin’s agitation and concluded that anyone who might have listened to Bakunin before will now “appreciate fully who this gentleman is” and “turn away from the Genevan bandit with pity and disgust.”

As scholar Leonid Grossman first emphasized, Katkov’s remarks on Bakunin and his connection to the Nechaev affair were substantiated, reinforced and supplemented by details that appeared in the protocols of the trial of the Nechaevists the following year. Nechaev’s link to Bakunin became apparent, for example, in the formal statement of charges against the Nechaevists, which established that Bakunin had enrolled Nechaev into his “International Alliance” prior to the murder, and even appointed him organizers of the “Russian Section” of a new “World Revolutionary Alliance.”

Testimony by the defendants themselves also provided additional evidence of Nechaev’s contact with Bakunin, especially the deposition of Uspensky, who claimed that Nechaev had shown him the document confirming his rank with the signature of Bakunin. Most revealing were the remarks by defense attorney Vladimir Spasovich, who sought to demonstrate that the conspiracy did not originate among the defendants in Russia, but from the Russian emigration. Acknowledging that Nechaev himself exaggerated his connections with the emigrants for effect on his recruits, nonetheless in view of the depositions Spasovich insisted that Nechaev “without a doubt” was “in close connection with several emigrants, for example, with Bakunin.” Whatever Nechaev may have borrowed from the “Catechism of a Revolutionist,” Spasovich argued, the highly “abstract” formulations in that document reveal a striking difference between its author, “a revolutionist in thought,” and Nechaev, “a revolutionist in deed.” Certain that the author was an “emigrant,” for lack of more evidence Spasovich suggestively refused “to dare to ascribe it to Bakunin.”

If the image of Bakunin himself never appears clearly in the text of Demons, then his prominent role in the Nechaev affair, publicized in Russia both before and during Dostoevsky’s work on the novel, unquestionably associates his activity and ideology closely with Dostoevsky’s political critique. With Herzen no longer alive at the time the conspiracy takes place in Demons, it is logically the figure of Bakunin who stands off stage, so to speak,
as the implicit source of seditious ideas from “Geneva.” Among the veteran members of the emigration, Bakunin also receives an indirect association with the conspiracy as the most familiar Russian member of the International.\textsuperscript{51} The lame teacher’s allusion to the “mysterious finger,” which points to Russia as the “only country capable of fulfilling the ‘great task’” (2.6: 314), also logically belongs to Bakunin.\textsuperscript{52} It is Bakunin, moreover, who best represents the revolutionary center abroad which, Liputin believes, has “forgotten Russian reality” (3.4: 424). Verkhovensky’s rumored participation in revolutionary “congresses” abroad calls to mind Bakunin, as does Liputin’s comic allusion to the Peace Congress of 1868 and its demand for “heads” in order to bring about common sense in Europe (1.3: 77). Bakunin’s rift with the more cautious Herzen, who staunchly opposed collaboration with reckless young Russian nihilists, especially Nechaev, also finds a certain reflection in the hostility and lack of respect between Stepan Trofimovich and Karmazinov, the Great Writer who indulges the nihilists and courts the favor of Verkhovensky. The growing divide in the liberal and radical camps—a traditional target of Dostoevsky’s satire—anticipates the split among the younger nihilists that follows their implementation of revolutionary theory. Above all, Verkhovensky’s reference to the “guidelines” of the “society” contains an unmistakable allusion to Nechaev’s link to Bakunin. It not only indicates Stavrogin’s link to the society, but also suggests Dostoevsky’s tendentious use of the sensational fact, exposed both in Katkov’s editorials and in the protocols of the Nechaevists’ trial, of Bakunin’s programmatic contribution to the Nechaev affair.

The text of \textit{Demons} recalls the motif of social demolition that runs consistently through Bakunin’s pronouncements, from \textit{The People’s Cause Â No. 1} to his propaganda campaign with Nechaev and Ogarev. A penchant for destruction identifies the nihilists in \textit{Demons} not only with Bakunin’s thought, of course, but also with other radical ideas of the 1860s, especially the anti-aesthetics inspired by Pisarev. The destructive urge exhibits a distinctively anarchist, or “Bakuninist,” aspect, however, in its anticipation of collective revolt [öyrr]. Perhaps the clearest symptom of a “Bakuninist” revolt stands out in the explicit analogy between Stavrogin and the legendary Russian insurgent, Sten’ka Razin (2.1: 201), the quintessential symbol of the spontaneous, mass uprising of Bakunin’s vision. As we have seen, Stavrogin fails to raise the banner and, as a result, Verkhovensky’s perception of him as a Razin-like chief in the conspiracy remains unfulfilled; but Stavrogin reveals his potential to play such a role, if only briefly, by encouraging the convict Fedka to pursue the criminal activity that serves Verkhovensky’s purposes. In the end Stavrogin resembles Razin mainly as a false authority, impostor and “pretender” to the throne of Verkhovensky’s future state. Stavrogin incites only
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violence without revolution and therefore deprives the Razin image of the popular, “collective” element which it assumed in Bakunin’s agitation.

The intellectual iconoclasm of Shigalev, with which he categorically dismisses all earlier visions of social harmony (2.7: 311), also expresses a specifically, albeit partially, “Bakuninist” gesture, especially in light of the same report on the League of Peace and Freedom Congress by Molinari cited earlier. Remarking with unconcealed disdain on Bakunin’s attempt to force his own “nihilist” (anarchist) program upon the Congress, Molinari insisted that it merely reshaped the communist ideas of earlier thinkers. “In spite of that,” Molinari concluded, “mister Bakunin is convinced of the merit and even the originality of his system.” In *Demons* a parody of Bakunin’s ideological pose—as characterized by Molinari—appears in the lame teacher’s defense of Shigalev and the novelty of his “system” with respect to earlier thinkers like “Fourier, Cabet and Proudhon” (2.7: 313), the same French utopian thinkers cited by Molinari. A certain parody of a Bakuninist proposal to the Congress also appears in Shigalev’s “discovery” of equality [равенство], the point in his “system” that fosters Verkhovensky’s desire to “level mountains” [горы сравнять] or, in other words, “to lower the level of education, the sciences and talent” by eradicating exceptional individuals in the “herd” (2.8: 322–323). Quoting the proposed resolution for “the economic and social leveling of classes [уравнение классов], outside of which “freedom and peace are unrealizable,” Molinari added that Bakunin and his followers prefaced their resolution—anticipating Shigalev’s unyielding confidence—with a threat to leave the Congress if it were not accepted. Finally, Shigalev embodies the image of the abstract thinker with which Spasovich, with Bakunin in mind, identified the author of the “Catechism” in his trial defense of the Nechaevists. While Stavrogin contributes guidelines and a kind of criminal inspiration, Shigalev resembles the “theoretician” of Spasovich’s scenario who “at his leisure, far from the deed, devises [сочиняет] revolution.”

As consensus generally holds today, in all likelihood the historical Bakunin did not serve as a specific target of Dostoevsky’s critique in *Demons*. In his caricature of conspiracy in *Demons*, Dostoevsky clearly unmasked and ridiculed an entire spectrum of radical ideas and tendencies, of which Bakuninism was merely one. Yet to accept the fact of the Nechaev affair as a catalyst and model for Verkhovensky’s conspiracy logically favors its association with the thought and principles of Nechaev’s chief collaborator. True to his word, *Demons* preserves clear evidence of Dostoevsky’s professed attempt to write a tendentious work about Russian “Nechaevs”; by virtue of their close association with the Nechaev affair, however, the ideological sources of Nechaev’s activity, principally the anarchist agitation of Bakunin,
Confronting Dostoevsky’s Demons

became an equally conspicuous target of his critique. Regardless of Dostoevsky’s creative intentions, stated or concealed, the “tendentious” dimension of his novel arguably proved to be its most distinctive characteristic in Russian literary culture. Through its polemic against the spirit and ideology of radical “nihilism,” Demons invited its readers to confront both the “Nechaevs,” as well as their sources, that originally inspired it. The dramatically shifting context of Russian political life in the following century would strengthen Dostoevsky’s implicit challenge.
CHAPTER 2

*Demons* and the “Bakuninst” Context of the Bolshevik Revolution

The openly tendentious nature of *Demons* naturally provoked unfavorable comments from liberal and radical respondents like Mikhailovsky and Tkachev who, as we have seen, attempted to expose the novel’s artistic weakness by criticizing Dostoevsky’s poorly concealed use of the Nechaev affair; but *Demons* generally failed to ignite the kind of extended debate over the “nihilists” that followed Turgenev’s treatment of Bazarov in *Fathers and Children*. In all likelihood the reasons for the novel’s relatively quiet initial reception lie mostly in circumstances of the time rather than in any consensus toward the subject of Dostoevsky’s critique. The more literary-minded members of the “intellectual proletariat” were undoubtedly familiar with *Demons* and may even have read it closely; yet excepting a few examples, there seems to be little evidence that revolutionists of the early 1870s, deeply occupied in building a movement, paid much attention to an obviously anti-nihilist novel in one of the country’s most conservative journals. Apart from the disapproving remarks of Mikhailovsky and Mikhail Saltykov-Shchedrin, liberal journals like *Notes of the Fatherland* were unlikely to risk their existence by publishing any oppositionist rhetoric which *Demons* might have provoked among “nihilist” critics.

When the last installment of the novel appeared late in 1872, over a year had passed since the details of the conspiracy had come to light through the trial of the “Nechaevists.” By that time the widespread publicity surrounding the trial may have tempered interest in the affair among the public, whose attendance at the open hearings, although quite large at the first sessions, reportedly dwindled toward the end. By virtue of its negative treatment of radicalism, moreover, *Demons* contributed nothing remarkably original in theme, but merely added to an already traditional genre of “anti-nihilist” works. The threat of censorship, too, undoubtedly played a role by discouraging any sympathetic journalists from a fervent defense of the Nechaevists or even tacit opposition to their persecution. Through its caricature of Verkhovensky and his fellow conspirators, the novel essentially illustrated the conclusion of the conservative press, albeit in allegorical form, that Nechaev was an outsider who infiltrated Russia’s student movement with the support of Russia’s seditious enemies abroad like Bakunin and Ogarev. Finally, the sensational atmosphere surrounding the Nechaev affair inevitably subsided with the removal to Siberia of Nechaev’s four principal assistants (Petr Uspensky, Nikolai Nikolaev, Aleksei Kuznetsov, Ivan Pryzhov) and also, just
over a year later, the capture, conviction and incarceration of Nechaev in a high-security cell of the Peter-Paul fortress.

As a depiction of “Nechaevs” in Russian society, therefore, the conspiracy in *Demons* undoubtedly suffered some loss of topicality by 1873; as a broader critique of popular revolution and its likelihood in Russia, however, especially as promoted by the international agitation of Bakunin, *Demons* would preserve its relevance as long as the impulse toward violent struggle against Russian autocracy and its institutions continued to grow. While he stood compromised by the Nechaev affair and his conflict with the General Council of the International, Bakunin successfully laid the foundation for a controversial but enduring political legacy that would play a significant role in the struggle between anarchism and Marxist social democracy in twentieth century Russia. From the end of the Nechaev affair until the triumph of the Bolsheviks, the emergence of Russian anarchism from its native tradition of “Bakuninism” helped to forge a new context for the reconsideration of *Demons* and its polemic in the twentieth century.

**Sacred Flame of Revolt: Bakunin as Hero and Demon**

In his essay on *Demons* Mikhailovsky sought to disavow readers of the impression that the “Nechaev affair” was to any degree representative of the student movement as a whole. Had Dostoevsky considered the “enormous mass of young Russian people,” Mikhailovsky remarked, then he would have seen the Nechaev affair to be “monstrous in all respects,” as well as a “sad, mistaken and criminal exception.” Although he referred specifically to young people with “civic” aspirations, by implication Mikhailovsky also defended those individuals who remained revolutionary-minded without having supported or contributed to Nechaev’s activity. The proceedings and outcome of the 1871 trial, too, seemed to confirm that the sensational conspiracy was an anomaly. The extent to which the “Nechaevists” appeared to be young, poverty-stricken and well-intentioned victims of Nechaev’s manipulation, apparently failed to arouse or significantly strengthen public antipathy toward the revolutionary cause as the state had hoped. In the mind of Aleksandra Kornilova-Moroz, who had recently entered the new “Chaikovsky circle” [чайковцы], the unrepentant conduct and speeches of nearly all the defendants in the trial inspired the commitment to “find a new path” toward truth and justice. As it developed into the next substantial association of “populists” [народники] in Russia, the Chaikovsky circle resolved not to tolerate the conspiratorial and organizational machinations that led to Nechaev’s crimes
against his comrades. For that reason the Nechaev affair merely placed future revolutionists on guard against *Nechaevshchina* without reducing their ranks.

As Franco Venturi explained, in their attempt to discredit the revolutionary movement by exposing its “strangest and most distorted features,” the Russian authorities merely facilitated its growth on a much broader scale. 

Yet if Russia’s emerging revolutionists of the 1870s initially rejected the heritage of Nechaev, some continued to find important inspiration in the life, ideas and populist spirit of Bakunin, whose revolutionary career survived the Nechaev affair and continued to develop, despite some lasting damage, virtually until his death in 1876. For all his many political blunders and shortcomings, Bakunin’s record of revolutionary experiences since 1848 provided an impressive and dramatic foundation for his development into a political icon. To a greater extent than Herzen, Ogarev or other veteran revolutionists, Bakunin carried a record of front-line struggles in the face of great personal danger and, more impressively, the ability to endure long incarceration without loss of conviction. Following his active participation in the uprisings of 1848–49 in Paris, Prague and then Dresden, where he was finally arrested, Bakunin achieved legendary status by preserving his revolutionary spirit throughout eight years of prison. First the Saxon authorities imprisoned, convicted and sentenced Bakunin to death before handing him over to Austria, where he was confined in jail for another year, including five months during which he was chained to a wall. Following another sentence of death, also commuted to life imprisonment, the Austrians finally turned Bakunin over to Russia, where he was locked in the Peter-Paul fortress prison in Petersburg from May 1851 to March 1854, then moved to the prison at the Schliesselburg fortress for another three years. In March 1857 Bakunin’s eight-year period of incarceration finally ended when Tsar Aleksandr II exiled him to Siberia for life. Despite damage to his health, including the loss of all his teeth from scurvy, the forty-two-year-old Bakunin stepped out of prison alive and unbroken. When in 1861 he reached London after fleeing Siberia, moreover, Bakunin almost immediately resumed his revolutionary activity.

More remarkable than Bakunin’s odyssey itself was the immensity of his revolutionary fervor, soon to be transformed into legend by admirers and followers. Bakunin had not only survived his difficult prison ordeal, but emerged from it, by all appearances, with his enthusiasm for revolution at full strength. Commemorating Bakunin’s feat on the front page of *The Bell* in 1862, Herzen heralded his arrival as a sign of political springtime and celebrated his “indestructible vigor” and “redoubled love” of the Russian people. Bakunin’s alleged resilience during interrogations by the Germans, Austrians and Russians also received notice in Herzen’s report, which told his readers how Ba-
kunin refused to give his captors information on the Slavic liberation movement, even under threat of imprisonment for life. A few years later Herzen added with admiration how Bakunin seemed unchanged when he appeared in London, having aged only in body but not in “spirit.” As soon as Bakunin established contact with local Russians and Poles, Herzen recalled, he set to work with his familiar “passion for preaching, for agitation.” Bakunin’s triumphant return to the revolutionary front was so unlikely, in fact, that it renewed suspicions, latent since 1848, that he was secretly serving the Russian state, a rumor against which Herzen repeatedly defended Bakunin. Notwithstanding their growing political differences, however, the visible contrast between the aged body and youthful spirit of Bakunin undoubtedly convinced Herzen and other émigrés of Bakunin’s exceptional revolutionary fervor. As he himself had explained in a letter to Herzen from Irkutsk (Siberia), Bakunin had to tap his deepest spiritual reserves in order to survive the trying conditions of life in the prisons of Saxony, Austria and especially Russia’s Schlüsselburg fortress. At times overcome with fear of having “to drag out [власть] life without a goal, without hope, without interest,” feeling like “a slave, a dead man, a corpse,” Bakunin insisted he still “did not fall in spirit.” Vowing not to betray, submit or seek reconciliation, Bakunin resolved to preserve “to the end” his “sacred sense of revolt” [святое чувство бунта].”

Younger associates and followers of Bakunin later helped to forge Bakunin’s exceptional experience into a legendary attribute of great revolutionary conviction. The Swiss anarchist James Guillaume, a great admirer of Bakunin, later added more color to the picture of Bakunin’s inner strength on the basis of a story he heard directly from Bakunin himself. Relying, like Herzen, mostly on Bakunin’s own words about his confinement at Schlüsselburg, Guillaume recalled the consciously mythical dimension of his travails:

[If Bakunin’s] body weakened, then his spirit remained unshakeable. More than anything else, he feared the erosion of his mental faculties by the enfeebling effect of incarceration […]. He was afraid to lose his feeling of hatred and passion for revolt that supported him, and to reach the point of forgiving his executors completely, of submitting to his fate. But that fear proved exaggerated. His vigor did not leave him for a single day, and he left prison the same as he had entered. In order to distract himself from the tedium, according to his own words, Bakunin loved to recreate in his mind the legend of Prometheus, the titan and benefactor of men, chained to a cliff in the Caucasus by the order of King of Olympus.

The story reappeared in a study of socialism by the Belgian historian Émile de Laveleye, and subsequently, in a slightly different form, in the memoirs of Bakunin’s former protégé Zemfir Ralli (Arbore), who worked
directly with Bakunin for three years following the Nechaev affair. Ralli confirmed that in Saxon prison Bakunin “maintained his iron character” while “steadfastly” believing in his cause. According to Ralli, Bakunin had described to him a vision of Prometheus, with whom Bakunin virtually identified himself. In a passage that remained forever in Bakunin’s biography, Ralli quoted Bakunin’s words to the effect that during his six months in chains he “conceived an entire motif, depicting [himself] as a Prometheus, bound to a cliff.” “When I hummed about this quietly to myself,” Bakunin reportedly said, “the Germans were surprised to find me so merry and singing.”

In their own recollections of Bakunin, one-time populists Lev Deich and Vladimir Debogorii-Mokrievich attested to the great respect and authority inspired by Bakunin’s remarkable career. Debogorii-Mokrievich included Bakunin’s past among the many other qualities of “enormous, unusual proportions” that impressed him and drew him to Switzerland in 1873 to meet Bakunin in person. A veteran activist of the 1870s and contributing founder of the Russian Social-Democratic movement, Deich remembered how Bakunin “roused the best aspirations” within him. Deich, too, was captivated by the “extraordinary adventures” of Bakunin’s life, which fed the imagination of young enthusiasts in his revolutionary circle and filled him personally with “delight, amazement and admiration.” Although he did not succeed in meeting Bakunin, having reached Switzerland two years after Bakunin’s death, Deich noted the reverence toward Bakunin among émigrés and foreigners alike. He recalled how the “elders”, when speaking of Bakunin, revealed “a boundless devotion” which Deich had not seen again among the leaders and teachers of youth.

To his legendary reputation for Promethean will and fortitude Bakunin added a passionate commitment to the “people’s cause,” which he promoted through tireless recruitment into his underground circles. Recalling Bakunin’s impact, a number of veteran populists in Russia paid homage to Bakunin’s magnetic personality. Activists who came in contact with Bakunin either directly, through personal association with him in Switzerland, or indirectly, through his writings and the reports of others, testified to Bakunin’s outstanding agitational skills, among which Mikhail Dragomanov, one of Bakunin’s first biographers, included “great activity, lively energy [подвижная энергия], great talent as an orator and the ability to attract and captivate people, if not for long.” In 1912, Bakunin’s right-hand man from 1872 to 1876, Mikhail Sazhin, recalled the “great imprint” which his first meeting with Bakunin left on his life. Convincing Sazhin that his work was genuinely international in perspective and thus “not a sham” [бутафория], Bakunin gave final definition to Sazhin’s views and made of him “the most earnest follower” of
his outlook. Future Social Democrat Pavel Aksel’rod also made a “conscious and resolute turn” toward Bakunin’s views following his contact with Bakunin’s writings, smuggled by several followers into south Russia from Switzerland. Together with other young radicals of the mid-1870s, Aksel’rod grew “intoxicated” with Bakunin’s revolutionary phrases and “flaming oratory,” which he remembered mainly for “the radical manner in which it resolved all questions, without any reservations whatsoever.” Finally, in his widely read Memoirs of a Revolutionist, Petr Kropotkin called attention to Bakunin’s significance as a “moral personality” in the eyes of his descendants. Describing the intellectual atmosphere in the Russian colonies of the Swiss Jura region, where Bakunin enjoyed great popularity in 1872, Kropotkin recalled the encouragement which Bakunin’s image provided to his young followers. Having “given up everything for the sake of the revolution, borrowing from his conception of it the highest and purest views of life,” Kropotkin wrote, Bakunin’s “colossal figure” continued to inspire them.

It is often pointed out that Bakunin’s rather modest following within Russia itself, however devoted, does not indicate a broad or truly deep ideological impact on the revolutionary movement. In the words of Venturi, Bakunin may have inspired the “revolutionary spirit” of young Russian activists, but no real organization among them. Nonetheless, the same militant populist impulse that attracted Nechaev, Tkachev and other Russian readers of Bakunin’s People’s Cause #1 of 1868 continued to play a formative role in the ideas of the Russian revolutionary movement well after the repressions and trial of the “Nechaevists.” If, as George Woodcock suggested, circumstances prevented Bakunin from exerting a direct influence on revolutionary activity in Russia after the Nechaev affair, then he provided important programmatic guidance to the young Russian populists of the 1870s. Bakunin’s call to drive the people to a broad, spontaneous but united uprising—following not the abstract notions of the highly educated, but their own native, internal ideal—stimulated interest in his program and helped to separate People’s Cause from the more intellectually motivated currents of nihilism. A small circle of Bakunin’s Russian disciples in Zurich, including Ralli and Sazhin, even managed to revive the publication and export of his writings. When Bakunin’s command to “go to the people” reappeared in the agitational supplement to his work Statism and Anarchy (of 1873), it found a still more receptive audience among young radicals in Russia, where the work enjoyed great underground popularity. Among the different populist tendencies that evolved throughout the 1870s in Russia, “Bakuninism” found expression principally in the activity of “rebels” like Deich, who aimed to ignite discontent and revolt in rural Russia as a first, spontaneous stage in a
“social” revolution. The “Bakuninist” current gained a certain ascendancy for a time before it was eventually absorbed, along with other streams, into the “Land and Freedom” [Земля и воля] party of 1878. All the same, “Bakuninism” remained a distinctive tendency in the Russian revolutionary movement, one to which Georgii Plekhanov and other pioneers of Russian social democracy would subsequently allude with regularity.

In addition to Russian populism [народничество], Bakunin also made a significant impact on the international revolutionary movement. Yet while Bakunin’s experience and character won him the admiration of exiled Russians like Kropotkin, Ralli and Sazhin, fallout from his conflict with the General Council of the International Workingmen’s Association began to compromise his authority and reputation as a revolutionary icon. At the same time that he collaborated with Nechaev and Ogarev on the Russian propaganda campaign of 1869, Bakunin appeared to pursue organizational aims that would undermine the integrity of the International. The struggle that ensued between Bakunin and the International’s General Council, led by Karl Marx, became as legendary as his more heroic feats. In the fall of 1868, still several months before Nechaev appeared, Bakunin left the League of Peace and Freedom, moved to Geneva and began to seek supporters for a new organization with an anarchist program, the Alliance of Socialist Democracy, which sought and applied for formal affiliation with the International. In July 1869, the International agreed to grant the Alliance membership under the condition that it dissolve itself as an independent political enterprise and proceed to transform itself into a mere section of the International. The Alliance was also required to abide by the policies approved by the General Council. Once it agreed, the Alliance officially became one of the several Genevan sections of the International; but Bakunin allegedly continued to build the Alliance as a separate organization and to promote anarchist views that sharply contradicted those of the General Council. Some of Bakunin’s anarchist principles, such as his desire for the complete destruction of state power and the reconstruction of society along federalist or “collectivist” lines, entered the statutes of his own “secret” Alliance, as it came to be known. Although Bakunin enjoyed no formal authority in the International, moreover, he nonetheless continued to attract a growing number of sympathizers, particularly in Switzerland, France, Belgium, Italy and Spain. The extent of Bakunin’s influence became apparent to Marx and his allies at the Basel Congress of September 1869, where Bakunin gathered enough support to defeat one of the General Council’s resolutions. Fearing the growth of an anarchist tendency and suspecting Bakunin’s desire to control the International, Marx and the General Council resolved to support the development of a different Genevan section of Russians led by the
young Nikolai Utin, who disliked Bakunin and opposed his efforts to win over the Swiss sections. By the summer of 1870, when he learned of Bakunin’s involvement with Nechaev, Marx began to seek Utin’s assistance in an effort to expel Bakunin and the Alliance from the International. In 1871 the General Council invited Utin to a private conference in London, attended mostly by supporters of Marx, and instructed Utin to gather information about Bakunin’s role in the Nechaev affair.

The report delivered by Utin to the Hague Congress of the International in 1872 served Marx as a primary source of information about Bakunin and also provided grounds for Bakunin’s expulsion. In its presentation of the Nechaev affair through trial records and documents, chiefly proclamations and other writings by Bakunin, Utin’s report aimed to incriminate Bakunin by revealing his responsibility for the murder of Ivanov and the persecution of the “Nechaevists.” Among other charges, Utin accused Bakunin of allowing Nechaev “to rely on [Bakunin] in his criminal activities” and to participate in “similar undertakings of revolutionary anarchy.” Utin insisted that Nechaev had acted according to Bakunin’s principles as outlined in their proclamations of 1869–70 and, specifically, “as ordered by Bakunin’s ‘Catechism’ [of a Revolutionist].” More significantly, Utin suggested that it was Bakunin who issued the call for individual acts of terror. As an example Utin cited the unsigned proclamation Beginnings of Revolution [Начала революции], which “preaches to youth the destruction, the eradication of highly-placed persons, which must begin by actions, that is by individual assassinations.” Along with the example of Ivanov, Utin indirectly blamed Bakunin for an apparent attempt on his life by a group of Bakunin’s followers,36 alleging that the act was “only one of Bakunin’s feats.” Murder, in other words, was merely the “practical expression of the ‘great struggle of great principles’ as understood by Bakunin’s supporters.” Finally, warning that Bakunin’s involvement in the Nechaev affair was not merely a mistake of the past, Utin predicted in his report that Bakunin would resume his clandestine “scheming” and would approve all of Nechaev’s deeds publicly.37

Based for the most part on Utin’s allegations, the article in which Marx, Engels and their allies formally denounced Bakunin’s activity and justified his expulsion, The Alliance of Socialist Democracy and the International Workingmen’s Association, sought to demonstrate that the anarchist principles of Bakunin provided the formula for Nechaev’s crimes. The authors agreed with the newspaper reports on the trial of the Nechaevists that the “Catechism” definitely belonged to Bakunin and represented “only a supplement” to the proclamations and other works by Bakunin that resembled it both in “form and content.” The “spirit and even the terms” of the “Catechism,” the authors
concluded, were identical to Bakunin’s statutes and guidelines for the so-called “secret” Alliance. The “pan-destruction” and “systematic assassination” ordained by the “Catechism,” moreover, could also be found in the proclamations Beginnings of Revolution and The People’s Reprisal № 1. “What terrible revolutionists!” the authors exclaimed with irony, paraphrasing The People’s Reprisal № 1. “They want to annihilate and amorphize everything, ‘absolutely everything.’ They draw up lists of condemned persons, doomed to die by their daggers, their poison, their ropes, by the bullets from their revolvers.” The authors also pointed out the logical connection between the “pan-destruction” celebrated in the proclamations with the conspiratorial designs of the Alliance group within the International as a whole: “Their [the Alliance’s] resounding phrases about autonomy and free federation, in a word, war-cries against the General Council, were thus nothing but a maneuver to conceal their true purpose—to disorganize the International—and by doing so to subordinate it to the secret, hierarchic and autocratic rule of the Alliance.” “Stripped of its melodramatic finery,” the authors concluded, the program of the Alliance amounted to a proposal “to let loose the street hooligans…and thus place gratuitously at the disposal of the reactionaries a well-disciplined gang of agents provocateurs.” In addition to operating the secret Alliance, the pamphlet announced that Bakunin had also committed an unmentionable “personal deed,” which referred to an anonymous letter, addressed to a Russian publisher, demanding that Bakunin be released from obligations to repay an advance he had received for a promised translation of Marx’s Capital. The demand was backed by a violent threat against a Russian student, Nikolai Liubavin, who represented the publisher.

The fallout from the Nechaev affair and its effects on Bakunin’s reputation did not end with the demise of the International or even with the death of Bakunin himself in 1876. Bakunin’s militant rhetoric and the most extreme formulations of his ideas from the Nechaev period drew attention away from his positive legacy and toward the more violent dimensions of his thought. In a study of socialist thought in 1885, Laveleye placed Bakunin at the “lowest stratum” of revolutionary socialism. “It is impossible to go further,” Laveleye wrote, for Bakunin “is the apostle of universal destruction, of absolute Anarchism, or, as he himself terms his doctrine, of ‘Amorphism.’” Reviewing the proclamation Beginnings of Revolution, Laveleye wrote that “[Bakunin] dreams of the total destruction of all existing institutions, and the formation of an ‘amorphous’ society; that is to say, a society without any form, which means, in reality, a return to the savage state.” The means Bakunin sanctioned “for overthrowing everything and establishing amorphism,” Laveleye noted, quoting from the proclamation, included “poison, dagger and noose,” and
Laveleye repeated the allegation that Bakunin was responsible for an assassination attempt on Utin’s life. Describing Nechaev as “Bakunin’s lieutenant,” Laveleye concluded “not only from the statutes of the Alliance, but from its acts, that [Bakunin’s Alliance] does not shrink from the assassination of its members.”42 Nearly two decades later, in one of the first studies of the International, Gustav Jaeckh added to the sinister profile of “the man who disorganized the International.” With an “enormous head of hair and the gloomy, crafty eyes of a predatory animal,” even Bakunin’s appearance “inspired little trust,” Jaeckh wrote, and Nechaev’s actions had exposed Bakunin, he added, as “a pan-Slavic agent.” Jaeckh also suggested that by themselves the Swiss mountain towns that supported Bakunin in the International never would have desired “to destroy the International” had Bakunin not inspired them. Their “destructive ideas…required a stronger will which, like a secret force, constantly agitated and electrified them.” The task was left, Jaeckh declared, to “the politically criminal nature of Bakunin, that demon of destruction.”43

Bakunin’s Legacy in Revolution, 1905–1921

Bakunin’s allegedly destructive role in the International helped to push some Russian populists in the direction of social democracy. Although they generated interest among activists of the 1870s, by the 1880s Bakunin’s political ideas and principles found shrinking support among the first Russian proponents of Marxism, including the “father” of Russian Marxism Georgii Plekhanov. Well versed in Bakunin’s ideas, which occupied him for part of the 1870s,44 Plekhanov eventually subjected Bakuninist principles to sharp criticism in works like Anarchism and Socialism, which described Bakunin as a “decadent of Utopianism” who completely misunderstood the materialist conception of history,45 and “The International Workingmen’s Association,” in which Plekhanov described the harm caused to the proletarian movement by the “metaphysician” Bakunin.46 At the turn of the century Vladimir Lenin, too, associated Bakuninism mainly with political “fiasco.”47 Yet Bakunin’s thought had not become obsolete with the rise of Russian social democracy; it merely lay dormant until the outbreak of Russia’s next revolution.

By the time of the 1905 uprisings, the legacy of Bakunin saw a revival in Russian political culture. Although Bakunin did not live to see them, within three decades after his death in 1876 the first nominally anarchist groups made their entry onto the Russian political stage. Appearing initially in small numbers on the fringes of the empire in cities like Belostok and Odessa, the anarchist movement soon spread to Petersburg and Moscow. In the estimate of
historian Paul Avrich, when the movement peaked between 1905 and 1907, there may have been about 5,000 active anarchists in the Russian Empire, as well as thousands of “sympathizers,” who followed the movement and read its literature. Among the first anarchists, moreover, the impact of Bakunin, according to Avrich, was perhaps strongest of all. Bakunin’s dictum, “The urge to destroy is also a creative urge,” seems to have appealed strongly to many anarchists, for a number of groups, including the “Anti-Authoritarians,” the “International” group of Anarcho-Communists in Riga, the “Commune” group of Anarcho-Communists in Georgia, the Belostok group, the Kiev group and the Odessa group all placed Bakunin’s pronouncement in the masthead of their flyers. Yet if the anarchists were all to some extent “Bakuninist” in their determination to eradicate the Russian state and capitalism, then from the start they remained divided in their use and application of the Bakuninist doctrine, particularly on the question of revolutionary tactics. For the Anarcho-Communists, one of the largest divisions of anarchists, the accent in Bakunin’s famous pronouncement fell on the idea of “destruction,” and they distinguished themselves in large part through their “maximalist” aspiration to destroy the state and their militant, indiscriminate means of fulfilling it. Thus a southern Russian group of Anarcho-Communists with a Bakuninist name, Rebel [Бунтарь], called upon Russian workers and peasants to “fight for the destruction of Capital and the State by means of fire and sword!” and to “remember the testament of the great Bakunin and the first Russian anarchists, brought up on the ideas of the left wing of the International.” Some Anarcho-Communists followed in the tradition of Nechaev by applying the most violent ideas of the Bakuninist doctrine in practice. Factions within larger Anarcho-Communist organizations like “Anarchy” and “Black Flag” sought to bring down the state by means of “unmotivated” terror, including expropriations and bombings. In a declaration of April 1905, the Anarcho-Communist group of “Anti-Authoritarians” [безымянцы] called for the “complete destruction of the bourgeois order” and a “merciless, bloody people’s reprisal” [расправа] that recalled the name of Nechaev’s organization thirty-five years earlier. Meanwhile, the more “creative” side of Bakunin’s formula appealed to those who discouraged “unmotivated violence” as a fruitless and self-defeating departure from the ideals of traditional anarchism, and who accepted Kropotkin’s explanation for the need to participate directly in the mass political movement. Bakunin’s confidence in the constructive abilities of the masses reappeared in the agitation of the “Bread and Freedom” group [хлебовольцы] surrounding Kropotkin, who campaigned against the Social-Democratic notion of “proletarian dictatorship.” The Anarcho-Communists of a “Bakuninist-Kropotkinist direction” behind the journal Stormy Petrel
[Буревестник] recognized the merits of “Bakuninism” without Nechaevshchina, and its editor Nikolai Rogdaev (Muzil’) criticized the “unmotivated” terrorist group of Anti-Autoritarians for “wanting simply to restore ‘Nechaevist anarchism,’ which blends together marvelously the ideas of pure Bakuninism with various nuances of ‘Blanquism.’” The Anarcho-Syndicalists generally dissociated themselves from the bombers of cafés and restaurants, realizing well that indiscriminate violence would ultimately damage the integrity of the movement as a whole. The Southern Russian Group of Anarcho-Syndicalists led by Daniil Novomirsky spoke out against terrorist acts not aimed at the “large and active enemies of the Working Class” that “do nothing to clarify the consciousness [of workers],” Novomirsky wrote, “but only harden them and cultivate crude, bloodthirsty instincts.”

In light of the negative dimension of Bakunin’s legacy, the Bakuninist tendencies among the anarchists in Russia provided convenient and familiar grounds for Marxists to discredit the movement as a whole. In his 1904 preface to Anarchism and Socialism, Plekhanov called the anarchists the “most irreconcilable enemies” of the Marxists, and insisted it would be “an unforgivable mistake” for the workers’ movement to seek “neutral soil for joint activity with the anarchists.” Plekhanov’s pamphlet also formulated what became a fundamental point in the Marxist critique of anarchism: that the anarchists’ hostility toward legal methods of political struggle and their “fear of parliamentarianism” represented nothing more than retrogressive, “perfected Bakuninism” [усовершенствованный бакунизм], in which it becomes impossible to determine, moreover, “where the anarchist ends and where the bandit begins.” In 1914, several years after the anarchist movement had already disintegrated, another Social Democrat and future biographer of Bakunin, Boris Gorev (Gol’dman), drew similar conclusions about its criminal potential in his study of anarchism in the 1905 revolution. Despite its swift downfall in Russia after 1907, Gorev maintained that between 1906 and 1907 anarchism had been more widespread than was believed and came to represent “a serious danger for the workers’ movement,” having already “caused devastation” in the party ranks. Like Plekhanov, Gorev observed that the “theoretical foundations” of Russian anarchism lay in Bakuninism, which demonstrated “the same ‘criticism’ of socialism…, the same extolling of the ‘lumpen proletariat’ and tramps [босжки], the same preaching of immediate social revolution, the same attitude toward the political struggle, toward parliamentarianism, democracy, etc.” For the reasons established by Plekhanov, Gorev argued that anarchism “carried within itself the unavoidable elements of its future degeneration and destruction.” No matter how much the other anarchists dissociated themselves from the criminal elements who
carried out terrorism and expropriations, often for their own benefit, “it became difficult to distinguish them from simple bandits and hooligans.”

Although the anarchists temporarily disappeared from Russian political life after 1906, they received the opportunity to regroup under the freer and more spontaneous conditions of the February Revolution of 1917. The wave of uprisings that hastened the fall of the monarchy and the formation of workers’ committees in large factories encouraged anarchist groups of all tendencies, small but active, to campaign for the creation of a new social order “from below.” As in the 1905 revolution, the more radical elements in the movement, predominantly Anarcho-Communist in affiliation, earned the wrath of the other political forces by their insistence on the complete destruction of the state and the capitalist order without transitional political reforms. While the Provisional Government and the Soviets continued to search for solutions to issues of war and the economy, Anarcho-Communists in Petrograd began expropriating private residences and even the printing plant of a Petrograd newspaper. During the “July days” crisis, some anarchists joined the violent demonstrations and encouraged protesting workers, soldiers and sailors to demand the immediate overthrow of the coalition government, a provocative step which led to strong repressive measures that nearly turned the revolutionary tide irrevocably back on itself.

The anarchist movement in 1917 might have been doomed to disintegrate again from within were it not for an unexpected factor that worked in its favor. Unlike the situation ten years earlier, in 1917 the anarchists appeared to find a political ally among the Bolsheviks. When Lenin returned to Russia and called for the rejection of the Provisional Government, an immediate end to the war, the assumption of all power by the workers’ Soviets, the abolition of the police, army and bureaucracy, and other radical changes, he won the approval of anarchists who perceived a resemblance between the Bolshevik program and their own. According to Avrich, the Anarcho-Syndicalists, in particular, found themselves in alliance with the Bolsheviks in their mutual demand for workers’ control of industry, and they voted together at labor conferences between May and October in support of the factory committees. During the final weeks of the Provisional Government, when the strength of the Bolsheviks increased within the Soviets, many anarchists threw their support behind them with the hope that a Soviet government would give way immediately to a stateless form of socialism. By late October, when the Bolsheviks seized power, some anarchists participated directly in the insurrection and even led military detachments. In the recollections of anarchist Anatolii Gorelik, the October Revolution followed a surge of anarchist sentiment among the masses that compelled Lenin and the Bolsheviks “to
throw the greater part of their Marxist, even Leninist, baggage overboard and to begin to speak of ‘Bakuninism,’ of federalism, of the negation of state power, of free initiative, of the self-initiative of the masses, of power in the provinces—even of anarchism.”

At the same time that it encouraged many anarchists, Lenin’s program for an immediate socialist revolution met vehement resistance for its apparent violation of Marxist orthodoxy. According to the view of many Social Democrats, in his disregard of Russia’s lack of the necessary social, economic and political preconditions for a proletarian revolution, and in his appeal to the elemental social forces from “below,” Lenin had effectively jettisoned Marxism and raised the banner of Bakuninism. A number of observers perceived a flagrant violation of Marxist fundamentals from the moment Lenin demanded the passing of all power to the Soviets in his “April Theses.” Recalling the reception of Lenin’s “reckless anarchosoeditious system” at a unifying conference of Social Democrats in April 1917, Nikolai Sukhanov quoted from the “brilliant” speech of old Bolshevik Iosif Gol’denberg, who remarked that “Lenin has now made himself a candidate for one European throne that has been vacant for thirty years—the throne of Bakunin! Lenin’s new words echo something old—the superannuated truths of primitive anarchism.” Lenin’s speech elicited a similar reaction from Iurii Steklov, a specialist on Bakunin and at that time a member of the Executive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet, who apparently found in it “nothing but abstract constructions that prove the Russian Revolution has passed him by.”

Especially sharp criticism issued from Plekhanov, who wrote in his newspaper Unity [Единство] that Lenin followed “the logic of anarchism,” and that Lenin’s call for the overthrow of the Provisional Government amounted to “an insane and extremely harmful attempt to sow anarchist turmoil on the Russian Earth” [Plekhanov’s italics]. A month later Plekhanov employed the “Bakuninist” metaphor for an attack on Lenin in the article, “Marxism or Bakuninism,” in which he explained that the issue facing Russia in 1917 was not “whether Bolshevism or Menshevism will prevail in Russia,” but rather “which ideas will prevail in our socialist milieu, the ideas of Marx or the ideas of Bakunin.” In June 1917 Plekhanov reiterated that “the pseudorevolutionary tactics of Lenin are the daughter of the pseudorevolutionary tactics of Bakunin,” and in July, in the wake of the aborted uprisings, Plekhanov emphasized that Lenin’s tactics shared “absolutely nothing” in common with the scientific socialism of Marx and Engels. Like Bakunin, Plekhanov declared, Lenin proved to be “a demagogue to the tip of his toes” in his wish to organize “an unbridled mob of laborers” [разнуданныя чернорабочая чернь] as the bearer of the socialist idea. That which Bakunin “formulated in embryonic...
form,” Plekhanov concluded, “produced luxurious fruit” in the thought of Lenin, who “constructs all his pseudorevolutionary plans on the undeveloped state of the ‘savage, starving proletariat.’” As the crisis in Russia deepened after July, the writer Georgii Chulkov joined the front against Lenin. Reviewing the July demonstrations of the “mob incited by madmen,” Chulkov maintained that in spite of the slogans on their banners, the movement led by “our rebels of 1917,” “who for some reason call themselves ‘Communists,’ ‘Internationalists’ and ‘Bolsheviks,’ among other titles,” contained “no social democracy, no Marxism, no scientific socialism at all.” It was “not Marx, but Bakunin” who provided the inspiration for the “‘second’ revolution”; not the “prudence of Marx,” but rather “the madness of Bakunin” which pushed for an immediate social revolution. Having “consigned to oblivion all the preconditions” established by scientific socialism, Chulkov wrote, the Bolsheviks staked their hopes on “the dark, unenlightened masses” in order “to reduce the country to all the misadventures of anarchy.” The Bolshevik seizure of power in October provoked still another wave of criticism from the influential Maksim Gorky, who wrote in his newspaper New Life [Новая жизнь] that “the reason of the working class, its consciousness of its historical tasks will soon open the eyes of the proletariat to the utter unfeasibility [на всю несбыточность] of Lenin’s promises, to all the depth of his madness and his Nechaevist-Bakuninist anarchism” [Нечаевско-Бакунинский анархизм]. The “Bakuninist” stigma remained even in the wake of the Bolsheviks’ seizure of power. Upon hearing Lenin’s vow to bypass the bourgeois-democratic phase of the revolution and proceed directly to socialism, leading Menshevik Iulii Martov declared publicly that Lenin had merely “rehashed the old ideas of Bakunin” and thereby turned Russian revolutionary thought, after its difficult struggle toward Marxism, “back to Bakunin” once again.

Thus when the Bolsheviks came to power in October, the traditional archenemy of the Marxists, the anarchists, probably stood closer to them than any other tendency or party. The perception of their proximity was reinforced both by accusations of “Bakuninism” by hostile Social Democrats, and also by the decision of some “Soviet” anarchists to join both the Bolshevik Party and the Red Army. Fundamental and irreconcilable differences, however, still remained between Russian anarchism and Bolshevism. As he explained at length in State and Revolution of 1918, Lenin, of course, never conceived of the destruction of the state machine, like most anarchists, as an end in itself, but only as an essential first step in the creation of a firm dictatorship of the proletariat which would secure the social revolution and then, eventually, begin to wither away. The majority of genuine anarchists, by contrast, understood “power of the Soviets” to mean the self-government of the
workers, but not the “statist power of a new political party,” as the anarchist Boris Volin wrote, nor the seizure of political power “by the top” or, in other words, by those “who have no faith in the free range and creativity of the masses.” Thus at the same moment that some anarchists assisted in the defense of the “transitional” period, others reinvigorated the militant component of Bakuninism by taking up arms against the dictatorship. By the spring of 1918, when the anarchists reached an estimated 10,000, the state began to perceive them as a legitimate threat. According to one official report, violent anti-Bolshevik rhetoric, followed by robberies, expropriations of residences and even murders were committed by “criminal elements that conceal themselves” within nominally anarchist associations. By the spring of 1918, anarchist militancy compelled the governing Council of People’s Commissars (Sovnarkom) “to liquidate criminal recklessness [авантюрии] and disarm all the anarchist groups.” At the same time, growing state controls and harassment from the Cheka, the state security forces, encouraged some anarchists to revive the terrorist tactics by some anarchists that had claimed thousands of lives during the 1905 revolution. Groups appeared calling for complete destruction or, like the “M. A. Bakunin Partisan Detachment” in Ekaterinoslav, a new “era of dynamite.” Clashes between armed anarchist “Black Guards” and the Cheka in April of 1918 led to dozens of deaths on both sides, the imprisonment of hundreds of anarchists and the closing of several anarchist newspapers. Another large wave of arrests and executions occurred in response to a bomb attack by “Underground Anarchists” and Left Socialist Revolutionaries on a plenary meeting of the Communist Party’s Moscow Committee in September 1919, a deed which killed twelve and wounded fifty five others, including leading party officials like Nikolai Bukharin, as well as Bakunin’s biographer Steklov. Arrests and executions of suspected perpetrators only provoked calls for more bomb attacks in the name of “freedom and equality” by the underground anarchists. Meanwhile, anarchists in Ukraine saw an opportunity for resistance in the independent guerrilla army of the Anarcho-Communist peasant Nestor Makhno, who between 1919 and 1920 set up village communes across Ukraine and liberated a number of towns from all political authority. Regarded by the villagers in his hometown as “a new Sten’ka Razin or Pugachev, sent to realize their ancient dream of land and liberty,” Makhno also won support of the “Alarm” [Ала́рм] federation of anarchists in Kharkov and the anarchist Volin. Despite temporary strategic alliances with Ukrainian partisans against the White armies, the Red Army and the Cheka eventually declared war against Makhno. Following the defeat of the White Army commander Baron Petr Wrangel’, the Red Army shot Makhno’s commanders in the Crimea, the Cheka arrested the “Alarm” Confederation of anarchists in
Kharkov, and renewed suppression of other anarchists in Russia. The last organized stand of the anarchists took place in March 1921. While the Red Army in Ukraine fought to destroy Makhno and his army once and for all, anarchists in Petrograd took part in the unsuccessful Kronstadt rebellion against Bolshevik rule. After more arrests and executions, by 1922 only a relatively small number of individual anarchists remained politically active in Russia.

An important result of the Bolshevik conflict with the anarchists was the revival of the ideological campaign against anarchism and especially its “Bakuninist” tendencies. The first Soviet historians of the anarchist movement of 1917–21 perceived the familiar pattern by which the anarchists’ hostility to political power led inevitably to ineffectual acts of destruction or, as Lenin had warned, to the “tactics of despair.” In their condemnation of the anarchists for “Bakuninism” and “banditry,” critiques by Evgenii Preobrazhensky and Iakov Iakovlev closely resemble the critiques formulated by Plekhanov and Gorev a decade earlier. One of the first Bolsheviks to write on the question of anarchism after the October revolution, Preobrazhensky attempted to demonstrate that in 1917 the anarchists’ dogmatic opposition to the state, along with their “organic inability to organize the working masses,” condemned them to resort to petty raids and terror against individuals, tactics that failed “to shake” the autocracy in the least. Writing in the Ural mountains during the summer of 1918, Preobrazhensky witnessed anarchist agitation against Soviet power at a moment when local Soviet organs were preparing for civil war, an event which demonstrated to him the counterrevolutionary nature of anarchism. After colliding with anarchists during the Civil War, the Bolshevik Iakovlev maintained in his study of 1921 that the anarchists’ “utter uselessness and worthlessness for any kind of creative work” prevented them from contributing to the organizational and constructive demands of the post-October period. Because of their support for “Bakunin’s ‘people on the fringe’” [бакунинские “люди воздуха”], Iakovlev wrote, the anarchist federations remained vulnerable to infiltration and corruption by outright criminal elements. “Any thief, any counterrevolutionary and robber received the freedom and possibility to use the anarchist label broadly,” he recalled, and as a result the anarchist federations came to include “more thieves and robbers than anarchists.” He attacked the “ideological anarchists” [иде́йные анархисты] for “refusing to fight off the bandits who cling to them” and insisted that although the Moscow Federation of Anarchists tried to dissociate itself from banditry in its publications, nonetheless the federation failed “to expel a single crook.” Having served in Ukraine in the political department of the fourteenth Red army during the period of Makhno’s rise, Iakovlev learned of incidents
that demonstrated to him the proclivity of Makhno’s guerilla army for crime, as during its occupation of Ekaterinoslav near the end of 1918, when “several thousand Makhnovists” flooded the city with “a wave of drunken revelry, banditry, theft and pogroms.” In spite of the reputation of Makhno’s army, the anarchists of the “Alarm” federation entered into a formal alliance with it, Iakovlev recalled, after which Makhno “began to describe every one of his acts with quotes from Proudhon and Bakunin.”

**Bakunin Prostrate**

Against the background of revolution and civil war, in which many saw the specter of Bakunin at work, his heroic legacy suffered an additional setback on the historical front. When the Bolsheviks gained control over the old imperial archives, researchers turned up, among other things, the letters which Bakunin wrote to Nikolai I and Aleksandr II while incarcerated during the 1850s. Before that time the existence of the letters was already known, for Bakunin had alluded it in a subsequently published letter. Once he had been extradited to Russia from Austria, Bakunin wrote, he sat in the fortress prison for two months with his fate unknown before the tsar suddenly demanded a “confession of sorts” [род исповеди], which Bakunin worked on for at least a month before submitting to the tsar in early August of 1851. Bakunin speaks openly of the “Confession” in his letter to Herzen nine years later. According to Bakunin, he had no reason to reject the tsar’s demand since his actions were well known and left him “nothing to hide,” and therefore “with a few exceptions” he described to the tsar “[his] entire life abroad, with all [his] designs, impressions and feelings.” Except for “softening the forms” of his statements, Bakunin believed he wrote “very firmly and bravely” to the tsar and even added several instructive remarks concerning his policies. Most significantly, Bakunin refused to provide Nikolai with the information about “other persons’ sins” that most interested him. As a result, the letter offered neither Nikolai, nor his successor Aleksandr II, any grounds for ameliorating Bakunin’s condition. Nikolai continued to detain Bakunin in prison until his (Nikolai’s) death in 1855, whereupon Aleksandr personally removed Bakunin’s name from a list of prisoners to be amnestied. Seeing “not the least bit of repentance [le moindre repentir]” in the letter of 1851, Aleksandr consented to Bakunin’s release only thanks to the entreaties of Bakunin’s family.

For nearly half a century, the few general comments from Bakunin’s letter to Herzen represented the most thorough source of information about the “Confession.” In his article on “Bakunin and the Polish Affair,” Herzen
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mentioned Bakunin’s instructions to Nikolai on the German and Slavic movement in Europe, but he did not divulge any details, if he knew of any, or speculate on its contents. Dragomanov could offer no further information about Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai, suggesting only that it “might be possible” to locate it in the archives of the Third Department. No new details appeared in Guillaume’s 1908 sketch of Bakunin, either. With reference only to the two known sources, Guillaume reiterated that Bakunin agreed to write the “Confession” but refused to name names. The first significant hint about the contents of the document seems to have come from Ralli, whose distant recollections suggested a different attitude toward the letter on Bakunin’s part. When he and a friend asked Bakunin about the letter to Nikolai, Ralli wrote,

Mikhail Aleksandrovich always replied with the following evasive statement: “That was a great mistake on my part. In my letter to Nikolai I said a lot of true things, but nonetheless appealed to him as to a man who loves Russia, and I should not have done that because N[nikolai] was a fool [ä…ê] and could not have understood me. I would have given a lot for that letter not to have existed!

Bakunin regretted having written the letter, Ralli recalled, mainly for its misguided nationalism, on the basis of which Bakunin advised Nikolai to take upon himself the role of the liberator of the Slavs from the Austrian yoke. As Bakunin admitted to Ralli,

the letter was Slavophilistic. At that time I placed too much significance on Russia in the question of liberating the Slavs from the German yoke. It was written under the influence of the insults I had endured in Austrian jails [Ralli’s italics]. I should not have written to Nikolai, for at that point his rule had revealed the entire lie of his state system. He had already driven Russia to the brink of ruin.”

The evidence provided by Ralli invited more speculation about the full text of Bakunin’s letter, but little, if any, more information about it appeared for another eleven years. If other associates of Bakunin like Sazhin or Kropotkin knew about the letter, according to some testimony, then they failed to publish any revealing information about it. Although the years 1914–15, in particular, saw a number of new publications on Bakunin, the lack of information about the “Confession” and other documents of that time left a conspicuous gap in the factual outline of Bakunin’s life. Until the first years of the Soviet era, the 1850s remained an obscure period which veteran revolutionists like Vera Figner had always “passed by” in [their] memory of Bakunin.

The missing chapter from Bakunin’s life began to unfold at last after the revolution, but not without a literary struggle that foreshadowed forthcoming debates over Bakunin’s legacy after 1921. Between 1917 and 1920, when the
archives of the deposed monarchy began to open, at least four historians gathered material from Bakunin’s case in the files of the Third Department. According to Steklov, whose commentary on Bakunin’s writings of this period is still the most thorough to date, professor Leonid Il’insky was the first to discover the letter to Nikolai as well as several other important documents, some of which he even confiscated and thereby brought “administrative measures” of some kind upon himself. One of the documents, an unknown letter from Bakunin to Aleksandr II from 1857, about which more will be said below, was recovered only through the intervention of Central Committee member Grigorii Zinov’ev. At some point in 1917 Il’insky reportedly presented a copy of Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai to the journal *Voice of the Past* [Голос минувшего], whose “Kadet” editors did not print it, Steklov speculated, “apparently not wishing to compromise an opponent of the Marxists and thereby provide joy…to the hated Bolsheviks.” In a more recent analysis of this incident, Lawrence Orton also suggested that “the moderate editors apparently deemed the *Confession* too damaging a weapon to place in the hands of the Marxist parties.” In any case, in an introductory note to Il’insky’s original article on the “Confession,” the editors of *Voice of the Past* admitted not wanting to publish Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai in 1917, but neglected to indicate the “many reasons” for their decision.

In the meantime, historian Mikhail Lemke also tried to obtain material from Bakunin’s dossier for his commentary to a new edition of Herzen’s collected works in 1919. On the basis of the material he gathered, Lemke managed to provide readers of Herzen’s article “Mikhail Bakunin and the Polish Affair” [Михаил Бакунин и польское дело] with many new details about Bakunin’s daily life in Russian prisons and exile; but his commentary on the letter to Nikolai I amounted to only a few words and a footnote, in which he lamented that Bakunin’s “Confession” “was not given to [him] or to others at the Historical-Revolutionary Archive” and that “the state will print it first, but, unfortunately, not anytime soon.” By late 1919 Il’insky succeeded in bringing Bakunin’s “Confession” to light through several excerpts along with his analysis of the document, but his short article offered only a glimpse of the entire letter. Sometime in 1919 the letter also reached the hands of Steklov, who included more excerpts and a more thorough review of it in his biography of Bakunin the following year. Near the end of 1920, journalist and literary critic Viacheslav Polonsky, who had just completed a popular biography of Bakunin, gained access to the Bakunin documents and received an invitation from the new State Publishing House to write an introduction to its publication of the letters. In 1921, the complete text of Bakunin’s “Confession” to Nikolai and letter to Aleksandr finally appeared in print.
For the most part the text of Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai of 1851 confirms Bakunin’s own characterization of it ten years later. Just as he told Herzen in his letter of 1860, Bakunin summarizes his life for the tsar, devoting by far most of his long narrative to the main political episodes of the 1840s that preceded his arrest in Saxony in 1849. True to his words to Herzen, at the outset of the letter Bakunin asks the tsar not to question his sincerity nor to ask him to speak of the “sins” of anyone but himself, and throughout the entire document Bakunin offers no compromising information about the revolutionary movements within the Russian empire at that time. Much of the letter contains Bakunin’s commentary on political events in Europe, which he often interprets from the standpoint of a Slavic nationalist, as he later reported to Ralli. Recalling his feeling of alienation while living in Paris in 1848, Bakunin admits he was “unable to make of [himself] either a German or a Frenchman” and increasingly felt himself once and forever “a Russian.” In the “Slavs” he met in Paris he found “unbelievable freshness and incomparably more innate sense [природный ум]” than in the Germans. Emphasizing the need to unite and defend the Slavic peoples from the German and Austrian empires, Bakunin informs Nikolai that his fellow Slavic nationalists were prepared in 1848 to appeal to Nikolai to create and lead a new Pan-Slavic federation in Europe, and that he, Bakunin, even intended to write a letter to the tsar for that purpose. Other passages in the “Confession” support Bakunin’s contention that he wrote “very firmly and bravely” to Nikolai. Thus alongside words of patriotism calculated to please Nikolai, Bakunin’s letter also expressed thoughts of an outright revolutionary nature. At one point Bakunin applauds the efforts and heroism of workers in Paris during the 1848 revolution and assures Nikolai that “no other class” was capable of such “noble self-sacrifice.” He also declares the Russian state guilty of more “evil, oppression and wrong” than any other state and insists that to live in Russia is “difficult and painful for anyone who loves truth.”

For all its boldness and consistency with his own, subsequent summary, Bakunin’s “Confession” also contains significant details which Bakunin completely failed to mention in his statements to Herzen and Ralli. Most striking is the recurring theme of Bakunin’s remorse for his revolutionary activity of the 1840s. Beginning with his initial promise to confess to Nikolai as to “a spiritual father,” and concluding with his signature as a “repentant sinner [кающийся грешник],” Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai reveals signs of genuine regret for his political evolution that prompted his decision, in 1846, to promote and incite a revolution in Russia. Bakunin expresses great compunction for his turn “from philosophy to politics” in the early 1840s, his association with leading European socialists and communists like Weitling,
his role in the uprisings of Paris, Prague and Dresden of 1848–49. He characterizes his actions throughout this period as “sins” and “crimes” resulting from “madness” and “Don Quixotism.” In subservient and desperate tones Bakunin also assures his “Highness” Nikolai that his love of Russia and the tsar remained in his heart since childhood, that his “criminal” mind led him astray in Europe, and that he “knew Russia but little.” By the time he was finally arrested in Dresden, Bakunin was “exhausted and drained” not only physically, but above all “morally.” “Indifferent” to his arrest and fate, Bakunin wrote, he merely hoped for execution and the end of his “empty, useless and criminal” life.112

Three other unknown letters by Bakunin in the archive of the Third Department suggest Bakunin’s remorse even more strongly than his letter to Nikolai. The first, a letter of February 1852 to his parents and siblings which the authorities permitted Bakunin to write but then refused to forward, exhibits the same symptoms of regret that stand out in his “Confession” of the previous year. Disparaging the “sad legacy” of interest in German philosophy which he inspired in his brother Aleksandr, Bakunin reminds his brother’s wife that his “philosophical musings” led him only to a jail cell. He discourages his brother from studying “abstractions” and describes his life as one of “fantasy and madness.” To his brother Il’ia he declares that he “stands out here [in his prison cell] like a signpost which reads, ‘Don’t follow this road.’” To his parents Bakunin insists that his “thoughts torment and oppress him with late and fruitless regret of the past, late repentance.” Again calling himself a “Don Quixote,” he expresses his “feeling of deep, sincere gratitude” that instead of execution, which he deserved, he was “handed over to one of the kindest men in Russia.” Thus what he “once considered a misfortune” has become “a genuinely good fortune.” Bakunin’s repentance becomes even more explicit in the letters he wrote in 1857 after two years of confinement at Schlüsselburg. Following rejection of two formal pleas from Bakunin’s mother to move him, due to poor health, out of the fortress prison, Bakunin appealed to Aleksandr for pardon and at the same time offered his emphatic assurance to the head of the Third Department Vasili Andreevich Dolgorukov, who delivered the appeal, that his declaration of repentance to the tsar was sincere and that he would “never again abuse” his freedom. To the tsar Bakunin expresses his regret in no uncertain terms.Acknowledging that he could not have satisfied Nikolai with his letter of 1851, Bakunin now describes his past only as “empty, useless, harmful,” a life “wasted on chimerical and fruitless aspirations and ending in crime” which he would “spend otherwise” if he possibly could. Bakunin concludes his short and humiliating statement with an expression of “deep gratitude” to Aleksandr, as well as to his “unforgettable parent,”
Nikolai, for all their mercy toward him. Reportedly unmoved, like his father, by Bakunin’s letter of 1851, in this final appeal Aleksandr apparently perceived sufficient humility and repentance to release Bakunin from the fortress.

The four documents discovered in the archives of the Third Department outline a picture of Bakunin’s state of mind and spirit in prison that contrasts sharply with his own subsequent statements. The “Confession” of 1851 not only demonstrates Bakunin’s willingness to bow submissively before his enemy, the despot and “hangman” Nikolai, but also suggests that Bakunin had jettisoned most of his progressive views in favor of a narrow, even reactionary nationalism for which he would be criticized later by other revolutionists, including Marx and Engels. The letters between 1855 and 1857 indicate, moreover, that his regret for his past, his concern for his fate, and his willingness to plead for mercy continued to grow throughout his years in prison until they eventually overcame his ability to withstand incarceration. With none of the elements that mitigate his “Confession” to Nikolai—no offer of compromise, no criticism of the Russian state, no advice regarding official policies—the appeal to Aleksandr from the “pleading criminal” presents a truly penitent, defeated and demoralized Bakunin. To those who so eulogized him, the legendary Bakunin was no longer recognizable.

Recognition of the importance of Bakunin’s letters was immediate. In his introductory article to the documents Polonsky counted the letters to Nikolai and Aleksandr among “the most stunning documents we know about revolutionists.” For the historian Aleksandr Kornilov, Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai was of “universal literary significance,” and upon its publication, as another reviewer wrote, “whenever anyone speaks of a ‘Confession,’” everyone understands that the reference is to Bakunin’s so-called ‘Confession.’” While a few attempted to treat the letters dispassionately and without judgment, Bakunin’s uncharacteristically submissive tone before the tsar compelled most respondents either to censure Bakunin for his capitulation, or else to defend his actions through an explanation of his circumstances at the time.

A proper assessment of Bakunin’s experience in Russian prisons and its significance for his legacy required consideration of several factors, including the extent of Bakunin’s sincerity, the conditions under which he composed the prison letters, and also the nature of his thought and personality before and after his prison years. The letter to Nikolai contains contradictory evidence for each of these questions. Bakunin’s appeal throughout the “Confession” rests on honesty and thoughtful candor, yet he both flatters and criticizes the tsar and his policies. He emphatically renounces his revolutionary activity of the previous decade and assures the tsar of his loyalty, but he also refuses to denounce anyone and in so doing, as we have seen, failed to convince Nikolai
of his sincerity. To Aleksandr he delivered a desperate plea for mercy and release from prison. Once he arrived in Siberia, he began to enjoy the favors of the Governor of Eastern Siberia Nikolai Nikolaevich Murav’ev-Amursky, an ambitious statesman who exercised a generally liberal and tolerant attitude toward political exiles until they failed to support him. As soon as the opportunity arose, however, Bakunin fled exile, returned to Europe and immediately resumed the revolutionary activity he renounced so emphatically in his letters to Nikolai and Aleksandr a few years earlier. More problematic than the psychological problem of Bakunin’s motivation was the “moral” question of Bakunin’s decision to offer his repentance, sincere or not, to the tsars. Had Bakunin failed to repent, his judges seemed to agree, he never would have emerged from the fortress at all. Yet by 1921 some believed that no circumstances could account for such a complete surrender. For the more vigilant defenders of Russia’s militant revolutionary pathos, Bakunin’s appeals to Nikolai and Aleksandr represented an unforgivable breach of political morality that forever lowered his standing in the pantheon of revolutionists. It was the “moral” question which overshadowed all other issues and illuminated the relevance of the “Confession” to the problem of Bakunin’s legacy for post-revolutionary culture.

The first commentator on Bakunin’s letters, Il’insky, approached the documents with a certain neutrality, but not without an awareness of the implications which the letters carried for Bakunin’s legacy. In his review of 1919, Il’insky mostly accepted the sincerity of Bakunin’s self-criticism and characterized his letter to Nikolai as “the tragedy of an activist who has come to doubt the rightness of his cause.” Bakunin’s “self-flagellation” and many lamentations over the “fantastic projects, empty hopes, and criminal enterprises” of his career in Europe, Il’insky explained, reflected Bakunin’s genuine desire to discover the reasons for his political failures. In his longer article of 1920, Il’insky argued for the sincerity of Bakunin’s letter again and, despite its extraordinary circumstances, denied Bakunin any justification for humbling himself so extremely before Nikolai. With regard to Bakunin’s silence about the appeals in his letter to Herzen Il’insky also found “no explanations that reconcile us with Bakunin.” Il’insky warned against a “tendentious” interpretation of Bakunin’s prison letters, insisting that “it is difficult to gain an impression of an entire book based only on its individual pages”; but he also concluded that the prison documents “are deadly for Bakunin-the-revolutionist,” and if “torn from his life as a whole,” suggest the work of a renegade or “of those who save themselves and their own skin.”

The excerpts of Bakunin’s letter in Il’insky’s article prompted a response in November 1919 from Victor Serge (Kibal’chich), a leading French activist
of anarchist sympathies who at the time worked as a translator, among other
capacities, in the Russian branch of the Communist International (Comin-
tern). \(^{121}\) Serge followed II’insky in assuming Bakunin’s sincerity, but he saw
greater significance in the fact of Bakunin’s capitulation. Describing as a
“euphemism” Bakunin’s claim (to Herzen) that he attempted merely “to soften
the forms” of his remarks, Serge confirmed that Bakunin “humiliated himself,”
“weakened” and “faltered” at this point in his life:

The iron man, the irreconcilable revolutionist who for several days was the rebel
dictator of revolutionary Dresden, who was chained to the wall of his prison in the
citadel of Olmütz and sought after by two emperors, and who was to remain until the
end of his life an initiator and a source of inspiration for great activists, the spiritual
father of anarchism clearly suffered a moral crisis and did not emerge unaffected.
Maybe it took but little to uproot and bring down the oak…

Despite some disenchantment, Serge attempted to defend Bakunin on
familiar grounds. More so than II’insky, Serge insisted that Bakunin’s seem-
ingly hopeless condition at the time, his many “astounding lines” of accurate
political analysis of events in Europe and Russia, as well as his refusal to
“betray” anyone all indicate that the “Confession” ultimately failed to humili-
ate Bakunin’s “spirit.” Bakunin’s legacy, however, might now face a certain
revision. Had an “ordinary” man written such letters to the tsars, then the
extraordinary conditions of incarceration would explain everything. Yet
Nikolai Chernyshevsky spent twenty years in prison and exile, at times border-
ing on madness, Serge explained, but “did not weaken”; the populists Nikolai
Morozov and Vera Figner spent twenty years in Schlüsselburg without ever
offering repentance; and “all those, famous or unknown, who lost their minds
or died in the jails of the tsar,” even if they doubted themselves or their work,
or even if they occasionally failed, Serge emphasized, “they remained silent,”
and “their executioners never knew of it.” \(^{122}\) To all those who “have inherited
their spirit,” he admitted, Bakunin’s letter would remain “painful,” and among
Bakunin’s “many enemies,” Serge predicted, “someone will begin to speak
with malevolent joy of the ‘fall of Bakunin.’” \(^{123}\)

The suspected sincerity of Bakunin’s “Confession” and the unexpected
degree of his “fall” provoked a lengthy discussion that marked the beginning
of a broader reassessment of Bakunin’s legacy for Soviet Russia. In 1921, only
months before the full text of Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai became available,
Serge’s review appeared in German, then French editions, and thereby ushered
in a series of articles devoted to the “Confession,” as well as to anarchism in
general, according to Steklov. \(^{124}\) Meanwhile, back in Russia, just before the
publication of II’insky’s second article, Steklov offered a fundamentally
different analysis of Bakunin’s prison letters in the first volume of his new epic biography of Bakunin. Despite a thorough analysis of all the prison letters from the archive, in the end Steklov remained unconvinced of Bakunin’s sincerity. He admitted that Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai on the surface “gives the impression of deep sincerity, truth and passionate conviction,” and on occasion seems to include elements of repentance; but to the question, “Did [Bakunin] really find himself at that moment in a state of fallen spirit owing to his disappointment in the revolution which had suffered a complete rout?” Steklov answered that it was “difficult to say” and would never be known, since Bakunin “carried the answer to his grave.” More often than not, Steklov expressed skepticism toward Bakunin’s words, and at one point he reminded readers of the potential role of “Bakunin’s characteristic diplomacy and political calculation.” He emphasized that on the whole the “Confession” could not be considered a genuine repentance “in the sense which is generally ascribed to that word.” Bakunin’s predicament at the moment of his letter, his failure to supply new information about conspiracies in the empire, his willingness to speak the “cruel truth” to Nikolai about the condition of Russia, and his own understanding that the letter “came too late”—all this persuaded Steklov that the letter of 1851 contained no “true repentance.” Recalling Bakunin’s active role in the revolutionary struggles of 1848–49, moreover, Steklov claimed that for Bakunin suddenly to regard all of his revolutionary activity as “criminal” was simply “psychologically improbable.” Apart from the question of Bakunin’s motivation, Steklov also addressed the issue raised by Serge:

From our perspective today such an act [of confession] seems utterly inadmissible. We recall how severely the public opinion of revolutionists chastised any attempts to enter into “open explanations” with the gendarmes, even if those explanations contained no element of “sincere repentance” and were limited to reports of an “informative nature.” […] Among the most steadfast revolutionists it even became customary and obligatory not to give any deposition at all nor to enter into any explanations with the gendarmes whatsoever. In that sense Bakunin’s act is unquestionably reprehensible, regardless of its content, and from the point of view of a contemporary revolutionist appears absolutely inadmissible.

Here, too, however, Steklov exonerated Bakunin, this time by calling attention to the historical conditions surrounding Bakunin’s activity. Unlike the educated, non-noble social elements of the 1860s (“raznochintsy”), Steklov explained, Russian revolutionists of the 1820s, 1830s and 1840s “did not feel so psychologically alienated” from the monarchy, and therefore a proper evaluation of their activity requires different standards. Steklov also refused to concede that Bakunin truly capitulated to Aleksandr in 1857. Referring to Ba-
kunin’s fear of losing the “sacred sense of rebellion” while in prison, Steklov concluded that “his powerful spirit overcame all the physical and spiritual deprivations, and he emerged from prison in the same frame of mind with which he entered.” Steklov went further. Admitting that such an evaluation “might seem paradoxical” in light of “the moments of weakness and renunciation” in Bakunin’s letters to Nikolai and Aleksandr, Steklov declared that “in general Bakunin remained the same as he had been, and in certain respects became even more extreme, which he demonstrated as soon as he broke from the obstinate paws of the autocracy and plunged into his familiar revolutionary element” [родственная ему революционная стихия]. In Steklov’s mind, [Bakunin] might have been disappointed by many things: by his bright hopes, by the means he chose for the struggle, perhaps temporarily even by the revolutionary path (under the influence of a complete rout of the revolution in Europe and the absence of a revolutionary movement in Russia). But that Bakunin hated the enslavement and exploitation of man by man, as before, that he particularly hated vile Russian despotism and sympathized with the working masses—of this there can be no doubt.

Steklov offered two possible explanations for Bakunin’s decision to “repent.” If Bakunin had already been thinking at that time of his subsequent escape and return to the revolutionary struggle, then he must have realized the need to act against his own conscience [покривить душой] and make one more “‘formal’ concession” to the monarch. Such a decision would have been easy for Bakunin, Steklov pointed out, who was “not very scrupulous” with regard to means and as a rule was willing “not to stand on ceremony” with his enemies. The second hypothesis Steklov considered more likely:

Tired and ill, perhaps [Bakunin] simply longed for freedom, even ‘limited freedom’. He simply wished for a philistine lifestyle [пожить обыденной жизнью]. Perhaps he hoped that in time he would be allowed to return to Russia, to dear Priamukhino, where he would again live among his own family, in a comfortable manor house, in a robe, with a pipe in hand, to read newspapers, to enlighten and edify neighbors and visiting friends, recalling former days with them and arguing all night about the fate of mankind, philosophy, etc.

The latter hypothesis simplified the problem of Bakunin’s motivation, but it also contradicted Steklov’s attempt to exonerate Bakunin. If Bakunin was prepared simply to retire to his family estate, then Bakunin’s prison experience obviously exerted a more substantial and lasting effect on his character than Steklov was willing to admit.

Upon its appearance in 1920, Steklov’s analysis initiated a wave of responses to the “Confession” that revealed striking differences among even his
fellow Marxists like Polonsky, Bakunin’s second prolific Soviet biographer of the time. Between 1919 and 1926 Polonsky produced several studies of Bakunin, including a large “monograph” on Bakunin’s life up to 1861 that significantly expanded his, Polonsky’s, popular biography of 1920. Polonsky included an evolving analysis of the “Confession” in most of his studies on Bakunin, as well as in at least one public lecture on the subject entitled “Bakunin on his Knees.” Signs of Polonsky’s own reinterpretation of Bakunin’s career first appeared near the end of 1920 in a critique of Steklov’s biography. With much less qualification than Steklov, Polonsky accepted the sincerity of Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai as well as his penitent state of mind. In the wake of the “painful impression” left by Bakunin’s “repentance, disappointment and self-reproach,” Polonsky declared that “there can be no talk of Bakunin’s Prometheanism [прометейство].” Dissatisfied with Steklov’s ambiguous position on Bakunin’s motives, Polonsky rejected both of Steklov’s hypotheses and argued, instead, that the “Confession” and the letter to Aleksandr II indicated a period of a “most profound moral ‘fall,’” on the one hand, and a “genuine reconciliation” with reality, on the other. In this way Polonsky managed simultaneously to accept the fact of Bakunin’s capitulation while also mitigating its significance for his political legacy by means of a psychological explanation. According to Polonsky’s interpretation, because Bakunin was not yet a true revolutionist in the 1850s, but merely a conservative activist, by implication he did not violate or betray any of the truly revolutionary political convictions for which he was most legendary. In an introductory article for the 1921 publication of the “Confession,” Polonsky developed his hypothesis in light of Bakunin’s thought and activity before and after his prison and exile, that is, during the 1840s and 1860s. Responding to the question, “How could Bakunin fall so far,” Polonsky insisted that the letters demonstrated not “the cunning maneuver” of a man resolved to purchase his freedom at any cost, but rather “a genuine reconsideration and rejection of his former world-view.”

The “Confession” provoked a more subjective reaction from Gorev, another Marxist Social Democrat and recent biographer of Bakunin. Gorev devoted a large portion of his 1921 review of Steklov’s biography specifically to Steklov’s treatment of the newly discovered Bakunin documents. If Steklov had been an “objective historian” in his earlier writings on Bakunin, Gorev wrote, then in his biography of 1920 he appeared more as “Bakunin’s attorney.” Gorev upheld Polonsky’s criticism of Steklov for attempting to “rehabilitate” Bakunin. “In truth,” Gorev believed, “no mitigating circumstances, no explanations about the character of Bakunin’s epoch, etc. can reduce the blemish which these facts leave on Bakunin’s historical reputation.” It had
long been established “morally,” Gorev emphasized, “that a fighter [борец] cannot and should not beg for mercy from a victorious enemy.” Without citing “an endless gallery of martyrs” from the People’s Will party, Gorev noted that it was “enough to mention [Nikolai] Chernyshevsky in order to see the genuine image of a real Prometheus.”

At the discussion of Polonsky’s lecture on Bakunin, Gorev expressed doubt in the verity of Bakunin’s repentance. Emphasizing Bakunin’s penchant for “cunning,” which Gorev considered more characteristic of Bakunin than honesty, as Polonsky assumed, Gorev believed that Bakunin clearly resorted to the principle “the end justifies the means.” The lack of any sincerity in Bakunin’s repentance did not excuse Bakunin in Gorev’s eyes, however, but instead revealed another aspect of Bakunin’s “moral” fall. According to Gorev, Polonsky’s understanding of Bakunin’s fall was too narrow. By claiming that Bakunin simply “lost heart” [попал духом], Polonsky in essence tried to justify Bakunin’s act. According to Polonsky’s reasoning, Bakunin’s fall was only “political” or “intellectual” to the extent that he held any revolutionary ideas at the time. Gorev declared that neither Polonsky nor Steklov sufficiently appreciated the full significance of Bakunin’s act, which he considered of “extraordinary importance” and “of a certain danger for our revolutionary youth”:

When Blanqui was handed a paper to sign, he slapped his superior in the face and chased him out of his cell. You all know that only in one case did a martyr [мученик] of the Schlüsselburg fortress ever submit an appeal for clemency, and the veterans of Schlüsselburg considered that instance a shameful blemish on the collective conscience of the martyrs. It seems to me that had such appeals begun to appear en masse [массовая подача прошений], then the revolution would have suffered.

Gorev stated his position once more in his short biography of Bakunin of 1922. After holding up bravely and with resilience in German and Austrian jails, Gorev asserted, “Bakunin collapsed in spirit” [попал духом] when he landed between Russian walls. Through his letters to Nikolai and Aleksandr, which he wrote partly out of disappointment in the failure of the European revolution and his dislike of the Germans, and partly out of his fear of solitary confinement for life, which he would not have endured, Bakunin won his freedom “at the price of a profound moral fall.”

Despite attempts by several observers to approach Bakunin’s letters impartially, for some the impact of Bakunin’s “fall” was too great to conceal. One of the first respondents to the publication of the “Confession,” Vera Figner, approached the new documents much like Polonsky, but as a respected veteran of Russian populism and the Schlüsselburg fortress her conclusions...
were less forgiving than those of Polonsky or even Serge. “When we, friends or enemies, uttered the name ‘Bakunin,’ aloud or mentally,” Figner recalled, “in our minds arose the image of a powerful revolutionary monolith, whose entire life was illuminated by a singular idea of ‘liberty,’ and heated by a singular feeling of indignation against despots, despotism and any form of oppression, be it national, political or economic.” Figner’s love for Bakunin’s “magnificent figure” still remained, she wrote, but she agreed that the “Confession” opened “a completely new page” in Bakunin’s spiritual life. She found it not only “shocked the reader,” but also created “an enormous breach [прорыв] in the standard profile of the rebel-giant” [бунтарь-великан]. Figner had no doubt that the “Confession” was sincere. Rejecting the idea of Bakunin’s pretense as a means to a justifiable end, she declared that while in prison Bakunin experienced his own kind of “death throes” [своего рода предсмертные муки], as well as the birth of a certain “atavism” in his psyche which returned him to “the Bakunin of the 1830s–40s.” From this perspective one can “understand” the “Confession,” Figner wrote [her italics], but she admitted that “both the admirers [почитатели] and detractors [хулители] of Bakunin, who created a dream and an illusion of his nature and his life,” saw their illusion torn apart by Bakunin’s letters.¹³³

If the letters to the tsars forever destroyed any illusions which Serge, Gorev and Figner ever held about Bakunin, they utterly devastated Deich. Soon after the publication of the “Confession” by the State Publishing House, Deich added an entire chapter on Bakunin’s letters to the second volume of his memoirs of the 1870s. In his review Deich first described—with even greater emphasis than in his articles quoted earlier—the great respect which Bakunin won among the many Russian “rebels” of the seventies on the basis of “his remarkable past and the torture and suffering he had endured.” Deich and his friends were so enamored of Bakunin, he emphasized, that none of them found it unnatural for Bakunin to incite [подбивать] them to undertake “the most daring, desperate acts,” thus in effect sending them to their “certain death.” Because they lacked the heroic reputation of Bakunin, Deich assured his readers, neither Lavrov nor Tkachev¹³⁴ could have ever convinced the “best revolutionary youth” in Russia to sacrifice themselves as Bakunin did.

Deich recalled the “great amazement and delight” he and his friends felt when they heard of Bakunin’s resilience in German and Austrian fortresses, and their “admiration for him was strengthened even more upon reading and hearing oral accounts of all the trials he endured courageously during his long incarceration” in the terrible prisons of Russia. They were “seized with incredible delight and extraordinary happiness” upon learning of the success of the “unbending hero’s” brave flight from Siberia. Neither Bakunin’s young
followers nor “even his foes questioned his sincerity, righteousness, honesty and bravery,” Deich wrote, and for that reason he found Bakunin’s renunciation of his entire revolutionary past in the letter to Nikolai “all the more unlikely, improbable.” With the publication of the “Confession” at last before him, Deich asserted that “now there remains no doubt that the man who appeared to us all as an unbending fighter prostrated himself and groveled before the “monster [извёрт] Nikolai.” Turning to the response of his contemporary Figner, Deich denied her claim that “the magnificent figure of Bakunin and love for him will remain,” for no love for Bakunin remained in Deich’s heart. For Deich there was no question of Bakunin’s return to an earlier outlook; like Gorev, Deich identified the source of Bakunin’s behavior during prison and exile with the same “dogma” and “Jesuitical principle” of Bakunin’s later years, “the end justifies the means”:

With regard to Bakunin’s concealment [of his recantation] from his allies and followers, like his “Confession” and in general his fainthearted and unworthy behavior in Russian prisons and in Siberia—they all followed from the Jesuitical dogma, ‘the end justifies the means.’ Had he confessed to them fully, had he reported to them candidly that he referred to himself as ‘a repentant sinner,’ as ‘criminal, unworthy, loyal’ and other such epithets, then of course he would not have been able to urge our ‘sincere and honest youth’ to stop at nothing, and to sacrifice themselves for the sake of the working masses.”

For Deich the consequences of Bakunin’s deceit were greater than he and his young fellow revolutionists could have realized:

It is clear that had the young revolutionists known the truth, had they learned of his disgraceful “Confession” and slavish letters to the tsars and other officials, one can say with firm certainty that Bakunin would not have played any kind of decisive role [Deich’s italics] either among us or in Western Europe. […] Had the European socialists found out about the “Confession” and related documents, Bakunin’s political reputation would have been compromised forever and, of course, he would not have entered the International. It follows that he would not have competed with Marx for influence and there would not have been a split. Thus the history of the world labor and socialist movement would have avoided countless regrettable episodes and the conditions of the entire world today would have been different.135

The reaction of Deich, in particular, to the “Confession” stands out as a striking example of the solemnity with which veteran revolutionists regarded Bakunin’s reputation. For the many Russian political activists who valued Bakunin’s legacy, whether Marxist, anarchist or other, the revival of violent anarchist sentiments after 1917; the accusations of primitive “Bakuninism” leveled against the Bolsheviks; together with new doubts about Bakunin’s rev-
olutionary integrity in the wake of his humiliating letters to the tsars, all catalyzed a reassessment of Bakunin after 1921. The flourishing of Russian Bakunin studies or “Bakuniana,” as it came to be known, in turn provided for a revival of interest in the real-life sources of Verkhovensky’s political conspiracy in Dostoevsky’s *Demons*. 
CHAPTER 3

Leonid Grossman’s Art of Scholarly Provocation

The rediscovery of Bakunin’s “Confession” naturally accelerated the reassessment of his legacy after 1921, but it also provided the impetus for a reconsideration of Dostoevsky’s critique in *Demons*. Alongside publicity surrounding Dostoevsky’s one-hundred-year jubilee, the new revelations about Bakunin clearly encouraged a provocative attempt by philologist Leonid Grossman to associate the legendary anarchist more closely and directly with the fictional Nikolai Stavrogin, the disturbed figurehead of Verkhovensky’s conspiracy. First presented in a public lecture of 1923 and then reiterated, to one degree or another, virtually to the end of his long and prolific scholarly career, Grossman’s thesis did not merely locate or identify “Bakuninist” aspects in *Demons*, but rather utilized them to support a radically different “reading” of the novel, one which provoked an extensive debate with Viacheslav Polonsky, a prominent literary critic and journalist of the 1920s, as well as a number of responses from other observers. Those “Bakuninist” elements that occupy the realistic periphery of Dostoevsky’s critique, as we have seen, through Grossman’s analysis come to comprise its central object.

While his case for a direct link between Stavrogin and Bakunin found few supporters, nonetheless scholarship has overlooked the impact of Grossman’s thesis on the post-revolutionary perception of Dostoevsky’s critique. Apart from several important discoveries about *Demons* as a political novel, the significance of Grossman’s study lies not so much in his theory itself, as in its critical function in the Russian context. Originally framed as an attempt to identify Dostoevsky’s fictional Stavrogin with the historical Bakunin, Grossman’s analysis of *Demons* served principally to reinvigorate the novel as a polemic against anarchist ideology. No less important are the scholarly motives that likely encouraged Grossman’s idea. By revealing a politically incorrect ideology at the center of *Demons*, Grossman’s reading served to mitigate the threat to Dostoevsky’s reputation posed by his caricature of revolutionists.

Post-revolutionary *Demons*

Along with the reassessment of Bakunin’s legacy, a series of landmark events in Dostoevsky studies just after the Revolution helped to prepare the ground for Grossman’s controversial approach to *Demons*. Allusions to *Demons* in the Soviet press began to increase with the end of the Civil War and the gradual revival of intellectual life. During the many public readings
and discussions that accompanied the Dostoevsky jubilee celebrations of 1921,\(^2\) scholars of many different fields, partisan and nonpartisan alike, began to confront the question of Dostoevsky’s attitude toward revolution and his unflattering depiction of revolutionists in *Demons*. In its report on the “dozens of lectures” that greeted the fortieth anniversary of Dostoevsky’s death in February 1921, the newsletter *Literary Herald* [Вестник литературы] featured a response by its editor, Abram Kaufmann, to the letter of one “perplexed reader” who failed to see why the post-revolutionary epoch should study such an “enthusiastic champion of autocracy” like Dostoevsky. While ultimately defending Dostoevsky as a complex, humane and much-loved writer whose works should not be judged on the basis of his “tsarism,” Kaufmann confessed frankly that Dostoevsky was no sharp “politician,” and admitted that in *Demons* Dostoevsky “slandered all revolutionists.”\(^3\) As during the 1905 period, however, some observers treated the revolutionary conflagration as proof of Dostoevsky’s new relevance. Several months later, when the centennial celebration of Dostoevsky’s birth took place, the scholar Iulii Aikhenval’d declared that *Demons* “has now become a reality” that demonstrates Dostoevsky’s awareness of the “fatal incompleteness, inner seditiousness and anxiety of the rebelling spirit.” For that reason, he added, “the creator of *Demons* remains a living epigraph to today’s bloody chronicle.”\(^4\) During the same month, another work on the theme of “Dostoevsky and Revolution” appeared as the leading editorial in *Press and Revolution* [Печать и революция]. In that article the scholar Valerian Pereverzev claimed that “Dostoevsky depicts the psychology of revolution most fully” in *Demons*, which he considered of “the greatest interest for a study of Dostoevsky’s attitude toward revolutionary Russia.” Apparently reviving a position assumed by Dmitrii Merezhkovsky in his famous article of 1905,\(^5\) Pereverzev also insisted that Dostoevsky’s attitude proved “extremely complex,” that he was “neither a reactionary nor a revolutionary,” but rather both at the same time. Although he “painted the revolutionary underground in *Demons* with hysterical malice,” Pereverzev insisted, Dostoevsky “is still a contemporary writer,” and thus “to speak of Dostoevsky” means “to speak of the most painful and serious questions of our present life.”\(^6\)

The Dostoevsky jubilee also inspired publication of new materials for the study of *Demons*. The most significant discoveries came from the archive of the novelist’s late widow, Anna Grigor’evna Dostoevskaia (Snitkina), which was opened by representatives of the State’s Central Archive in Moscow in November of 1921. Together with other family holdings that became available in the Historical Museum of Moscow, Anna Grigor’evna’s archive provided scholars with Dostoevsky’s unpublished drafts and notebooks, his correspon-
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Leonid Grossman was among the first specialists to study the materials in Dostoevsky’s archive and to revive post-revolutionary studies of Dostoevsky’s work. Born and trained in Odessa, where he eventually taught literature and published a unique catalog of Dostoevsky’s library, in 1921 Grossman settled in Moscow and soon began lecturing on the history of literature and literary criticism at Sverdlov University and the Briusov Higher Literary-Artistic Institute. That year Grossman prepared a collection of new articles and materials that included pages from the drafts of Dostoevsky’s unfinished epic, Life of a Great Sinner [Жизнь великого грешника], a project which eventually merged in some respects with Demons. His contact and discussions with Anna Grigor’evna just over a year before her death in 1918 formed the basis of his first monograph on Dostoevsky of 1924. In addition to his publishing activity, between May 1922 until 1924 Grossman also chaired a new Dostoevsky Commission in the Literary Section of the Russian State Academy of Artistic Sciences. His work in the field of Dostoevsky studies accelerated over the next few years and continued throughout his prolific career. According to a draft bibliography preserved among his papers at the Russian State Archive of Literature and Art (RGALI) in Moscow, Grossman produced more than 360 publications, including thirty books before his death in 1965. While his interests covered a broad range of Russian and Western writers, especially Alexander Pushkin, Grossman himself reportedly considered his many publications on Dostoevsky to be his most significant.

By February 1923, when he first delivered his theses on Stavrogin and Bakunin publicly, Grossman had already become immersed in the study of Dostoevsky. Prior to his address to the Society for the Appreciation of Russian Letters that month, however, the trajectory of his research had followed the more formal issues of literary genre and style in Dostoevsky’s work. In one of his first post-revolutionary studies of Dostoevsky, based on a paper he read during “Dostoevsky days” in November 1921, Grossman argued that Dostoev-
sky was no less an “artist” than a “thinker,” that he exhibited constant concern for “purely artistic” issues, and that his principal significance as a writer lay not in philosophy, psychology or mysticism, but in the creation of a “truly new page” in the history of the European novel. Emphasizing the great “struggle” with artistic tasks on the pages of Dostoevsky’s recently discovered notebooks, Grossman demonstrated how Dostoevsky attempted to synthesize a new compositional principle from the classical novelistic forms of the European masters by subordinating “diametrically incompatible narrative elements to a unified philosophical conception and a whirlwind movement of events.”

According to one early reviewer, Grossman’s close investigation of Dostoevsky’s sources, along with the impressive “shrewdness” [ледиствость] of his insights, recalled the methods of the “formal school,” albeit without its “extremes.” As early as 1919 Grossman began to formulate a methodological approach that would find within an author’s “style” the means of resolving the conflict between an exclusive study of “ideas” on the one hand, and an equally exclusive study of artistic form on the other; but until he set about to associate Stavrogin directly with Bakunin, the emphasis in Grossman’s work clearly lay on the latter of the two extremes. Thus Grossman’s study of Stavrogin and Bakunin marked a noticeable departure from his previous work. While to some extent it rested on formal evidence in the text of Demons itself, Grossman’s study proceeded equally from his analysis of the historical Bakunin and his ideological legacy.

New post-revolutionary studies of Bakunin clearly brought a number of “Bakuninist” aspects of Demons to Grossman’s attention. To Grossman, however, the shadows of Bakunin cast by Verkhovensky’s conspiracy suggested greater polemical deliberation on Dostoevsky’s part than traditionally assumed. The explicit task of Grossman’s original presentation of 1923 was to prove that Bakunin served as an intentional “prototype” of Dostoevsky’s fictional Stavrogin. Grossman’s main conclusion rested on a “system” of twenty specific “coincidences” between protagonist and prototype, which he presented initially in somewhat unsystematic fashion, but then later, in a second article, more explicitly. In addition to his own analysis of the two images in question, Grossman also offered evidence that Dostoevsky could have and did, in fact, “study” Bakunin. He also attempted to account for several factors that clearly complicated his approach. As Grossman acknowledged in his first defense, Dostoevsky’s failure to leave any extant declaration about the prototype for Stavrogin deprived posterity of any incontestable evidence that it was Bakunin. Unlike Petr Verkhovensky (“Nechaev”) or his father Stepan Trofimovich (“Granovsky”), Stavrogin apparently emerged without any consistent, explicit link to a historical figure in Dostoevsky’s
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Dostoevsky had assured Katkov in his letter of 8 (20) October 1870, moreover, that he took Stavrogin “from his heart.” With respect to Bakunin, these factors demanded that Grossman clarify his notion of “prototype.” He did so both by broadening its meaning to allow for significant differences between protagonist and prototype, and also by allowing for the possibility of multiple prototypes. Thus within months of his initial paper on Stavrogin and Bakunin, Grossman proceeded to explain how one of Dostoevsky’s own early radical associates, Nikolai Speshnev, also served as a prototype of Stavrogin.

While virtually all aspects of Grossman’s thesis came under criticism to one degree or another, the critical responses he provoked eventually grew into a larger “debate over Bakunin and Dostoevsky,” as it came to be known. At first Grossman won a certain amount of support for his thesis. Two professors of literature on hand for Grossman’s initial lecture, Pavel Sakulin and Vasilii Spiridonov, both reportedly found Grossman’s study convincing. Grossman also claimed to have received backing from historians Boris Gorev (Gol’dman) and Iurii Steklov (Nakhamkis), who both had recently published monographs on Bakunin. When he presented his findings again at the Moscow Press House roughly two months later, however, Grossman’s theses apparently generated “much less enthusiasm,” and at least three discussants, the literary critic and biographer of Bakunin, Viacheslav Polonsky, the anarchist writer and lecturer Aleksei Borovoi, and a young literary scholar, Aleksandr Tseitlin, raised “sharp and categorical objections” to his argument.

Within days after the second reading, the discussion reached the press through a short review of Grossman’s lecture in the cultural news magazine Echo. The next month saw the publication of Grossman’s lecture in Press and Revolution, whose editorial board, led by Polonsky, promised to devote a future issue to “a critical analysis of Grossman’s interesting work.” Polonsky first presented his reply on “Bakunin and Dostoevsky” before the same Society on February 10, 1924. He then read it again at the Communist Academy, and a third time, on March 20, 1924, at the Academy of Artistic Sciences. Polonsky delivered another lecture to the Society in early 1924 on the “History of Nikolai Stavrogin,” apparently in response to another lecture by Grossman on “Stavrogin’s Prototype.” Polonsky then combined and published the two lectures together under one title, “Bakunin and Dostoevsky,” in the second issue of Press and Revolution of 1924.

Polonsky’s response offered several concessions to Grossman’s “talented” argument. He accepted Grossman’s assertion that a “heavy and impenetrable veil” still concealed the real Bakunin. He also agreed with Grossman that artists, not scholars, often provide the “decisive formula” for understanding
complex historical figures. If Bakunin did, in fact, serve as the prototype of Stavrogin in *Demons*, Polonsky wrote, then Grossman’s discovery undoubtedly does “throw new light on the mysteries of Bakunin’s soul” and may contribute to a better understanding of Dostoevsky’s creative methods. Having considered Grossman’s claims and all of his evidence together as a whole, however, Polonsky rejected Grossman’s conclusions about the Stavrogin-Bakunin analogy and even doubted the idea of a link at all. Surrendering uncritically to his “intuition,” Polonsky observed, Grossman had “invented” evidence when necessary, ignored evidence which contradicted his conclusions, and accepted as fact several claims that “still required proof.” Regardless of its merits, in Polonsky’s view Grossman’s thesis amounted to little more than a mere “mosaic of conjectures” which threatened to “muddle a correct understanding of Bakunin without helping to explain the complex image of Stavrogin.” Based on his own analysis of the facts and materials available at the time, Polonsky argued that Stavrogin remained “completely independent” from the historical Bakunin.29

Instead of closing the issue, Polonsky’s reply inspired further investigation by Grossman, whose certainty of a link between Stavrogin and Bakunin, as it turned out, remained as firm as Polonsky’s denial. Over the next two years Grossman defended and elaborated his argument in at least four more publications: “Bakunin in *Demons*: A Reply to V.P. Polonsky,” which also appeared in *Press and Revolution*; a short article with “New Information about Dostoevsky” in the biweekly news magazine, *Red Field*; the articles “Speshnev and Stavrogin” and “Dostoevsky at Work on Bakunin,” both in the journal *Penal Servitude and Exile*; and Polonsky, in turn, answered Grossman with two more articles in *Press and Revolution*, “Bakunin and Dostoevsky: Regarding Grossman’s ‘Reply,’” and “Nikolai Stavrogin and the Novel *Demons*.” In addition to Polonsky, moreover, three other observers of the debate also published responses to Grossman. The historical journal *Our Past* included a contribution to the debate by Vasilii Komarovich, a scholar who had already published several articles pertaining to Dostoevsky and *Demons*. Later the same year, the leading anarchist publishing house in Russia after the Revolution issued two more replies to Grossman, the first by Borovoi, and the second by another anarchist scholar, Nikolai Oтверзенний (Bulychev). By 1925 the discussion over Grossman’s thesis had prompted at least ten articles in the leading organs of the Soviet press as well as public discussions in at least four different institutions in Moscow. According to the recollections of Sakulin, who chaired the same Society where Grossman and Polonsky read their lectures, the polemic surrounding Grossman’s thesis “captured the interest of the entire Moscow
literary and scholarly community.”

The discussions over Stavrogin and Bakunin culminated in a separate publication of Grossman’s and Polonsky’s articles by the Leningrad Branch of the State Publishing House in 1926. Entitled *The Debate over Bakunin and Dostoevsky* [Спор о Бакунине и Достоевском], the collection accompanied several other relevant publications about Bakunin and Dostoevsky that year, including a large number of articles devoted to Bakunin on the occasion of his 100th anniversary, as well as a new scholarly edition of *Demons* itself. The book appears to have received relatively widespread publicity among specialists in the field, for it generated a number of reviews, both in Russia and abroad. The structure of the collection seemed to invite further contributions, as well. Despite the many thorough counterarguments contained in Polonsky’s three responses, the “last word” in the polemic belonged essentially to Grossman, whose well-supported article on Dostoevsky’s sources of information about Bakunin concluded the book.

**Grossman on Stavrogin and Bakunin**

Grossman’s “twenty coincidences” between Stavrogin and Bakunin proceed from concrete details that offer a more solid basis for objective evaluation. They included a group of six similarities from the early stages of their biographies; three “episodes” from Stavrogin’s life for which Grossman found parallels in the life of Bakunin; two traits of a physiological nature; and nine points of resemblance between their personalities, views and inclinations. Owing to the diversity of examples, which range from isolated biographical episodes to seemingly minor aspects of personal appearance, Grossman’s “coincidences” comprise a “set” only in an artificial sense; but a number of them led directly to some of Grossman’s most sweeping and controversial conclusions. By far the most essential and provocative similarities in Grossman’s scheme were those from which Dostoevsky allegedly derived his “interpretation” of Bakunin in *Demons*. In addition to the rather academic task of identifying Stavrogin’s prototype, through his close comparison with Stavrogin Grossman aimed to demonstrate what, exactly, the text of *Demons* reveals about him.

In order to demonstrate their close relationship, Grossman first had to explain an obvious and essential discrepancy that separates Stavrogin from Bakunin. Regardless of one’s assessment of Bakunin’s legacy, no reader familiar with Bakunin’s career and personality would fail to perceive the glaring discrepancy between Bakunin’s lifelong passion, enthusiasm and
commitment to revolution and Stavrogin’s lukewarm indifference to Verkhovensky’s conspiracy in *Demons*. Whereas Bakunin pursued revolutionary activity right up until his death in 1876, Stavrogin spends the final period of his life—at best—an unwitting participant in the “common cause.” As Grossman’s opponent Polonsky pointed out in his first response, the discrepancy stands out even in the physiological contrast between the “silent,” “reserved” Stavrogin and the “thunderous, dynamic, wildly gesticulating, indefatigable and unrestrained” image of Bakunin [подвижный, с громовой речью, размашистыми жестами, неутомимый и развязный] (55). According to Grossman’s reading, however, Dostoevsky compensates for the apparent discrepancy creatively by revealing the “deep contradictions” that unite both Stavrogin and Bakunin (21). Grossman acknowledged that at first glance Stavrogin’s “congealed lifelessness” [застылость, безжизненность] appears just the opposite of the “stormy, active” nature of Bakunin; but the publication of Bakunin’s “Confession,” Grossman argued, had revealed that the “passionate fighter” Bakunin, whose fiery nature was inexhaustible, according to legend, in fact proved susceptible to “insipid hopelessness” that drove him, like Stavrogin, to consider suicide. As Bakunin’s prison experience demonstrated, not only did Bakunin once entertain serious thoughts of throwing himself into the Seine when living in Paris in 1845, Grossman pointed out, but he secretly requested poison while in Russian prison (16). Based on their moments of suicidal despondency, Grossman determined that both Bakunin and Stavrogin suffered from a certain “spiritual sterility” (34) and “spiritual inadequacy” (36) which dramatically undermined their apparent strength of will. “Shackled and doomed,” Grossman wrote, “[Bakunin] apparently experienced moments of moral stupor [опечаление] that recall the lifelessness [мертвенность] of Stavrogin.” In Bakunin’s “Confession” Grossman also discovered evidence of the “exclusively intellectual, cerebral force” that oppresses Stavrogin. Like Bakunin, who admitted to Nikolai I that his early preoccupation with abstract concepts in German philosophy caused his “estrangement from the soil,” Stavrogin remains a “genius of the abstract,” Grossman explained, “full of logical diversions and completely carried away by the limitless perspectives of powerful and fruitless theories.” It was this specific condition, he emphasized, which Dostoevsky brought forward and concentrated in the “psychological makeup” of his hero (34, 38).

Grossman also located a “glaring psychological contradiction” in one “fundamental” episode from Stavrogin’s and Bakunin’s biographies. Stavrogin’s scandalous duel with the young Gaganov, Grossman believed, reflected a similar incident in the life of Bakunin, who also received a summons to duel following a confrontation with Mikhail Katkov. Stavrogin’s initial refusal to
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duel with Gaganov, who regards him as a “shameless coward,” followed by his expressed wish “not to kill anyone else,” as Grossman pointed out, both violate his reputation of one who, like the poet Mikhail Lermontov and the Decembrist Mikhail Lunin, “intentionally pursued danger,” loved to duel, and in general “belonged to that category of individuals who know no fear.” Grossman recalled that Bakunin’s “hesitation, postponements, apologies” after the conflict with Katkov generated “disgust and undisguised contempt” from associates like Vissarion Belinsky and Nikolai Ogarev, who regarded Bakunin’s behavior as base and cowardly. The contradiction then reappears, Grossman believed, in the next period of Bakunin’s life. Having demonstrated great fearlessness during the popular uprisings of 1848–1849, and then during his incarceration in Saxony and Austria, Bakunin soon thereafter confessed that “[his] soul was incapable of evil acts” (14–15). By implication Grossman extended the pattern of “contradictions” to the world views of both figures, as well. In the sharply contrasting content of Stavrogin’s “propaganda” to Shatov (“religious communality and even mystical revolution”) and Kirillov (“militant atheism”), followed by his collaboration with Verkhovensky (“passion for destruction”), Grossman perceived Dostoevsky’s attempt “to depict the complex ideology of Bakunin,” together with its evolution “from mystical idealism and political conservatism to militant atheism and anarchism” (23–24, 27). Despite their “significant artistic transformation” in the novel, Grossman insisted, nonetheless Dostoevsky accurately conveys the “fundamental essence” of Bakunin’s early thought (23). Like Stavrogin, Grossman argued, throughout his early years Bakunin, too, combined revolutionary convictions with a kind of Slavophilism and “the religion of Russia.” Here Grossman stressed the metaphysical side of Bakunin’s views, recalling that the young Bakunin, “even after turning to revolutionary activity…and to a large degree in old age…retained the religiosity of his earlier years and even an unquestionable tendency toward mysticism” (25). As indicated earlier, Grossman perceptively recognized Bakunin’s “late” ideology in Kirillov’s syllogism, “if there is no God, then I am God.” While Dostoevsky “sharpened and stylized” Bakunin’s philosophy according to his artistic conception, Grossman asserted, all the same Kirillov’s rationalization of suicide “transposes exactly the fundamental theses of Bakunin’s antitheologism” (26).

Grossman’s broadest “coincidence” represented a culmination of the aforementioned points and served as his most categorical assessment of Bakunin. Beyond the biographical episodes from their lives, Grossman claimed, the personal character of both Stavrogin and Bakunin exhibit a “fatal intellectual hypertrophy.” Consumed by a “cold and powerful reason” and driven by an “exclusively intellectual, cerebral force,” Stavrogin remains, like Bakunin, a
mere “genius of the abstract,” a spiritual corpse who can offer the world “only negation.” According to Grossman’s reading, at the root of Stavrogin’s intellectual “hypertrophy” lies an outlook which resembles the philosophy of “universal destruction” [всестороннее разрушение] preached by Bakunin (83), who embraced destruction in order to “compensate” for his “defective spiritual constitution” (36). Because he lacks a “powerful creative will,” Grossman explained, Stavrogin fails “to elevate the idea of destruction to the category of creation” or “to identify the will to destroy with the creative passion.” In this respect, Grossman argued, Stavrogin resembles Bakunin, who also suffered from an inability to create. Thus Bakunin’s famous slogan of 1842, “The passion for destruction is also a creative passion” [Die Lust der Zerstörung ist zugleich eine schaffende Lust (страсть к разрушению есть вместе с тем и творческая страсть)], “carries within itself an insuperable contradiction which leads to tragic sterility” (33-35).

Grossman also included three conspicuous parallels in the political tactics of the Stavrogin-Verkhovensky and Bakunin-Nechaev alliances. He pointed out the similarity between Stavrogin’s collaboration with Verkhovensky, evident in Stavrogin’s drafting of the statutes for the revolutionary organization in Russia, and Bakunin’s alliance with Nechaev in Switzerland, where they drafted proclamations together. Not unlike the “strange friendship and subsequent enmity” between Bakunin and Nechaev, Grossman observed, Stavrogin’s and Verkhovensky’s initial “enthusiasm” for one another leads subsequently to “disenchantment,” hence Stavrogin’s contemptuous attitude toward Verkhovensky as the chronicle unfolds (12–13). By encouraging the criminal Fedka to “keep killing and stealing,” Stavrogin demonstrates the same willingness as Bakunin, Grossman noted, to enlist the services of the “Russian bandit” for political goals; and just as Verkhovensky insists that Stavrogin “with [his] unique proclivity for crime, could play the role of a Sten’ka Razin,” Grossman recalled that Bakunin, too, heralded the coming of another “era of Sten’ka Razin” in Russia (13). As with his other examples, his identification of the analogy included his own subjective observation about Dostoevsky’s critique: Verkhovensky realizes not simply the “practical side of Bakunin’s teaching,” but also “the essence of [Bakunin’s] anarchism,” which Grossman characterized as “unlimited destruction in the name of destruction.” At this point, Grossman appeared to shift his analogy from Stavrogin-Bakunin to Verkhovensky-Bakunin. Quoting from Verkhovensky’s feverish appeal to Stavrogin in Part Two of Demons, in which he calls for a wave of “trouble” [смута] and the proclamation of “destruction,” Grossman characterized Verkhovensky’s vision as “an outstanding reflection of Bakunin’s intense pathos” and “a fluent exposition of Bakuninism.” For all his apparent passivity, more-
over, all the major acts of destructions—the fires, murders and general “shake-up” [раскачка]—all “originate” from him. Within Stavrogin lives a “passion for destruction,” Grossman insisted, evident in his invitation to Fedka to commit murder and even in Dostoevsky’s original plan for the novel. In an early sketch, Grossman recalled, Stavrogin himself explicitly proposes “to burn everything” [все сжечь], a formula that “coincides completely” with one of Bakunin’s (27).

In addition to his set of “coincidences,” Grossman supported the discovery with more speculative evidence of authorial intention. Central to Grossman’s argument was the assumption that in his study of political events throughout the 1860s, and especially at the time of the “Nechaev affair,” Dostoevsky discovered and actively gathered information about Bakunin. Grossman’s evidence included examples of Dostoevsky’s direct and indirect contact with Bakunin, his familiarity with writings by Bakunin, and his knowledge of reports in the Russian press on Bakunin’s activity. In the many notebooks, drafts and other biographical materials at hand by 1923, Grossman apparently searched for the same kind of evidence which had recently confirmed the entrance of Nechaev into Dostoevsky’s creative plans—the announcement of Nechaev’s responsibility for the murder of Ivanov in the newspapers—followed by the appearance of the name “Nechaev” in Dostoevsky’s notebooks for the novel. According to Grossman’s model, Bakunin then appeared in Dostoevsky’s notebooks as the final version of Demons began to take shape.

Grossman argued that Dostoevsky “conceived” [задумал] the future Stavrogin as early as 1867, three years before the first installments of Demons went to press, during a session of the First Congress of the League of Peace and Freedom in Geneva. Citing a letter in which Dostoevsky wrote of his impressions of the Congress shortly thereafter, Grossman pointed out that Dostoevsky was “deeply moved” by its demands for the abolition of Christianity, for the destruction of large states and for the establishment of peace in Europe through violence. Based on that letter, as well as on Anna Grigor’evna’s memoirs of their visit to the Congress, Grossman deduced that Dostoevsky must have witnessed the dramatic speech and “striking theses” of Bakunin, who suddenly awakened the “dormant” idea for a new creation in the writer’s consciousness (9). While the very fact of Dostoevsky’s attendance during Bakunin’s speech at the Peace Congress by itself became a subject of dispute, Grossman’s claim that Stavrogin appeared in the writer’s mind at this time introduced an obvious anachronism in the evolution of Demons. To place
the birth of Stavrogin in September 1867 was to suggest that Dostoevsky formed a notion of his future character long before completing his first installments of the novel, and still months before he completed *Idiot*, the novel which occupied him for much of 1867 and 1868; but Grossman argued that two years was not an unusual length of time for Dostoevsky, who generally worked out the images of his heroes over a long period. By the time Dostoevsky began drafting future scenes for *Demons* in early 1870, Grossman believed, the image of Bakunin began to occupy more of his attention. As factual evidence that the novelist “thought about Bakunin,” Grossman referred to the early sketch for *Demons*, in which the character “Granovsky” (who would become the elder Verkhovensky) tells the “Student” (who would become first “Nechaev,” then eventually the younger Verkhovensky) that “Bakunin is an old, rotten bag of nonsense” [Бакунин—старый гнилой мешок бредней].

In Grossman’s vision the reference to Bakunin represented “highly significant” evidence that he, like Nechaev and many other historical figures, had entered the early sketches for *Demons* (32).

Defending himself three months later against Polonsky, who objected that *Demons* was still far from Dostoevsky’s creative plans in 1867, Grossman insisted only that Bakunin sparked “the appearance of an artistic image, a romantic hero, a future artistic type” for *Demons*, a fact which found support, Grossman noted, in Dostoevsky’s statement to Katkov, from his letter of 8 (20) October 1870, that he had “long wanted to depict” the image who became Stavrogin (115). Grossman also rejected Polonsky’s reasoning that if Stavrogin “reflects” the conceptions of *Atheism* and *Life of a Great Sinner*, then it must be demonstrated that Bakunin appears as a prototype in those earlier plans, too. Here Grossman emphasized that a fictional character may exhibit not only the characteristics of his own prototype, but also those of his author’s earlier fictional characters (116). The “Prince” in Dostoevsky’s sketches at that time was a complex, multisided character, in Grossman’s view, whom the author’s imagination eventually “forged” into the new hero that became Stavrogin (119). Even if Dostoevsky’s hero passed through different phases, Grossman argued, “the prototype continued to play its role and to influence the general line of the hero’s development” (120). Dostoevsky experiments with the material he takes from reality, Grossman concluded,

…constantly transforming it, introducing into it all possible conceptions, molding and forming it along all the rough lines of his grand design. But through all the variants and experiments, through the numerous sketches and drafts, through the most diverse phases of the image’s development, we invariably see the living foundation, the original human material, the personality of a living contemporary—the face of Bakunin (121).
While not as dramatic as Dostoevsky’s reaction to the Peace Congress, other potential evidence supported the belief that Dostoevsky could have “studied” Bakunin. In both his first two exchanges with Polonsky, and then in a fourth contribution on the subject entitled “Dostoevsky at Work on Bakunin” of 1925, Grossman cited a large number of writings by and about Bakunin to which Dostoevsky had access before writing *Demons*. He found support in the remarks of Anna Grigor’evna, who in May 1867 recorded Dostoevsky’s expressed intention “to read thoroughly all forbidden publications” concerning Russia, along with Dostoevsky’s remark to Katkov that he derived his knowledge of the Nechaev affair almost exclusively from the newspapers. By far Grossman’s most compelling evidence lies in the reports on Nechaev in Russian newspapers like Katkov’s *Moscow Gazette* and Andrei Kraevsky’s *The Voice* (199–204). As indicated earlier, Katkov’s editorial of 6 January 1870 not only indicated Nechaev’s role in the Ivanov murder, but also identified Bakunin explicitly as the foreign leader of the conspiracy carried out by Nechaev (198–199). In Grossman’s scenario, the information about Bakunin and the Nechaev affair that reached Dostoevsky through the *Moscow Gazette* and *The Voice* was then substantiated, reinforced and supplemented by the protocols of the trial of the Nechaevists, which, as we have seen, further suggested Bakunin’s support for Nechaev and responsibility for proclamations like the “Catechism of a Revolutionist” (12, 108–113). In “Dostoevsky at Work on Bakunin” Grossman singled out, in particular, material that appeared in Herzen’s periodicals *The Bell* and *Polar Star*, and which Dostoevsky reportedly read while abroad. Herzen’s sketch “M.A. Bakunin” of 15 January 1862, already mentioned, provided information on Bakunin’s career from revolutionary barricades to prison and exile. Grossman also cited the articles “Ultimatum” of 15 May 1862, “The Newspapers Day and Bell” of 20 June 1863, as well as Herzen’s open letter to Ivan Aksakov, all of which saw Herzen systematically defend Bakunin and himself from allegations of working clandestinely for the Russian state (206–207). The 1855 issue of *Polar Star* to which Grossman alluded (206) includes the chapter “Young Moscow” from Herzen’s memoirs *My Past and Thoughts* [Былое и думы], in which Herzen describes Bakunin’s position in the circle of Nikolai Stankevich. To the many possible printed sources of information on Bakunin Grossman also added possible evidence of Dostoevsky’s “secondhand familiarity” with Bakunin, which he might have obtained, for example, through discussions with Belinsky, Speshnev and Petrashevsky (28–29), or through his meetings with Herzen and Ogarev in Europe in the 1860s. These sources, however, being of a purely verbal character, while quite conceivable, remained purely speculative.
Together with his system of “coincidences” and his speculation about Dostoevsky’s familiarity with Bakunin, Grossman’s interpretation and treatment of “prototype” introduced a third dimension of controversy. Beyond the mere fact of their association, for Grossman the analogy between Stavrogin and Bakunin served as Dostoevsky’s creative interpretation of the legendary anarchist. Stavrogin was not simply a fictional refraction of certain features of Bakunin, but rather “an artistic portrait” of Bakunin, a definition which implied a very close, direct and conscious link between protagonist and prototype. As Grossman realized, however, such a sweeping conclusion would not allow for the many obvious differences between Stavrogin and Bakunin. By means of several key qualifications, therefore, Grossman warned his readers not to expect the link to appear as obvious as his definition might suggest. As a mere “imaginary portrait” within a work of fiction, Grossman admitted, Stavrogin is neither an “exact copy” nor a “photo,” nor even a “mirror” of the historical Bakunin. Readers cannot expect such an accurate depiction from artists in general, and especially not from Dostoevsky, he explained, whose “fantastic style” and “inclination toward hyperbole and extremes” unquestionably affected his creative methods in Demons:

In his visual portrait Dostoevsky sought not to convey historical authenticity, but rather to realize his artistic-philosophical design, and therefore, according to the demands of this higher imperative, he combined, changed, strengthened and deeply transformed all the details of Bakunin’s biography and psychology. Much that did not correspond to the design of Demons was discarded, while much was strengthened, condensed, or extended to an extreme, nearly fantastic degree. Some allusions became sharp features, and some characteristic particularities of the original were dropped completely. To search the work for a precise reflection and full coincidence is, of course, unnecessary (10).

Allowing for substantial “transformations” of the prototype, Grossman still defended his broader conclusions. Although Stavrogin offered a merely partial, creative “interpretation” of Bakunin, Demons nevertheless serves as the “first monograph” on the legendary anarchist; whereas Dostoevsky’s interpretation was highly stylized and did not correspond in every detail to the prototype’s “genuine face,” all the same Stavrogin represents “a most outstanding study” of Bakunin; while it is impossible “to study the historical Bakunin” through Stavrogin, Grossman insisted on a singular “fact”: when creating his Stavrogin, Dostoevsky “proceeded from the personality of Bakunin” (10). By the end of his first excursion Grossman slightly qualified his initial claims, but essentially reconfirmed the two potentially exclusive assumptions: Stavrogin and Bakunin shared no “portrait-like resemblance”
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[портретное сходство], since Dostoevsky needed “not a definite, concrete figure” with all its peculiarities, but only “its artistic typicality” [типичность]; but the protagonist remained joined to his historical prototype by a “primordial link” [исконная связь] (33). As Bakunin’s fictional “mask,” Stavrogin accurately conveys his features, albeit without their “living expression” (39).

Grossman’s theory grew still more flexible in light of the possibility of multiple prototypes. Here Grossman must have been encouraged by the discovery of Dostoevsky’s notebooks, where Dostoevsky initially referred to several characters with specific historical models and, in some cases, indicated more than one model for a single character. The notebook fragment in the 1921 collection of materials contained the statement that “Nechaev is part Petrashevsky” [Нечаев—отчасти Петрاظевский…], thereby suggesting that Dostoevsky had at least one other historical figure in mind as he developed Petr Verkhovensky. By 1923, when Grossman presented his own theory about Stavrogin, the historian Pavel Shchegolev raised still another possibility when he wrote that Dostoevsky created Verkhovensky not so much from knowledge of Nechaev, but primarily on the basis of his “more personal, more intimate feeling” [чувство] for Nikolai Ishutin,” the well-known associate of Karakozov. Grossman, too, soon began to consider the possibility of multiple prototypes, and on 25 May 1923, within three months of delivering his Bakunin thesis, Grossman proposed to the same Society for the Appreciation of Russian Letters that Nikolai Speshnev, the former Petrashevist and leader of an underground conspiracy during the 1840s, served as an additional prototype for Stavrogin.

Dostoevsky’s personal relationship with Speshnev during the 1840s made the latter a highly conceivable candidate for Stavrogin’s model in Demons. Dostoevsky’s association with Speshnev through the underground circles of Mikhail Butashevich-Petrashevsky and Sergei Durov had long been accepted, primarily on the basis of information divulged by Dostoevsky’s biographer Orest Miller in 1883. More information surfaced in 1885, when Dostoevsky’s personal doctor and friend from the 1840s, Stepan Ianovsky, described in his memoirs how Dostoevsky had complained to him of borrowing money from Speshnev, whom Dostoevsky consequently referred to as his “Mephistopheles.” The full extent of Dostoevsky’s involvement with him, however, in particular his participation in a secret conspiracy led by Speshnev, had never been established convincingly before 1922, and some researchers even questioned the likelihood of Dostoevsky’s active participation in the conspiracy at all. The issue was resolved only a year before Grossman’s first lecture by researcher E. Pokrovskaja, who discovered in the archives a draft of a letter by Dostoevsky’s friend Apollon Maikov of 1885 in which he describes how
Dostoevsky unsuccessfully attempted to draw him into Speshnev’s conspiracy in January 1849. Maikov’s comments offered concrete evidence that Dostoevsky not only belonged to the conspiratorial group, but that he intended to participate actively in the group’s plan to publish revolutionary propaganda from a secret printing press, a job for which he sought the help of Maikov. As Pokrovskaya wrote, Maikov’s letter “clarified [Dostoevsky’s] own confession that he was an ‘old Nechaevist’” and demonstrated, moreover, that he himself had, in fact, taken “the first step along the Nechaevist road.”

Maikov’s letter clearly served as an important source for Grossman, who now perceived “at the center” of Demons “the stormy organizer of groups of five, conspiracies and murders” and “dominating organizer of destructive philosophies” (167). Citing Maikov’s testimony, Grossman emphasized that Dostoevsky “fell completely under Speshnev’s influence and definitely joined his ranks.” Their relationship, he argued, affected Dostoevsky for the rest of his life:

The enthusiasm [Dostoevsky] felt for the powerful nature of one of the most outstanding revolutionaries of the 1840s could not have passed without leaving its mark. For the rest of his life Dostoevsky remembered his spiritual subordination to Speshnev and the invincibility of the personality and teachings that had captivated him to such an exceptional extent. So when the task of depicting a leader of the Russian Revolution arose before him, Dostoevsky recalled the enticing image of his Mephistopheles (166–167).

Grossman even cited several biographical similarities between Stavrogin and Speshnev that closely resembled similarities between Stavrogin and Bakunin. Wealthy, handsome and well educated, having spent several years in Paris and Switzerland, in Grossman’s view Speshnev represented “the ideal incarnation of the type of individual who struck Dostoevsky—an ‘aristocrat-turned-democrat’” (163). According to one of his fellow Petrashevists, whose memoirs Grossman quoted, Speshnev always presented “a cold, calm, undisturbed and never-changing appearance,” an emphatic trait of Stavrogin’s. Bakunin himself wrote in a letter to Herzen from Siberia how Speshnev “dressed himself in a mantle of thoughtful, calm impenetrability” and produced an enormous effect on women. Grossman found that one particular episode from Speshnev’s career, when a woman left her husband for Speshnev and bore him a child, only to go mad with jealousy and commit suicide, corresponded closely to the rumor in Demons that Stavrogin publicly insulted a woman from “good society” with whom he was having an affair (163–164). Aloof and mysterious, Grossman explained, Speshnev’s political activity included many of the details that involve Stavrogin in
Demons: the organization of a secret conspiracy for a revolutionary uprising, the organization of a central committee within the group, the drafting of rules for membership which called for the death of traitors (165). With a captivating personality which elicited respect from those around him, Grossman asserted, Speshnev was “made for leadership and power” (167).

The introduction of Speshnev into the ranks of possible prototypes for Stavrogin posed an obvious threat to the Bakunin hypothesis, but Grossman did not see them as mutually exclusive. Clearly recognizing the methodological problem posed by two different prototypes, Grossman offered an explanation for their coexistence:

Like Verkhovensky and Stavrogin in the novel, [Dostoevsky’s] contemporaries Nechaev and Bakunin appeared to Dostoevsky, just like…Petrashevsky and Speshnev emerged from the past. Thus unfolded the complex process through which separate images arose in Demons. [Dostoevsky] combined the current events of history, supported by books and newspapers, with recollections of his own participation in the revolutionary movement of the 1840s. The figures whom he seized from the very depths of the contemporary underground merged in their own way with the figures of rebels from the distant past. As a result, like Petr Verkhovensky or Shatov, Stavrogin is a complex figure created from different prototypes [идентичен]. An embodiment of Bakunin, his personality, his fate and ideology, Stavrogin simultaneously reflects Dostoevsky’s close acquaintance, the mysterious and demonic Speshnev. In this way the features of various prototypes merge synthetically within the inmost recesses of the creative process, incarnating a single novelistic hero into a living and finished image (167–168).

Thus Grossman managed to identify Stavrogin with two quite different historical figures. Yet while the face of Speshnev now emerged alongside Bakunin’s, he remained identified with an early period and played no role, of course, in the Nechaev affair. In terms of Verkhovensky’s conspiracy in Demons, Bakunin remained the key figure in Grossman’s analysis and the one most responsible for the dispute it provoked.

Demons Under Scrutiny

While the specific objects of their criticism often varied, the three leading respondents to Grossman’s thesis, Polonsky, Borovoi and Komarovich, all effectively rejected the idea that Bakunin served as Stavrogin’s prototype. Grossman’s main opponent Polonsky denied the validity of all three main dimensions of the argument—the twenty “coincidences,” Dostoevsky’s interest in Bakunin, and Grossman’s conception of prototype—and went as far
as to deny Bakunin any connection to Demons at all.

Along with Grossman’s other two opponents, Polonsky questioned the validity of most of the twenty “coincidences” because of their lack of specificity and the impossibility of applying them to Bakunin alone. Thus one of Grossman’s points of similarity between Stavrogin and Bakunin—the transition from “aristocrat to democrat”—applied equally to Herzen, Ogaryov and other representatives of the Russian intelligentsia of the 1840s, rather than simply to Bakunin (48–49). Other “coincidences” Polonsky found insufficiently accurate with respect to both Stavrogin and Bakunin. He disagreed with the analogy between Stavrogin’s and Bakunin’s pact with a “brigand,” for example, since Bakunin, Polonsky insisted, considered the Russian brigand a primordial revolutionist “in theory,” while Stavrogin virtually hires the criminal Fedka to murder the Lebiadkins (130). Polonsky’s objection to the latter point received additional support from Komarovich, who emphasized that Dostoevsky could well have derived the same motif of a “link to the criminal” from the French adventure novel, a possibility which Grossman himself, in fact, had already discussed in an earlier article. Polonsky also correctly called attention to the ultimately speculative nature of many of Dostoevsky’s ostensible sources of knowledge about Bakunin. Despite evidence of Dostoevsky’s attendance at the Peace Congress, Polonsky also adamantly opposed Grossman’s belief that the writer actually witnessed Bakunin’s speech in person, for there is no mention of Bakunin in Dostoevsky’s recorded impressions of the Congress nor in Anna Grigor’evna’s memoirs (46–47). With regard to writings by or about Bakunin, Polonsky emphasized the lack of more solid proof that Dostoevsky actually studied any of the publications in question before 1869. Polonsky agreed that the newspaper publicity on the Nechaev affair prior to the trial “prompted the idea for Demons” (151), but he questioned the extent to which Dostoevsky relied on the trial protocols for the novel, which supposedly served as Dostoevsky’s main source of knowledge about the role of Bakunin. Most significant for Polonsky was the fact that the protocols from the trial itself began to appear only after Part One of Demons, as well as the first two “Night” chapters of Part Two, had already been published. By that point in the novel, Polonsky believed, Dostoevsky had firmly established the “characters” and “main personal characteristics” of Stavrogin and Verkhovensky, and from that point on he left them “fundamentally unchanged” (148).

Polonsky also devoted some space to the evolution of Demons, in which Bakunin, he argued, played no recognizable role, especially as early as September 1867, when Dostoevsky supposedly conceived Stavrogin. For Polonsky the fact that Bakunin’s name appears only once in Dostoevsky’s
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notebooks, and not at all in his letters following the 1867 Peace Congress, indicated just the opposite: that Bakunin played no role whatsoever in the early plans for Demons. With irony he imagined how “poor Bakunin would have refused to speak at the Peace Congress” had he known of the consequences (48, 68, 70). Polonsky’s objection found particular support from Vasilii Komarovich who, on the basis of the novel’s genesis, argued for the “complete groundlessness” of Grossman’s claim. Reviewing the evidence from Grossman’s first two articles, Komarovich found the evidence of Stavrogin’s genesis at the Congress together with the notebook entry to be insufficient, even in light of similarities between Bakunin and the “Prince” of the notebooks. In order to demonstrate that Dostoevsky “proceeded from Bakunin,” as Grossman argued, or, in the words of Komarovich, that the image of Bakunin was “artistically apperceived” [художественно апперцепирован] as a prototype for Stavrogin, Komarovich demanded evidence of Bakunin throughout the entire evolution of Stavrogin as a character, in other words, throughout “the objective genesis of [Dostoevsky’s] artistic design,” a sphere which Grossman “hardly touched.” Reiterating the evidence presented by Polonsky, especially Dostoevsky’s letter to Maikov of December 31, 1867, Komarovich pointed out that by all accounts Dostoevsky worked on nothing of relevance to Bakunin during the 1867–68 period, but instead occupied himself with his novel Idiot. A year later, on December 11, 1868, Dostoevsky described three projects to Maikov, the third of which, since he did not name it, could have represented the “embryo” of Demons. Yet even if he already had it in mind, Komarovich emphasized, Dostoevsky was clearly “less interested” in the idea for Demons than in the first two. On August 14, 1869, Dostoevsky confessed to Maikov that he had written nothing for eight months, and from that time until December he worked on his short novel Eternal Husband [Вечный муж]. By January 1870, although Dostoevsky finally began working on sketches for Demons, Komarovich added, his plans for the novel remained “in the shadows” for another three months and “did not immediately arouse his interest.” Thus for at least two years following the supposed genesis of Stavrogin, Komarovich explained, Dostoevsky left no evidence of any “creative shift of consciousness” like the one Grossman envisioned at the Congress.

Grossman’s acknowledgment of Speshnev as a second prototype, too, naturally generated opposition to the Stavrogin-Bakunin analogy. Although Grossman continued to perceive both figures behind Stavrogin, his opponents’ unanimous support for the Speshnev option began to undermine the case for Bakunin. At nearly the same time that Grossman’s article on Speshnev appeared, a specialist on the Petrashevsy society devoted a paragraph to
Grossman’s thesis in a separate article on Speshnev. Apparently familiar with the contents of Grossman’s lecture on Speshnev of May 1923, Vera Leikina insisted that Speshnev “unquestionably” served as Stavrogin’s prototype. Speshnev’s “lack of passion [бессрпнае], his coldness, dissatisfied skepticism, beauty, strength, charm and his aura of mystery,” Leikina wrote, are all “realistic elements” in the image of Stavrogin. She found it “completely understandable” that the image of Speshnev, whose influence Dostoevsky fell under during the 1840s, came alive in Dostoevsky’s memory, whereupon the writer “reworked his image artistically.” Soon thereafter Polonsky, in his second reply to Grossman, supported Leikina and insisted that Speshnev, not Bakunin, was the real prototype of Stavrogin (133), as did the anarchist Borovoi in his reply to Grossman.  

Yet even as support for the Speshnev thesis grew, Grossman continued to reserve a central place in *Demons* for Bakunin. After his article “Speshnev and Stavrogin,” the only other example in which he assigned to Speshnev and Bakunin a fairly equal role appeared in his book *Dostoevsky’s Path* [Ïóòü Äîñòîåâñêîãî] of 1924. There Grossman stated only that Stavrogin emerged from different prototypes, and that the opposition presented by the roles and activity of Verkhovensky and Stavrogin corresponded to a similar distinction between Petrashevsky and Speshnev:

> Along with several Nechaevists [in *Demons*] emerge political figures of the forties who participated in the Petrashevsky affair. Thus several Nechaev-like characteristics in the person of Petr Verkhovensky merge with the fairly close reflection of Petrashevsky’s personality, while the person of Stavrogin combines and reworks anew the images of Bakunin and the first Russian communist, Speshnev. Even when depicting the contemporary scene, Dostoevsky never ceases to turn to the experiences of his own revolutionary past.  

By contrast, in “Dostoevsky at Work on Bakunin,” which he devoted to Dostoevsky’s sources of information about Bakunin, Grossman returned to the notion that Bakunin served as Stavrogin’s main prototype. With no mention of Speshnev at all, Grossman concluded that “out of Dostoevsky’s plans grew a grandiose parody on the titanic image of Bakunin, who was fated to see his great destruction in the tragic figure of Stavrogin” (215). Three years later, and two years following the publication of the collection *The Debate Over Bakunin and Dostoevsky*, Grossman once again defended his vision in a brief introductory article to a collected edition of his works. Recalling how he continued to explore it in spite of the objections of Polonsky, Borovoi and Komarovitch and others, Grossman declared that “every new examination of [his] sources confirmed the correctness of [his] original hypothesis.”
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After the conclusion of his main exchanges with Polonsky, however, Grossman’s subsequent respondents continued to award first place among Stavrogin’s possible prototypes to Speshnev, and only a secondary place (at best) to Bakunin. In one of several reviews that followed the release of the 1926 collection of Grossman’s and Polonsky’s essays, Nikolai Brodsky preferred Grossman’s conclusion that Stavrogin represents “a complex figure created from different prototypes” which Dostoevsky “could have drawn from one or another historical figure.” The novel itself, he stated, “which is saturated with recollections of the 1840s, personally close to Dostoevsky, compels us to place it closer to Speshnev, who exerted such an active influence in the life of the young Dostoevsky.” In another review, scholar Petr Bitsilli wrote that the otherwise productive debate between Grossman and Polonsky demanded certain concessions, the most important of which Grossman eventually made in his “valuable etude” on Speshnev. Bitsilli agreed with Polonsky that Grossman had erred in “placing Bakunin at the base of an entire theory on the genesis of Demons,” when the “original prototype” for Stavrogin was most likely Dostoevsky’s former “demon” Speshnev. In a note on Speshnev from the first volume of Dostoevsky’s letters of 1928, part of a four-volume set for which he provided extensive commentary, Arkadii Dolinin wrote that “with his strong will, his mysterious romantic past, sharply observant, nearly always taciturn, charming and handsome, rightfully looking upon the majority of Petrashevists with a shade of condescension noted by everyone, Speshnev, almost without question, served as the prototype of Nikolai Stavrogin.” Similarly, in a note from the second volume of Dostoevsky’s letters, Dolinin expressed his agreement with Leikina, whose view, he wrote, “fully corresponds to Dostoevsky’s invariably serious and deeply respectful attitude toward Speshnev.” In the wake of Polonsky’s and Borovoi’s convincing criticism, Dolinin wrote, “one can speak merely of a certain unconscious contamination of several facts and details that rose by sinuous routes to the surface of [Dostoevsky’s] artistic memory, where thoughts of Bakunin most likely remained apart from his image, separated from his individuality.” Such facts and details “could have merged organically, without the contradictions, with the other, definitely central figure, Speshnev.” Shchegolev, meanwhile, not only favored Speshnev, but failed even to mention the possibility of Bakunin as a prototype of Stavrogin. Adding to his earlier comments on Verkholensky and Stavrogin, Shchegolev wrote that he perceived “two layers of impressions in Stavrogin: the first from 1848, produced by Speshnev, and the second from 1866, produced by Karakozov.” The Bakunin specialist Iurii Steklov pronounced it “established” that Dostoevsky utilized and modified “certain facts from the biography of Bakunin,” but that Bakunin was simply one model
“among others” and that Dostoevsky had in mind “not only Bakunin.”

Above all, Grossman inevitably met criticism for the ambiguity of his formulation. The idea that Demons represents the “first monograph on Bakunin” and “a remarkable interpretation of Bakunin’s personality,” Polonsky maintained from the start, while hypothetically plausible, did not follow logically from the claim that the portrait is merely “imaginary.” Polonsky found the contradiction obvious: if he is an “imaginary portrait” and a “novelistic type,” Stavrogin cannot “solve the complex psychological problem” of Bakunin’s personality, as Grossman contended. Conversely, if Demons is a “most outstanding study of Bakunin,” then readers must search for the “historical” rather than the “imaginary” Bakunin. As Grossman subsequently “mitigated, restricted and refuted his own initial assertions” about Bakunin and Stavrogin, he merely revealed his own uncertainty about their likeness (43–44).

Grossman refused to concede he had modified or contradicted his initial formulations throughout his first article. In spite of Polonsky’s objections, Grossman admitted no discrepancy between his earlier claims that Dostoevsky “proceeded from Bakunin” and that Bakunin served as Stavrogin’s prototype. Grossman also corrected Polonsky’s interpretation of his words “study” [исследование] and “monograph” to characterize Demons. When describing Dostoevsky’s interpretation of Bakunin, Grossman claimed to mean “not a scholarly, but rather an artistic reworking of his image [не научная, а художественная система разработки его образа]:

We are not trying to prove that Demons is a dissertation, academic treatise or scholarly work of research. We consider it an artistic-philosophical study of reality which combines cognition with creation, memory with imagination, experience with intuition. An artistic-philosophical study transforms a living, genuine historical figure into a prototype. In other words, it subjects a concrete individual to a complex process of crystallization and to a specific application of the fantasies, tendencies, ideas and tastes of the artist. As a result of this process, the living individual is transformed, transfigured and given a new life. Thus Mikhail Aleksandrovich Bakunin, the revolutionary, emigrant, conspirator, agitator and founder of anarchism turns into the mysterious Nikolai Stavrogin, “Prince Harry,” “wise serpent,” “Ivan the Pretender” (94–95).

Grossman adhered to this conviction through his final days. Although he made no more references to Demons as a “study,” “book” or “monograph” on Bakunin after his first article, Grossman apparently yielded no further to Polonsky and Borovoi. As he wrote in his popular biography of 1965, the year of his death, in Stavrogin Dostoevsky resolved “to embody his impression” of the famous rebel, who thereupon entered the “foundation” of his image.  
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Grossman’s Discoveries in Retrospect

Had Grossman presented his paper as simply as a discovery of certain “Bakuninist” elements in *Demons*, undoubtedly it would have been accepted without vociferous debate as a valid contribution to the growing corpus of scholarship on Dostoevsky. With the growth of “formalist” studies and serious investigations into the origins of literary ideas, post-revolutionary Russian specialists of Grossman’s generation made rapid and enduring contributions both to Russian and international literary scholarship; and there are a number of studies of *Demons* from the early 1920s in which the sources of Dostoevsky’s critique and parody are examined in their own right. In his final contribution to the debate with Polonsky over *Demons*, Grossman himself had returned to a more dispassionate analysis of Dostoevsky’s possible sources of knowledge about Bakunin; but in his original paper and defense, as we have seen, Grossman clearly aimed to attach the broadest possible significance to the “Bakuninist” signposts in the novel and refused to concede that Bakunin did not play a significant role in the genesis of Stavrogin. The case for a close link between Stavrogin and Bakunin has not fared well. Along with Grossman’s main opponents Polonsky, Borovoi and Komarovich, more recent commentators have also rejected both Bakunin as the foundational prototype for Stavrogin, as well as the cogency of some of Grossman’s evidence in support of the idea. At the same time, however, there has been a tendency in scholarship, begun by Grossman’s main opponents then continued by later generations of observers, to overestimate the role of Speshnev as Stavrogin’s prototype while underestimating the importance of Bakunin’s image for the conspiracy in *Demons*. Grossman’s discoveries may remain only partially correct at best; yet they proceed from a reading of *Demons* that does greater justice to the verisimilitude of Dostoevsky’s political critique. More significantly for the legacy of Bakunin and also *Demons* itself, through their dispute Grossman and his opponents reinvigorated the polemical vitality of Dostoevsky’s novel and thereby served to validate Grossman’s approach in the post-revolutionary Russian context.

Arguably the most unfavorable circumstance for a close link between Stavrogin and Bakunin is the probability of multiple prototypes, as Grossman himself was compelled to acknowledge. In his article on “Speshnev and Stavrogin” Grossman also admitted that the central protagonists of *Demons* represent a complex combination of Petrashevists and Nechaevists (162). Other scholars have confirmed this notion as more prototypes from other revolutionary circles have emerged over the years. Grossman himself believed, for example, that the “excited activity” [возбужденная активность] of
Petrushensky remains more recognizable in the character of Verkhovensky than the “cold” and “methodical” Nechaev (162), while Dostoevsky specialist Vladimir Tunimov added that Petrushevsky may have been the source of Verkhovensky’s characteristic “hustle, bustle and persistence” [хлопотливость, суетливость, неугошомность]. The scholarly hunt for prototypes eventually located Petrashevists behind other major characters, as well. As a model for “Shaposhnikov,” another name for Shatov’s predecessor in the notebooks, Moisei Al’tman proposed the Petrashevist Petr Shaposhnikov, who awaited execution alongside Dostoevsky and distinguished himself as the only one among the condemned who did not refuse the confession offered by the priest. As a possible model for Kirillov Grossman later suggested the Petrashevist Konstantin Timkovsky, whose “swift turn from religiosity to atheism” and “self-sacrifice to the maniacal nature of a dominant idea” [самопожертвование при маньакальной господствующей идеи]. Even as they illuminate the creative sources of Dostoevsky’s characters, the growth of possible prototypes also irrevocably weakens the case for a fundamental, dominant model. By 1932, the case for multiple prototypes had grown so solid that Al’tman argued convincingly that the fictional Tolkachenko in Demons was particularly “rare” as the only character whose “every single trait” may be traced to a single, exclusive prototype.

Like Grossman’s opponents Polonsky and Borovoi, the majority of commentators on Grossman’s thesis have favored the Speshnev thesis. In a study that appeared roughly at the same time as Grossman’s biography of Dostoevsky, Aleksandr Tseitlin, later wrote that while the debate produced many interesting details, it failed to resolve the question of Dostoevsky’s prototypes completely. While Bakunin, too, “could well have served” as Stavrogin’s prototype, Tseitlin wrote, “Bakunin was not the sole prototype of Stavrogin,” whose character reflected “a series of characteristics” from Speshnev and even Herzen. Citing Dolinin’s comments from 1928, Al’tman indicated in a survey of literary prototypes a few years later that both Bakunin and Speshnev served as models for Stavrogin, whom he described as an example of a “collective” [сборный] image. Al’tman’s position in 1968 thus resembled the same position he had advanced in 1932, when he had stated that “Dostoevsky, when creating Stavrogin, started [отталкивался] not only from Bakunin, but also from the Petrashevist Speshnev.” In her commentary on Demons of 1975, scholar Nina Budanova also gave at least equal consideration to Speshnev:

Now it is obvious that there are no real grounds for the perception of Stavrogin as a literary portrait of the famous rebel and anarchist [Bakunin]. Such a conclusion,
however, does not exclude individual psychological points of contiguity [соприкосновение] between them. At the same time there is no doubt that certain characteristics and several facts from the biography of Speshnev found reflection in Stavrogin, although they, too, were subjected to a complex subjective reinterpretation [переосмысление].

At least two major Western studies of the last few decades, by contrast, seem to favor Speshnev almost to the utter exclusion of Bakunin. In a study of Dostoevsky of 1978 (published in English in 1989), scholar Jacques Catteau wrote that Stavrogin “was also partly inspired by Speshnev, rather than by Bakunin.” In an article that appeared a year later, Catteau stated more categorically that Demons is “not a monograph on Bakunin at all,” while “Stavrogin is not a ‘caricature of Bakunin,’ as Grossman continued to affirm.” In Catteau’s words, which echoed those of Polonsky and Borovoi, the Bakunin thesis was “mere legend,” since “Stavrogin comes from another world.” Dostoevsky specialist Joseph Frank notes in his multivolume biography of Dostoevsky that Grossman’s thesis “has now been generally rejected,” and that “if we are to link Stavrogin to any actual person,” the “likeliest candidate” remains Speshnev. A similar verdict issues from Russian expert Liudmila Saraskina, who devoted an entire study to Dostoevsky and Speshnev. In her allusions to the Grossman’s thesis Saraskina agrees that “the pressure of indisputable facts” compelled Grossman to recognize Polonsky’s position, which proved more correct.

Of course Stavrogin may recall characteristics of still other models, as well. The annotators of the Russian Academy edition of Demons include most of Stavrogin’s conceivable prototypes, along with the models for other principal characters, in their comprehensive commentary. In addition to Bakunin and Speshnev, Stavrogin may also be identified with the Decembrist Mikhail Lunin, whom the narrator recalls when Shatov slaps Stavrogin. No less certain are the many literary precedents for Stavrogin. Grossman himself acknowledged that Stavrogin, like the “Prince” of Dostoevsky’s notebooks, clearly manifests certain characteristics of Svidrigailov from Dostoevsky’s earlier work Crime and Punishment (116). In Demons Stavrogin is linked explicitly, moreover, with Shakespeare’s Prince Hal, as the elder Verkhovensky calls Stavrogin early in the novel; and also Hamlet, as the younger Verkhovensky suggests. Other compelling possibilities include Dickens’s Steerforth, according to one scholar, and Mikhail Lermontov’s Pechorin, with whom Liputin identifies Stavrogin and who also appears in the notebooks. Stavrogin’s character may also be identified with Pushkin’s Onegin and the many other Byronic and “superfluous” men in Russian literature before 1870, including Turgenev’s Rudin, who was inspired to some extent by Bakunin.
The lack of more references to “Bakunin” in Dostoevsky’s sketches for *Demons* also favors the opponents of Grossman’s thesis. When the first complete edition of all the notebooks for *Demons* finally appeared in 1935, their editor, Elizaveta Konshina, resolved that they offer nothing to confirm Grossman’s thesis, while the sole reference to which Grossman alluded, she concluded, does not link him at all to the image of the ‘Prince’ (the future Stavrogin).101 In the wake of the 1935 edition, other observers, too, cite the notebooks as grounds for rejecting Grossman’s version of Stavrogin’s genesis.102 Yet if they provide grounds for removing Bakunin as a likely prototype, then logically Dostoevsky’s notebooks must also undermine the role of Spesnev, for neither his name nor his specific identity appears conspicuously in the notebooks. The same would apply to Karmazinov, the “only genuine caricature” in *Demons*, according to Konshina,103 who is named in the notebooks only as the “Great Writer,” but never explicitly as “Turgenev.” Thus while the consistent mention and development of a historical name in the notebooks (“Nechaev,” “Granovsky”) strongly suggest at least some degree of preoccupation with that figure in the writer’s mind, the complete absence of a name, of course, cannot conclusively exclude it.

By contrast with his remarks on Dostoevsky’s notebooks, Grossman’s system of “coincidences” has received comparatively less attention in subsequent commentary, which appears to have focused more on prototypes and sources. Notwithstanding his opponents’ rejection of most of the majority of his twenty examples, Grossman continued to gather potential allusions to Bakunin in later studies. In his 1962 biography of Dostoevsky, for example, Grossman noted that the setting in *Demons* in several respects resembles the real Russian city of Tver’, where Dostoevsky lived briefly, where the monastery of the real-life bishop Tikhon stood, and—most importantly for Stavrogin’s history—where Bakunin spent his youth. On that basis he suggested that in *Demons* Dostoevsky “brought Bakunin into Tikhon’s cell.”104 Not all of Grossman’s opponents dismissed details of this kind. In his review of the debate in 1926, Bitsilli offered additional support for one of Grossman’s more questionable “coincidences”—Bakunin’s face as the source of Stavrogin’s “mask” in the novel—which Grossman added to the third edition of his articles in 1928. According to the recollections of Tat’iana Passek,105 when Bakunin frequented the Herzen residence in Moscow during the 1840s, his “dull, white face” [матовая белизна] left an “unpleasant” impression on many of Herzen’s other guests.106 But none of the details added since Grossman’s original presentation have brought it any substantial support.

Of greater significance for the thesis, in retrospect, are Dostoevsky’s possible sources of information about Bakunin. As Polonsky argued persua-
sively, without greater proof of Dostoevsky’s conscious use of those sources, most of Grossman’s examples remain purely speculative. This seems especially true of Grossman’s examples of writings by and about Bakunin prior to the beginning of the Nechaev affair. The reasoning behind such examples, however, deserves more consideration than it originally received. In defending his claims about written sources before 1869, Grossman suggested that Dostoevsky could have learned about them, along with other information about Bakunin, through conversations with associates like Belinsky, Herzen, Ogarev and Katkov (89). Although still highly presumptuous as a source of information about Bakunin, Dostoevsky’s interest in the thought of Herzen, in particular, deserves further consideration. Among Dostoevsky’s acquaintances, Herzen and Ogarev unquestionably knew Bakunin and his activity well and certainly could have divulged information about him. Here Grossman may have followed the intuition of Dolinin, who had recently argued that Herzen’s position on many social and political issues formed “an extremely important stage” in the evolution of Dostoevsky’s views in the 1860s. While it, too, remains merely speculative as a source of information about Bakunin, Dostoevsky’s personal meeting with Herzen in London in July 1862 is well documented in Herzen’s and Dostoevsky’s own letters. In theory Herzen certainly would have been a valuable source of first-hand information about Bakunin, particularly since Bakunin actively sought to collaborate in Herzen’s newspaper The Bell throughout the six months preceding Dostoevsky’s visit. If Dostoevsky sought Herzen’s opinion of recent revolutionary events in Russia, as many scholars believe, then the latter possibly made at least some reference to Bakunin’s radical ideas and activity. In her discussion of Dostoevsky’s relationship with Herzen in the 1860s, Elena Dryzhakova reviewed still another meeting between the two which took place by chance, it appears, while both were sailing en route from Naples to Genoa on November 13, 1863. On the following day, Dostoevsky and Herzen dined together in Genoa. Their discussions could well have included more talk of Bakunin, whose recent political collaboration with Herzen’s son—who happened to be traveling with Herzen at the time—had increased tensions between father and son, tensions which Dostoevsky “certainly could feel.”

Dostoevsky’s visit to London raises another possibility which Grossman pursued later in his life. In his 1965 biography of Dostoevsky, Grossman presented plausible evidence of a chance “meeting” between Dostoevsky and Bakunin during the former’s visit to Herzen in 1862. Citing a report from the files of the Third Department, whose agents apparently followed Dostoevsky’s movements closely in London, Grossman proposed that Dostoevsky ran into Bakunin in person at Herzen’s on June 4 (16). Thanks to the preservation of
there seems to be some acceptance of this possibility by scholars today, although chroniclers now date the meeting a day later, on June 5 (17). Studying the details of Herzen’s activity, one team of scholars suggested that Dostoevsky met Bakunin at Herzen’s first on June 5 (17), and then possibly again on June 7 (19). In any case, Dostoevsky’s failure to mention his meetings with Herzen in his published impressions of London likely reflects only Dostoevsky’s fear of censorship, rather than a lack of any substantial contact between them at all.

Grossman was also correct to note the possibility of yet another early source of information about Bakunin, the memoirs of a certain Paphnutii of Kolomensk [Пафнутьи Коломенский], an influential Old Believer who traveled from Russia to London in 1862. Seeking the assistance of Herzen and his publishing facilities for his followers, Paphnutii also succeeded in meeting Bakunin. Unlike Herzen, moreover, Bakunin apparently took an interest in Paphnutii and managed to engage the sectarian bishop in lengthy discussions. Published in the Russian Herald alongside Dostoevsky’s own Crime and Punishment in 1866–67 and Turgenev’s novel Smoke [Дым], which Dostoevsky certainly read, Paphnutii’s description of conversations with Bakunin “could have” provided the novelist with material for Demons, Grossman concluded, particularly the excerpts describing Bakunin’s “outward manner, his voice, his habits and the character of their conversations” (205).

That Dostoevsky spoke with Ogarev about Bakunin in Geneva six years later, as Grossman insisted, is equally conceivable. That discussions between the two touched on current political events seems fairly certain, since according to Anna Grigor’evna it was Ogarev, after all, who informed Dostoevsky that the Peace Congress was open to all and convinced him to attend. One recent Russian study of their relationship even concludes—very much in the spirit of Grossman’s argument—that “Dostoevsky and Ogarev could not have failed to discuss the speeches at the League of Peace and Freedom Congress, which was such a significant event in European life of the 1860s.” Dostoevsky’s stay in Geneva very likely enhanced both his knowledge and impressions of Bakunin, even in a direct fashion. As Grossman later noted, in a letter to his son of 27 February 1868 Herzen names both Bakunin and Dostoevsky among the constant visitors who “troubled” the ailing Ogarev, a fact which reassured Grossman that Dostoevsky “was able to observe [Bakunin]” in Geneva. Grossman alluded briefly to one other important fact from Dostoevsky’s stay in Switzerland, but failed to emphasize its relevance to the issue of Dostoevsky’s sources. At some point while in Geneva, Dostoevsky apparently became acquainted with Nikolai Utin, one of the young, active Russian revolutionary refugees who collaborated briefly with Bakunin and another visitor.
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of Ogarev whom Herzen named in the aforementioned letter to his son. Dostoevsky indirectly suggested his familiarity with Utin in a letter from Geneva of 16 August 1867, when he criticized the “Utins,” “Turgenevs” and “Herzens” of the world for their atheism and ostensible lack of love for Russia. In the opinion of Dolinin, who wrote the commentary to the first major collection of Dostoevsky’s letters, this letter demonstrates, “indirectly but with high probability,” that Dostoevsky met personally not only with Bakunin, but also with Utin, “a fact we should bear in mind,” Dolinin added, “when analyzing Demons.” As supporting evidence for Grossman’s argument, however, the real value of a meeting between Dostoevsky and Utin lies in its timing; for by February 1868, when Bakunin, Utin and Dostoevsky each visited the ailing Ogarev, Bakunin was about to begin preparing the publication of his radical anarchist program for The People’s Cause (Народное дело), the journalistic enterprise in which Utin apparently sought to participate. Thus Utin likely would have had fresh knowledge of Bakunin’s ambitions at the time he met with Dostoevsky. Grossman’s opponent Polonsky may have been correct to doubt that Herzen, Ogarev or Utin would have divulged information about his or Bakunin’s revolutionary activity to a non-activist like Dostoevsky; but as potential sources of Dostoevsky’s information about Bakunin in Switzerland, Utin and Ogarev certainly remain among the strongest.

Most interesting has been the fate of Grossman’s dramatic vision of the speech by Bakunin at the First (Genevan) Congress of the League of Peace and Freedom in September 1867. Despite Grossman’s firm conviction of Dostoevsky’s attendance at Bakunin’s speech during the second session of 10 September, the diary entries of Anna Grigor’evna for that day, first discovered and deciphered completely by Tsetsilia Poshemanskaia in the 1960s, support the original objections of Polonsky and Komarovich. According to her original diary entry, Anna Grigor’evna and Dostoevsky attended the Congress not during the second session of September 10, as Anna Grigor’evna indicated in her memoirs (Grossman’s source of the information) but during the third session of 11 September.

The nature of the proceedings on the third day of the Congress, 11 September, as well as the Dostoevskys’ reaction to them, also raise the probability of their visit on that day, rather than on the second. As E. H. Carr indicated in his review of the 1867 Congress, whereas general enthusiasm and “little dissent” prevailed on the first and second days, the third day saw “the tone of the proceedings” deteriorate before growing criticism and “constant interruption” of the speakers, while “acrimonious exchanges” took place over various social and religious questions. The chaotic atmosphere of the third session partly explains the negative reactions of both Dostoevsky, who
criticized the Congress in his letter to Ivanova (Khmyrova) cited earlier, and also of Anna Grigor’evna, who in her diary denied the “stupid congress” any purpose at all.129

Presuming the accuracy of Anna Grigor’evna’s original stenographic note and its interpretation, commentators now believe that the Dostoevskys simply did not attend the Congress on the day Bakunin spoke.130 If so, then Grossman’s probable error—the result of a simple error by Anna Grigor’evna, as it turns out—appears to destroy his vision of a dramatic reaction to Bakunin’s speech. At the same time, however, the original claim behind Grossman’s inaccurate vision finds support in other circumstances surrounding the Peace Congress whose radical ideas did, of course, make a great impression on Dostoevsky.131 The fact that Dostoevsky did not witness Bakunin’s speech on 10 September does not exclude Dostoevsky’s observation of Bakunin in some other capacity during those days. The latter scenario seems highly possible in light of Bakunin’s prominent position at the Congress. As Grossman emphasized, Bakunin clearly ranked among the noteworthy delegates and, after Giuseppe Garibaldi, represented the most outstanding personality at the Congress. In the assessment of Carr, “[e]veryone present had heard of the achievements and sufferings of the great enemy and martyr of Russian tyranny, but few had ever seen him.”132 Congress participant Grigorii Vyrubov testified in his memoirs that Bakunin’s appearance on stage that day met with an enthusiastic response from the audience. Vyrubov also explained that Bakunin’s activity at the Congress was not limited to his ten-minute speech on the second day, but included the organization of meetings, the drafting of projects, programs and proclamations.133 According to Grossman’s own findings, after the second meeting on September 10, Bakunin occupied a seat on the stage behind the President’s table as a member of the organizing Committee (75), and may well have sat through the Congress, like fellow committee member Ogarev, from beginning to end. In that case Bakunin would have remained visible and conspicuous not only during his appearance on the second day, but also on the third day, when the Dostoevskys attended. Considering Dostoevsky’s diligent reading of the foreign press, moreover, at least one contemporary scholar agrees with Grossman that the writer “was quite well informed” about the contents of Bakunin’s speech through written reports of it.134 Maikov’s commentary on the Congress in his letter of September 20, 1867 also demonstrates that Dostoevsky could have acquired at least some notion of Bakunin’s speech without necessarily witnessing it in person. In any case, Dostoevsky’s concern for Bakunin’s still more radical program of 1868, as already pointed out, found reflection in the text of Demons and, as Tunimanov discovered, most likely inspired the remark on Bakunin in Dosto-
evsky’s notebooks. Regardless of Dostoevsky’s failure to witness Bakunin’s speech in person in 1867, evidence favors the conclusion of Budanova, for example, that between 1867 and 1868 Dostoevsky “followed Bakunin’s speeches and the growth of Bakuninist moods among young Russian revolutionists with alarm.” Grossman may have exaggerated the creative impact of Bakunin’s speech on Dostoevsky in September 1867, as Polonsky suspected; but there remain solid grounds for presuming Dostoevsky’s close familiarity with Bakunin, as well as with the radical trajectory of his thought, well before the outbreak of the Nechaev affair.

Thus although a number of factors have undermined Grossman’s original conception, they have not succeeded, as Polonsky and Borovoi predicted, in effacing Bakunin completely from the image of Stavrogin. As we have seen, Verkhovensky’s conspiracy in Demons exhibits an indisputably “Bakuninist” aspect in its anarchist impulse toward social demolition, while deriving its authority from a seditious organization from abroad. For their tactical effectiveness in Verkhovensky’s program, both of these cardinal elements derive important inspiration from Stavrogin, as does the radical Bakuninist atheism which Shatov seeks to vanquish, and which Kirillov seeks to validate. Meanwhile Grossman’s strongest evidence, the Russian newspaper reports on the Nechaev affair, demonstrated firmly Dostoevsky’s knowledge of Bakunin’s radical ideas and activity among the Russian emigration and of his alleged responsibility for Nechaev’s activity in Russia. As Grossman pointed out, publicity on the Nechaev affair in both Katkov’s editorials and the trial protocols of 1871 provided Dostoevsky with important details for Parts Two (chapters 3–10) and Three of Demons, many of which Tunimanov describes in his commentary to the novel. Among other revelations, Bakunin’s suspected responsibility for the “Catechism of a Revolutionist,” to which Grossman first called attention, definitely finds reflection in Stavrogin’s contribution to the “statutes” [устав] for Verkhovensky’s organization. Finally, while the facts about Nechaev had long been apparent in Demons, Grossman appears to have been the first commentator to emphasize the highly suggestive revelations about Bakunin in the trial reports.

Objections to Grossman’s theory and evidence, in the end, should not obscure their significance for the impact of Demons on Russian literary culture. The real achievement of Grossman’s conception of the Stavrogin-Bakunin link lies not in the academic, if not scholastic, demonstration of its plausibility, but rather in its ability to foster an extensive debate that in itself demonstrated and confirmed the vitality of Demons in post-revolutionary Russia. No less remarkable than the debate itself is Grossman’s own tenacity in defending most of his fundamental claims about Stavrogin and Bakunin.
until the end of his life. It comes as no surprise that in his second reply to Grossman Polonsky asked in bewilderment why Grossman “so passionately” continued to defend a hypothesis which so clearly lacked sufficient evidence (134). In view of his own recognition of Speshnev as a prototype, Grossman’s unflagging pursuit of Bakunin suggests more than simply scholarly pride.

In the post-revolutionary Russian context, the principal motive behind Grossman’s controversial thesis was undoubtedly to strengthen the reputation of Dostoevsky in general—and *Demons*, in particular—and thereby secure their future in Soviet culture. The Dostoevsky jubilee events had demonstrated that by 1921 the legacy of Dostoevsky, like Bakunin, stood at a crossroads. Celebrated as a prophetic writer even by Marxists like Pereverzev, at the same time Dostoevsky’s critique of revolution in *Demons* continued to provide inspiration to the enemies of Bolshevism. For all its value for an understanding of *Demons*, the publication of the formerly suppressed chapter—Stavrogin’s visit to Tikhon—seemed merely to confirm the traditional observation that Dostoevsky’s “nihilists” are not typical young revolutionists at all, but pathologically disturbed social anomalies. In addition to the dispassionate scholarly analyses, the publication of Stavrogin’s “confession” inevitably provoked some negative reaction, as well, such as the brief analysis by Sergei Bobrov for Soviet Russia’s foremost literary journal at the time, *Red Virgin Soil* [Красная новь]. In his review of the 1922 collection of documents on Dostoevsky that had just appeared, Bobrov saw Stavrogin’s revelations as the product of an “unhealthy” writer who had deprived his madman of any “antithesis” and, therefore, of any genuine tragedy. Marveling with irony at the large circulation [циркуляция] of the book, Bobrov saw in the chapter merely a deep abyss of “despairing antihumanism” whose use “to us readers, to society” was not at all apparent.

As an active and erudite admirer of Dostoevsky and his art, Grossman certainly would have been sensitive to the history of censure that surrounded *Demons*. Although Maxim Gorky was not yet the figurehead of Soviet letters when Grossman delivered his original paper on Stavrogin and Bakunin, Dostoevsky specialists like Grossman knew of his well-publicized campaign, “in the interests of social pedagogy,” against the staging of *Demons* by the Moscow Art Theater just a decade earlier. Undoubtedly Grossman was also aware of a lingering sentiment that the reactionary pathos of Dostoevsky’s *Demons*, in the words of one publicist, offered “poor spiritual food” to the working class. In that light Grossman’s sudden vision of Bakunin in *Demons* represented not only an academic discovery, but also a means of illuminating the novel’s political value. When Grossman first presented his thesis on Stavrogin and Bakunin in 1923, publicity on Bakunin’s life, career and legacy was
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at an all-time high. Among nominally Marxist researchers, Grossman’s chief opponent Polonsky had just published the first of a two-volume study of Bakunin, Gorev had published a new edition of his own short biography, and a volume of essays by David Riazanov, the eminent director of the new Marx-Engels Institute, was about to appear. The “Voice of Labor” publishing house had recently completed a five-volume set of Bakunin’s works in Russian—to date still the largest in Russian—and Polonsky had just issued the first of three thick volumes of little known materials and documents on Bakunin’s life and career. Implicit in every work on Bakunin by this time was the larger reassessment of his political legacy, on the one hand, and of his revolutionary will, still shaken by the discovery of his infamous prison “Confession,” on the other. The fact of Bakunin’s dramatic “fall,” nourished by the effect it produced on some veteran populists, clearly provided Grossman with the key evidence necessary to explain the glaring contradiction between the passionate revolutionist Bakunin and the emotionally empty Stavrogin. In the figure of Stavrogin, Grossman argued, Dostoevsky managed to capture the genuine Bakunin and to shatter the “legend,” which, he noted, “is inclined to exaggerate his inexhaustible activity” (16). In Bakunin’s unexpected expressions of repentance to Nikolai I and Aleksandr II, Grossman thus found the basis for an analogy which would otherwise have been inconceivable: Devoid, like Stavrogin, of any genuine “political fanaticism” in his heart, “Bakunin had to compensate for his defective spiritual constitution with the power of his destructive muscles” [Мощь своих разрушительных мускулов Бакунин должен был исполнить дефектом своей духовной организации] (35–36).

In view of Grossman’s erudition as a literary scholar, his intuition of Bakunin’s “contradiction” likely proceeded from sources that predated the discovery of Bakunin’s “Confession.” In his refashioning of Bakunin Grossman may have recalled an earlier essay by Aleksandr Blok, who in 1906 recalled the “entire mass [туха] of the sharpest contradictions” in Bakunin’s soul, from “poetry and prose” to “fire and ice.” Blok’s evocation of Bakunin as the embodiment of contrast seems to anticipate Grossman to some degree. Another important source of the notion of his “contradictions” may have been the well-known fictional portrayal of Bakunin in Turgenev’s short novel Rudin, a work to which Grossman alluded to briefly in his essays, and one which for years served as a standard point of reference in biographical sketches of Bakunin. Regardless of other differences, Rudin and Bakunin share a similar “contradiction.” In the description by his friend Lezhev, Rudin is “intelligent…but empty in essence,” and although he “pretends to be passionate [прикидывается пламенными],” in reality he is as “cold as ice.” It may not be accidental, moreover, that a thorough study of Bakunin and
Rudin appeared just after Grossman’s articles. In a remark which reflects his obvious awareness of the “debate over Bakunin and Dostoevsky”—and probably his effort to avoid the criticism which Grossman provoked—Nikolai Brodsky emphasized that it is only “the young Bakunin [Brodsky’s italics] who is distinctly recognizable [отчетливо распознается] in Rudin.”

In all probability, then, the discovery of Bakunin’s “Confession” did not suddenly reveal the inconsistencies in Bakunin’s legacy, but reinforced them for the new Soviet context. What might have been uncertain in the wake of revolution became much clearer after 1921: for all his revolutionary heroism, the anarchist Bakunin remained the quintessential expression of a losing cause. It followed that the most harmful dimension of Bakunin’s legacy from the official Bolshevik standpoint, his struggle against Marx in the International, could be brought to bear in an analysis of Demons. For that reason we find that the claims and statements of Bakunin’s political opponents—all of whom Grossman cited at least once in his articles—formed the principal basis for his analogy between Stavrogin and Bakunin. In his second article he referred both to Utin’s report and to the General Council’s brochure on Bakunin’s “Alliance” for proof of the identity between Bakunin’s statutes for the Alliance and the “Catechism of a Revolutionist” (75, 113–114). In his first article he recalled Jaeckh’s comparison of Bakunin’s eyes with those of a “predatory animal” (19), and he certainly knew of Laveleye’s work, perhaps through the review of Bakunin’s “Confession” by Iuda Grossman-Roshchin, for example, who noted Laveleye’s comparison of Bakunin “with the demons of Dante’s Hell.” All of these sources provided Grossman’s conception of Bakunin with a consistently Marxist framework. From the traditional Social-Democratic perspective, Bakunin remained the political antithesis of scientific socialism.

The consequences for Demons were clear: If Bakunin, like Nechaev, was politically retrograde, then Dostoevsky’s critique in Demons could not logically be treated as purely reactionary in essence. By associating the anarchist Bakunin with Verkhovensky’s conspiracy, Grossman confirmed Dostoevsky’s farsighted comprehension of regressive revolutionary tendencies. The link to Bakunin also fostered an enduring assumption about Dostoevsky as a political thinker. In his many references to potential sources of knowledge about Bakunin Grossman presumed—as Polonsky reminded him—that Dostoevsky was deeply and actively preoccupied with Bakunin. When “depicting the Russian revolution,” Grossman reasoned in his first essay, “Dostoevsky could not have ignored its central figure,” and “certainly could not have passed up the most outstanding activist of the entire movement, its leader and director, who by that time had achieved universal fame.”
Because Dostoevsky “did not overlook” in his novel the “secondary representatives of Nechaevism” like Varfolomei Zaitsev and Uspensky, Grossman argued, Dostoevsky “could not have left out the most significant episode of Nechaev’s activity, his well-known link with Bakunin” (33). Through his analogy with Bakunin, Grossman also sought to demonstrate the opposite: that the polemic against anarchist thought in Demons attests to Dostoevsky’s exemplary political insight.

Thus by utilizing the recent damage to Bakunin’s reputation, in effect Grossman offered a means by which to improve the reputation of Demons and to provide a scholarly impetus for its rehabilitation in post-revolutionary Russian literary culture. To the extent that he managed to identify Bakunin with Demons at all would have been a significant feat, for the traditionally critical reading of the novel, established mainly by Mikhailovsky, was to deny Demons any true reflection of the Russian revolutionary movement beyond the figure of Nechaev himself. In that sense Grossman contributed to a growing trend in post-revolutionary Russian literary criticism of establishing the real extent of Dostoevsky’s parody. In the end, however, Grossman’s original presentation earned its notoriety not for his service to Dostoevsky studies, but for the responses it provoked beyond the realm of official academic discourse. The public exposure that Demons received from the “debate over Bakunin and Dostoevsky,” while not at all exceptional in early Soviet culture as a whole, was certainly the most extensive that the novel would receive for the next three decades. It is almost tempting to see Grossman’s provocative thesis as a deliberate attempt to sustain the public attention and prestige which Dostoevsky’s memory enjoyed briefly during his jubilee events of 1921. Because his interpretation—and Dostoevsky’s interpretation—was consistent with traditional Marxist antipathy for Bakunin’s political role, Grossman undoubtedly failed to anticipate any vehement objections. Yet it was precisely the extremes and excesses in his claims about Bakunin, more than even his implied defense of Demons, that most nourished the dispute. In defining Bakuninism as “destruction in the name of destruction,” by identifying it with Stavrogin’s spiritual affliction, and by linking it to the brutal murders that take place in Demons, Grossman inadvertently issued a challenge to those who would continue to find some inspiration in Bakunin’s legacy.

In his opponents Polonsky and Borovoi, above all, Grossman met opponents who throughout the 1920s sought actively to safeguard Bakunin’s image from the very “myths” and “legends” which Grossman’s analogy threatened to resurrect. Their rhetorical positions with respect to Grossman’s thesis proved to be as equally extreme, moreover, as Grossman’s own. For Polonsky, it was not merely a case of acknowledging additional prototypes for Bakunin;
instead, he insisted that Stavrogin shared “no internal or external, historical, logical or psychological link whatsoever” with Bakunin (71) [Polonsky’s italics]. Similarly, the anarchist Borovoi did not simply refute specific points of Grossman’s evidence, but categorically declared that “Demons could have been written, and was written, without Bakunin.” Through their responses to Grossman, the text of Demons transcended Dostoevsky studies and entered the still more problematic world of post-revolutionary “Bakuniana.”
CHAPTER 4

In Defense of Bakunin: Aleksei Borovoi and the Anarchist Conception of Demons

Prior to 1917, as we have seen, the legacy of Bakunin in Russia developed along two diverging trajectories. One trajectory pointed toward his apotheosis as an exemplary revolutionist, whose powerful agitation and legendary valor provided great inspiration to fighters for social revolution, particularly anarchist opponents of the state. Along the opposing trajectory, by contrast, Bakunin evolved into the enemy of proletarian revolution and dictatorship, corrupting the workers’ movement with his preference for spontaneous, elemental revolts over organized political struggle. A defender of the people and implacable enemy of the tsars, at the same time Bakunin remained forever compromised by his collaboration with Nechaev, his suspected authorship of pamphlets advocating terror, and his formation within the International Workingmen’s League of a secret, conspiratorial alliance actively opposed to the leadership of Marx.

With the victory of the Socialist Revolution in October 1917, the two trajectories initially appeared to merge in the official commemoration of Bakunin’s legacy. By including Bakunin in his official plan to honor revolutionary forerunners, Lenin demonstrated Bolshevik recognition of Bakunin’s contribution to the revolutionary struggle, as well as his importance for Russian cultural and political memory.¹ Following violent conflicts with their anarchist opponents in the Civil War, however, a number of Bolshevik publicists perceived the negative aspects of “Bakuninism” at the root of regressive anarchist tactics and, consequently, began to underscore the continuity between their own position on anarchism and the perspective of Marx and Engels. As the “withering away” of the transitional state became ever less likely in the immediate future, the career and vision of Bakunin inevitably became more topical. The discovery of Bakunin’s letters of “repentance” to the tsars, otherwise of mostly academic interest, provided a convenient opportunity to reassess the meaning of his legacy.²

New revelations about Bakunin also help to explain Grossman’s attempt to illuminate the object of the political critique in Demons. By positing a Bakuninist foundation for Nikolai Stavrogin, Grossman effectively extricated Dostoevsky from the camp of reactionaries and made his novelistic polemic more consistent with the official Marxist response to anarchism. Instead of unanimous approval, however, Grossman met fierce opposition, not only for the formal problems in his approach, but mainly for his interpretation of Bakunin. The debate initiated by Grossman’s thesis was packaged and perceived mainly
as a set of exchanges between Grossman and his Marxist opponent Viacheslav Polonsky; yet Grossman met equally vehement objections from the anarchist Aleksei Borovoi, a prolific author of works on philosophy, political economy, anarchism and Dostoevsky, among other subjects, who in 1920, from the very fringes of Soviet legality, actively promoted Russia’s heritage of anarchist thought. Utilizing the official reassessment of Bakunin’s legacy and the publishing opportunities it provided, Borovoi and some other surviving anarchists managed to make a unique contribution to the debates surrounding Dostoevsky’s *Demons* and Bakunin’s “Confession” before their public voices were finally silenced. Restricted and limited in their output under Communist rule, the ideas of Borovoi and his anarchist associate Nikolai Otverzhennyi (Bulychev) assume greater significance in light of the broader anarchist tradition from which they emerged.

**Russian Anarchism and the Bakuninist Legacy after 1917**

After 1921, when the Bolsheviks defeated Makhno’s partisans and the rebels at Kronstadt, no formidable movements of an anarchist nature appeared again on Soviet Russian soil. Apart from those who resolved to support the Bolsheviks—the so-called “Soviet anarchists”—the number of nominally anarchist activists in Russia dwindled to a politically insignificant number. Vigilance remained high, however, against anarchist sentiment underground and anarchist “deviations” within the Communist Party itself. Beginning in April 1921, the systematic repression of anarchists, spelled out in a directive from the Communist Party’s Central Committee and approved by the Politburo, had facilitated the arrests of anarchists in Russia, both nominal and suspected, and the forced emigration of others like publicists Grigorii Maksimov (Lapot’), Volin (Vsevolod Eikhenbaum) and Petr Arshinov. The persecution of anarchists in Russia throughout 1921 and 1922 in turn strengthened anti-Bolshevik sentiments among many international Syndicalists, who eventually broke with the Red International of Professional Labor Unions [Профинтегр] in the fall of 1922 and convened an alternative, “evolutionary syndicalist” congress in Berlin. Its most outspoken critics of Soviet Russia’s path included leading Russian Anarcho-Syndicalists like Maksimov, whose outlook rested largely on the “scientific anarchism” of Bakunin, and Aleksandr Shapiro, who pointed out the connection between the Syndicalist International and the anarchist wing of the First International led by Bakunin. The appearance of a rival International revived the specter of Bakuninism and the notion of the Russian revolution’s debt to Bakunin. In the founding issue
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of The Worker’s Path, a new organ of Russian Anarcho-Syndicalists in Berlin, Schapiro reminded his readers of Bakunin’s formula for a genuine “Social Revolution.” Now, five years after the proletarian triumph of October 1917, Schapiro appealed for “militant solidarity” with the new International Association of Workers [Международное товарищество рабочих] and the liberation of the Russian working class from its Bolshevik “conquerors.”

Deprived of any legal opportunity for open political activity in Soviet Russia, a number of surviving anarchists took advantage of renewed interest in the “Bakunin” question to reopen a modest anarchist literary front. Despite the many circumstances that discouraged it, a number of anarchist writers succeeded in offering an unofficial tribute to Bakunin under the insignia of the Voice of Labor [Голос труда], a publishing enterprise of the Union of Anarcho-Syndicalists. Arguably the highest point in the anarchists’ transition from anti-Soviet agitation to more subtle propaganda, Voice of Labor became the most significant and enduring producer of anarchist literature in the 1920s, publishing more than sixty titles between 1919 and 1926. One of its first and most important achievements was a five-volume publication of Bakunin’s works from 1919 to 1922 that featured some of Bakunin’s sharpest criticism of “state socialism,” most of which were not printed in Russia again before the perestroika period of the late 1980s. The appearance of Bakunin’s works in Russian, though far from complete, represented the largest Russian-language collection of his writings and provided anarchist readers there with a fundamental corpus of antistatist pronouncements. The resurrection of Bakunin’s writings also proved consistent with the desires of Lenin himself, who reportedly approved of an attempt by the veteran Bakuninist Mikhail Sazhin to travel abroad to gather rare Bakunin materials for publication in Russia.

Equally significant were the Voice of Labor’s Russian-language editions of a substantial study of Bakunin by the Austrian anarchist scholar Max Nettlau, and an anarchist history of the First International by the well-known Swiss anarchist James Guillaume. Both works offered Russian readers an alternative version of Bakunin’s activity in the International as well as critical views of Marx. Bakunin’s defenders did not deny that his aims contradicted those of Marx and the International’s General Council, or that he wished to strengthen the International’s left wing; rather, they rejected the idea that Bakunin aimed to split and destroy an organization in which, they believed, Bakunin enjoyed mass support among rank-and-file members. In Nettlau’s characterization Marx wished to create a centralized, “aristocratic apparatus of management” in order to govern the member sections; Bakunin, by contrast, sought the destruction of all authority and central power in the International along with the full autonomy of sections and federations. The collapse of the
International, it followed, stemmed not from Bakunin’s splitting activity, as the General Council “falsely” alleged, but from Marx’s refusal to recognize the antiauthoritarian demands of the “living masses of the International.”

These two key works by Nettlau and Guillaume, along with additional remarks by other authors sympathetic to Bakunin, revived the traditional defense of Bakunin and his relations with Nechaev. For years anarchist observers generally perceived Bakunin more as the victim, rather than the instigator, of the Nechaev affair, and they remained convinced that Nechaev abused and distorted Bakunin’s revolutionary ideas. Guillaume attempted to absolve Bakunin before Russian readers in his biographical sketch of 1906 and in an article for the historical almanac Years Past [Минувшие годы] in 1908. Recalling the written threat against Liubavin and its role in Bakunin’s expulsion from the International, Guillaume insisted that the notorious letter in question belonged to Nechaev, not to Bakunin, who learned of Nechaev’s action only months later, whereupon Bakunin protested to Nechaev and expressed his anxiety in a letter to Ogarev. When Bakunin realized that Nechaev was “using him as a weapon for securing his own personal dictatorship through Jesuitical means,” Guillaume wrote, Bakunin broke off all relations with him. Thus Bakunin suffered “for his excessive trust” and amazement at Nechaev’s “frightful energy.” Similarly, Bakunin’s former disciple Ralli dismissed the “false denunciations” by Utin and others while insisting on Bakunin’s innocence for the Liubavin incident, since he believed the matter had been settled in proper fashion. Ralli attributed the unfortunate incident, instead, to Bakunin’s “enthusiasm” for individuals like Nechaev who were “energetic,” if “not irreproachable” from an ethical standpoint. In general Ralli considered Bakunin at fault for much of the Nechaev affair, but primarily because he proved to be “an excessively naive conspirator” and too trusting toward individuals like Nechaev whose “psyche” he completely failed to understand. In 1916 Sazhin prepared a similar defense of Bakunin in which he claimed that “no secret alliance whatsoever” had ever existed with the goal of secretly directing the affairs of the International, as the General Council had charged. The historian Vasilii Bogucharsky (Iakovlev) supported the same position when he wrote that Bakunin had been expelled from the International “for sins of which Nechaev was guilty.” The testimony of Bakunin himself in the wake of his final split with Nechaev helped to indicate the line separating the principles and deeds of Bakunin from those of Nechaev. In a letter to Alfred Talandier of 24 July 1870, published in Russia in 1906, Bakunin warned his friend of Nechaev’s ruthlessness toward his associates, whom “it is allowed and even ordered [according to Nechaev’s principles] to trick, compromise, rob and even destroy if need be,” and how he, Bakunin, had to
save Nechaev from a reckless plan “to form a band of thieves and brigands in Switzerland, with the aim, naturally, of building up revolutionary capital.”

Evidence of Bakunin’s great efforts to spare his closest friends from Nechaev demonstrated that the latter, because of his independence, was far more than a mere “lieutenant,” as Laveleye described him. From Nettlau’s standpoint one would need “an entire book” to sort out the instances in which Bakunin fell victim to his own “excessive kindness and enthusiasm.”

In another fundamental publication by the Voice of Labor publishing house, Nikolai Lebedev reinforced the growing anarchist distinction between Bakuninism and Nechaevshchina. In Lebedev’s view, Marx and Utin merely took advantage of Nechaev’s unsightly deeds to cast suspicions on Bakunin. “To please Marx,” he wrote, Utin attempted to turn the history of the Nechaev affair into the history of the Alliance and closely tied the activity of Bakunin to the actions of Nechaev. Marx then repeated the “foul lie and shuffling of facts” in his brochure against Bakunin (on the Alliance) in which he falsely accused Bakunin of “blackmail and thievery.” Lebedev’s book reinforced the view of Nettlau, who argued in another essay that Bakunin “revived” the International and provided it “with its real initiative,” for the evidence of Bakunin’s other, more obviously constructive activity during the Nechaev period, in Nettlau’s view, provided a more reliable record by which to judge him.

When Nechaev entered Bakunin’s life in the spring of 1869, Bakunin had begun to work actively in the new “Romance” federation of the International’s Swiss sections, including the Jura section to which his close ally Guillaume belonged. His work included regular contributions to the official organ of the federation and one of the biggest and best Continental socialist newspapers, L’Égalité, as well as to Guillaume’s newspaper Le Progrès. Throughout that year Bakunin also carried on an enormous correspondence with individuals from several countries, a fact which led Nettlau, writing in 1922, to conclude that “a serious study of Bakunin” after 1869 demands a close examination of his connections in Switzerland, France, Italy, Spain and Russia. For a real understanding of all Bakunin’s achievements and failures during that time, Nettlau insisted, one must know all the individuals with whom Bakunin had relations. Among them were Sazhin and Ralli in Zurich, who in 1872 helped Bakunin to organize there a small Slavic section of the International, and who were among the eight signatories of a public letter of protest against Bakunin’s and Guillaume’s expulsion from the International. The same period saw his support grow within the Jura federation led by Guillaume. Petr Kropotkin left a glowing tribute to Bakunin’s allies in the Jura region, whom he visited during his first trip abroad from Russia. The anarchist notions that developed and flourished there thanks mainly to Bakunin, he explained, made such a
great impression on him in part because the workers of the Jura lent them “concrete form” and liberated them from the sphere of “pure abstraction.” Their “consciousness of complete equality among all members of the federation,” the “independence of their ideas” and their ability to express them all helped to make of Kropotkin, upon leaving them, a convinced anarchist. In a short tribute to Bakunin of 1905, Kropotkin testified that the many individuals who gathered around Bakunin, many of whom he, Kropotkin, knew personally, were of the highest moral character and quite undeserving of the “hatred” they aroused from their persecutors in the International.

The guardians of Bakunin’s heritage also made it a point to assign the proclamations from the Nechaev affair only an insignificant place among Bakunin’s writings. Long after the trial of the Nechaevists in 1871 there remained some question—then as now—about the extent of Bakunin’s actual contribution to the agitational campaign, on the basis of which the Russian press, Utin and, consequently, the General Council characterized Bakunin’s ideas. Dragomanov revived the issue in 1895 by including six of the proclamations and also the “Catechism of a Revolutionist” in the Russian edition of Bakunin’s letters to Herzen and Ogarev, cited earlier. Published for the first time in Russia in 1906, the agitational writings in the Dragomanov collection provided the first concrete basis for studying the Russian propaganda campaign which Bakunin, Ogarev and Nechaev conducted together in Geneva in 1869. Apart from the two proclamations which Bakunin actually signed, Several Words to Our Young Brothers in Russia and To Officers in the Russian Army, the set consisted of five anonymous documents. Like Spasovich, the defense lawyer during the trial of the “Nechaevists” in 1871 and other historians, Dragomanov believed that the most familiar of the documents, the “Catechism,” belonged to Bakunin, since it contained “much in common” with Bakunin’s other writings, although he admitted that “the question requires verification.” In his commentary on a 1906 collection of Bakunin’s writings, Dragomanov also attributed to Bakunin two other familiar documents, the proclamations Posing the Revolutionary Question and Beginnings of Revolution, despite a lack of any substantial proof. The “Bakuninists” naturally wished to see Nechaev as the author. In his history of the International, Guillaume criticized Marx for falsely attributing some of Nechaev’s proclamations to Bakunin. When Ralli reached the topic of Nechaev in his memoirs of Bakunin, he admitted that Bakunin had once struck him as “the author of...the old Nechaevist program,” but he added that the document “of course, was later edited [перередактирована] by Sergei Gennadievich [Nechaev] in his own way” (Ralli’s italics). Cherkezov tried to dissociate Bakunin from them altogether when he criticized Dragomanov for
including “the disgraceful ‘Catechism’ of Nechaev” among the letters and articles of Bakunin under the presumption that “the savage fabrications of the unfortunate and poorly educated Nechaev” recall Bakunin. When Nettlau studied the proclamations, he concluded that Nechaev had probably authored *Beginnings of Revolution* and the first issue of *The People’s Reprisal*; but he also noted that Sazhin had seen a copy of the “Catechism” in Bakunin’s hand and concluded, therefore, that Bakunin wrote it. In any case, regardless of Bakunin’s role in their production, Nettlau, Guillaume and Cherkezov did not consider the underground proclamations to be representative of Bakunin’s views, nor worthy of publication, apparently, alongside his other, official writings of the same period. In their collection of Bakunin’s works in French, Nettlau and Guillaume included most of his official publications of 1869, principally his articles for the journals *Progrès de Genève* and *L’Égalité*, but none of the proclamations, not even the two which he signed. Significantly, in its five-volume set of Bakunin’s works for Russian readers, *Voice of Labor*, too, left out Bakunin’s proclamations from the Nechaev period.

In addition to *Nechaevshchina*, understood principally as the designation of unscrupulous, deceitful methods and tactics, the anarchist tradition sought to remove from Bakunin’s legacy any association with Nechaev’s own revolutionary vision, which ultimately stood far from Bakunin’s anarchism. In Nettlau’s view, Nechaev had “nothing in common” with anarchism but merely made “overtures” to anarchism in Switzerland in order to win the interest and support of Bakunin. Insisting that he held his “own homespun socialism [самородный социализм],” nourished by other traditions, Nettlau characterized Nechaev as essentially “an authoritarian communist.” Among the other thinkers whose ideas bear a resemblance to Nechaev’s, Nettlau undoubtedly had in mind Petr Tkachev. As in the case of Bakunin, the participation of Tkachev in the Nechaev affair had been established through the trial of the Nechaevists, where he was convicted for spreading propaganda during the student movement of 1869, and through Ralli, another participant in the movement, who had later described Tkachev as the co-initiator, along with Nechaev, of a plan to form a central Committee to direct the movement. The circle of Nechaev, Tkachev, Ralli and others produced a “Program of Revolutionary Actions,” a document which the trial reports publicized in 1871 and which the historian Sergei Svatikov attributed to Nechaev well before the revolution, considering it an important step toward Nechaev’s formation of the “People’s Reprisal” group in the fall of 1869. When Boris Koz’mnin reviewed the sources of Nechaev’s views in his study of Tkachev in 1922, he agreed that alongside certain principles from Bakunin’s *People’s Cause*, such as the call to spread propaganda and organizational initiative among the people, the
group’s program also called for “reform” of the state and the planning of the “future state organization,” ideas that directly contradicted the anarchism of Bakunin. Koz’min noted several remarkable similarities between the views of Nechaev and Tkachev. In a Russian translation of a work on the labor question, Tkachev added commentaries that explained that the realization of a future socialist society, according to Koz’min’s paraphrase, “required the complete leveling of all people in their moral and intellectual capacities.” In order “to eliminate competition and the contradiction of interests between different individuals,” Tkachev proposed “to sacrifice all that distinguishes one individual from another, to destroy in a person all traces of individuality.”

Although Koz’min did not indicate it directly, one formula for social organization in the propaganda campaign of 1869 shares a similar goal of compulsory equality. In “Fundamental Principles of the Future Social Order” from the second issue of The People’s Reprisal, the author envisioned the elimination of “ambition” between laborers within a network of mandatory workers’ societies, strictly controlled and regulated by a central Committee. There will be “no right of access either to the communal eating places or to the communal dormitories” for anyone wishing to live outside of it and who, as a result, will have “no other alternative but work or death.” These principles, moreover, “can be accomplished only by concentrating all the means of social existence in the hands of OUR COMMITTEE” (italics and uppercase in original). In their “Alliance” pamphlet of 1873, Marx, Engels and Lafargue subjected this vision—strikingly reminiscent of Shigalevshchina—to scathing ridicule:

What a beautiful model of barrack-room communism! Here you have it all: communal eating, communal sleeping, assessors and offices regulating education, production, consumption, in a word, all social activity, and to crown all, our committee [Marx’s italics], anonymous and unknown to anyone, as the supreme director. This is indeed the purest antiauthoritarianism.

The article under attack appeared in the second issue of The People’s Reprisal, a publication from the spring of 1870 which almost certainly belonged to Nechaev alone, and which therefore provided obvious grounds for Nettlau’s distinction between Bakunin’s and Nechaev’s views.

The cardinal premises in the traditional anarchist perception of Bakunin—his innocence of criminal acts alleged by Utin and Marx, the insignificant place of the Genevan proclamations in the Bakuninist heritage, and the clear distinction between his antistatism and the “authoritarian” outlook of Nechaev—together provided a basis for the response by anarchists Borovoi and Otverzhennyi to Grossman’s vision of Bakunin in Dostoevsky’s Demons.
Liberating Bakunin from *Demons*

In light of the lingering ambivalence toward Bakunin after 1917, the publication of Bakunin’s “Confession,” followed by the public discussion of Grossman’s thesis, offered an ideal opportunity for Borovoi and Otverzhennyi to publicize their anarchist perspective. Both texts, *Demons* and Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai, provided an innocuous scholarly opportunity to debate a controversial legacy that still retained the potential to inspire opposition to a political dictatorship. For both thinkers, the notion of Bakunin’s link to Stavrogin demonstrated the deepening of a false “mythology” of Bakunin that threatened, in their words, “to efface the living, historical image.” In a small Voice of Labor collection of 1925, *The Myth about Bakunin*, Borovoi and Otverzhennyi published three essays aimed at breaking through “the nearly impenetrable wall of human fantasies” to reveal the “‘real’ Bakunin.”

After attending the discussion of Grossman’s thesis at the Moscow Press House [Дом печати] in 1923, Borovoi addressed the analogy between Stavrogin and Bakunin in his article “Bakunin in *Demons*.” Like Polonsky, Borovoi objected to the “extreme contradiction” between Grossman’s claim that Stavrogin “illuminates the mysterious personality” of Bakunin, and his acknowledgment that by means of Stavrogin one “cannot study the real Bakunin.” Borovoi agreed with Grossman that a prototype is “deeply dissimilar” to the novelistic image to which it gives birth, and that the prototype functions merely to initiate the “fantasy” of the artist, who then transforms the image in his own way; but if one allows for excessive dissimilarity between prototype and artistic image, Borovoi argued, then the expectation of verisimilitude becomes irrelevant. As he indicated in his postscript, Borovoi welcomed Grossman’s acceptance of additional prototypes, particularly Speshnev, whose convincing similarity to Stavrogin, Borovoi believed, effaces “the pale, insignificant coincidences” between Bakunin and Stavrogin. Yet in his objections to Grossman, Borovoi carried his own logic to a similar extreme. By underestimating the importance of some obvious Bakuninist signposts in *Demons*, Borovoi declared no less categorically than Grossman that *Demons* “could have been written, and was written, without Bakunin.” If by means of his Bakunin thesis Grossman wished to remove or mitigate the traditional political stigma attached to *Demons*, then Borovoi and his supporter Otverzhennyi aimed mainly to dispel “old and new legends” about Bakunin, including the notion of Bakunin’s moral “fall,” which Grossman deduced from Bakunin’s letters to the tsars, and especially the misconception about “Bakuninism” implicit in Grossman’s analysis of *Demons*.

Borovoi first rejected Grossman’s suggestion that Bakunin, like Dostoev-
Confronting Dostoevsky’s Demons

Dostoevsky’s Stavrogin, in any way resembles a demoralized “genius of the abstract,” prone to suicidal despair, a conclusion which betrayed Grossman’s own tendentious reading of Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai I. While Grossman merely emphasized the fact of Bakunin’s repentance, Borovoi returned it to the context of Bakunin’s subsequent political career. Denying that Bakunin’s revolutionary passion had been compromised in any way, Borovoi seized the opportunity to reinforce the great anarchist’s Promethean image. For Borovoi the “Confession” merely confirmed, above all, Bakunin’s distinctive “thirst for movement.” “Burning with activity and life,” Borovoi wrote, the essence of Bakunin’s “soul” survived to the end of his days, and neither prison nor exile in Siberia managed to pacify it. Borovoi rejected the idea that posterity had overestimated Bakunin’s “tireless” nature and he reminded readers of the many “indisputable” examples of Bakunin’s “truly superhuman ‘activity.’”

Considering the many serious hardships and “thickets” he had to pass through, in Borovoi’s mind Bakunin “more than anyone else” had a human right to experience “doubt”; but there was not a single “great man” in history, he insisted, who had not felt a sudden moment of hesitation. Nonetheless the ostensible legend of Bakunin’s tireless activity “exaggerated nothing,” and thus “history stands behind the legend.” Borovoi also believed it unlikely, as Grossman assumed, that for his profile of Stavrogin Dostoevsky would have focused his attention on the “rare, exclusive” moments of Bakunin’s life that appear in the “Confession.” Grossman’s idea that Stavrogin represents Bakunin “without the fire of heroism” resembled the notion of “an orator without a tongue.” A prototype cannot be deprived of his “fundamental characteristic,” Borovoi argued, yet Grossman’s thesis attempted to remove “everything that made him Bakunin.”

Otverzhennyi, too, rejected Grossman’s suggestion that tradition exaggerated Bakunin’s “stormy, fiery” nature. Also citing the “Confession,” which he recognized as the main source of Grossman’s idea, Otverzhennyi defended Bakunin’s apparent “hopelessness” as but the “mask of a cunning game,” and thus just the opposite of his more genuine “desire for movement” and “demand for action.” In his world view Bakunin passed through different stages, Otverzhennyi admitted, but at a certain point he becomes “a fiery enthusiast” who “believes boundlessly in his ‘truth.’” Unlike Stavrogin, Bakunin was a “fanatic of revolution” who remained free of Stavrogin’s “duality” [раздвоенность]. For that reason Bakunin’s condition as reflected in his prison letters, Otverzhennyi reasoned, cannot be compared with the condition of the free man. Convinced that in his psychological image Bakunin could not have served as Stavrogin’s prototype, Otverzhennyi insisted that Stavrogin’s “mental formula” [душевная формула] represents “the deepest negation of
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the Bakuninist element” [Бакунинская стихия]. Whereas the life of Stavrogin never expressed any genuine “revolutionary pathos,” the foundation of Bakunin’s pathos remained firm throughout his life, even in prison, where his intransigence lost “its sharp, exaggerated character.”

In his alternative reading of the “Confession,” Borovoi effectively augmented the anarchist conception of Bakunin’s mind and spirit during that obscure but formative stage of his political career. During the earlier discussion of Bakunin’s letters to the tsars, a few anarchist respondents managed to publish defenses of Bakunin or, at least, explanations that precluded the extreme conclusions drawn by the likes of Serge, Deich and Figner. The most prominent of them, “Soviet anarchist” Iuda Grossman-Roshchin (no relation to Leonid Grossman), acknowledged that Bakunin’s talk of the “sins,” “delusions,” “crimes” and “madness” of his past, his expressions of repentance and his submission before the “tsar-executioner” shocked many and caused “great alarm in the hearts of Bakunin’s co-thinkers.” In defense of Bakunin, however, Grossman-Roshchin explained that when Bakunin wrote the “Confession” he was not yet an anarchist, but merely a “liberal-federalist, a romantic of the Slavic world.” Grossman-Roshchin did not deny the sincerity of Bakunin’s letter, but treated it simply as the natural result of the incorrect political path that preceded the anarchist stage of Bakunin’s career.

In Grossman-Roshchin’s view the letter to Nikolai I was the “final payment of shame and fall” which Bakunin made for his “attachment to the old gods.” For all the limitations which he never overcame, Bakunin won a complete victory over the weaknesses in his character, Grossman-Roshchin believed, when he finally broke forever with his “dreamy nationalistic utopianism” and became an “Anarcho-Communist.” Grossman-Roshchin thus managed to absolve Bakunin of any “fall” by treating it not as an end, but as a beginning of a new, more essential stage in his evolution. For Grossman-Roshchin Bakunin’s resurrection later in life fully eclipsed the setbacks of his past. Because he later conquered “the spirit of submission,” Grossman-Roshchin emphasized, Bakunin eventually won back his rightful identity with Prometheus.

Bakunin’s admirers from the short-lived anarchist news journal Initiative [Инициатива] for the most part corroborated the interpretation by Grossman-Roshchin, but they also utilized the “Confession” for a more vigorous defense of his anarchist legacy. While Initiative assumed Bakunin’s complete lack of sincerity in the letter, it refused to acknowledge any “moral fall” whatsoever. Bakunin’s decision to confess, the article reasoned, could be considered a moral fall only by those who would unfairly idolize Bakunin and expect him to be more than human. For the author(s), Bakunin’s acknowledgment to Herzen of the letter’s existence was sufficient evidence of his insincerity, and
they refused to ascribe a “Machiavellian element” to it. The principle “the end justifies the means” presupposes “aggressive unscrupulousness,” the article explained, and should not be confused with Bakunin’s “tactical lie” to the tsars merely in the interests of his own self-defense. From this perspective, the experience of the “Confession” merely accelerated his maturity into an anarchist. Thus the real “moral significance” of the letter lay in its effect on Bakunin, who thereafter came to appreciate better “the essence of state power,” “to love freedom passionately” and “to hate state coercion.” In a bold and thinly-disguised factional flourish, the author(s) emphasized their admiration for Bakunin precisely as a human being, and not as an “idol” in the manner of the “idol-worshipers of statism, who burn incense before the serpentine wisdom of their ‘leaders.’”

Appearing in the same issue of *Press and Revolution* as Grosman-Roshchin’s review, Borovoi’s own remarks on Bakunin’s letter also used the “Confession” in essence to vindicate Bakunin, but with more emphasis on the negative attributes of the letter itself. While Bakunin’s words of “repentance” and “merciless self-reproach” certainly leave a “painful impression,” Borovoi argued, they represented a mere “insignificant addition” to the more central narrative of Bakunin’s dreams and hopes. More remarkable than its “base” tone, Borovoi believed, are the letter’s “profound and sincere criticism of reality” and its visions, filled with “force, brilliance and originality,” of an unprecedented socialist revolution in the future. As for its motives, Borovoi, too, treated it as a kind of catalyst for Bakunin’s transition toward a higher stage of political activity. Bakunin needed the letter not only for the sake of the tsar, Borovoi explained, but more so for “his own personal spiritual calm, as a means of ridding himself of his past, of incinerating his oppressive phantoms.” In Borovoi’s interpretation, the letter represents the natural result of Bakunin’s “injuries and failures” of that period, hence his desire to overcome and “avenge” his past. At the same time, Borovoi warned against an “intentionally tendentious” reading or any attempt to depict Bakunin as a renegade who had renounced his views. Bakunin remained “deeply devoted” to his social ideals, Borovoi believed, and therefore renounced only the unsuccessful path of the revolution, but not revolution itself. In Bakunin’s criticism of revolutionary movements in the West Borovoi perceived that Bakunin had grown tired of “the revolutionary phraseology of conspiratorial adventurers.” The “Confession” revealed nothing essential about the mature Bakunin, in other words, but merely marked the end of an earlier epoch of his life, when Bakunin was more “romantically inclined” and still captivated by “the covenants of utopian socialism.” In this way Borovoi succeeded in neutralizing the negative impact of the “Confession” and appropriating it for
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the anarchist heritage. Thus Bakunin’s letter cast no shadow on the world view of Bakunin, Borovoi insisted, but rather revealed “the formation of a great revolutionist’s great soul.”

In his own close analysis, Otverzhennyi cast doubt on the sincerity of Bakunin’s change of heart, which must be demonstrated, he argued, on the basis of sources other than the “Confession.” Otverzhennyi pointed out that a true “repentance” on Bakunin’s part is contradicted by Bakunin’s steadfast behavior in Austrian jails, by his open announcement of his revolutionary designs in Saxony, and also by his statement to Herzen that his eight years of prison and exile only strengthened his convictions. Except for the few instances in which Bakunin “lifted his skillful mask of pretense” to praise the French workers or to criticize conditions in Russia, Otverzhennyi believed that while in Nikolai’s hands Bakunin “played his role to the end.” As Otverzhennyi noted in his earlier public comments on the subject, the appeal to Aleksandr speaks for Bakunin’s integrity by virtue of the time that separates it from the “Confession.” Had Bakunin truly been sincere in his repentance, he would not have waited another six years before issuing such a desperate plea for freedom. By the same logic, Otverzhennyi reasoned that an entire decade of “philistinism” would not have given way so suddenly to the revolutionary activity which Bakunin resumed as soon as he reached London. What some mistakenly construed as “Machiavellian” behavior on Bakunin’s part, however, Otverzhennyi described as Bakunin’s unusual “antipathy to popular dogma” that encouraged him to ignore the moral conventions that restricted his contemporaries. Otverzhennyi acknowledged that Bakunin’s letter represented the first manifestation of the regrettable “Nechaevist element” in Bakunin’s activity; but he perceived it as merely another sign of Bakunin’s “deep, organic alienation” from the moral obligations and social dogma typical of his class. For Otverzhennyi—as for Borovoi—Bakunin’s letter served mainly to confirm Bakunin’s overriding thirst for liberty. In Otverzhennyi’s view, Bakunin demonstrated no moral fall, therefore, but simply his willingness to sacrifice “honor, courage and revolutionary implacability” for the sake of freedom.

The question of Bakunin’s alleged “Machiavellianism” in his letter to Nikolai I inevitably recalled the larger issue of his collaboration with Nechaev, the episode which offered Grossman arguably his most significant and convincing evidence for a link to Stavrogin. Declaring *Demons* not simply a “depiction of Nechaevshchina” [изображение “нечаевщины”], as generally assumed, but also a “monograph on Bakunin,” Grossman in effect attempted to extend the novel’s critique of Bakunin’s character—his “fall”—to Bakunin’s ideology as a whole. Well attuned to any misconceptions about the
anarchist perspective, Borovoi proceeded to remove the more prominent “Bakuninist” shadows from *Demons.* Beginning with the specific analogy between Stavrogin and Bakunin, Borovoi for the most part dismissed the “formal” evidence of biographical parallels and instead turned to the more essential aspects of their outlooks and “mentalities” that made them, in his view, “polar opposites.” Unlike the mind of Stavrogin, which can only “analyze and negate,” Borovoi argued, the mind of Bakunin proved able to “affirm and create.” Stavrogin lacks precisely the “inspiration, belief, all-encompassing conviction,” capable of unifying “mind” and “heart,” an attribute that was fundamental to Bakunin. An “insatiable, incessant, eternal nomad” in whom “the searcher, rebel, warrior, the thinker, the fanatic dreamer” are all concentrated into “a single, powerful, active whole,” Bakunin had “no intimate corner” in the revolution, Borovoi declared, but only the vision of “Revolution, in all its scope and possibilities, paths and conclusions.”

By implication Borovoi also succeeded in evoking the well-known analysis of Nettlau, who continued to defend the fundamental distinction between the popular spirit of Bakunin’s anarchism and “authoritarian” visions of social organization. Emphasizing that the Bakuninist mentality of revolt was utterly alien to “abstract, armchair, sectarian” rationalism, Borovoi argued that the thought of Stavrogin, by contrast, fosters “negation for negation’s sake” and a “naked, formal nihilism” that arises from outside real time and space. Whereas in Stavrogin’s experience thought itself becomes “meaningless” and leads merely to the “hopeless dead-ends of skepticism,” Bakunin’s thought called for rebellion as “a living, concrete elementary force” [стихия] that drew its inspiration and program from the masses. Thus in Stavrogin Borovoi perceived “a variety of *Shigalevshchina*,” the vision of equality through enslavement and forced mediocrity that so excites Verkhovensky. “Outwardly brilliant, but internally just as depraved” [порочный], “fattily doomed to complete sterility,” Stavrogin is linked to the “demons” of *Shigalevshchina* by spiritual birth, Borovoi explained, “by a singularity of approach to ideas and things.” Notwithstanding some obvious differences between them, Stavrogin and Shigalev share the same “conspiratorial aristocratism” and contempt for “the herd.”

Borovoi’s coauthor Otverzhennyi reinforced the anarchist reading by means of the same prominent distinction, describing Stavrogin’s “mental formula” [духовная формула] as “the most profound negation” of Bakunin’s ideas. Agreeing with Grossman that Stavrogin is a “genius of the abstract,” Otverzhennyi insisted that Bakunin, on the contrary, was “an eternal preacher and tribune” who invariably turned abstract ideas into “a living sermon of great organizational significance.”

Also misleading from the anarchist perspective, finally, was the ostensibly Bakuninist element of Verkhovensky’s plan. By treating Verkhovensky’s rev-
olutionary vision as a “free exposition of Bakuninism” [свободное изложен-ие бакунизма]. Grossman indirectly but clearly challenged the traditional anarchist distinction between Bakunin and Nechaev. More so than the Bakunin-Stavrogin analogy, the indisputably “Bakuninist” association projected by Verkhovensky drew certain concessions from the anarchists. Borovoi acknowledged that since Nechaev “contained something of Bakunin,” then Verkhovensky logically carries certain “elements” of Bakunin. Borovoi agreed with Grossman that Verkhovensky’s monologue in the “Ivan Tsarevich” chapter reflects the “tense pathos” of Bakunin” who, Borovoi admitted, became an “incessant instigator of explosions and movements against authority, law and the old world order,” an “apostle of worldwide destruction, appealing to the popular passions” and to “the terrible, ruthless and vengeful elements of the popular fury.” Yet the Bakuninist pathos of “revolutionary romanticism” is outweighed significantly in Verkhovensky, Borovoi argued, by his “cynical, calculating Nechaevshchina,” which in Demons serves the ends of political provocation. By reducing Bakunin’s vision to “unlimited destruction” as practiced by Verkhovensky, therefore, was to misrepresent the nature of his anarchism. Although neither Borovoi nor Otsverzhennyi denied Bakunin’s authorship of the “Catechism of a Revolutionist,” from their anarchist perspective the short-lived collaboration with Nechaev could rightfully occupy no more than a secondary dimension of Bakunin’s legacy. Otsverzhennyi, in particular, willingly admitted that in the “Catechism” Bakunin logically fulfilled his “Nechaevist element” [нечаевская стихия], which he overcame only after treading a “long and slow path” back to genuine anarchism; but it deserved to play “no role whatsoever” in an assessment of Bakunin-the-revolutionist. The other, more essential side of Bakunin’s legacy was his anarchism, his “inspired, passionate enthusiasm for revolt” that “celebrates victory over careful reason and a preconceived plan.” The truly “Bakuninist element” [бакунинская стихия], the “ever moving principle [вечно движущее начало], lying in the depths of his spirit” ultimately displaced the Nechaevist element in Bakunin’s life and provided his anarchism with its most characteristic component. In whichever guise they might appear, Otsverzhennyi argued, anarchism and Nechaevshchina represent two distinct “polarities” of thought that on a fundamental level remain contradictory, hostile and alien to one another. Whereas Nechaevshchina requires the “submissive automaton…blindly fulfilling its role,” Otsverzhennyi declared, anarchism and “Bakunism” are distinguished by a “belief in the creative powers of the masses.”

Even if “occasional drops” from Bakunin’s profile [отдельные брызги Бакунинского] undoubtedly found their way into the text of Demons, as Borovoi concluded, then from the anarchist perspective Demons contained
nothing “genuinely” Bakuninist. Significantly, the anarchist reading did not settle for even a caricature of Bakunin in *Demons*, for their interests remained, of course, completely different from the predominantly philological motives of Grossman. If Grossman’s approach served to legitimize Dostoevsky’s polemical aims, then the responses of his Borovoi and Otverzhennyi managed to appropriate his misreading for a celebration of Bakunin. Their essays on Bakunin in *Demons* in 1925 were among the last legally published expressions of the anarchist viewpoint in official Soviet discourse for the next six decades; but they formed an essential prelude to a more substantial anarchist literary event of the following year. In his pronouncements for the Bakunin jubilee events of 1926, the fiftieth anniversary of the anarchist’s death, Borovoi carried his anarchist perspective from the debate over *Demons* into the larger sphere of Bolshevik discourse on Bakunin.

**Anarchism’s Last Stand: The Bakunin Jubilee of 1926**

Borovoi (1876–1935), like Grossman, was a scholar by training, but one whose political convictions eventually drove him from the academic milieu. After graduating from the law school at Moscow University in 1898, Borovoi eventually returned there to lecture on labor issues, law and philosophy. In 1906 he read a public lecture on the social ideals of “liberalism, socialism and anarchism” at the Historical Museum in Moscow, soon after which he published a book on the same theme. He remained active in Moscow until 1911, lecturing and writing on anarchism, until the university administration finally took measures against him. To escape further persecution, in 1911 he left Russia for Paris, where his syndicalist convictions strengthened, along with a lasting interest in the thought of Henri Bergson. Borovoi returned to Russia following the political amnesties of 1913 and resumed the literary activity that culminated in his 1918 study of *Anarchism*. A compendium of philosophical excursions on the “anarchist world view” [*анархическое мировоззрение*], *Anarchism* set out to assess more specific tendencies and problems—“anarchism and absolute individualism”, “anarchism and social activity,” “anarchism and nationalism,” for example—in light of Borovoi’s “single principle” as an anarchist: “the unlimited development of man and the unlimited growth of his ideal.” Through the book Borovoi sought to liberate the classical anarchism of Bakunin, Kropotkin and others from the confines of “rationalism,” the source of abstract concepts and “fatal automatism,” and return them to the service of the “living, concrete, unique” individual. In anticipation of his objections to Grossman, in *Anarchism* Borovoi also
emphasized the distinction between the anarchism of Bakunin, resting on confidence in the creativity of the masses, and the nihilism or “negative rationalism” that inspired systematic terror from below. Throughout the Civil War Borovoi managed to read lectures regularly at Moscow University and other institutions while at the same time agitating on behalf of the Moscow Union for the Ideological Propaganda of Anarchism, whose manifesto called for unity among anarchists in the interests of “creative, liberating work” and encouraged cultural preservation over destruction. While he survived the Civil War without abandoning his allegiance to anarchism, in the wake of the Kronstadt rebellion Borovoi’s pedagogical activity was finally prohibited in 1922 and he was forced to earn his living as an official in the Moscow Commodity Exchange until his arrest and exile in 1929. In the meantime, he remained active in the Voice of Labor publishing house and also within the Commission and Museum dedicated to Kropotkin after the latter’s death in 1921. In addition to his study of anarchist doctrine and its legacy, finally, in 1922 Borovoi began working on a major study of Dostoevsky which occupied him until at least 1931. Thus for Borovoi Grossman’s thesis appeared at an opportune moment, when he was actively pursuing the same literary and intellectual heritage for the means by which to work out a post-revolutionary vision of anarchism. As his anarchist associate Otverzhennyi later wrote of him in tribute, Borovoi’s own creative legacy gathered its light from the “two great geniuses of humanity,” Bakunin and Dostoevsky.

Although the Voice of Labor managed to issue three thousand copies of Borovoi’s and Otverzhennyi’s Myth about Bakunin, the threat of persecution by the political police, the OGPU, had not subsided. In the July issue of a Russian-language journal of exiled anarchists in Paris, Labor’s Cause [Дело труда], Senia Fleshin reported the recent arrest of eighty individuals of anarchist affiliation in Leningrad, sixty of whom were exiled from the city and seventeen of whom were sent to the Solovki prison camp in the far north. He also described the arrest of individuals connected with the Kropotkin Museum in Moscow, including one Sergei Gaidovsky, from whom the OGPU confiscated a typewriter and a manuscript copy of Borovoi’s book on Anarchism. In spite of the worsening political climate, however, Borovoi made no effort to conceal his anarchist sympathies. In November 1925, just before the release of the Grossman-Polonsky collection, Borovoi caused a scandal of sorts at an evening held in honor of the elderly Sazhin, who remained alive and relatively active in Moscow. According to a report on the evening in Pravda, the celebration was intended to honor Sazhin not as an anarchist, supporter of Bakunin and opponent of Marx, but “mainly as a participant in the Paris Commune.” Nonetheless the event proved “remarkable for its political content”: 
Following a welcome speech by Comrade Vilensky-Sibiriakov,77 the anarchist Borovoi appeared with a speech. With great pathos he spoke of “the supreme art: to live boldly, wisely and with dignity,” of “the breadth of the revolutionary movement,” etc. And at the end of his vague speech Borovoi shouted, “Long live the leader of anarchism!” [Да здравствует вождь анархизма!]. The moment was tense [заострён].

And the speakers who followed him, comrades Polonsky, Riazanov and Lozovsky78 spoke from the standpoint of Marxism’s struggle with Bakuninism. Comrade Riazanov added particular animation when he declared jokingly that he was not accustomed to delicate anniversary speeches, that he was more inclined to be abusive, and would devote his speech to “really scolding” [орыяри] Mikhail Petrovich [Sazhin]. And comrade Riazanov took to “scolding” comrade Sazhin.

“A bit nervous,” the reviewer observed, throughout the proceedings Sazhin often “grimaced and smiled, alarmed by the old polemic.”79

Meanwhile, Borovoi continued to seek avenues for a public defense of Bakuninism. The approach of Bakunin’s jubilee in 1926 offered Borovoi and other anarchists their best opportunity to reassert and publicize their views on a broad scale. As early as March 1926, more than three months before the fiftieth anniversary of Bakunin’s death on 1 July, the organization of events for the occasion was initiated by Borovoi’s unlikely ally in the debate over *Demons*, Viacheslav Polonsky, who requested that a special room be set aside for a Bakunin display at Moscow’s Museum of the Revolution. The proposal met with approval from the Museum’s director, Sergei Mitskevich, and was followed by the appointment of an official jubilee committee consisting of Mitskevich; Marx-Engels Institute Director Riazanov; Bakunin specialist Iurii Steklov; Sazhin; several researchers from the Kropotkin Museum, and chairman Polonsky. The committee’s first meeting on 1 April resolved to commission a new sculpture and gather all extant portraits of Bakunin, originals of key documents like Bakunin’s letter of “confession,” and photographs of other documents, including some of Nettlau’s unique materials from abroad. For the latter task the committee agreed to seek contact with Nettlau through the Voice of Labor publishing house, thereby showing no principled objection to the involvement of anarchists in their enterprise, and invited Borovoi, the leading activist in the Voice of Labor enterprise, to attend their next meeting.80

Both the Museum and the Communist Academy then approved the details of Polonsky’s more general plan: to observe the events in the “Soviet and Party” press; to reexhibit sculptor Boris Korolev’s monument to Bakunin on Miasnitsky street in Moscow; to organize a new, broader Commission for the Commemoration of Bakunin with representatives from the Committee on Party History [История], the Communist Academy, the Marx-Engels Institute, the Society of Marxist Historians, and the Museum of the Revolution; and to empower the commission, firstly, to work out “the character” of the jubilee
and, secondly, to prepare and politically “guide” literature for the jubilee in central and provincial newspapers and journals.\(^1\)

Expressing fear of “discord [разнобой], ideological contradictions, and incorrect assessments of Bakunin” in the anticipated meetings and publications, Polonsky then appealed to the head of the Central Committee’s Press Department, Sergei Gusev (Drabkin), with a request for “a decree of some kind” in order “to impart an organizational character to all the responses.” Polonsky introduced his request with a preamble that reiterated Bakunin’s great “significance” as the greatest forerunner of the Russian revolution, in spite of his political errors and inferiority to Marx, and as the greatest revolutionist of Russia’s precapitalist epoch, compared to whom even Herzen seemed “incomparably inferior.” With that epoch now well in the past, he added, the struggle against “Bakuninism” should no longer impede a full, “calm” tribute to the great anarchist. Bearing in mind the negative responses to Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai I, Polonsky reminded the Press Department that the “Confession” was merely “[Bakunin’s] risky but conscious attempt to gain his freedom at the cost of an ostensible repentance.” As a precaution against objections to Korolev’s statue, moreover, Polonsky reasoned that Moscow’s existing monuments to Herzen, Ogarev and Kropotkin left no logical grounds for opposing a commemorative monument to Bakunin.\(^2\) Apparently meeting no resistance from the Press Department, the Presidium of the Communist Academy, led by Mikhail Pokrovsky, called for the participating institutions to enlist members in the new Bakunin Commission and to decide on concrete procedures for the commemoration.\(^3\) At its first official meeting in early June, the newly formed Bakunin Commission, consisting of Polonsky (chair), Steklov, Mitskevich and others, added several more specific proposals to Polonsky’s general plan, including the “essential” recommendations to provide the press with articles on Bakunin “from the Marxist point of view” and to arrange for public meetings in the fall at the Communist Academy and other leading institutions. It also resolved to expand its constituency by adding Anatolii Lunacharsky, Pokrovsky, Riazanov, Gorev, Sazhin, Vera Figner, literary scholar Pavel Sakulin, Kropotkin Museum Secretary Nikolai Lebedev, the anarchist Borovoi, and former anarchist-turned-Communist Iuda Grossman-Roshchin.\(^4\) At its next two sessions, the commission designated Polonsky and Steklov to serve as the lecturers at the grand ceremonial meeting and asked Polonsky to invite Nikolai Bukharin to deliver the “political” lecture.\(^5\)

Significantly for the anarchists, a concession to the anarchists was suggested by the decision of the official Bakunin Commission in June to allow Borovoi and the Kropotkin specialist Lebedev to read papers alongside the Marxists at the commemorative meeting in the fall.\(^6\) While the protocols cited
here fail to reveal the commission’s motivation for seeking the anarchists’ participation, the desire to neutralize the appeal of the anarchist voice undoubtedly played a certain role. By accepting it in an official setting, the Marxists would be able to demonstrate publicly their lack of fear of anarchist propaganda as well as the anarchists’ own numerical and theoretical inferiority. Even before the Bolsheviks’ commission resolved to invite him to the October meeting, however, Borovoi had already initiated arrangements in Moscow for an alternative, anarchist committee for the Commemoration of Bakunin’s Memory. Judging by the extant drafts of the committee’s formal statutes, whose projected scope of activity was worthy of Bakunin himself, one can see that Borovoi and his supporters perceived the committee not only as a temporary organizational body, but mainly as the embryo of a more permanent institution. In addition to immediate commemorative tasks such as the erection of a monument to Bakunin, the committee aspired to “a comprehensive study of Bakunin’s activity and teaching” as well as of “the historical conditions” for their formation, and also “the study of Bakuninism and its influence on social development.” Like the Bolshevik commission, the anarchist commission intended to organize readings, lectures, and publications about Bakunin; but it also called for a periodic organ “that illuminates the Committee’s activity and all issues within its purview.” Its membership requirements favored “anarchists who share Bakunin’s basic social views” and whose final acceptance required unanimous confirmation by a General Conference of the Committee. The plan for the committee’s activity called for a Secretariat to organize separate editorial, publishing, museum, financial and other commissions that would act within guidelines established by the General Conference and submit to verification by an elected Auditing Commission. As if anticipating possible infiltration by ideological enemies, the statutes also allowed for an external “Society for Assistance to the Committee,” whose members could be free of anarchist affiliation, but still subject to the committee’s provisions. Some time before 1 July, Borovoi drafted at least two letters, one in Russian and a second, international letter in French, to those individuals whom the committee had already elected as members at its first meeting. The draft letter in Russian requested the individual’s agreement to join a committee which would include such notable international anarchists as Nettlau, Errico Malatesta, Jean Grave, Rudolf Rocker, Luigi Fabbri, Christian Cornelissen and others.87

Borovoi’s elaborate plans for the Bakunin Committee reflect the great hopes and ambition which the Bakunin jubilee inspired in the minds of some surviving anarchists. With its provisions for a Bakunin museum, permanent commissions, and regular publishing activity, it is likely that Borovoi envi-
sioned the Bakunin Committee as a genuine institution within Soviet culture, one that provided a more purely “anarchist” alternative to the Kropotkin Museum, from which the original anarchist contingent had become all but completely estranged by 1926. Although it began as the most visible institution of anarchist thought and activity after 1921, by the summer of 1925 the All-Russian Public Committee for the Commemoration of Petr Kropotkin and its principal domicile, the Kropotkin Museum, saw the departure of its entire “anarchist” section. Led by the late Kropotkin’s friend, Dr. Aleksandr Atabekian, anarchist section members German Sandomirsky, N. Pavlov, and Ivan Kharkhardin quit the Kropotkin Committee in protest over the increasing influence of non-anarchists in the committee’s Executive Bureau, as well as the latter’s refusal to allow the anarchist section to hold weekly political meetings within the Museum. Although the more conciliatory Borovoi apparently remained on the committee and attempted over the next three years to bring the departed anarchists back to the committee via its Scholarly Section (the original anarchist section having since been taken over by the less politically motivated “mystical anarchist” Aleksei Solonovich), by the end of 1925, when the plan for a Bakunin Committee began to take shape, the Kropotkin Museum was no longer a viable institutional option for those anarchists who sought to continue their propaganda work.88 Borovoi’s Bakunin Committee would also have served, perhaps, as a backup or future successor to the Voice of Labor enterprise, whose forced closure had been expected since 1924, according to one report, following the arrests of two active staff members.89

However viable (or not) its plans would have been in the long term, in 1926 the anarchist committee did succeed in organizing a ceremonial meeting in Bakunin’s honor on 1 July, well in advance of the Marxists’ meeting. Held in the main auditorium of the Polytechnic Museum in central Moscow, the evening promised no less than six official speakers, including Borovoi, Otverzhennyi, Ivan Kharkhardin, and Aleksei Solonovich, all anarchists, as well as the veteran Bakuninist Sazhin and Kropotkin’s widow, Sofiia Grigor’evna Kropotkina. As an alternative to the official poster advertising the event, which listed only the speakers and their themes, a second poster, apparently designed by the anarchist committee itself, advertised the event more boldly as an evening of tribute from “anarchists” to “the great rebel” Bakunin.89 Reports in the Bolshevik and émigré press offer two different interpretations of the events that transpired on the evening of 1 July. The review in Evening Moscow the following day described the evening as a virtual farce, in which nothing went according to the anarchists’ plan. It reported that Borovoi’s excessively “dramatic” speech and the “polemical attacks” in Kharkhardin’s speech both
provoked protests; and it concluded that the “escapades” and “childish assertions” of the anarchists eventually exhausted the auditorium. Without any reference to the actual content of the talks by Borovoi, Kharkhardin, and Otverzhennyi, the report described briefly only the well-received statements of Vera Figner, who spoke of Bakunin’s significance for the 1870s and testified to the authority he once enjoyed. Sazhin and Kropotkina failed to finish their speeches, the author wrote, the former for lack of strength and the latter for lack of time and the “loss of patience” on the part of the audience. It described Solonovich’s speech on Bakunin as “almost laughable,” with its factual errors and references to religious figures. The author mentioned the reading of a telegram from Malatesta, but noted in conclusion that the anarchists had refused to stay long enough for the audience to respond to the “anti-Marxist speeches.” By contrast, Labor’s Cause contended that the anarchists had defied all expectations by overfilling the auditorium with their event, which opponents “did everything to wreck.” Quoting an eyewitness account by a different observer that evening, the article noted that in fact “a thunder of applause and a storm of whistles” had interrupted the speech by Kropotkina, who “dared to say that we have neither freedom of the press nor freedom of speech.” Likewise, a second review in the émigré press concluded from the interruption of Kropotkina’s speech that “the security forces [чекисты] simply wrecked it,” while adding that Evening Moscow refused to identify the objects of the anarchists’ alleged “attacks.”

In his remarks that evening on “the Worldwide-Historical Significance of Bakuninism,” outlined in a surviving manuscript and also presented in a different article of roughly the same time, Borovoi carried his provocative defense of Bakunin from the literary debate over Demons, where it originated, to a still more conspicuous forum. While Borovoi was not the only anarchist propagandist among the speakers at the meeting on 1 July, in several respects he was the most visible at the time of the jubilee and arguably the most outspoken with respect to Bakunin. In the draft notes for his speech, Borovoi described “Bakuninism” as nothing less than the “perfect incarnation” of the anarchist world view. Its most important aspect he defined as the “elemental” [стихийный], or that characteristic which generates and fosters the human being’s innate need to revolt. The “Bakuninist” element manifests itself most purely in humanity’s struggle for freedom, and therefore represents the “fullest expression of [Bakunin’s] world view.” Transcending the historical circumstances of Bakunin’s own time, Borovoi extended the context of his anarchist doctrine to the October Revolution, whose elemental nature and “pathos of destruction,” he insisted, were “primarily Bakuninist.” With reference to a series of familiar passages from State and Revolution, in which Lenin ac-
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knowledged the Bolsheviks’ and anarchists’ common goal of eradicating the bourgeois state machinery, Borovoi remarked on the two “different paths” that opened before Marxism and anarchism in the wake of October. The real lesson of the October Revolution, he proclaimed boldly, was that “freedom demands realization,” which in turn demanded “rebellion” of a degree that would allow for “no oaths, either to gospels or to Marx’s Capital.” This most “difficult but essential” requirement could only be fulfilled by “a new world view” or, in other words, by “Bakuninism.”

If the anarchists’ subtle but obvious strategy of self-vindication found brief but memorable fulfilment in Borovoi’s commemorating speech, it was deployed most extensively in a collection of anarchist writings edited by Borovoi and published by Voice of Labor in honor of Bakunin that summer. Consisting of eighteen articles by fourteen different authors, the collection represented by far the largest and most diverse compilation of anarchist texts to emerge throughout the entire Soviet period. Its format reflected the need to subordinate its principal aim of outlining a history of anarchism, as acknowledged in the preface, to the purpose of commemoration. Its title, Sketches on the History of the Anarchist Movement in Russia, therefore included the dedication To Mikhail Bakunin, 1876–1926, and a preliminary page featured a separate dedication “from the anarchists [in bold caps] to Bakunin, the ingenious thinker and fighter, the great founder of the anarchist world view.” At the same time, as the editor of the collection, Borovoi answered only for “the quality of the factual material,” but not for the “assessments” of its individual authors, thereby justifying any inconsistencies in outlook, as stated, as well as any serious ideological errors, as implied. Borovoi’s contribution, entitled simply “Bakunin,” was clearly a principal text in the collection and the longest by any Russian contributor. Consistent with his analysis of Stavrogin in Demons and his speech at the Polytechnic Museum, Borovoi’s essay on Bakunin attempted to illuminate the revolutionary nature of Bakuninist doctrine while understating Bakunin’s widely publicized political errors, which Borovoi, of course, considered of little significance. He reiterated that contemporary anarchism, “particularly Russian anarchism,” derived its fundamental ideas from Bakunin, and again identified Bakunin with the experience of the October Revolution, which “gave decisive proof of his ingenious prophetic insight.”

As in his response to Grossman on Demons, Borovoi argued for the centrality of “revolt” and “rebellion” in the Bakuninist world view, both as a distinctive ontological characteristic of humanity, the basic element in man’s evolutionary development, and as the key element “by which a decrepit order is overthrown, without which life itself would be a stagnant swamp.” Yet
while revolt against “any power, divine and human, collective and individual,” forms the essential “negating” moment in Bakunin’s concept of freedom, Borovoi explained, Bakunin’s overtures to destruction should not be construed as “negation for negation’s sake.” Returning to the point which distinguished Bakunin from Stavrogin, Borovoi maintained that “theoretical negation” in thought, and “practical negation” in revolt, performed mainly a progressive function when, for example, “the victories of revolution enter an automated phase of existence.” With regard to Bakunin’s most famous pronouncement—that “the passion for destruction is also a creative passion”—Borovoi contended that destruction became viable “only when accompanied by construction [создание],” which is “where the accent falls in the aphorism.”

On the assumption of the Bakuninist revolution’s ultimately “creative” aspirations, Borovoi arrived back at the notion—and a fundamental premise of the Russian anarchist doctrine—that social revolution demands “the unmediated creativity of the popular masses.” He thereby arrived back at the line by which he had separated Bakunin from the conspiracy in Demons: because Bakunin’s vision of destruction contained an essential creative element, Bakunin could not have provided the impulse for Stavrogin, who completely lacks any creative will.

With its broad, detailed picture of antiauthoritarian circles, ideas, and activities throughout virtually all phases of the revolutionary movement, from the Petrashevists and early populists to the movements of 1905 and 1917, the book To Mikhail Bakunin served as a collective testament and framework for Borovoi’s rehabilitation of Bakunin. Apart from Borovoi, the collection featured a number of other well-known anarchists, chief among them Nettlau, who contributed a long exposition on Bakunin; Apollon Karelin, the populist veteran and Anarcho-Communist biographer of Bakunin who had just died the previous March; Sazhin, who offered memoirs of Bakunin; Solonovich and Otverzhennyi, who had accompanied Borovoi at the anarchist meeting of 1 July; the “Soviet” Anarcho-Syndicalist Daniil Novomirsky, and others. Together with the memoirs by Sazhin, Nettlau’s long biographical sketch of Bakunin complemented Borovoi’s enthusiastic interpretation of Bakuninism, chiefly by exonerating Bakunin of his alleged infringements in the International. Originally prepared for the Voice of Labor’s series of books on “Paths to Anarchism” and the history of anarchist thought, Nettlau’s essay extended the polemics that had entered his short biography of 1920 cited earlier. Insisting that Marx had by mistake “taken seriously” the four different Bakuninist organizations that may have coexisted at one time (the International, the Open Alliance, the Secret Alliance, and the International Brotherhood), Nettlau continued to dispute the General Council’s charge that Bakunin had
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wished to supplant the International with his own conspiratorial party, which in fact was “nothing more than a certain organizational link between activists.” As for his alleged involvement with Nechaev, Bakunin had simply become the victim of his own “excessive kindness and enthusiasm.” Nettlau’s version found support in the eyewitness testimony of Sazhin, who asserted that throughout the entire period in question, when Sazhin had collaborated closely with Bakunin and his other associates, there was “no secret society or conspiracy,” “no ‘oaths with knives’, no guidelines, no ceremonies of acceptance” within their informal alliance.

At least three authors in the book seized the opportunity for some forthright anarchist agitation. Netllau transgressed the limits of purely commemorative space with his reference to “the correctness of our [anarchist] path to the future, whose precise contours will become gradually distinct through…free activity,” and not through “a party program or some other dogma.” In his analysis of anarchist aspirations in Russian sectarianism, Kropotkin Museum researcher Aleksandr Pastukhov admitted that “we anarchists” had realized the mistake of losing touch with the masses during the 1905 revolution, when terrorism began to “splinter their ranks,” and vowed not to repeat it. Proclaiming social construction a “great task,” he advised his anarchist readers to “study and learn the intrinsic, organizational forces of the masses, arouse them for independent work, arouse their quests and constructive ideas,” so that “the appropriate ‘building’” would arise by itself. Most outspoken, perhaps, was the writer Piro, who asserted that for the multitude of anarchists and other international followers of Bakunin, just as for Bakunin himself, the “failures and shortcomings” of their revolutionary movement merely served as “a new stimulus…to realize an antiauthoritarian society and culture.” The triumph of Bakuninism, in its steady march toward “the complete mental, socioeconomic and political liberation of the people,” Piro declared, was inevitable.

Taken together, the essays in the collection To Mikhail Bakunin offered support to the anarchist perspective which Borovoi and Otverzhennyi introduced into Demons; but its publication was interrupted before it could circulate. After completing it no earlier than late March of that year, Borovoi and his coeditors rushed the book to press in time for their commemorative evening. Although it may not have materialized by 1 July, the book managed somehow to pass the censors on the state’s Central Literary and Publishing Control Board [Главлит] and to emerge from the presses of the Communist Academy in time to be registered in the state Book Chamber and entered into the weekly Book Chronicle of 16 July. According to a report by the Anarchist Red Cross, however, notwithstanding the book’s approval by the censor, the GPU confiscated the book “on the day of its appearance.” Soon
thereafter, Voice of Labor staff member Ukhin was arrested on the charge of “distributing illegal literature,” which consisted of a single copy of the book, and was exiled to Tashkent for three years. Just how many of the book’s projected 3,000 copies actually emerged and circulated remains uncertain, but its confiscation soon intruded into the agenda of the Bakunin Committee. At its final organizing session in September, where it awaited final confirmation of the plans for the fall celebrations at the Communist Academy and other institutions, Sazhin announced his and Figner’s resignation from the committee as a sign of protest against “the confiscation of the collection published by the anarchists.” At that time Polonsky, Steklov, Gorev, and other members of the committee declined to accept the resignations, but instead resolved, firstly, to “take the matter under consideration” and, secondly, to ask the Presidium of the Communist Academy to investigate the book’s fate. While the results of the committee’s investigation are not clear from the protocols, from an unpublished review of the collection, preserved in Polonsky’s archive, it seems that Polonsky was asked to examine the book and forward his recommendation to the appropriate offices for further consideration. After seeing the contents, Polonsky advised official acceptance of an abridged version of the anarchist commemorative book; his recommendation apparently went unheeded, however, for the October issue of Labor’s Cause confirmed that the book had been forbidden by order of the GPU.

The remaining events for the Bakunin jubilee took place as planned, but the commemorative evenings at the Communist Academy and at Moscow State University, where Anatolii Lunacharsky and others spoke on Bakunin to an “overfilled hall,” seem to have been predominantly Party affairs. If Borovoi or any other anarchists received the opportunity to respond to Polonsky and the other Marxists on those evenings, in accordance with the commission’s original plan, no trace of their remarks entered the reports by Evening Moscow and Pravda. In any case, with the end of the Bakunin jubilee the anarchists lost perhaps their last official opportunity for public expression of their views. According to Serge, beginning in 1926 the last anarchist propaganda began to disappear as the Party’s Central Committee tightened its monopoly on the press. Within the next two years the last substantial institutional refuge of the anarchists, the Kropotkin Museum in Moscow, also saw the final rift between more traditional anarchists like Borovoi and the “mystical anarchists.”

Like Grossman’s strategy to restore political respect to Demons, the defense of Bakuninism by Borovoi, Otverzhennyi and other surviving anarchists was facilitated to a large degree by the Bolsheviks’ own ambivalence toward Bakunin’s legacy. For proof that “the real study” of Bakunin began only in the twentieth century, Borovoi cited not an anarchist, but rather the
leading Soviet Marxist authority on Bakunin’s life, Iurii Steklov, who “admits,” Borovoi wrote, that Bakunin’s political outlook in the late 1840s “represents an unquestionably prophetic anticipation of the October Revolution of 1917.” In this way Borovoi managed to ignore the traditional Social-Democratic hostility toward Bakunin while demonstrating his agreement with Party historians whose attitude toward Bakunin and “Bakuninism” revealed signs of tolerance, if not enthusiasm. Yet with the strengthening of the highly centralized, one-party state even the more “objective” Bolshevik observers were compelled to maintain partisan vigilance toward Bakunin’s legacy. Pokrovsky seemed to acknowledge the problem when he remarked that Bakunin’s final confirmation as a “great revolutionist” remained significantly hindered by “anarchist vows.”

While official tolerance toward “literary” anarchists like Borovoi and company clearly increased in 1926, even if temporarily, wariness of anarchist moods undoubtedly remained high. One likely source of Bolshevik vigilance was ongoing anti-Communist agitation by exiled Russian anarchists abroad, who continued to aspire to revive and rebuild the anarchist movement from outside Soviet borders. Following his deportation from Soviet Russia early in 1922, Grigorii Maksimov had resumed his difficult struggle for the international anarchist cause, first in Berlin and Paris, then in Chicago, where by 1925 he was producing editorials for the Russian-language periodical The Laborer’s Voice [Голос труженика]. While his dominant themes were the statist trajectory of the Russian revolution and Communist persecution of anarchists, by the mid-1920s Maksimov had also begun his own systematic attempt to revive Bakunin’s ideological legacy for the sake of a new anti-authoritarian front. Thus as anarchists and Bolsheviks observed Bakunin’s 1926 jubilee in Moscow, Maksimov prepared four installments of Bakunin’s “teachings,” as he called them, in the form of fictitious “conversations” [беседы] between a modern inquirer—represented by Maksimov himself—and the revived Bakunin, whom Maksimov returned to the living after a fifty-year slumber. Eliciting classic utterances by Bakunin on the need for a sweeping, anarchist revolution and the way to realize it, Maksimov offered a creative and original alternative to the scholarly paraphrase of Soviet Marxist studies. In this way he also managed to restore a certain authenticity and authority to Bakunin’s own voice. At the same time, from Paris, the Anarcho-Communist and veteran ally of Makhno, Petr Arshinov, utilized Bakunin’s jubilee occasion to remind readers of the “profound significance” of Bakunin’s legacy and the sharp rise of interest in it among revolutionists worldwide. Recalling Bakunin’s career for readers of the journal Labor’s Cause [Дело труда], Arshinov emphasized that Bakunin’s primary achieve-
ment lay not in theory, but in “revolutionary action,” the urgency of which was now greater than ever in light of “the collapse of the Bolshevik statist experiment in Russia.” For Arshinov, Bakunin’s legacy could provide the perfect catalyst for “organized, collective practical work” and, eventually, a new anarchist-led revolution.114

Meanwhile, Marxist scholars and publicists continued to ward off anarchist tendencies by means of a different strategy. In their efforts to appropriate Bakunin’s legacy for Soviet Russia, moreover, Communist writers like Polonsky provided an opposing context for a post-revolutionary reading of Demons.
CHAPTER 5

Viacheslav Polonsky and the Marxist Struggle over Bakunin’s Legacy

In publicizing their bold distinction between Stavrogin and Bakunin, the anarchists Borovoi and Otverzhennyi undoubtedly relied to a large extent on the still fluid position toward Bakunin in official discourse. For the anarchists, obstinate opposition to Grossman by the Bolshevik Polonsky demonstrated a clear defense of Bakunin’s legacy from a Soviet standpoint which—they obviously hoped—might remain open to the anarchist perspective. Yet while they found themselves unified in their rejection of Grossman’s thesis, the anarchist Borovoi and the Marxist Polonsky remained poles apart in their ideological motives. Fearing, like Borovoi, that “a legend” might “take deep root in the mind of the reader” (42), Polonsky, too, aimed to dissociate Bakunin as thoroughly as possible from the image of Stavrogin; but as a Bolshevik, his interest in defending Bakunin, of course, did not include the immediate dismantling of the Communist dictatorship. Notwithstanding its incompatibility with statism, Polonsky clearly aimed to preserve the legacy of Bakunin for its symbolic value, particularly as manifested in Bakunin’s passion for worldwide social revolution. In so doing, however, Polonsky ran the danger of confirming the critique of hostile Social Democrats and others who continued to identify Bolshevism with Bakuninism, in other words, with a regressive, non-Marxist populist ideology. In his effort to rehabilitate Bakunin, Polonsky therefore searched for a critical strategy that would extricate Bakunin from the political hall of infamy without resurrecting, at the same time, his militant anarchist demons. Seizing the opportunity provided by Dostoevsky’s Stavrogin, Polonsky utilized the exchange with Grossman to promote his own notion of Bakunin’s “romantic” revolutionary impulse.

In Polonsky Grossman met a respondent who lacked his and Borovoi’s higher education, but who brought both literary-critical and political experience to bear in his highly active role on the post-revolutionary Russian cultural front. While enrolled at the Psycho-Neurological Institute in Petersburg, in 1910 Polonsky published his first literary review, at age twenty-four, in the journal Herald of Knowledge [Вестник знання]. His active role as a Menshevik agitator in the student movement, however, led to his arrest, expulsion from the Institute and exile to a remote district the following year. Following the political amnesty of 1913, Polonsky returned to Petersburg and resumed his literary-critical and journalistic activity. After war broke out Polonsky entered the circle of Maksim Gorky and began to contribute to his journal Chronicle [Легопись], during the war years the only legal “revolutionary”
journal. Throughout 1917 and early 1918 he continued to write on literature, culture and politics in Menshevik organs, but broke with the Mensheviks in the spring of 1918, eventually joining the Bolsheviks the following year. In 1918 Polonsky was mobilized and assigned the task of organizing a Literary Department [Литиздат] within the Political Directorate of the Revolutionary Military Soviet, an assignment for which he organized the production of both literature and propaganda posters. On the basis of that experience Polonsky became Chair of the Moscow Press House [Дом печати], where a discussion of Grossman’s thesis later took place and, following the Civil War, a member of the central editorial board of the State Publishing House [Госиздат].

According to Nikolai Meshcheriakov, the Chair of the editorial board when Polonsky joined its staff, it was Polonsky who first proposed the idea of a major journal of criticism and reviews [критико-библиографический журнал] to cultivate literature and art for the new Soviet state. From July 1921 until the end of the decade, Polonsky organized, directed and performed the main editorial work of the new journal, Press and Revolution, which became one of the leading “thick” journals in Soviet culture, as well as the initial host for the presentation of Grossman’s thesis on Demons.

More importantly for his conception of Stavrogin in Demons, Polonsky actively wrote and published on both literature and the Russian revolutionary heritage. While most of Polonsky’s pre-revolutionary writings addressed issues of culture, from the beginning of his literary career Polonsky had actively examined the legacy of anarchism in general, and Bakunin in particular. His first book on Bakunin, the popular sketch of 1919 cited earlier, was intentionally narrow in scope, he explained, since he conceived it as only part of a larger work on the history of anarchism. Among Grossman’s discussants, therefore, Polonsky was the most prepared to scrutinize closely any transposition of the historical Bakunin into a fictional text, particularly one as tendentious as Demons. As a preliminary step toward his reassessment of Bakunin, Polonsky advanced a fundamentally different conception of Dostoevsky as an observer of revolution, one which ultimately favored the legacies of both Dostoevsky and Bakunin.

Stavrogin, Dostoevsky and Political Acumen

For a convincing analogy between Stavrogin and Bakunin, Polonsky demanded evidence in Stavrogin’s character that was both highly unique to or characteristic of Bakunin; evidence of Dostoevsky’s interest in Bakunin before the Nechaev Affair, when similar versions of Stavrogin appeared in his other
creative plans; and a much stricter definition of “prototype,” one that would recognize, in light of additional prototypes and sources like Speshnev, the diminishing significance of a single historical model for the development of the character in question. In order to demonstrate a truly revealing “portrait” of Bakunin, in Polonsky’s view, the twenty discovered “coincidences” between Stavrogin and Bakunin needed to correspond more specifically and closely to Bakunin, while Grossman’s many examples of Dostoevsky’s possible knowledge about Bakunin before the summer of 1870, when Stavrogin began to take shape—conversations with Herzen, for instance—remained too speculative to support such extreme conclusions. Grossman had to prove not only that Dostoevsky “could have” modeled Stavrogin after Bakunin, in other words, but also that “he did, in fact” (138–141). Agreeing with Grossman that a lack of precise correspondence between image and model does not rule out the possibility of a definite prototype, Polonsky added that one cannot necessarily assume the presence of a definite prototype solely according to “a chance similarity between certain features.”

For Polonsky, Grossman’s discovery demanded not merely a more rigorous comparison between Stavrogin and Bakunin, but also greater scrutiny of the history of *Demons* which, in Polonsky’s reading, better explains their deceptively similar ideologies. Returning to Stavrogin’s key dialog with Shatov from the first chapter of Part Two of *Demons*, Polonsky argued that Stavrogin, in fact, never truly embraced either the young Bakunin’s “cult of Russia,” or the mature Bakunin’s “militant atheism” and vision of “total destruction.” Polonsky believed that Shatov’s lack of knowledge about Stavrogin’s membership in the society indicates that Stavrogin never successfully “recruited” [вербовал] Shatov, as Grossman implied, and therefore Shatov never became a true “disciple” [депт] of Stavrogin in the political sense. Meanwhile, Stavrogin’s passing allusions to the “society” and “their” connection with the International reflects mainly Stavrogin’s own estrangement [отчужденность] from the movement, in which Stavrogin, it followed, was never more than an “accidental guest.” With regard to Stavrogin’s “political-philosophical propaganda” to Shatov, as Grossman described it, Polonsky reminded Grossman that Stavrogin’s eulogies to the Russian people as the only God-bearing people on earth, his attack on atheism and Catholicism, and his vow always to accept Christ, if necessary, instead of the “truth” recall nothing of the propaganda of a “leader” of nihilists or socialists. From Polonsky’s standpoint, the more essential circumstance in the novel is not that
Shatov once belonged to the society, but rather that he left it, thanks in part to Stavrogin’s propaganda (188–192). Unable to perceive anything overtly political in Stavrogin’s “propaganda” to Shatov and Kirillov, Polonsky explained the problem as the natural consequence of Dostoevsky’s attempt to combine different literary plans in Demons.

It is precisely in Stavrogin’s alienation from the conspiracy that one can discern vestiges of Dostoevsky’s earlier “great sinner,” whose origins antedated the main plot of Demons and who, Polonsky insisted, bore little, if any, resemblance to Bakunin. Polonsky pointed out that Dostoevsky’s plans of 1869 for the hero of Life of a Great Sinner outline a character who “hates atheists,” “seeks the truth” and demonstrates “Christian humility and self-criticism.” At that stage, Polonsky believed, Dostoevsky had already established his future character’s principal idea as “genuine, active Russian orthodoxy,” which he struggles to embrace and accept in spite of his “stormy corporal instincts” and simultaneous “belief in the Anti-Christ” (67–68). Since Dostoevsky aimed in his “sinner” to depict his typical “repentant nihilist” who has reached God after passing through disbelief, crime and fall, Polonsky concluded, then Bakunin would hardly have served that purpose (69). The final Stavrogin inherited from the “sinner” many of his “most essential characteristics,” including his “depravity,” “animalistic voluptuousness” [звериное сладострастие], and “submersion in the abyss”; but Stavrogin is not a revolutionist, Polonsky emphasized, “and never was” (193). While Stavrogin may exhibit some “attachment” [прикосновенность] to the conspiracy, Polonsky conceded, it remains only indirect, the result of the artificial merging of the two different plans: the initial plan for a “genuine tragedy” with the original “sinner,” and the realized novel, the “tragic farce” involving Stavrogin and Verkhovensky. For lack of an insufficiently “organic” link with the earlier plan, Dostoevsky was unable to conceal the “joint” [спайка] between the two projects, which remains visible in Stavrogin’s uncertain association with Verkhovensky (193–194):

Verkhovensky and Stavrogin meet by accident. Their close association was dictated not by the organic development of the preconceived “tendentious” work, but by their chance location together, which the author needed to resolve compositionally in some way. The author discovered the resolution artificially. The hero of the tragic farce [Verkhovensky], losing his independence and ceding his place to the hero of a high tragedy [Stavrogin], turned into his sword-bearer; but this transformation remained external, accidental and deceptive, since each of them, in spite of his superficial similarity, continued to fulfill his original role: the first, of a Khlestakov, the other, of a “Russian individual” who has lost God and in his search for him passes through the “abyss” of his fall, disbelief and depravity (196).
Thus for lack of any concrete evidence of Bakunin in the genesis of Stavrogin before the fall of 1870, Polonsky considered of greater importance Dostoevsky’s statement, in his letter to Katkov of 8 (20) October 1870, that he took Stavrogin “from [his] heart” (69).

A truly conclusive investigation of Stavrogin’s origins, of course, required a more extensive study of Dostoevsky’s preparatory materials, a task which Komarovich devoted much of his analysis in the debate; but the most revealing aspect of the dispute over the creative evolution of Demons was its implications for Dostoevsky. Behind the question of Dostoevsky’s interest in Bakunin stood two fundamentally antithetic conceptions about Dostoevsky’s observation of contemporary political life, particularly with regard to Dostoevsky’s “meeting” with Bakunin at the League of Peace and Freedom Congress of 1867. In view of more recent evidence, reviewed earlier, the overwhelming probability that Dostoevsky did not even attend the Congress on the day Bakunin spoke might seem to render the issue pointless. Yet Grossman’s tenacity on this point represents a telling moment in his reading of Dostoevsky. By accepting Dostoevsky’s attendance at Bakunin’s speech as an established fact, despite the convincing (and subsequently correct) counterarguments of Polonsky and Komarovich, Grossman demonstrated subjective certainty that Dostoevsky would have taken any and every opportunity to see and hear Bakunin in person. Recalling the writer’s interest in the political life of Europe, Grossman insisted that Dostoevsky would not have missed an opportunity to observe a figure as conspicuous and important as Bakunin, the “chief theoretician” of the League. “No logical formulations will prove,” Grossman explained, “that the writer [Dostoevsky], deeply interested in the problems of this uncommon discussion [at the Congress], left the auditorium at the precise moment when the Congress…came to life, heated up intensely, when its agitated crowd triumphantly met ‘le célèbre révolutionnaire russe’…, who immediately captured the international crowd of thousands with his powerful speech” (78–79). The “most famous, most audacious, perhaps most brilliant contemporary destroyer of all things sacred,” Grossman believed, “could not have failed to agitate the ever-dynamic element of Dostoevsky’s creative spirit” (82). Grossman’s assumption that Dostoevsky would have examined Bakunin closely seems quite logical, especially in view of the writer’s explicit intentions to lampoon the “nihilists” and “Westerners” (Westernizers); however, as Polonsky’s response demonstrates, the same methodology can support the very opposite conclusion. Based on Anna Grigor’evna’s comment that the speeches at the Congress produced a “painful impression” on Dostoevsky and even prompted them to leave after only two hours, Polonsky argued, one should assume, contrary to Grossman’s hypothesis, that Dostoevsky was not so
“deeply interested” in the problems raised during the Congress that day at all (128). Here Polonsky found support from Komarovich, who believed that Bakunin’s supposedly great impact on Dostoevsky should be more apparent in the writer’s “indignant assessment” of the Congress to his correspondents and close friends like Apollon Maikov. If he spoke to Maikov so openly of his chance meeting with Herzen in Geneva in his letter of 20 March 1868, Komarovich argued, then Dostoevsky would not have “concealed such a significant event of his inner life” in the letters cited by Grossman. Also in agreement with Polonsky, Komarovich insisted that Grossman’s theory should explain why Dostoevsky, when complaining to Maikov of the League’s proposal for radical political changes in Europe, failed to distinguish Bakunin’s speech from the others at the Congress.8

That Dostoevsky took advantage of his stay in Geneva to gather information about Bakunin from Herzen, Ogarev or other Russian emigrants, Polonsky argued, also appears quite unlikely. Turning to Anna Grigor’evna’s memoirs, Polonsky pointed out, for example, that Dostoevsky’s own view of their social life in Geneva fails to corroborate Anna Grigor’evna’s testimony and even contradicts it. Whereas Anna Grigor’evna describes regular visits from Ogarev, Dostoevsky himself complains to Maikov in a letter of October 24, 1867 that he and Anna Grigor’evna feel as if stranded on an “uninhabited island” and “nearly mad with loneliness…alone, alone and nothing more.” In another letter to Maikov of August 28, 1867, Dostoevsky laments “landing on alien ground” in Geneva, where “there are not only no Russian faces, no Russian books, Russian thoughts or cares, but not a single friendly face at all.” If Dostoevsky in fact developed a “close friendship” with Ogarev at this time, Polonsky insisted, then it remained inexplicable why he failed to mention Ogarev in his letters of that period (57). He acknowledged that Dostoevsky could have avoided the name of the politically dangerous Ogarev intentionally, for fear that Russian authorities might be monitoring his correspondence, but in that case, he reasoned, Dostoevsky would not have dared to develop a close friendship with Ogarev in Geneva at all and probably would not have indicated to Maikov in his letter of March 20, 1868, albeit cryptically, that he met with Herzen. As his description of that meeting demonstrates, Polonsky explained, Dostoevsky regarded the entire Russian revolutionary community in Geneva with undisguised “hostility”:

I don’t know anyone here and I’m glad. It’s disgusting even to meet with our know-it-alls [умники]. Oh, what poor, worthless people they are. Oh, what trash, inflated with vanity, what shit! [О, бедные, о, ничтожные, о, дрянь, рассушиваем от самолюбия, о, говно!] It’s disgusting. I ran into H[erzen] on the street. We spoke for about ten minutes in a politely hostile tone, scoffed at each other a bit and parted (58).
Polonsky conceded that Dostoevsky could have, in principle, made an exception for Ogarev among Russians in Geneva; but in light of the writer’s general antipathy toward all “Russian traitors abroad,” as Dostoevsky referred to the Russian revolutionary community in another letter to Maikov, Polonsky questioned the extent to which he would have befriended Ogarev, one of the “leaders” of that community (57–58).

In effect Polonsky appropriated Grossman’s evidence and applied it toward a different conclusion. In Polonsky’s version, Grossman did not merely overestimate the impact of Bakunin, but also exaggerated Dostoevsky’s desire and ability to distinguish between the different revolutionists, socialists and radicals whom he met. The notion that Dostoevsky learned about Bakunin from the Congress in Geneva, from associates like Herzen and Ogarev, and even from printed sources like the Russian press, presumed a concerted effort on Dostoevsky’s part to utilize those sources specifically for information about Bakunin. Instead, Dostoevsky’s hostility toward the Congress, its radical socialists and the revolutionary emigrants in Geneva all demonstrated that Dostoevsky was simply not sufficiently interested in Bakunin to commence a “study” of him. Polonsky considered the reference to Bakunin “highly significant,” as Grossman described it, only insofar as it remained exceptional, “the sole example” in the Dostoevsky’s materials of those years in which one finds the name Bakunin (48). Dostoevsky’s indiscriminate attitude toward revolutionists found reflection, moreover, in the text of Demons itself. Polonsky identified the outstanding characteristic of Dostoevsky’s parody in Demons as its vast scope. Because Dostoevsky depicted the radicals and revolutionists in the novel so broadly, Polonsky argued, amalgamating “liberals and socialists” alike with little attention to their differences, Demons should be seen not primarily as an attack on the ideologists responsible for the Nechaev affair, but rather as a sweeping satire, an enormous “tragic farce” directed against all of Russia. From its conception the foremost task of the novel, Polonsky pointed out, was to “expose, ridicule and punish” those “infected with the revolutionary plague.” The Nechaev affair provided no individual subjects to Dostoevsky’s critique, but its “pretext” for the novel, like “that part of a crystal which, upon entering the amorphous mixture, serves as a catalyst for the entire process of crystallization.” In Polonsky’s view, the lack of a more specific target for Dostoevsky’s tendentious attack only weakened the probability that Dostoevsky, according to Grossman, “avidly studied” Bakunin. It followed that no particular information about Bakunin would have been necessary for Dostoevsky, even if it were at his disposal, since a specific parody of Bakunin was not among Dostoevsky’s creative tasks (141, 172, 174, 175).
If, to Grossman’s mind, Dostoevsky’s general hostility toward “nihilists and Westerners (Westernizers)” suggested his likely obsession with a radical like Bakunin, then to Polonsky it suggested just the opposite: that allusions to Bakunin and his agitation neither would have struck Dostoevsky, nor caused a sudden creative “shift” in his mind such as the one Grossman envisioned at the Peace Congress. Unlike Grossman, who wished to perceive Dostoevsky as a sharp and sensitive observer of the Russian revolutionary movement, Polonsky treated Demons above all as the fantasy of an artist from whom one cannot expect a truly representational picture of the world. While he made no allusion to the earlier critical tradition in this regard, Polonsky’s approach to Demons clearly recalls the response of unsympathetic revolutionary democrats. Petr Tkachev, for example, had criticized the novel, among other reasons, for treating representatives of the younger generation like Kirillov, Shatov, Verkhovensky and Stavrogin as “mannequins” who remain virtually indistinguishable save for the type of madness which afflicts them, and who belong “not only to different camps, but to opposing camps,” the result of Dostoevsky’s unsuccessful attempt to depict as “reality” what he actually perceives within himself [собственные внутренности]. Like Tkachev, Polonsky believed that Dostoevsky’s “outer world expressed his inner world,” and that the roots of his characters and their ideas lie mainly in his own imagination, rather than in extrinsic sources.

Through Grossman’s reading Polonsky discovered his own strategy for confronting the political critique in Demons. Dostoevsky’s characters are unique in world literature, Polonsky explained, precisely because they so vividly reveal his own inner struggle. For that reason “one cannot draw conclusions [умозаключить] about the social, historical, or everyday events of [Dostoevsky’s] epoch,” Polonsky concluded, for Dostoevsky is “the most a-historical writer in the world” (180–181).

Bakunin as Revolutionary Romantic

While Polonsky devoted space mainly to an analysis of Stavrogin and his creative genesis, his engagement with the text of Demons, also inspired and advanced his study of Bakunin. Polonsky undoubtedly received an additional motive from the fact that Grossman’s characterization of Bakunin relied to a large extent on his, Polonsky’s, own earlier claims about Bakunin. Before Grossman, Polonsky described “the stormy and contradictory soul of a great man, who proved capable not only of great rebellion, but also of a great fall.” Polonsky emphasized, as Grossman would after him, that Bakunin was far
from anarchism at the end of 1861, that when he left Russia Bakunin was a stranger to the political and social ideas of his time, that he did not know Russia at all and that even in Europe he never attached himself to a single movement or group. Polonsky also referred to Bakunin’s solitude, loneliness, depression and thoughts of suicide, as described in Bakunin’s “Confession” and by Herzen. To some extent, Grossman’s conclusions about the early Bakunin as reflected in the “Confession” seem scarcely distinguishable from Polonsky’s own claims of 1921. Grossman also referred in his articles to Polonsky’s biographical sketch of Bakunin of 1920, as well as to Polonsky’s larger biography of 1922, in which he found Herzen’s stories about the young Bakunin (87). The latter work also offered Polonsky’s acknowledgment that Bakunin authored the “Catechism of a Revolutionist” (112). Thus on one level Polonsky’s adamant opposition to Grossman may be seen as an attempt to clarify his earlier picture of Bakunin or, at least, to safeguard it from conclusions as extreme as Grossman’s.

Grossman himself likely proceeded with confidence, knowing that the basis of his generalizations about Bakunin lay in recent studies by a leading Bolshevik biographer. In addition to Polonsky’s remarks on Bakunin’s character, the traditional Marxist assessment of Bakuninism also provided a certain degree of support to Grossman’s claims. In his analysis of Bakunin’s theory of social revolution, for example, Polonsky stated, as Grossman would after him, that Bakunin chose to follow the two “merciless paths” of Razinovshchina and Pugachevshchina. Polonsky quoted from the same proclamation, *Posing the Revolutionary Question*, to demonstrate how Bakunin created a unique “apology of brigandage” for his theory of revolution. Before Grossman, finally, Polonsky had confirmed the central place which the idea of “destruction” occupied in Bakunin’s revolutionary program. Describing Bakunin more as a “rebel” [бунтарь] than a revolutionist, Polonsky anticipated Grossman’s own emphasis on the “destructive” component of “Bakuninism”:

For the revolutionist, revolution is a long process in which the destruction of the old is accompanied by the creation of new forms. The revolutionary concentrates his attention on creation even when he destroys. The revolutionary is a creator, a builder. The rebel is a destroyer. Constructive, creative tasks are alien and incomprehensible to the rebel. The revolutionary strives toward a plan, toward organized action; the rebel—toward outbursts, toward separate explosions, toward blows that neither follow nor agree with a system. The revolutionary is an organizer; the rebel is an enemy to any kind of organization, a disorganizer, for the most part.

On the basis of this strict division Polonsky asserted that Bakunin was “a classic and still unsurpassed example of reckless and tireless rebelliousness,”
that his ideas were “steeped in the spirit of protest, in the readiness to manifest themselves...in an explosion, in a rebellion, regardless of the conditions under which that explosion should occur.” Polonsky, in turn, corroborated the conclusions of Steklov, who in 1914 defined Bakunin’s ideas through a similar comparison with those of Marx and Engels. If Bakunin idealized the elemental peasant revolts of Razin and Pugachev, Steklov wrote, then Marx sought to prepare “a conscious political revolution” led by radical democrats and the socialist proletariat. Marx and Engels opposed “all thoughtless outbursts,” while Bakunin by virtue of his rebellious nature and the “vagueness” of his views was prepared, “without thinking, to plunge into any kind of elemental revolt.” In another biographical tribute to Bakunin of 1918, Steklov wrote that Bakunin’s outlook, limited by its “abstract character,” produced “only a bare revolutionary protest; only an aspiration toward complete, elemental and blind destruction, protest and revolt, without any definite task in the near future” (Steklov’s italics). Steklov described the “Bakuninist” revolt, moreover, in terms that may have directly inspired Grossman’s vision of “Bakuninism” in Demons. Borrowing one of Bakunin’s own “favorite expressions,” Steklov noted that “the real ‘revolutionary passion,’” according to Bakunin’s view, must “reach an unprecedented intensity” and “instill ‘a devil into the flesh’” of the oppressed masses [достигает небывалого напряжения, вселяет им ‘чёрта в тело’].

Prior to Grossman’s thesis, however, both Polonsky’s and Steklov’s analyses of Bakunin also reflected a reassessment of the common view, described earlier, that the dominant impulse in Bakunin’s legacy was essentially criminal. Thus while they generally prepared the ground for Grossman, nonetheless in their final assessment of “Bakuninism” Polonsky and Steklov clearly departed in certain respects from Marx, Utin, Plekhanov, Jaeckh and others who laid the foundations of the Marxist polemic against Bakunin. Without denying his “utopian” limitations, Polonsky and Steklov ultimately defended Bakunin from his most extreme critics. Unlike Utin and the authors of the brochure against the “Alliance,” Polonsky believed that Bakunin’s calls for brigandage should not be interpreted to mean a “pogrom” [в погромном смысле], since Bakunin “did not call for butchery [рёвня] or for the primordial Russian red rooster.” When a situation “reached the point of savagery,” he wrote, Bakunin found words of reason, “cautioning against violence and demonstrating its needlessness and pointlessness.” Regardless of its appropriation by Nechaev, Polonsky argued that Bakunin’s “apology for brigandage” represented only the logical result of his populism. It expressed only “that quality of Bakunin’s temperament” that “pushed him to the very limit” of his chosen path. Conceding that the “Catechism of a Revolutionist” was likely the
work of Bakunin, nonetheless Polonsky attributed its calls for assassination lists and other elements of “cynicism, deceit and filth” to Nechaev. Polonsky admitted that Bakunin’s own writings at the time of his collaboration with Nechaev contained “the poisonous flowers of Nechaevshchina”; but he also suggested that it was Nechaev who subordinated Bakunin to his “ideological influence.” Polonsky also repeated the claims of Guillaume that Nechaev, rather than Bakunin, was primarily responsible for the threatening letter to Liubavin, and he added that Bakunin later called Nechaev’s act “roguish” [мощеннический].

Steklov maintained the same position with respect to the Nechaev affair. Without denying Bakunin’s “responsibility” for it, Steklov wrote that “in the sad episode of Nechaevshchina Bakunin was more the victim than the culprit.” He also believed, like Polonsky, that in all probability the “act of hooliganism” against Liubavin “was committed without Bakunin’s knowledge.”

The basis for Marx’s “cruel and merciless attitude” toward Bakunin, Polonsky concluded, was his belief that Bakunin was the leader in the Nechaev affair, and that Bakunin sought “to undermine the International with his secret intrigues.” Jaeckh’s book on the International, which appeared again in Russia in 1918, represented “an eloquent expression of that suspicious, hateful attitude of many German Marxists toward Bakunin” which, in Polonsky’s view, required a certain revision:

Now, many years after the intense struggle between the Marxists and Bakuninists, we know that [the Marxists’] attitude toward Bakunin was unfair. […] [T]hey saw the unbridled activity of the great rebel, surrounded by passionate supporters who unflinchingly followed their leader. And the more Bakunin’s influence grew—at one time it was enormous, and between 1869 and 1872 showed no signs of dying—the more passionately Marxists carried on the struggle, the more jealously they followed every step of their opponent, the more suspicious they became of him, the more mercilessly they inflicted blows upon him.

Polonsky agreed completely that the ideology of Bakunin was destined to be eclipsed by the ideology of Marx when the Russian revolutionary movement evolved; but he still favored a more “dispassionate” evaluation of the “positive role which [Bakunin’s] destructive activity played in the history of the revolution.”

Throughout the Civil War years a “dispassionate” assessment of Bakunin was substantially hindered, as we have seen, by both Social Democrats and anarchists, who made use of the negative, violent dimension of Bakunin’s legacy in their resistance to the Bolsheviks. Yet while their active opposition subsided within Soviet Russia after 1921, of course, it continued to increase
within the growing centers of Russian emigration abroad, where adversaries of Bolshevism were able to regroup and reopen new propaganda campaigns. Some veteran revolutionists continued their attempts to discredit Bolshevism, like Plekhanov in 1917, by means of analogies with Bakuninism. Prominent Social Democrat and former Bakuninist Pavel Aksel’rod, who still enjoyed authority among socialists in Europe, had only recently criticized observers in the West who “extol Bolshevism as the most revolutionary, consistent form of Marxism and acclaim the Bolshevik tyranny as a Communist dictatorship of the proletariat,” when in fact, he believed, Bolshevism represents “a savage and pernicious throwback to Bakuninism.” In 1924 Aksel’rod again condemned Bolshevism as a “barbarously violent” manifestation of Bakuninism, and recalled how Marx, Engels and other socialist precursors, realizing the danger it posed to the international labor movement, fought it “fiercely.” In an essay on “The Russian Forebears of Bolshevism” of 1923, literary scholar and former Social Revolutionist Marc Slonim wrote that the Bolsheviks found a “spiritual kinsman” in Bakunin, whose “anarchist statelessness” and destruction through popular instinct they fulfilled “from the moment they came to power.” As late as 1924, alienated Mensheviks continued to utilize Bakunin’s legacy as a means of dissociating Leninism from Marxism. Paraphrasing émigré press reports of a “scandal” at Lenin’s funeral, one memorist claims that a delegation of Mensheviks allegedly placed a funeral wreath on Lenin’s coffin bearing an inscription “From the Central Committee of the Social Democratic Party of Mensheviks to Lenin, the most outstanding Bakuninist among Marxists.”

A post–Civil War reassessment of Bakunin was complicated by the agitation of anarchists, as well, who continued to remind the Bolsheviks the Russian Revolution had been, in essence, a “Bakuninist” event. For perhaps the majority of anarchists, predominantly in exile, the Bolsheviks’ sin lay not in their overthrow of the Provisional Government and their instigation of an immediate social revolution, as the Mensheviks claimed, but rather in their resurrection of the dictatorial state. As Anarchist Emma Goldman explained in 1921 to a young Communist associate in Soviet Russia, the revolution in Russia took place “à la Bakunin,” but “had since been transformed à la Karl Marx.” In the minds of anarchists like Anatolii Gorelik, expelled from the country in the fall of 1921, Lenin’s Marxist explanations for the Bolshevik dictatorship failed to overshadow his usurpation of the anarchists’ program in 1917, evident in his conspicuous use of anarchist formulations at that time. For all his attacks on the anarchist conception of the state, Gorelik recalled how Lenin had proven in *The State and Revolution* that “the Bolsheviks are greater anarchists than the anarchists themselves,” and continued to do so in
his twentieth thesis to the First Congress of the Communist International, where he stated that “destruction of state power is the aim set by all socialists.” Meanwhile, so-called “Soviet anarchists” continued to see in the October Revolution a vindication of their own ideological heritage. While serving the Bolsheviks on the Comintern Executive Committee in 1921, former anarchist Victor Serge, who reviewed Bakunin’s “Confession,” wrote that “Bakunin had sensed Bolshevism” in his vision, shared by Lenin, of a proletarian dictatorship and in his contempt for European parliamentary democracy. Another writer, German Sandomirsky, who in 1918 co-founded the “Union for the Ideological Propaganda of Anarchism” with Borovoi and Grossman-Roshchin, took the opportunity of Lenin’s death in 1924 to pay tribute to the anarchist nature of the October Revolution in an article for a French periodical. Lenin’s principal merit before the working class, Sandomirsky explained, was that he “Bakuninized Marx” by going “backward,” although according to the anarchists, Sandomirsky added, Lenin in fact “moved forward.” With his “synthesis of Marxism and Bakuninism” and his “Bakuninist despital of the state,” Lenin mercilessly exposed “the mortal enemies of anarchy, democracy and social-democracy,” Sandomirsky declared, which had begun to “degenerate into fascism.” Admitting that the anarchist movement faced one of its “darkest hours” in 1924, when its enemies wished to annihilate it, Sandomirsky insisted that even if the working class of Russia had “stopped” at the transitional stage instead of following the disciples of Bakunin to “complete emancipation,” nonetheless it was better that its heart had been seduced not by the “reformist hypocrites,” but by Lenin. The surviving allies of the defeated Makhno, finally, preserved the notion of a link between Makhno and Bakunin. As one follower later recalled, a number of anarchists who became influential in the movement surrounded Makhno and flattered him as “the great anarchist” and “the second Bakunin.” After Makhno’s final defeat in Russia, another follower in emigration ardently defended the legitimacy of the “viciously slandered” insurgency as an authentically Bakuninist popular revolt. Recalling Bakunin’s vision, the Argentine writer Diego Abad de Santillan insisted that Makhno represented, in fact, “a contemporary Sten’ka Razin,” only “more conscious of his goals” and “inspired with the anarchist spirit.” Santillan therefore encouraged anarchists to revive the violent insurgency on the basis of “theoretical Bakuninism.”

The wide range of political uses offered by Bakunin’s legacy naturally strengthened the post-revolutionary urge to clarify it. However “dispassionate” or objective in intention, Soviet biographers like Polonsky inevitably shaped their interpretations of Bakunin in light of partisan discourse which, in its
extremes, either demonized Bakunin and therefore also Lenin, because of certain ideological parallels; or else mistakenly located in his legendary career and thought the formula for an immediate transition to stateless socialism, thereby ignoring his political errors while nourishing hostility toward Marxism and the Bolshevik dictatorship in Russia. Following the appearance of Bakunin’s “Confession” to Nikolai, as reviewed earlier, by 1921 Polonsky began to formulate a new conception of Bakunin’s career that would account not only for Bakunin’s lapse of revolutionary morals in the 1850s, but also for the weakness of his views. Polonsky’s initial aim, it appears, was to acknowledge Bakunin’s “fall” yet, at the same time, to absolve him of any real political sin. In essence Polonsky suggested that Bakunin should not be suspected of betraying his revolutionary convictions while in enemy hands, because at that time, and until the mid-1860s, when he became an anarchist, he simply did not have any. In his letter of “Confession” to Nikolai I, Bakunin’s thoughts regressed back to the early 1840s, a formative stage at which he revealed no “political radicalism” or “socialist ideas,” Polonsky noted, like one finds in Herzen and Ogarev. Although Bakunin moved in the circle of Westerners (Westernizers), Polonsky maintained that before he left Russia in 1840 Bakunin had no “Western, socialist spirit,” nor any “taste” for progressive political and social ideas. Bakunin’s failure to join any movement or group throughout the 1840s in Europe, Polonsky believed, further demonstrated his essential alienation from current ideas of communism and socialism. The root of Bakunin’s future radicalism lay not in revolutionary ideas, but rather in his innate revolutionary pathos, in his “unsatisfied thirst for activity” [Polonsky’s italics]. Thus if Bakunin utterly failed to exhibit any genuinely “anarchistic” plans either in exile in Siberia, or even when in London with Herzen in the early 1860s, then with the failure of the Polish uprising of 1863, Bakunin was suddenly shaken from his “condition of wavering equilibrium,” whereupon “his revolutionary passion,” Polonsky declared, “reawakened powerfully in his soul.” In this way Polonsky depicted Bakunin as a revolutionist by nature, endowed with revolutionary pathos and instinct, but without ideological guidance. Like an empty crucible of undefined radicalism, the author of the “Confession” simply waited to be filled with truly revolutionary content.

Polonsky’s plausible theory met opposition from the historian Boris Koz’mín, for one, who believed that Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai, while sincere, Koz’min agreed, demonstrated little resemblance to Bakunin’s earlier views. Agreeing with Steklov that throughout his ordeal Bakunin preserved his “sympathy for the working masses,” Koz’mín argued that Bakunin’s “disenchantment” occurred not during his imprisonment, as Polonsky maintained, but after the failure of the 1848 revolutions, which destroyed Bakunin’s faith
in the parliamentary aspirations of revolutionists in the West, Koz’min believed, and also encouraged Bakunin’s early dream of uniting all Slavs under a revolutionary dictatorship led by a powerful leader like Nikolai I. Regardless of its accuracy as a speculative psychological explanation, however, Polonsky’s explanation facilitated an effective solution to the problem of Bakunin’s “fall.” As Aleksandr Izgoev recognized, Polonsky provided a defense of Bakunin, albeit one more subtle and less direct than provided by the anarchists Nettlau, Borovoi and Otverzhennyi. By relegating Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai to a pre-revolutionary period of his life, Polonsky was able to prevent any “shadow” from falling upon the more essential “anarchist world view” of Bakunin. With regard to Bakunin’s moral fall, Polonsky warned against applying a modern “standard of revolutionary morality” to the “Confession.” Like Steklov, Polonsky believed that since Bakunin was raised and educated within the culture of the Russian nobility, who experienced no principled break with the tsar, he naturally looked upon the tsar as the country’s “leading nobleman,” and therefore to appeal to the tsar was not as “disgraceful” for Bakunin as it would become for later generations. Thus while Polonsky believed that Bakunin did, in fact, prostrate himself before the tsar, one of his goals, as he had explained at the Press House in November 1920, was in fact “to raise Bakunin from his knees.” Returning to the same formula in an analysis of Bakunin’s Siberian exile of 1857–1861, Polonsky argued in rather colorful terms that Bakunin’s “revolutionary passion” was not completely extinguished at that point, but merely “lay dormant” within his “transitional” state of mind [умонастроение переходного времени], “buried beneath the ashes of his ordeals,” and still “smoldering, unseen” within his soul. By late 1860, when he wrote his well-known letters to Herzen, Bakunin’s “enthusiasm for a great cause” had already awakened, Polonsky believed, but he still did not understand the character of that cause. The “complex phenomenon” of Bakunin, whose personality and ideas had still not found “a sufficiently convincing characterization,” motivated Polonsky’s more substantial study of 1922. Issued by the State Publishing House as the first volume of a projected two-volume project, Polonsky’s principal monograph on Bakunin aimed to explain the discrepancy between the early Bakunin of the “Confession” and the later “furious radical.” In opposition to the anarchist Nettlau, who believed that Bakunin embraced socialism as early as 1843, Polonsky insisted again that Bakunin’s views at that stage were neither clear nor systematic, and consisted of little more than “bold revolutionism.” Despite his passionate involvement in the political struggles of 1848–49, the early Bakunin stood far not only from anarchism, but from any specific, conscious revolutionary convictions at all:
Bakunin in fact was merely a “desperate democrat” [отчаянный демократ], without democratic ties, with no defined political or social program, for which he possessed no knowledge, no inner discipline, no clearly conscious goals. His desire for action and readiness to throw himself into the first revolutionary enterprise he saw made of him a poet of the revolution, but not a politician. Having landed in Europe without means, without a trade, without connection to any class or group among the population, Bakunin found himself outside [за бортом] of the European movement, a déclassé intellectual in the fullest sense of the word [Polonsky’s italics].

Guided more by passion and “belief” than by a clear understanding of reality, in Polonsky’s interpretation Bakunin emerged as “a kind of political romantic,” whose temperament “knew no middle ground.” Bakunin’s characteristic preference for “extremes” was “natural, elemental and organic,” Polonsky wrote, and for that reason his disappointment in revolution could easily assume the same “hyperbolic dimensions” as his former delight. Just as his “ascents” knew no measure, neither did his “falls.” After two years of solitary confinement, facing the likelihood of a life in a prison cell, yet retaining a “passionate, unbridled desire for action and physical activity,” Bakunin “could have, of course, temporarily” lost his way.44

As indicated above, to some extent Polonsky’s “psychological portrait” of Bakunin clearly inspired Grossman’s controversial thesis of the following year; but his analysis of Bakunin’s spiritual travails led to a very different conclusion about Bakunin’s character. Unlike Grossman, who found in the fictional Stavrogin a revealing reflection of the true Bakunin, whose early political confusion fosters his later proclivity for “universal destruction,” Polonsky deduced from Bakunin’s early disenchantment merely a temporary expression of his political romanticism, which rested on an essentially healthy, if sometimes misdirected, spirit of revolt. The distinction between Polonsky’s approach to Bakunin, on the one hand, and Grossman’s own use of it, on the other, only increased with a new documentary discovery in 1925, when the exchanges over Demons were already drawing to a close. In that year, and just before his death, historian Aleksandr Kornilov published a new collection of letters from the Bakunin family archive which historians had long believed lost.45 Spanning the years 1840 to 1857, the collection included a letter which Bakunin secretly passed to his sister Tat’iana when she visited him in the fortress in February 1854,46 that is, nearly three years after he submitted his repentance to Nikolai. In that note Bakunin informed his family that incarceration had “not altered [his] former convictions in the least,” but “on the contrary, it has made them more passionate, more resolute and more absolute” than before, so that “from now on all that remains for me in life may be reduced to a single word: freedom.”47 Polonsky confirmed the implications of Bakunin’s
statement in a review of Kornilov’s book for the July issue of *Press and Revolution* in 1925, several months after his final reply to Grossman. Singling out the secret note to Tat’iana of 1854 as “of the greatest value” for Bakunin’s biography, Polonsky asserted there was “no longer any room for arguments” on the question of Bakunin’s sincerity. “The meaning of the note leaves no doubt,” he wrote, “that Bakunin wrote his ‘Confession’ with a preconceived, calculated intention to mislead Nikolai, to assume the guise of ostensible repentance, to win a pardon at any cost, in order to break free and resume the same cause which landed him in the fortress.” Polonsky revised his conclusions about Bakunin’s “fall” in time for the second edition of his monograph on Bakunin (volume one), which appeared the same year. In his new assessment of the “Confession,” Polonsky declared that Bakunin’s letter to Tat’iana “put an end to disputes” over the sincerity of his repentance:

Bakunin pretended. With consummate art, amazing tenacity and unusual boldness, Bakunin took a risk. His confessions, self-debasement and flattery were all lies through which he sought to purchase his freedom. It was necessary to deceive Nikolai, so Bakunin deceived him. It was necessary to feign humility, so he feigned it. It was necessary to condemn his past, so Bakunin condemned it, cursed it and disavowed it forever, so that if successful, he could resume his struggle and fulfill his past calling.

As before, Polonsky denied any justification for the tone of Bakunin’s letter to Nikolai “from the standpoint of revolutionary morals.” More so than in his previous works, however, Polonsky attempted to qualify Bakunin’s breach and in the end essentially disregarded it. After his escape from Siberia, Polonsky argued, Bakunin “atoned for the ‘Confession’ through all his subsequent activity,” thereby removing the need for any “historical justification.” Admitting that the “reprehensible” aspects of Bakunin’s behavior—his self-debasement, repentant tone, etc.—required an explanation, Polonsky nonetheless insisted that they constituted “not a moral problem, but a psychological one.” Comparing Bakunin with later revolutionists like Chernyshevsky and Nechaev, Polonsky explained that Bakunin lacked their close connection with a revolutionary “society.” Chernyshevsky and Nechaev proved willing to endure hardship and accept death without compromise or appeals because they believed their personal sacrifice would serve both the revolution and “the cause of the collective.” By contrast, Bakunin “saw no collective standing behind him” that would have “continued his cause or supported his fallen spirit.”

The only collective standing by Bakunin during the 1850s, Polonsky argued, were the abstract concepts of “humanity” and the “Slavic peoples.” Thus “on the field of battle,” Polonsky concluded, “Bakunin was alone” [Polonsky’s italics].
Having softened Bakunin’s “fall,” the discovery inevitably tempered the cogency of Grossman’s original analogy between the spiritually empty Stavrogin and the disillusioned Bakunin of 1851. At the same time, it also marked an unexpected triumph for the anarchists, who saw Marxists like Polonsky now compelled to move closer to their original assessment. Polonsky’s reassessment even perplexed Otverzhennyi, who wrote in a letter to Borovoi:

Yesterday [Polonsky] unexpectedly declared to me that he is revising his interpretation of the “Confession.” Bakunin is a Machiavelli—there was no repentance. I just shrugged my shoulders with surprise. Because on the main point we agreed [Otverzhennyi’s emphasis].

Polonsky’s monograph on Bakunin now received the praise of Nettlau, who agreed with Polonsky that Bakunin was “as isolated and deprived of truly helpful friends as any man ever was,” yet “his spirit was unbroken” and his “desire to obtain liberation” remained “unalterable.” “The closer one examines Bakunin’s life,” Nettlau concluded, “the more one sees the distance which separates the fullness of that life from the few morsels picked out in the ‘Confession’ for the use of the Tsar.”

Polonsky’s concession allowed even his fellow Bolshevik Steklov to claim victory on the question of Bakunin’s behavior in prison. Apparently seizing an opportunity to avenge Polonsky for the latter’s criticism of his original interpretation, Steklov wrote in the second edition of his biography that Bakunin’s newly discovered letter of 1854 “only confirmed” his original interpretation of the “Confession” in 1920: that the letter contained no genuine repentance; that Bakunin wished only for liberation from the fortress, and that Bakunin felt disappointment only in certain “methods and leaders” of the revolution. Reviewing the “odd ‘hypothesis’” which Polonsky was “now forced to reject,” Steklov added triumphantly:

Better late than never! Only we think that even without the statements by Bakunin that compelled Polonsky, in the end, to take the correct stance on this issue, the problem would have been clear without them. The entire past of Bakunin, all his subsequent political work; his entire psychology and, finally, the “Confession” itself, from the first line to the last, all support our point of view. In addition to a desire to “have one’s say,” an analysis of such documents demands a certain degree of acumen for psychology and a certain degree of historical insight.

That both the anarchist Nettlau and the Marxist Steklov found vindication in Bakunin’s letter to Tat’iana did not, however, initiate a reconciliation between their camps. In a new edition of his biography of Bakunin the following year, Steklov rebuked Borovoi and other anarchists who “will not allow
any spots to blemish the sun of Bakunin’s greatness,” and who “attempt to remove the spots by means of incorrect citations and false interpretations.” Steklov’s polemical remarks against anarchist biographers of Bakunin may have reflected the growing intolerance toward opponents of the Party line, whose more militant defenders naturally aimed to answer any anarchist praise of Bakunin and Bakuninism. In a review of Borovoi’s and Otvrzhennyi’s book on The Myth about Bakunin, which also appeared in 1925, Marxist historian Grigorii Zaidel’ warned his readers that the new “anarchist iconography” was not at all “accidental,” but expressed the same desire as other “epigones of anarchism” like Nettlau and Sandomirsky “to present Bakunin as a ‘great rebel,’ a ‘romantic’ of the Revolution”; to efface the significance of “the stain which the ‘Confession’ leaves on the ideal image of Bakunin”; and also “to take revenge on Marxism” by applying “Bakuninist characteristics” to Leninism. Another reviewer of The Myth about Bakunin observed in the authors’ attitude toward Bakunin an “element of worship” [преклонение] and an unnecessarily “elevated style, full of affectation” in the essay by Borovoi. Still another reader criticized the “anarchist impressionism” of Otvrzhennyi which became so “muddled in the snares of abstract thought” in its attempt to distinguish Bakuninism from Nechaevshchina. In view of the renewed front against the anarchists, the fiftieth anniversary of Bakunin’s death afforded a great opportunity not only to the anarchists, but also to the Bolsheviks themselves, who needed to resolve the ever complex problem of Bakunin’s legacy.

At the Gates of the Bolshevik Pantheon

While the Bakunin jubilee of 1926 was the first of its kind in Soviet Russia, as an act of commemoration it had two relatively recent precedents. The one-hundredth anniversary of Bakunin’s birth in July 1914, just before the outbreak of the first world war, inspired a number of tributes to the great revolutionist, including one from the Marxist Steklov, who did not allow his opposition to anarchism conceal his great admiration for its principal Russian founder:

Is not the very life of Bakunin a profoundly interesting and instructive phenomenon? Utterly devoted to an idea, an apostle, engulfed by fire descending upon him from on high, never ceasing, even under the most difficult personal and social conditions, to preach “to all tongues” [поучать “всех языцы”], the example of Bakunin should stir the hearts of all who believe in man’s great calling on earth and in the progress of the human species. However one may regard the views and actions of Bakunin, his loyalty to his convictions, his tireless work for the sake of what he considered to be the
common good, his steadfastness and deep optimism, in spite of all the blows of fate—all this grants him the right to universal recognition and affection.57

A second act of commemoration took place in 1918, still before the Bolsheviks’ conflict with the anarchists reached its peak in the clashes with Makhno. Notwithstanding the attacks by Plekhanov and others who accused him of “Bakuninism,” Lenin demonstrated respect for Bakunin’s legacy by including him in his plan for monumental propaganda, a multimedia project designed to memorialize selected heroes of world culture and social thought in sculpture and other graphic forms.58 Whereas the Cubo-Futurist statue of Bakunin by sculptor Boris Korolev offered the most original tribute,59 Bakunin’s new place of honor in revolutionary history was best exemplified by the giant obelisk erected next to the Moscow Kremlin during the first anniversary celebration of the October Revolution. One of only five Russians among the nineteen revolutionists and thinkers on the obelisk’s columnar face, Bakunin’s name received conspicuous official recognition through its unlikely proximity to the name of Marx.60 The obelisk reinforced the primacy of the common goal that Marxism and anarchism shared in the past and thereby strengthened Bakunin’s association with the triumph of proletarian revolution. Along with popular sketches of his life by Polonsky, Steklov and Gorev, a fictional depiction of Bakunin in Dresden also helped to secure his legendary reputation. Once again, Steklov boldly asserted Bakunin’s modern significance: “If one of the forefathers [родоначальник] of Russian social democracy was Karl Marx,” he wrote in his 1920 biography, “then its other forefather—although more distant and less direct—in all fairness should be acknowledged as Mikhail Bakunin.”62

As scholar Volodymyr Varlamov pointed out in his informative discussion of Bakunin, Jacobinism, and Blanquism in early Soviet historiography, Steklov and Polonsky, among others, ultimately differed in the extent to which they sought to “rehabilitate” non-Marxist figures like Bakunin for their readers. In Varlamov’s model, Steklov in particular expressed a more extreme “modernizing” tendency that tended to “transfer features of the present to the past,” that is, to “Bolshevize” a pre-Bolshevik phenomenon.63 In light of the unanimous official admiration for the Bakuninist spirit, however, it seems clear that Soviet culture needed Bakunin’s legacy not only for a consistent line of development from populism to Bolshevism, as Varlamov demonstrated, but also as a vivid, unsurpassed Russian embodiment of revolutionary heroism. For those Bolshevik publicists who, in line with Lenin’s plan of 1918, wished to preserve and even celebrate Bakunin’s career from a Marxist perspective, Bakunin’s radicalism and unwavering pursuit of revolutionary goals served as
an outstanding formula of resistance to compromise, conciliation and demoralization or, in other words, to those very forces that had made renegades of so many Social Democrats. At the same time, the potential rebirth of anarchist sentiment under Communist Party rule demanded the neutralization of Bakunin’s volatile, antistatist appeal. Throughout most of the 1920s, Polonsky, Steklov and other Soviet guardians of Bakunin’s legacy aimed to empty it of reactionary content without disposing of its revolutionary spirit.

In commemorating Bakunin as a revolutionary “romantic” Polonsky, like Steklov, reached a critical conception that allowed for Bakunin’s doctrinal obsolescence while celebrating his progressive aspirations. Just as it rescued Bakunin from his “fall,” Polonsky’s tributes also defended Bakunin from those hostile critics who were eager to expose the anti-Marxist essence of Bolshevism. Even before the appearance of Bakunin’s “Confession,” Polonsky began to polemicize against Social Democrats in his writings on Bakunin. Declaring that Marx was incorrect to suspect Bakunin of directing Nechaev and conspiring to undermine the International, Polonsky identified Jaeckh’s well-known study—which had just appeared again in Russian—as “an eloquent expression of that suspicious, hateful attitude of many German Marxists toward Bakunin.” Although Polonsky would not concede that Bakunin had fallen victim to the “evil will” of his Marxist opponents in the International, as the anarchists maintained, he still defended the “positive role” that [Bakunin’s] destructive activity played in the history of the revolution. If Bakunin had been an enemy of Marx and a menacing specter for Plekhanov, in other words, then he redeemed himself in the eyes of Soviet readers through his great urge to hasten the collapse of the old imperial state:

…defeated in battle, Bakunin as a personality, as an individual, will remain forever a giant of history, in spite of his contradictions, mistakes and delusions. All that was temporary, personal, “human, all too human” in Bakunin will be forgotten…. His heroism, courage, indomitable rebelliousness, ecstatic love of freedom and demonic hatred for the old order; his unquenchable thirst for destruction—all this will forever secure for him a highly visible place in the pantheon of revolutionary struggle.55

By the eve of the Bakunin jubilee, and the conclusion of his exchanges with Grossman, Polonsky reasserted the distinction between Bolshevik and Social-Democratic attitudes toward Bakunin. Assigned to write a survey of Bakunin’s life for the new Large Soviet Encyclopedia, Polonsky included another defense of Bakunin’s legacy. The triumph of the proletarian revolution in 1917 logically spelled the defeat of Bakuninism, Polonsky admitted, which distinguished itself from Marxism and, subsequently, “Leninism,” in its negation of statism, negation of the dictator-
ship of the working class, negation of even transitional state forms toward a
stateless structure, and its negation of political struggle. Qualifying that now
standard distinction, however, Polonsky reminded readers that Bakunin’s
writings continue to stand as “brilliant monuments, filled with passion.”
Despite Bakunin’s lack of “deep, systematic knowledge,” Polonsky asserted,
Bakunin’s criticism of the state remained “rich with ideas, brilliant and true,
dictated by revolutionary intuition.” More specifically, Polonsky added, Baku-
nin’s “unmasking of parliamentarianism” still preserved “its resonant
power.” Bakunin may have been the ideologue of an obsolescent theory of
peasant revolt; but he had been correct, like Lenin, Polonsky suggested, to
oppose the non-revolutionary Marxism which led so many Social Democrats
astray in 1917. Following similar logic, the former Menshevik Aleksandr
Martynov, who had just joined the Communist Party in 1923, recalled how
the split between Bolsheviks and Social Democrats in 1917 “ameliorated” the
Bolsheviks’ struggle against the anarchists and thereby encouraged “a certain
reevaluation of Bakunin’s historical role.” Once the proletariat managed to
subdue the anarchists and subjugate them to its leadership, Martynov ex-
plained, it became possible for “Leninists” (Bolsheviks) and anarchists to form
a united front against the “parliamentary cretinism” which Bakunin had been
so correct to attack. Had Marx himself been alive during the October Revolu-
tion, he would have joined the attack on the Social Democrats, Martynov
believed, and Bakunin “would not have wished to destroy the Communist
International.”

Polonsky’s was one of many voices in the Soviet press during the Bakunin
jubilee which, while exhibiting difference of emphasis, together comprised an
essentially consistent appeal to confirm Bakunin for permanent Soviet
commemoration. While they all recalled his political failings, the different
Party spokesmen who contributed articles on Bakunin for his anniversary on
July 1, 1926, also generally recognized the value of his heroic legacy. Still
faced with the problem presented by his anarchist doctrine, Soviet
commemorators of Bakunin nonetheless continued to search for ways to
extricate the Promethean Bakunin from the equally legendary criminal
conspirator. Thus in an assessment of Bakunin for Pravda, Pokrovsky wrote
that Bakunin’s passionate defense of oppressed social elements, historically
enshrined in the “enslaved peasant revolt,” preserved his relevance in Russia
until the October Revolution “rendered his ideas obsolete.” In another tribute
on the same day, Karl Radek pronounced Bakunin worthy of memory thanks
to his lifelong commitment to the cause of popular liberation. His many
misconceptions about capitalist development and his struggles against Marx
permitted no change of attitude toward Bakunin’s doctrine; but although Ba-
kuninism played merely a “small, insignificant” role in the revolutionary movement, one could still appreciate the image of Bakunin himself who, while mistaken and misguided, nonetheless wished, “like us,” to destroy capitalism.70 Gorev’s contribution to the jubilee literature revealed admiration for Bakunin’s revolutionary “intuition” which, in specific cases of revolutionary practice, convinced him to accept the necessity of a well-organized dictatorship. By advocating “Jacobin” methods in concrete revolutionary situations, Gorev maintained, Bakunin had managed to rise above his own backward theory of antistatism. In that sense he stood superior to his Bakuninist heirs of the 1905 and 1917 revolutions, who had tried so unsuccessfully to preserve and develop the anarchist aspect of his doctrine.71 In his turn, Steklov paid homage to Bakunin’s achievement as an agitator, evident in the urge among succeeding generations to imitate him. Despite his errors as a theorist and father of anarchism, Bakunin played an enviable role as “eternal fighter,” agitator, and recruiter. Above all, Bakunin preserved his “greatness,” Steklov asserted, in his “unsurpassed ability” to infect others with his “sacred sense of revolt.”72

The Bolshevik tribute to Bakunin for his 1926 jubilee conclusively, if temporarily, approved and appropriated his legacy for post-revolutionary Russia; but recognition of Bakunin, of course, implied a certain toleration of anarchism, as well. The official acceptance of two anarchists onto the Bakunin Committee, as we have seen, represented an obvious concession, at least in a formal sense. The appearance of books like Borovoi’s and Otvorchenny’s Myth about Bakunin, too, could be pointed out to anyone who believed that the anarchists were completely deprived of all opportunities of expression. On the eve of the Bakunin jubilee many Bolsheviks obviously still hoped that the surviving anarchists would jettison their illusions and recognize Soviet power. Some, like the venerable Marxist scholar Riazanov, otherwise an outspoken opponent of “Bakuninism,” may even have been prepared to admit Bolshevism’s debt to Bakuninism itself. Thus at the public meeting in honor of Sazhin in November 1925, Riazanov acknowledged publicly that the “bucket” of Marxism that culminated in the October Revolution contained a “drop” of Bakuninism. According to Iosif Genkin, a former anarchist and self-defined “nonparty Communist,”73 Riazanov expressed surprise, moreover, that Sazhin, the “honored veteran of Bakuninism,” had refused “to recognize in the Bolsheviks his own revolutionary characteristics.”74 Notwithstanding the many examples of anarchist resistance to Bolshevik rule, favorable signs appeared in the scattered remarks of Lenin. For all his warnings against the “puerile disease” of anarchism and other “leftist” tendencies among Communists, evidence suggests that Lenin continued to hold a certain respect for the
anarchists throughout the Civil War, when many anarchists became among
“the most dedicated supporters of Soviet power.” In July of 1920, even as
Makhno’s supporters were winning victories in Ukraine, Lenin declared that
“the best in anarchism may be and should be won over [привлечено].”

More than other Soviet specialists on Bakunin, Polonsky appears to have
exhibited a certain tolerance for the anarchist perspective on Bakunin. As Po-
lonsky had emphasized in 1922 in his monograph on Bakunin, the “apostle of
worldwide destruction” had secured the right to “full scholarly impartiality”
and therefore deserved the most objective approach possible, free of “personal
and party biases.” As if to demonstrate recognition of the anarchists’
indisputable contribution to Bakunin studies, Polonsky included anarchist
literature in the bibliography of his article on Bakunin for the Great Soviet
Encyclopedia. Among the roughly twenty books and articles pertaining to Ba-
kunin, no less than seven works were written by anarchists, among them
studies by Guillaume and Varlaam Cherkezov, two of the most outspoken
opponents of Marxism. Polonsky certainly had no history of sympathy for
anarchism as a movement; in an exposé of the anarchists’ program in 1917,
while still a left Menshevik, Polonsky linked the anarchists’ agitation for a
“kingdom of anarchist communism” to Bakunin’s mistaken identification of
peasant revolt with revolution or, in Herzen’s words, of “the second month of
pregnancy for the ninth,” and he pointed out the resemblance between the
anarchists’ “demagogic” propaganda and Bakunin’s wish to unleash “all the
instincts of the dark masses.” By virtue of his consistent opposition to Gross-
man in the debate over Demons, however, Polonsky in effect stood alongside
the anarchists Borovoi and Otverzhennyi, from whom he made no effort to
dissociate himself. It was likely Polonsky’s own defense of Bakunin, in fact,
that emboldened Borovoi and Otverzhennyi to step forward with their own,
much less qualified praise of Bakunin’s legacy. Polonsky’s failure to represent
Grossman’s anarchist respondents in the Debate over Bakunin and Dostoevsky
collection, or even to mention their contributions in the preface, may indicate
his unwillingness to engage the anarchists in dialog; but by 1926 it was
certainly no disadvantage for an enemy of statism to carry on unnoticed in
Soviet Russia. In any case, the fact that Borovoi joined the Bakunin Jubilee
Commission under Polonsky’s direction, as indicated in Chapter Four, was
certainly a sign of some recognition, however small.

In addition to chairing the Bakunin Commission and arranging for
publication of The Debate over Bakunin and Dostoevsky, Polonsky contrib-
uted an additional tribute to Bakunin for the journal New World [Новый мир],
a leading literary journal in which he served as chief editor. In that article his
effort to refute the old anti-Bolshevik became more pronounced. As before, he
sided with Bakunin against hostile Social Democrats like Wilhelm Blos, who presented a new edition of the well-known anti-Alliance pamphlet of 1873, co-written and approved by Marx, under the title Marx or Bakunin? Democracy or Dictatorship? Rebuking Blos and others for trying to “frighten the young with the name of the terrible Russian [Bakunin] and “cast the shadow of Bakuninism onto Bolshevism,” Polonsky mocked their efforts to appropriate Marx for the Social-Democratic camp while “giving Bakunin to us.” Polonsky rejected the view popularized by Jaeckh that Bakunin was “a disorganizer with a politically criminal nature,” as well as the view of “Jaeckh’s antipode,” the anarchist Guillaume, that Bakunin fell victim to the “evil intrigues” by Marx during their struggles within the International. Acknowledging Bakunin’s doctrinal inferiority to Marx, Polonsky nonetheless effected a retroactive union between the two adversaries by highlighting what they held in common:

[T]here is one characteristic which draws [Bakunin’s] image closer to us than the image, say, of Herzen or of any other activist of our past. For all their disagreements, in spite of their implacable hostility [toward one another], Marx and Bakunin were brought together by one common passion, one common feeling: both of them desired the immediate beginning of the social revolution; both of them aspired toward one and the same goal, toward the final victory over the rotten capitalist system of exploitation, violence and poverty. It is this passion of Bakunin’s which no one will question and which he never betrayed until his death, [which] makes him a figure worthy of a prominent place among the family of representatives of our revolutionary past. The name of the man who gave everything he had to the great idea of liberation should receive historical recognition.

It was through their “common passion,” without which “there is no genuine revolution,” moreover, that Bakunin, like Marx, remained close to “the Leninist generation.” On that basis Polonsky confirmed that a “stream” of Bakuninism ran within “the broad revolutionary current” represented by Leninism.

Yet even as Polonsky and other Bolshevik publicists celebrated Bakunin’s legacy, it is clear that the persistence of an alternative, anarchist interpretation complicated official strategies for eulogizing it. By late fall of 1926, for the final events of the Bakunin jubilee, Polonsky presented a more critical analysis of Bakunin’s activity. In light of recently discovered Bakuninist documents, Polonsky also began to question the consistency with which Bakunin himself had applied the principles of anarchism, as well as his organizational motives. In his address at the commemorative meeting organized for the Communist Academy and the Society of Marxist Historians in late November, Polonsky challenged the “common perception of Bakunin’s anarchism” with extensive references to Bakunin’s draft project for a “secret brotherhood” of...
1866. In discussing the “organizational” component of that plan, first published in full in German by Nettlau in 1924 but otherwise unknown to Russian readers before 1926, Polonsky called attention to Bakunin’s insistence on the strict and complete subordination of a rank-and-file member’s personal freedom to the will of a collective leadership, one comprised of select individuals, moreover, within a secret, tightly-organized clique. By conceiving a network of hidden alliances, all guided and directed by an “invisible dictatorship,” Bakunin described an organization which, in practice, contradicted virtually all his anarchist principles. Thus while “rejecting authoritarianism,” Polonsky argued, in his organizational doctrine Bakunin “became authoritarian,” not unlike the Jesuits, Jacobins, and Blanquists; in theory an “opponent and enemy of dictatorship,” in practice “Bakunin strove toward invisible dictatorship in the world social revolution.” The discovery of Bakunin’s plan for a grand, secret alliance, along with several letters to close associates during his conflict with the General Council, encouraged Polonsky to reconfirm the original allegations that Bakunin wished to hijack the International. True to his standard formula, Polonsky emphasized that Bakunin’s dictatorial aspirations did not diminish his greatness as a revolutionary figure; in fact, they proved to be his salvation in the eyes of posterity, for they reflected his correct “intuition” that victory in a real revolutionary struggle demanded dictatorship. In this manner, Polonsky could still deprive the anarchists’ principal forerunner of his antiauthoritarian essence without expelling him from the pantheon. But it was clearly becoming more difficult to defend Bakunin on the basis of revolutionary pathos and intuition alone.

Polonsky’s confidential remarks on the anarchists’ commemorative collection to Bakunin, described in Chapter Four, offers particularly suggestive evidence of the contradiction that persisted in the Bolshevik celebration of his legacy. Expressing his great “disappointment” in the collection, on the one hand Polonsky characterized the work as “glaring proof of the fall and degeneration of anarchist thought,” which resorted to “pitiful” and “endless moss-covered repetitions of old anarchist literature.” The articles offer “nothing new” for the study and understanding of Bakunin, he decided, and instead of honoring in fact only “dishonor” Bakunin’s memory. Polonsky also distinguished between articles of clear relevance to Bakunin and those that obviously concerned only the history of anarchism itself or, worse yet, from which contemporary anarchist groups might draw “organizational conclusions.” From Polonsky’s seemingly negative impression of the book there emerged a partial compromise: despite its lack of novelty, harmful “organizing” potential, scattered “attacks on Marx and Marxism,” and other flaws, Polonsky recommended that the book be published in part, that is, the eleven contributions that
had some bearing on Bakunin. His ostensible motive for recommending publication was to avoid measures that might “give cause for a clamor over what are, in essence, utter trifles.” Circumstances required selective censoring of the anarchist voice, in other words, but not its complete suppression; for as Polonsky admitted, “there is no theoretical or historical anarchist material which could help consolidate, or even begin to consolidate, the disconnected anarchist forces” in the country. At first glance a rather typical denunciation of anarchism, Polonsky’s report may well reflect another effective procedure for navigating the unpredictable waters of Bakuniana. Having demonstrated his vigilance against anarchist propaganda in the report, he proceeds, in the end, to acknowledge its innocuous nature. Unquestionably a “Leninist,” nonetheless Polonsky still preferred to secure Bakunin’s legacy by means of research and propaganda rather than by decree.

A few fleeting recollections of the anarchists’ progressive role in 1917 appeared in other commemorative articles on Bakunin. In the recollections of Genkin, “the pupils of Bakunin” in 1917 proved to be correct on many questions and “foresaw better than Plekhanov the subsequent evolution of the German Social Democrats and the entire Second International.” Employing organic metaphors, Genkin argued that the anarchist “successors” of Bakunin acted as constructive “fermenting agents” in 1917 by preserving proletarians from settling into “a condition of orthodox inertia” and forcing them to search for an “antidote to the toxins [of opportunism] produced by the developing ‘organism’ of October.” Moments of nostalgia for Bakunin in the official Soviet press failed, however, to demonstrate the necessity of his anarchist spirit for the contemporary, post-Lenin period. In the final weeks of 1926, the Museum of Revolution concluded the official commemoration with a special exhibition on “Bakunin and His Time,” where visitors found an entire hall of the museum filled with displays and rare artifacts pertaining to Bakunin’s life, as well as writings, documents and iconography. The following year saw the last publications and reviews of the jubilee, including the final volume of Steklov’s massive four-volume biography of Bakunin.

The exhibition and the new Marxist studies represented a triumph for Bakunin-the-revolutionist, but not for Bakunin-the-anarchist. Although Borovoi and other anarchist admirers of Bakunin continued to search for opportunities to honor the “other,” antistatist Bakunin after 1926, their efforts brought no major results. In November of 1927, the anarchists organized an alternative and more modest exhibition on Bakunin at the Kropotkin Museum. Criticizing its curators for failing to gather more original artifacts and documents—undoubtedly a very difficult task for a fringe institution like the Kropotkin Museum—a reviewer in Evening Moscow described the event as
“colorless and hardly justified.” Borovoi may even have read a lecture on Bakunin at the Central Institute of Polytechnic Knowledge (formerly the Polytechnic Museum) in Moscow as late as December 1927, but it likely drew less attention than the anarchist jubilee evening the previous year. By that time, the Party’s ban on any opposition within its own ranks foreshadowed the coming end of tolerance toward the anarchists. In the final volume of his large biography of Bakunin of 1927, Steklov once again reminded readers that “the time has now come to give this outstanding figure his due and to acknowledge that, on the whole, his merits far outweigh his shortcomings, that in the entire economy of the world proletarian movement Bakunin’s weaknesses [минусы] pale in comparison to his strengths [плюсы].” No one owes a greater debt to “historical fairness” on Bakunin’s account, Steklov concluded, than the Russian Communist Party. Despite its consistency with Lenin’s propaganda plan of 1918, however, the efforts by Polonsky, Steklov and other Bolshevik admirers to secure Bakunin’s legacy were becoming less feasible for a party that made ideological “unity” one of its most urgent tasks. The official apotheosis of the father of Russian anarchism logically could proceed no further within such a highly centralized state.

Polonsky himself suffered brief expulsion from the Party in 1928—in the words of the local Party control commission—“for sharing the views of the Trotskyist opposition,” and a year later was removed from the editorial board of Press and Revolution, the journal which launched Grossman’s interpretation of Stavrogin five years earlier. Yet Polonsky remained active in literary struggles for three more years. Included among his many projects was a new edition of Demons which, assumed new relevance at the dawn of the Stalin era.
In 1928, two years after the first republication of his exchanges with Polonsky, Grossman reissued three of his four articles on Bakunin in *Demons*. Included in a volume of his collected works, the new edition might have served merely as a duplication of his original essays, were it not for the defensive remarks which Grossman included in his Preface. As if unaware of the contentious nature of his conception and, especially, its implications for Bakunin’s legacy, Grossman confessed to his readers he found it “difficult to explain the unprecedented storm of objections” provoked by his research on the genesis of Stavrogin. Looking back on his public presentation of the thesis in 1923, Grossman recalled how a “prominent” (but unidentified) “theoretician of anarchism” even accused him of advancing a “criminal hypothesis.” Undeterred by opposition from Polonsky, Borovoi, Komarovitch, Oterzhennyi “and a series of other opponents” in discussions and the press, who saw in it only “the fruit of unbridled fantasy,” Grossman resolved to continue work on his “initial thesis” [*èñõîäíûé òåçèñ*], whose “correctness,” he asserted, was confirmed with every new extension of his research. Having seen responses to his most recent evidence, Grossman believed that “the passionate intensity of the original attacks” had weakened slightly. Grossman believed, in particular, that Borovoi, who at first had “assailed [him] sharply,” essentially “admitted” in *The Myth about Bakunin* that several Bakuninist moments did, in fact, appear in *Demons*. Citing two positive responses to his discovery, Grossman concluded that his “formulation of the issue” concerning Dostoevsky and Bakunin “[did] not in any way deserve the sharp and heated criticism” which it originally received. Determined to pursue his case further, Grossman declared that the time had come for a “completely calm” discussion of his theme.¹

The aftermath of the Stavrogin-Bakunin episode initially favored Grossman and the fate of *Demons*, as well; but his partial victory was achieved in large part thanks to changes in the cultural climate of Soviet Russia. Throughout the Stalin period, and apparently to the end of his long career, Grossman continued to maintain that Bakunin provided the key to Stavrogin; however, as the reputation of *Demons* descended toward its nadir in 1948, when it was branded an “utterly harmful influence,”¹² Grossman and other admirers of Dostoevsky, including some leading cultural authorities among the Bolsheviks, were compelled to adjust scholarly concerns ever more skillfully to the task of liberating the novel from its stigma of reactionary associations. Ironically, by the end of the Communist era the idea originally pursued by Grossman in the early 1920s—despite the great skepticism of fellow specialists—inspired the strategy that ultimately rescued *Demons* from official obsolescence.
Grossman Vindicated

Grossman retained a rhetorically sound basis for his scholarly obstinacy. Regardless of any weakness in his conclusions, his main opponent Polonsky could not prove conclusively, of course, that “no link whatsoever” existed between Stavrogin and Bakunin, just as Borovoi could not prove that Demons “could have been written, and was written, without Bakunin.” Yet by means of his defiant remarks, Grossman continued to utilize the evidence at hand not simply to demonstrate partial reflections of Bakunin in Verkhovensky’s political conspiracy, but rather to prove his “original thesis” on the close, “portrait”-like identity between Stavrogin and Bakunin. Especially provocative was the reaction of one reviewer, whom Grossman quoted emphatically at the end of his preface. In their “objective” description of his exchanges with Polonsky, the authors of the review concluded that “Nikolai Stavrogin and Mikhail Bakunin henceforth and forever will remain doubles.” On one level, the cited assessment relies on the same degree of dramatic hyperbole of which Grossman made such effective polemical use throughout the debate. While obviously overstated, nonetheless the remark illustrated precisely that very consequence of Grossman’s investigation that prompted the objections of Polonsky and Borovoi. Despite convincing counterarguments, the association between Bakunin and Stavrogin—however superficial, speculative or “mythical”—had finally achieved some recognition in critical discourse on Dostoevsky’s Demons.

Grossman, naturally, failed to cite those reviews of the debate that continued, like his opponents, to dispute his fundamental thesis. In Annals of Marxism [Летописи марксизма], the scholarly journal of the Marx-Engels Institute, Steklov rejected any proof of portrait-like or psychological similarities between Stavrogin and Bakunin and denied any purpose in searching for them since Demons, “the literary supplement to the nonliterary reprisals of the Third Department,” aimed to caricature revolutionists tendentiously. An argument for the presence of certain features and facts from Bakunin in Stavrogin, Steklov conceded, would be “irrefutable”; but if it was universally agreed, even by Grossman himself, that in Stavrogin Dostoevsky combined elements of other individuals, not exclusively Bakunin, then the polemic proceeded from an incorrect premise and therefore, Steklov concluded bluntly, simply lost its point of focus. Still less forgiving was a review in the evening edition of Red Gazette [Красная газета], the newspaper of the Leningrad Soviet of Peasants’ and Workers’ Deputies, which characterized Grossman and Polonsky’s exchanges as a dispute between “literary statisticians.” The only noteworthy aspect of the debate, the author declared (in the spirit of Ver-
khovensky himself), was that it was “completely useless” and unworthy of such “a wealth of scholarly Latin.”? On the whole, however, there did appear to be grounds for Grossman’s sense of vindication. The majority of reviews tempered any rejection or skepticism about Grossman’s initial thesis with an equally adamant acceptance of Bakuninist reflections in Demons, the fact which encouraged Grossman to pursue his case further. Thus scholar Nikolai Brodsky, while denying any validity to a close identity between Stavrogin and Bakunin, added that Polonsky, too, “went too far” [перегнул палку] by denying any link between the two. For Brodsky the debate over Grossman’s thesis, regardless of any mistaken assumptions, provided rich material on both the real Bakunin and the literary Stavrogin, and in that way raised “important problems” for the scholarly study of Dostoevsky and “his interrelations with the social milieu of his time.” Similarly, the emigre literary critic Slovtsov also responded with approval to Grossman’s thesis which, while more convincing in its case for multiple prototypes, nonetheless established convincingly the “primordial link” between Stavrogin and Bakunin. Fully convinced of Dostoevsky’s great interest in the revolutionary movement, Slovtsov accepted wholeheartedly Grossman’s assumption that the writer “could not have bypassed its central figure.” In his recounting of Grossman’s evidence Slovtsov found especially convincing Dostoevsky’s reliance on the trial protocols as a source for the “Catechism of a Revolutionary” and its principles, which he traced to Verkhovensky’s ecstatic speech to Stavrogin in Part Two, Chapter Eight of Demons. Once only a “presumption,” raised during the trial, Bakunin’s authorship of the “Catechism,” Slovtsov declared, “has now been proven without a doubt.” In one of the two reviews cited by Grossman in his preface, the literary critic Petr Bitsilli also provided support for the idea of a definite association between Stavrogin and Bakunin, only without Grossman’s original conclusion. On the one hand, Bitsilli considered Polonsky’s analysis of Stavrogin within the “two plans and two styles” of Demons “the most important” contribution to the entire exchange. Bitsilli agreed with Polonsky that Dostoevsky first conceived Demons as a satire not only on nihilists, but on the representatives of “all social layers and movements” of Dostoevsky’s time. He also agreed with Polonsky that Stavrogin and those characters “linked to him organically” were initially absent from the final plan, entering it only after Dostoevsky began to incorporate characters and motifs from the Life of a Great Sinner project. On the other hand, Bitsilli concluded that the “observation” of Bakunin that formed the “basis” of Grossman’s “unsuccessful construction” remained “completely correct.” If not a “prototype” or a “portrait” of Bakunin, Bitsilli wrote, all the same Stavrogin recalls Bakunin “in the cerebral sense” [в умопостигаемом плане]. Whether
Confronting Dostoevsky’s Demons

or not Stavrogin ever became a revolutionist is less essential from a “metaphysical” point-of-view, Bitsilli believed, one which locates Stavrogin’s and Bakunin’s essential similarity in their “negation of God”:

As a negator of God, [Stavrogin] is even more terrible than Bakunin. And like Bakunin, he agonizes over his lack of religious strength and creates more for others than for himself a religion of a “God-bearing people.” Shatov and Kirillov are two mirrors that simultaneously emit a true reflection of the two dialectical stages of Stavrogin-Bakunin’s “ideas.” And Verkhovensky-Nechaev, of course, is his “ape.”

In his prefatory remarks of 1928, Grossman—predictably—somewhat overstated the extent to which Bitsilli supported his “fundamental assertion”; but in essence Grossman was correct to perceive a certain scholarly approval of his investigation into the “Bakuninist” dimension of Demons.

Perhaps the most substantial support and most convincing reformulation of Grossman’s discovery came from his friend and fellow Dostoevsky specialist Dolinin. In extant letters preserved in Grossman’s archive, between 1923 and 1925 Dolinin expressed great interest in Grossman’s work on the theme of Bakunin in Demons. On at least three different occasions in 1923 Dolinin asked Grossman to send material from his research on “Bakunin and Dostoevsky” for publication for Dolinin’s second collection of Dostoevsky materials. Although he found in a published summary of Grossman’s argument more “originality and boldness than persuasiveness,” Dolinin continued to encourage Grossman to pursue the idea. In a letter of 18 March 1925, wondering why Grossman spent an entire winter without writing on Stavrogin, Dolinin tempered his objective opposition to Grossman’s thesis with admiration for its provocative consequences:

You see, you are now one of the most active [philologists]—you, Zhirmunsky and Tomashevsky: it’s on the three of you that the entire history of Russian literature survives [дёгает]. When I’m in Moscow in April I will have it out with you. I’m going to take the side of Polonsky, Borovoi and Komarovich, and then you won’t be able to get up. I thought about those three, and again my envy for you began to boil within my breast with ferocious, consuming passion. How is it possible to receive the outstanding publicity which you receive? Three giants [трёх богатырей] against one, and still the question remains: did they defeat you? You’re a lucky man, Leonid Petrovich!

Yet if he remained unconvinced by Grossman’s initial thesis, by 1930, in his pioneering commentary for a new edition Dostoevsky’s letters, Dolinin, too, accepted the more convincing evidence as the basis for a revised assessment of Bakunin’s place in Demons, one that remains, in my view, the most
accurate. In the wake of Polonsky’s and Borovoi’s convincing criticism, Dolinin recognized only “a certain unconscious contamination of several facts and details that rose by sinuous routes to the surface of [Dostoevsky’s] artistic memory, where thoughts of Bakunin most likely remained apart from his image, separated from his individuality.” Such facts and details “could have merged organically, without the contradictions,” he agreed, with “the other, definitely central figure, Speshnev.” While he questioned the presence of Bakunin’s “image” [образ], however, Dolinin resolutely perceived in Demons “an unquestionable reflection” of Bakunin’s ideology. Having found Polonsky’s and Borovoi’s counterarguments “certainly much more convincing,” Dolinin still maintained that “the spirit of Bakunin’s ‘destructive’ ideology lingers above and throughout the entire novel” [над ромом во всем его целом].15

Under more favorable circumstances, Grossman’s new remarks, backed by the erudite observations of Bitsilli and Dolinin, might have ignited another vociferous debate. Upon seeing Grossman’s preface, Borovoi appended his own final word on the issue to his ongoing book manuscript on Dostoevsky:

What, in fact, was the dispute about? About whether or not Stavrogin is Bakunin. Grossman asserts […] that he is. Polonsky and I (who are not allies in any other causes whatsoever) categorically rejected this. No one disputes that something “Bakuninist” might have entered the novel. Now Grossman trumpets victory. Borovoi has grown calmer, has cooled off and agrees that “separate fragments” [отдельные фрагменты] etc. Let me say that no one disputed that point. Everyone agreed on it from the very beginning. […] But now some consider Grossman’s theory proven.

Although prepared to acknowledge Verkhovensky’s similarity to Nechaev, Borovoi declared firmly that the “Bakunin-Stavrogin” hypothesis remained “unproven” and “unprovable.”16 In all likelihood, however, his statement was never published. All but completely marginalized after 1926, not long after Grossman’s new remarks appeared, his anarchist opponents were permanently deprived of access to Soviet intellectual life. In 1929 the bookshops of the Voice of Labor press in Moscow and Leningrad disappeared.17 Borovoi was arrested the same year, along with his associate Otverzhennyi and most other surviving anarchists in Moscow.18 Exiled first to the city of Viatka, where these remarks may have been written, Borovoi was then removed again to the city of Vladimir, where he died in 1935.19 According to a report by an anarchist relief organization, Otverzhennyi was exiled to Kazakhstan.20

Grossman still had a potential opponent in Polonsky; but by 1928 Polonsky was ever more preoccupied by other struggles, particularly on the literary front, where he continued to support “fellow-travelers” and refused to endorse...
the notion of proletarian “hegemony” in literature. In 1928, the same year of Grossman’s new preface to his Stavrogin-Bakunin articles, Polonsky came under fierce attack by the rising literary hatchet man Vladimir Ermilov, who characterized Polonsky’s ostensibly independent position on the literary front as little more than a vague apology for the opinions of Lev Trotsky and the now outcast literary critic Aleksandr Voronsky. By refusing after 1927 to admit his full support of Trotsky and Voronsky, Polonsky managed to avoid his inevitable “death penalty,” Ermilov insisted, by donning a “mask of impartiality.” At the same time, Polonsky was also involved in a serious conflict with Riazanov over the latter’s attempt to discredit one of Polonsky’s recent books of materials about Bakunin’s activity in the International. Despite his troubles within literary and cultural politics, however, Polonsky attempted to sustain his work on both Bakunin and Dostoevsky. As if in response to Grossman’s new remarks of 1928, Polonsky reproduced his original three responses to Grossman for a collection of his writings on “Literature and Society” of 1929. Although he added no new introduction, he did insert between his first and second responses an additional sketch of Bakunin that corresponded closely to his commemorative articles of 1926. Reiterating anew that the Bakunin-Stavrogin hypothesis “should be consigned to the archives,” Polonsky addressed the supplementary sketch to those readers for whom Bakunin remained “little known.” The faulty analogy required not more analysis of Stavrogin, in other words, but a better understanding of Bakunin. If in the 1926 collection of their exchanges the last word belonged to Grossman, then the Bakunin sketch of 1929 may be viewed as Polonsky’s own last word on the issue. Over the next two years his fortunes declined sharply. Already removed from the editorial staff of Press and Revolution, in December 1931 Polonsky was expelled from the editorial board of New World [Новый мир], the most widely circulated “thick” journal in Soviet Russia. Nonetheless, Polonsky still aspired to complete the second volume of his monograph on Bakunin, “Bakunin as an Anarchist,” in which he intended to explain Bakunin’s evolution from his transitional outlook of the 1850s into the radical of the 1860s and 1870s. According to the unpublished memoirs of his wife, Kira Egon-Besser, just before he departed on a journalistic assignment to the new industrial city of Magnitogorsk in February 1932, Polonsky described his intentions, upon returning to Moscow, to complete the book, for which he needed one more year; but Polonsky reportedly contracted typhus [сыпной тиф] on the train and died upon arrival in Magnitogorsk at the age of 45.

The loss of Grossman’s most active opponents put an end to the vehement defense of Bakunin in the context of Demons; but with the growth of the Stalinist apparatus over both the state and literature, the obstacles standing...
before Grossman’s implicit aim—the rehabilitation of Demons—now included a new anathema against Dostoevshchina, or roughly “Dostoevskyism,” a colorful term whose negative connotations are more universally obvious than its specific meaning.

**Vigilance Toward Dostoevshchina**

In addition to Bakunin studies, before his untimely death in 1932 Polonsky preserved an interest in Dostoevsky. As his widow later recalled, Polonsky had long conceived of a study of Dostoevsky; but Polonsky “kept putting it off,” she wrote, convinced that it was “too difficult to write about Dostoevsky in our time.” As late as 1928, however, Polonsky had declared his formal intention to prepare a new, separate edition of Dostoevsky’s Demons to be issued through Gosizdat, the State Publishing House [Государственное издательство, Госиздат, ГИЗ]. Having recently come under fire from the literary section of the State Scientific Council [Государственный Учёный Совет] for insufficient production of fundamental literature, leading representatives of Gosizdat aimed to work out a “five-year plan” for a series of “Russian and World Classics.” While the inclusion of Dostoevsky in the plan was expected, of course, Polonsky’s choice of a representative “classic” by Dostoevsky clearly was not. When the Gosizdat team began to discuss the plan, it naturally began to question the reasoning behind the selection of Demons among Dostoevsky’s many other works. Thus Fedor Raskol’nikov (Il’in), editor of the thick journal Red Virgin Soil [Красная новь], while acknowledging the need to include Demons in the publication of the author’s complete works, questioned the expediency of publishing a “reactionary lampoon on the revolution” as a separate edition, which would merely “popularize” it. In his own speech at the meeting, Polonsky proceeded from the opposite assumption; with Demons it was not a question of unearthing a work that was best left forgotten, but rather of meeting a demand that already existed:

> I heard objections to the publication of Demons by Raskol’nikov. I think this is a mistake. One cannot hide works like Demons from the reader. The reader will search it out [пазауер], and the more deeply you hide it, the more his interest in it will grow. Why should we do that? What do we have to fear? This lampoon [памфлет]? It doesn’t frighten at all. On the contrary, it shows us how even such a genius as Dostoevsky is powerless [бессилен] in his struggle against revolution; [it shows] how distorted a writer’s artistic vision can be when blinded by class hatred. But one must publish these Demons so that the reader understands what he’s dealing with. It needs
serious preparation [редакция] and the most serious commentary. Andreev’s Tsar-Hunger [Цар-голод],
which Raskolnikov does not object, is no less reactionary than Demons. The difference is that Demons is a more substantial [крепкое] and more remarkable work. Readers are interested in Demons; they talk about it as a lampoon on the revolution, and we must present that lampoon for what it is. By no means should we exclude such immensely prominent works [крупнейшие вещи] from the plan. What is our Marxist criticism worth if it cannot, and proves unable to, present a reactionary, albeit brilliant [гениальный] lampoon in its true guise?

On this occasion Polonsky’s reasoning proved persuasive. Gorky agreed that Demons is “completely acceptable” if accompanied by proper commentary and introduced to the reader as “an extraordinarily interesting work” which happens to have “negative dimensions.” The head of the State Literary Agency and censorship board [Главлит], Pavel Lebedev-Poliansky, saw no reason to worry about the “reactionary” nature of Demons, since the reader must see Russian life “in all its manifestations, negative and positive,” otherwise the character of the planned series would seem “narrowly propagandistic.” Petr Kogan, the head of the State Academy of Artistic Sciences [ГАХ], remarked that there was no point in publishing a generally “bad” novel, even if it is “revolutionary” in orientation; but a novel like Demons that is reactionary, yet “truly wonderful and written with talent,” he added, remained of great interest and potential utility, if prepared correctly. Supported by these authorities, Polonsky was scheduled by the agreed plan to prepare an edition of Demons for publication in 1929, one of nineteen books in the series for that year. 31

In its concerted attempt to confront Dostoevsky’s Demons directly, Polonsky’s reasoning reveals solid confidence in the receptivity of readers to Marxist commentary, as well as in the ability of the ideologically prepared Marxist critic to immunize them against the potentially harmful effects of a truly “great” book. But the planned edition of Demons did not appear. Toward the end of 1929, an abrupt shift in cultural politics caused a corresponding change of attitude toward its author. It followed as a logical result of the broad campaign against the views of Valerian Pereverzev, the prominent Marxist critic who had been responsible to a large degree for confirming Dostoevsky’s relevance for Soviet Russia just after the revolution. As commentators on the episode have explained, the principal impetus for the assault on Pereverzev was his insufficiently ideological approach to literary science, which focused on the socioeconomic origins of literary works while ignoring the class struggle, among other factors. 32 The widespread assault on Pereverzev culminated in a resolution by the Presidium of the Communist Academy that severely censured Pereverzev’s “vulgar-materialist methodology” and its
alienation “from life and the tasks of political struggle,” and its denial of the influence of “politics” on the literary process. Along with his theories and “school,” Pereverzev also came under fire for his statement on “Dostoevsky and Revolution,” which he made first in 1921, during the one-hundredth anniversary of Dostoevsky birth, but then reissued in a third edition of his study of *Dostoevsky’s Work* [Творчество Достоевского] of 1928. In that essay, described briefly in Chapter Three, Pereverzev had emphasized Dostoevsky’s deep understanding of the chaotic nature of revolution and its susceptibility to the violent excesses—from “terror” to “despotism”—of the “petit-bourgeois element.” In praising Dostoevsky’s analysis of revolution, particularly in *Demons*, Pereverzev also underscored its contemporaneity, by which he meant, of course, the opening years of Bolshevik rule. With only minor omissions from the original article, Pereverzev’s effusive tribute to Dostoevsky resounded quite differently, however, in the rapidly changing cultural and political atmosphere of 1928:

But for an understanding of the petit-bourgeois revolutionary element [стихи] that so deeply fills our revolution, Dostoevsky proves to an irreplaceable artist even now. What he said about revolution reflects, to this day, the deepest comprehension [постигаемое] of its essence as the fruit of petit-bourgeois rebelliousness. “By familiarizing us with the most intimate corners of the psychology of petit-bourgeois revolutionism, Dostoevsky inculcates us with a feeling of careful distrust for [its] cunning power, and trains us to be prepared for the sharpest turns in the course of the revolution we’re experiencing. And precisely at this moment, when the pressure [напор] of that petit-bourgeois element is particularly strong, when the proletarian wave has dissolved thoroughly [слито] in that element, it is particularly timely and appropriate to recall Dostoevsky, and to reread his insightful, profound pages devoted to the psychoanalysis of revolutionary Russia.”

Here, undoubtedly, lies the source of the additional reprimand Pereverzev received in the same Resolution of the Communist Academy Presidium. As reflected in his article on “Dostoevsky and Revolution,” one harmful consequence of Pereverzev’s revisionism was his “utterly un concealed Menshevik view of the October revolution,” in which the proletariat stands in complete dependence “on the vacillations and caprice of the petit-bourgeois element [стихи].” With the unmasking of Pereverzev’s counterrevolutionary “Menshevism” in the sphere of literary studies, *Demons* lost an essential rationale for entry into the Soviet canon of literary classics. Thus by 1931, the case for a latent revolutionary impulse in *Demons* preserved little, if any, rhetorical cogency. As Ermilov declared in his inevitable attack, by refusing to pass judgement on Dostoevsky, Pereverzev acted as a reactionary apologist for the writer’s chauvinistic views of revolution in *Demons*.
The new struggle against both Dostoevsky’s ideology and complacency toward it helped to revive for Stalinist literary culture the traditional notion of Dostoevshchina, a development which further hindered the rehabilitation of Demons. Although it appears not to have entered official discourse until after the revolution, the stigma of Dostoevshchina, like its predecessor Karamazovshchina, or “Karamazovism,” had its main roots in the thought and statements of Maksim Gorky. Karamazovshchina was already in vogue by the early 1890s according to Vasilii Rozanov, who described it as a condition of “ugliness and torment” to which one may fall prey after the breakdown of “everyday laws” and “sacred covenants.”

The term Karamazovshchina probably received its widest exposure through Gorky’s two well-known articles “On Karamazovshchina” of 1913, where he used the word to describe the “disease of sadistic cruelty” observed in Russian souls who are “disenchanted” with everything. For Gorky, Karamazovshchina expressed one extreme of a malady that also might lead to shameful manifestations of passivity and humility, or a retreat from the struggles of life, a phenomenon he associated with the social milieu of the petit bourgeoisie [мепане]. While he apparently never employed the word in any of his published writings, in one of his pre-revolutionary letters Gorky referred to the “philosophy” of petit bourgeois passivity as one of Dostoevshchina. With the aim of exposing the chauvinism of Dostoevsky, Russia’s “evil genius,” Gorky’s letter of 1912 to critic Vladimir Kranikhfel’d suggested that Dostoevshchina inspired the “individualism” and “nihilism” that served political reaction. Unless the term simply did not appeal to Gorky aesthetically, his failure to employ it in his writings might be construed as his attempt to avoid an excessively iconoclastic position with respect to Dostoevsky. After all, in the well-known dispute over the staging of the play “Nikolai Stavrogin” in 1913, Gorky emphasized that he did not oppose the reading of Dostoevsky, only the staging of his negative types. Gorky essentially maintained this position throughout the Soviet period, moreover, to the extent that he never publicly discouraged knowledge and familiarity with Dostoevsky’s work, only an uncritical enthusiasm for it. After Lenin’s use of the term Tolstovshchina, or “Tolstoyism,” in 1908, perhaps Gorky wished to avoid such a sweeping characterization of a more problematic writer like Dostoevsky.

After the revolution, Dostoevshchina reappears in the statements of Anatolii Lunacharsky who, like Pereverzev, as of 1921 identified Dostoevsky, for all his ideological shortcomings, as a voice of revolution and one of its greatest “prophets.” Five years later, Lunacharsky called his listeners’ attention to the potential hazards of reading Dostoevsky. He pointed to the West, “still in the most genuine grips of Dostoevshchina,” where many
“contradictions” and “torments” inspired uncritical admiration in countries like Germany. Confident of the proletarian’s natural “immunity” against retrogressive ideas, Lunacharsky continued to encourage the “study” of Dostoevsky, in spite of his potentially “poisonous” ideological baggage; but he will “perish,” Lunacharsky warned, who does not merely “experience” Dostoevsky’s world of fiction, but also exposes himself recklessly to the illnesses of Dostoevshchina. Within the next decade the lexicologist Dmitrii Ushakov saw fit to include an entry on Dostoevshchina in the opening volume of his Interpretive Dictionary of 1935, where he described it as both “psychological analysis in the manner of Dostoevsky (with a tone of condemnation),” as well as “mental imbalance, sharp and contradictory emotional experiences, characteristic of the heroes of Dostoevsky’s novels.” In the context of the “class struggle in literary studies,” however, the term also began to invite visions of criminal activity. If, for the Lunacharsky of 1926, the threat of Dostoevshchina followed naturally from the persistence of petit-bourgeois impulses in Soviet society, then by the time of the next Dostoevsky jubilee in 1931, the fiftieth anniversary of the writer’s death, Lunacharsky associated Dostoevshchina directly with the sources of “wrecking” and sabotage in socialist construction. In his introduction to a commemorative volume of Dostoevsky’s works, Lunacharsky continued to emphasize the value of Dostoevsky’s work; but his advice to Dostoevsky’s readers reflected a more cautious assessment of his legacy for all Soviet readers, not simply non-proletarians. While Dostoevsky should function as a source of knowledge about the social forces of his time, he must not serve as an ideological inspiration or guide: “If we should learn according to Dostoevsky,” Lunacharsky explained, “then in no way should we learn from Dostoevsky” [чититься у Достоевского (italics in original)].

The occasion of Dostoevsky’s jubilee of 1931 accelerated the development of additional strategies for encouraging and securing the study of his work. Along with another article by Lunacharsky, in which he reiterated his distinction between “studying” Dostoevsky and “getting carried away” by him [увлечься им], a pair of additional commemorative articles on Dostoevsky appeared in the recently launched Literary Gazette [Литературная газета], the Moscow organ of the Federated Soviet Writers’ Unions. The more daring of the two, by journalist and critic Mikhail Levidov, declared that the key to understanding Dostoevsky’s “world view” is simply to realize that, in fact, he had none. Instead of a coherent system of ideas, Levidov argued, Dostoevsky’s fiction reveals and expresses a multiplicity of conflicting notions, none of which are clearly consistent with his own, nonfictional statements. Somewhat like the widely known scholar Mikhail Bakhtin, Levidov believed that the
ideas of Dostoevsky’s characters function not as expressions of their author’s outlook, but merely as a “plot device” and “literary construction.” Contrary to Lev Tolstoi, who formulated the specific world view of “Tolstoyism” [толстовство], as well as a sect of “Tolstoyan adherents” [толстовцы], Dostoevsky never spawned a movement of “Dostoevskyism” [Достоевство] or a sect of admiring “Dostoevskyists” [достоевцы]. In essence, Levidov simply transcended the issue of Dostoevsky’s ideology by declaring its very existence a “myth”: “There was no prophet, teacher, thinker or publicist” Dostoevsky, Levidov proclaimed, but only an enormously gifted, unconscious artistic talent which he “could not control” [управлять]. More typical, however, was the assessment by scholar and critic Aleksandr Tseitlin, who attended Grossman’s original paper on Bakunin and Stavrogin in 1923. Resuming the recent flogging of Pereverzev, Tseitlin confirmed that it is “profoundly incorrect” to see Dostoevsky as both a reactionary and a revolutionist at the same time, for Dostoevsky joined his reactionary contemporaries through his “rapid hatred of revolution.” Having brilliantly depicted the “psychoideology of petit-bourgeois apostasy” [отступничество], nonetheless Dostoevsky remained “deeply inimical” [враждебный] to those who made the October Revolution and who are “building the foundation of socialist society.” Yet on that basis, the need to read Dostoevsky became even more imperative:

The author of Demons still awaits his researcher for the analysis both of his style and of his ideology. […] To study the social development of the work of the most conspicuous leader of reactionary democratism must become one of the most pressing and militant tasks of literary studies today. Dostoevshchina has not died. It still lives among us, too. To an enormous degree it often impedes the political re-education of fellow-travelers, and it still enjoys a colossal popularity in the West. It is absolutely essential to meet this enemy well armed with facts, to repel his advance with the honed weapon of the Marxist-Leninist method. The unctuous dithyrambs of [Dostoevsky’s] jubilee must give way to the rapid, steady fire upon the glaringly reactionary tendencies of his work.

That Tseitlin’s was the more politically correct of the latter two tributes is clear from the editorial remarks that accompanied Levidov’s article. Warning the reader of Levidov’s attempt to “rescue Dostoevsky for the revolution,” the editors warned that any such attempt to “formalize” Dostoevsky by “concealing ideology within artistic method [художество]” was merely an attempt to hide “bourgeois contraband,” an example of the “masked opposition of the petit-bourgeois consciousness” before the oncoming revolution. While Tseitlin’s vigilant stance against Dostoevsky represented the more exemplary approach, its logic still reinforced the case for continuing to “study” Dostoevsky. Sensing the rapid decline of Dostoevsky’s fortune in Stalinist Russia,
readers like Lunacharsky and Tseitlin may well have resolved to direct their official rhetoric toward the more modest aim of preserving a place for him in the canon of “classics,” even an ideologically ignoble one.

Because of earlier signs of wariness toward *Dostoevshchina*, it would seem inaccurate to describe the statements for his 1931 jubilee as indicative of a sharp or sudden turn in his official reputation. Rather, the year 1931 marks the point at which the accent in official discourse begins to fall far more consistently on the stigma of *Dostoevshchina* than on the merits of his art. As Vladimir Seduro (Hlybinny) demonstrated in his monumental history of modern Dostoevsky criticism, throughout the Stalin period the motivation for official attacks on Dostoevsky originated mainly, of course, in political necessity. If we are justified in considering the first years of Stalin’s dictatorship a period of relatively high “ideological stress,” in Seduro’s words, then it followed that 1931—a year of ongoing “class war” in the countryside and the frame-up of the Mensheviks, for example—saw growing intolerance for any ambiguity toward Dostoevsky. As Seduro also pointed out, however, the publication of Levidov’s highly nonprescriptive tribute to Dostoevsky in the February issue of *Literary Gazette* would not be possible after the publication of Stalin’s infamous letter to the journal *Proletarian Revolution* several months later that year. Thus while it may have subsided from time to time, after 1931 the general spirit of vigilance toward Dostoevsky became more permanent for the remainder of the decade. Gorky’s permanent return to the Soviet Union helped to facilitate the shift, for his attitude toward Dostoevsky apparently remained less forgiving than Lunacharsky’s. In his familiar remarks on Dostoevsky before the First Writers’ Congress in 1934, Gorky proved true to his earlier, pre-revolutionary position in his rather muted affirmation of Dostoevsky’s “genius” and well-deserved ranking alongside Shakespeare. Unlike the late Lunacharsky, who had died the previous year, Gorky reserved no praise for the passionate spirit of “life” in Dostoevsky’s work; nor did he encourage his listeners to study Dostoevsky’s fictional world. In Dostoevsky’s so-called search for truth, Gorky announced at the Congress, the writer discovered only the “bestial” side of man, which he, Dostoevsky, then proceeded to “justify” in his writings.

In full compliance with the notion that Dostoevsky’s reactionary works must, nonetheless, be studied carefully, the same year saw the revival of the late Polonsky’s original plan to publish a separate edition of *Demons*, which had still not emerged. In his introduction to a one-volume commemorative collection of Dostoevsky’s work of 1931, Lunacharsky had indicated that in their selection of excerpts the editors had “tried to glean all that is most significant,” but the book included nothing from *Demons*. The possibility of
fulfilling the original plan may have been kept alive within the State Publishing House for at least a few years after the 1928 meeting on the plan for publishing classics. Speaking at a closed meeting on the subject of “political and ideological control over literature in the period of reconstruction” in 1931, Lebedev-Poliansky informed the directors of censorship departments across the country that there was no reason to think that Dostoevsky could not be published, as long as his books did not appear to the exclusion of other, more ideologically acceptable works from the same era. With specific regard to *Demons*, as in 1928, for the state’s main censor the issue was ostensibly one of quality. The state would protest oppose a proposal to publish a “cheap edition” of *Demons* in a circulation of half a million copies, Lebebev-Poliansky explained, but “an academic edition” of five to six thousand copies would meet no objections.\(^{54}\) A proposal of precisely this nature was taken up a few years later, but not by the State Publishing House. With Polonsky no longer alive, the plan was resumed by the prestigious “Academia” publishing house, a semi-autonomous publishing venture that specialized in high quality production of world classics.\(^{55}\) Reportedly initiated by Lev Kamenev (Rozenfel’d),\(^{56}\) presumably the author of the preface, the planned two-volume edition was prepared by the summer of 1934 and set for release in early 1935. Consistent with the suggestions aired in 1928 at the meeting of Gosizdat representatives, it was planned to accompany the new edition with detailed notes and commentary. The text of the novel was introduced by a pair of essays, one on “The Class Countenance of Dostoevsky” [Классовое лицо Достоевского] by Petr Paradizov, and a long essay by Grossman on “Dostoevsky’s Political Novel.” The two essays, Kamenev’s preface, and the first two parts of the novel itself—including the suppressed chapter “At Tikhon’s”—together comprised the first volume of the set, which was designated for a circulation of 5,300 copies.\(^{57}\) Apparently only a handful of copies of the first volume of the set actually circulated and survived, while the second volume failed to appear at all. According to Arlen Blium, an expert on censorship in modern Russia, the well-known polemic between Gorky and journalist David Zaslavsky that broke out in January 1935 was most likely responsible for the interruption of further publication.\(^{58}\) In any case, the surviving essay by Grossman provides more evidence of his ongoing campaign to rehabilitate *Demons*.

Grossman’s affiliation with the State Academy of Artistic Sciences, among other reasons, left him vulnerable during the campaign against Pereverzev and all forms of “idealism.” Yet he managed to continue his work as a literary scholar and also his research on Dostoevsky. Although he did not raise his voice against Dostoevsky to the same extent as Tseitlin, for example, in an article of 1934 Grossman subscribed quietly to prevailing attitudes by
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revealing the depth and extent of Dostoevsky’s proximity to government circles during the last eight years of his life. Describing and documenting the writer’s friendship after 1873 with the highly influential monarchist Konstantin Pobedonostsev, Grossman acknowledged that “with respect to the last period of [Dostoevsky’s] life, one must reject the common notion that alongside the reactionary there also lived [уживался] a revolutionary,” a paradox for which “there is insufficient documentation.” Grossman’s focus on the “tragedy” of Dostoevsky’s turn to the right did not, however, dominate his study of Dostoevsky’s art. In his introductory essay for the anticipated edition of Demons, apparently composed at about the same time, Grossman returned to an analysis of Dostoevsky’s novelistic achievements. Here Grossman attempted to impart a new sense of contemporary relevance to Demons by demonstrating its deep engagement with pressing historical and political issues of the day. Not a truly “historical etude,” as Dostoevsky himself described it, Grossman identified Demons instead as “a broad political novel of a special kind,” in which “contemporary history” is transcribed for the reader by way of the novel’s plot. By presenting Demons not as a transparent window on historical events, but instead as a masterful example of Dostoevsky’s “artistic historicism,” Grossman articulated a defense that recognized the novel’s rich reflection of the events of its time without accepting any objective accuracy. Dostoevsky aspired to defame the revolutionary movement as a whole, Grossman explained, yet he succeeded in discrediting only liberalism, “individual rebelliousness” and “the excesses of Nechaevschchina.” In Grossman’s analysis the merits of Demons as a picture of political life, however distorted through Dostoevsky’s lens, still far outweighed its hazards as a malevolent caricature of revolution. Its sheer wealth of historical material, moreover, lends such unusual sharpness, singularity and vitality to Dostoevsky’s Dresden novel that in spite of its reactionary tendencies, it preserves to this day its artistic expressiveness and power. If he burns with the temptation to surrender to the novelist’s polemical propaganda, the reader of our epoch will value [Dostoevsky’s] ability to fill his complex, epic composition with the pressing social themes of the age, to expand the struggle of ideas into a captivating human tragedy, and to cast [отдать] his militant sermon of political conviction into creative images of unforgettable significance.

Emphasis on the significance of Demons as a source of insight into the polemical concerns of Dostoevsky’s day was also supported by Grossman’s extensive commentary on the novel’s many political topics. Preserved in Grossman’s archive fond in Moscow, his nearly two hundred large pages of proofs for the notes include not only running commentary on the text, but also
detailed analysis of the novel’s genesis; of Dostoevsky’s construction of the novel; the history of the “reactionary novel” as a genre; background on the Nechaev affair; Nechaev and “Nechaevists” in the contemporary press; “Proclamations and Fires”; the setting of the novel; “Varvara Petrovna’s literary evenings”; and also profiles of individual characters (“Stepan Trofimovich,” “Shatov,” “Verkhovensky,” “Stavrogin” etc.). Grossman’s discussion of topics like the “Internationale” (International Workingmen’s Association) occupied four oversized pages. Had the second volume appeared, it would have transformed the planned edition into a virtual encyclopedia of the broader political context of Demons some forty years in advance of Russia’s first truly scholarly edition. Grossman’s great determination to produce a thorough, stellar academic version of Demons is also reflected in an extant letter he wrote jointly to Kamenev and Paradizov on 14 November 1934, when the novel was reportedly already set for printing. Having just received a copy of the introductory article by Paradizov that would precede his own, Grossman expressed great dissatisfaction with Paradizov and indignantly threatened to remove his own introductory article if changes were not made before publication began. Instead of the promised “Marxist analysis of Demons,” in Paradizov’s article Grossman saw only “a perfunctory concatenation of platitudes about Dostoevsky without any principal idea,” as well as “an arbitrary selection of quotations from critical literature according to a completely incomprehensible principle.” Grossman also perceived in Paradizov’s remarks a thinly veiled attack on his, Grossman’s, own conception of “artistic historicism” in Demons, which he proceeded adamantly to reiterate and defend. The attitude of Paradizov toward Grossman, the latter declared, was “not the least bit better” than Dostoevsky’s own attitude toward revolution.

Together with the appearance of at least three other major collections of material relevant to Demons that year, including the full edition of Dostoevsky’s Notebooks, cited earlier, and Grossman’s own monumental chronicle of events in the life and work of Dostoevsky, the new edition of Demons surely would have given new life both to Dostoevsky’s political critique and discussions of its context. The mere announcement of the anticipated edition, however, generated an immediate protest in Pravda from Zaslavsky, who attacked Academia for its “deceitful recommendation [of Demons] as a great work of art,” and reminded readers of Gorky’s protests against the staging of Demons not long before 1917. In his response to Zaslavsky’s article, Gorky defended Demons according to the logic expressed by Polonsky at the 1928 discussion of literary classics. Declaring Demons, together with The Brothers Karamazov, to be Dostoevsky’s “most successful novel,” Gorky insisted that Demons must not be turned into an “underground” work that would merely
serve as a greater temptation for young, unprepared readers while providing “genuine pleasure” to enemies and counterrevolutionists in emigration. “One must know the enemy,” Gorky warned the readers of Pravda, “one must know his ideology”; and one can learn about it most easily through “the book in which that ideology is conveyed most clearly.” Precisely what role, in the end, was played by the exchange between Zaslavsky and Gorky may never be established conclusively, but the projected circulation of the new edition of Demons, ready for publication by January of 1935, apparently never took place. Politically the edition’s most compromising detail was its direct relationship to Kamenev, who had been arrested in December 1934, two weeks after the murder of Sergei Kirov. Kamenev was tried as a member of the “Moscow Center” and sentenced to five years in prison just four days before the appearance of Zaslavsky’s attack on the forthcoming edition of Demons.

In their efforts to encourage the production of an enlightening edition of Demons, Polonsky, Lunacharsky, Gorky, Kamenev, Grossman and other prominent leaders of Soviet Russian literary culture all demonstrated that the aims of Marxism would best be served by preserving Dostoevsky’s antirevolutionary novel in the canon. Twenty more years would pass, however, before Demons would again receive the kind of close scholarly analysis that culminated in Grossman’s ephemeral edition of 1935. For the remainder of the 1930s, when official attitudes toward Dostoevsky in the Soviet Union for the most part remained generally negative, Grossman and other specialists published little of relevance to Demons. While some scholars continued to praise Dostoevsky’s artistic achievement, most endorsed the policy of concealment suggested by Zaslavsky. Nonetheless, the traditional ambivalence toward Dostoevsky apparently persisted to some degree to the end of the Stalin period. Following the death of Gorky in 1936, his remarks on Demons at the Writers’ Congress of 1934 served as a reliable template for leading Party critics in their struggle with the paradox of Dostoevsky’s legacy; for although Dostoevsky’s work as a whole offered little more than images of demoralized individualism, as Gorky believed, official commentators still needed to discover the source of his greatness. In a detailed study of both “Gorky and Dostoevsky” in 1939, the Stalinist critic Vladimir Ermilov found an effective solution to the paradox in “fascists” and “Trotskyist-Bukharinist provocateurs and murderers,” whom he treated as the convenient embodiments of Dostoevsky’s underground men.

In their reflections of external and internal enemies, Dostoevsky’s negative types thereby maintained a certain value for Soviet culture until Stalin’s death. At the same time, however, by denying Dostoevsky’s art any
genuine “objectivity” with respect to the “real world” of pre-revolutionary Russia, the approach taken by Ermilov, among others, made it logistically difficult to preserve a place for Dostoevsky within the canon of leading nineteenth-century “realists.” This is especially apparent in Ermilov’s campaign against Dostoevsky in 1948 that ended several years of relative tolerance toward the writer. In line with the recent assault on bourgeois mentality throughout official culture, Ermilov raised the art of denouncing to a still unsurpassed level. Citing Dobroliubov’s famous critique of Dostoevsky’s “downtrodden people,” Ermilov emphasized Dostoevsky’s “utter disregard for the principal law of realism: the social explanation” for living phenomena, a shortcoming which naturally removed Dostoevsky from the ranks of the great realists.

Yet as demonstrated by the statements for the seventy-fifth anniversary of Dostoevsky’s death in 1956, when conditions proved more favorable, a critique of Dostoevsky’s “realism” could also provide new opportunities for rehabilitating his legacy. In the large and substantial collection of scholarly articles on Dostoevsky’s Writings [Творчество Достоевского] produced by the Academy of Sciences in 1959, several of Dostoevsky’s prominent Soviet commentators attempted to exonerate the writer from his predicament precisely by virtue of his achievement as a “realist.” Ermilov’s own introductory sketch of Dostoevsky for the volume reaffirmed Dostoevsky’s failure, earlier noted by Gorky, to find any answer to the problem of “bourgeois rapaciousness” [буржуазное хищничество] within “living reality”; but unlike his attack on the writer in 1948, Ermilov’s essay now returned the accent to the writer’s artistic achievement on the basis of Dostoevsky’s fundamentally noble aims. In uncharacteristic fashion, Ermilov now emphasized that “the voice of real actuality [реальной действительности] and the real sufferings of humanity...always sounded in Dostoevsky’s work with unflagging strength.” Similarly, in an article devoted explicitly to the problem of Dostoevsky’s “realism,” Abram Belkin followed suit by calling attention to the “humanistic, antibourgeois pathos” in works like Crime and Punishment [Преступление и наказание], which he boldly declared a “classic of critical realism.” The most elaborate and unconcealed defense of Dostoevsky’s art emerged from the contribution of Grossman, who seized the opportunity for reassessment in order to point out boldly “realistic” elements in virtually all of Dostoevsky’s work, including his own pronouncements on art. In the sources of Dostoevsky’s plots, his urban settings and the prototypes for his many characters, Grossman demonstrated the many direct links to the objective reality of Dostoevsky’s Russia. More significantly, Grossman convincingly explained how Dostoevsky’s apparent retreat into the world of the fantastic
and atypical—for which official Soviet scholarship had traditionally condemned him—represented not a rejection, but rather a deepening of the aging realistic genre. Thus Dostoevsky was drawn, Grossman maintained, “from empirical descriptions” to the heights of “epic lyricism,” from “physiology” to “inspiration”; and while that impulse sometimes tore Dostoevsky from reality, Grossman conceded, in essence his creative method demanded “movement away from facts of daily existence toward the events of man’s inner life, from everyday reality toward internal drama, from the newspaper chronology to the world of art, from the physiological sketch to the psychological portrait.”

With Grossman’s essay, the official restraint on Dostoevsky’s legacy appears to have reached an impasse. By allowing Dostoevsky’s reentry into the ranks of great Russian realists, opponents of his legacy were left with merely a narrow ideological basis for discouraging interest in his work.

Anarchism and the Triumph of Demons in Late Soviet Analysis

In his essay on “Dostoevsky’s Political Novel” for the 1935 edition of Demons, Grossman also reconfirmed the direct link between Stavrogin and Bakunin. Although he avoided the dramatic flourishses of his original thesis, Grossman asserted once again that Bakunin provided the “foundation” for the image of Stavrogin, and that the latter, while embodying certain features of Speshnev, “was copied mainly from Bakunin.”

As indicated earlier, by that time the main opponents of the Stavrogin-Bakunin thesis had died or been exiled, so even had his article appeared, it is unlikely that the original dispute would have revived. Further analysis of Bakunin in Demons was also hindered, however, by the more far reaching policy of discouragement, begun in the summer 1935, against celebrations or favorable recognition of Russia’s pre-revolutionary legacy of revolutionary populism, particularly the more violent manifestations of Bakuninism and the terrorist currents of the late 1870s. The shift of official attitude made an immediate impact on the study of Bakunin through the suppression of the first, long-anticipated scholarly edition of Bakunin’s collected works. Edited by the Bakunin specialist Steklov, the collection was projected to contain twelve volumes of Bakunin’s writings, each with detailed commentary by Steklov. In his preface to the first volume, Steklov explained that he had completed the “general” work for this project, as assigned by a Party commission, in time for Bakunin’s jubilee of 1926, but that “a series of technical, financial and other reasons” prevented the projected from moving ahead. In 1934 and 1935, the publishing house of the Society of Former Political Prisoners succeeded in issuing the first four volumes before
the project was stopped.\textsuperscript{76} Thereafter the political reputation of both Bakunin and anarchism plummeted to its lowest point since 1919. In 1937, Steklov was arrested and reportedly shot in 1941.\textsuperscript{77} By the eve of the second world war, Stalinist discourse revived the “criminal” reputation of Bakunin as a first step toward purging his revolutionary heroism from popular memory. In Emel’ian Iaroslavsky’s official pamphlet on \textit{Anarchism in Russia}, Bakunin was little more than a reckless adventurer who “saw a prepared revolutionist in any criminal.”\textsuperscript{78} The second edition of the \textit{Great Soviet Encyclopediia} in 1950 called Bakunin a “traitor” and failed to cite a single moment of revolutionary heroism in his biography.\textsuperscript{79} In the fall of 1938, Kropotkin’s widow passed control of the Kropotkin Museum over to the state. Arguably the last substantial public trace of Russia’s anarchist heritage, the Kropotkin Museum was permanently closed the following year.\textsuperscript{80}

The legacies of anarchism in general, and Bakunin in particular, for the most part were ignored in Soviet discourse until after Stalin’s death. They soon returned, however, once again in connection with Dostoevsky’s \textit{Demons}. Having survived the Stalin period, Grossman continued his study of Dostoevsky, among other subjects, while teaching at the Moscow City Pedagogical Institute.\textsuperscript{81} Throughout the 1950s he also continued his attempts to propagate his theory of the link between Stavrogin and Bakunin. According to one document, at about this time Grossman included “Stavrogin and Bakunin” in a list of potential “Dostoevsky” lectures which he proposed as a curriculum for Russian universities.\textsuperscript{82} Without a more detailed outline of its content, of course, one cannot be certain that Grossman’s lecture in fact advanced his earlier position; all the same it seems likely that his lecture anticipated remarks which he published during his last years. Grossman’s explication of Dostoevsky’s “realism” of 1959, described earlier, appeared in the favorable atmosphere of the seventy-fifth anniversary of Dostoevsky’s death in 1956, which resulted in an unprecedented wave of publications, exhibitions, lectures, films and theatrical productions,\textsuperscript{83} as well as the inclusion of \textit{Demons} in a new edition of Dostoevsky’s collected works.\textsuperscript{84} Among other studies, it made possible Grossman’s pioneering biography of Dostoevsky, which appeared first in 1962, then in a second edition of 1965. The book drew critical acclaim as “the first attempt in Soviet scholarship to present a study of Dostoevsky’s life on such a broad scale”\textsuperscript{85} and as “a genuine biography, essentially the first biography of Dostoevsky worthy of that title.”\textsuperscript{86} As part of the well known “Lives of Remarkable Series,” Grossman’s biography more closely resembled a popular survey than a scholarly analysis; but it included a wealth of detail on historical and political motifs in Dostoevsky’s work, including allusions to Bakunin. As in 1923, Grossman declared firmly that the “personal meeting”
between Dostoevsky and Bakunin remained an “indisputable fact” in Dostoevsky’s literary biography. As before, he reiterated once again that the two finally “met” at the Peace Congress in Geneva, where Dostoevsky “eagerly” followed the speech of Bakunin, the “remarkable man” whose “power and force he had long heard about.” Perhaps as a result of the many objections to this specific claim over the years, Grossman did slightly revise his argument about Stavrogin’s “conception.” As before, Grossman again described Dostoevsky’s “alarm” upon hearing Bakunin’s speech of 1867; but he followed it with a much less definite claim about the moment of Stavrogin’s genesis. Whereas in 1923 he wrote, “On that day, Dostoevsky conceived his Stavrogin,” in 1962 Grossman declared:

On that day Dostoevsky resolved to depict Bakunin in a novel about the Russian revolution, a novel whose idea may have been conceived before the 1860s. Two or three years later Dostoevsky would begin to create the image of Stavrogin.

Grossman’s revised position required no evidence of Stavrogin’s conception between 1867 and 1870; it merely assumed that Dostoevsky “resolved to depict Bakunin” on that day in Geneva. If he revised this and some of his other least supportable claims, then Grossman continued to attribute Stavrogin’s origins to the historical Bakunin. Drawing upon his article of 1934, Grossman insisted once again that Bakunin stood at the “foundation” of Stavrogin, who thus represented Dostoevsky’s “interpretation” of the famous revolutionary:

The enigmatic image of [Stavrogin] emerges from the darkness of a most complex psychological secret and receives its necessary interpretation. Dostoevsky resolved to embody his own impression of the famous Russian rebel within this image and to show that his noisy activity was as fruitless and abstract as his glorified personality. According to Dostoevsky’s interpretation, the bearer of world revolutionary glory is a Russian gentleman [иапир], fettered by introspection, a wanderer in Europe, torn from the roots of his native soil, a captive of refined thought, powerless to accomplish anything, doomed to inactivity and an inglorious end.

Grossman’s revival of the Stavrogin-Bakunin analogy in his 1962 biography did not revive the polemic of the 1920s; but it very likely helped to inspire a new strategy for the rehabilitation of Demons, one which no longer required, as throughout most of the Stalin period, that commentators emphasize its misguided polemical motives. In 1965, the same year in which a second edition of Grossman’s biography appeared, the journal Russian Literature published a “letter” proposing a means by which Demons might win a “fitting place in the ranks of great works of classical Russian literature.” In an effort “to raise the question of the novel’s ideological significance for discussion,”
the author of the letter, V. Rozenblat, declared that *Demons* is “not so much antirevolutionary,” as traditionally understood, “as anti-anarchist [антианархическое].” Acknowledging that Dostoevsky’s conception was certainly “reactionary,” Rozenblat emphasized that its final product was not, for “the polemic [памфлет] against the anarchists” in *Demons*, in retrospect, became its “brightest” element. While the novel failed “to discredit” the revolutionary movement as a whole, as Dostoevsky intended, *Demons* truly succeeded “as a grotesque representation of the Bakuninists” and “all the points of the anarchists’ program compiled by Bakunin,” down to “the recruitment of criminal elements.” If the novel’s tendentious remarks about socialism and the International remain weak and unconvincing, Rozenblat argued, then its condemnation of the “Bakuninist-Nechaevist tendency of anarchism,” like the criticism by Marx and Engels, proved to be strong and enduring, and therefore of great value to the contemporary reader. Addressing specialists in the field, he recommended that the “anti-anarchist” component of *Demons* should be explained to readers, that introductions and commentary [to *Demons*] should “place an accent not on the reactionary nature of its conception,” which Dostoevsky ultimately failed to realize, but on “the essence of the work: its criticism of anarchism and political adventurists in the revolutionary movement.” In order to demonstrate the real significance of Dostoevsky’s critique, Rozenblat advised, commentaries should help readers not to mistake anarchists for “genuine revolutionists,” and detail should be given to “the harm which anarchism caused to the victory of the Socialist Revolution.”

In effect, Rozenblat formulated precisely the kind of approach to *Demons* which Grossman’s original opponents had feared and discouraged.

While he did not allude to it directly, it appears likely that Rozenblat, in his effort to rehabilitate *Demons*, derived his strategy from Grossman’s incessant efforts to place Bakunin at the center of Dostoevsky’s political critique. Like Grossman, Rozenblat obviously recognized in Bakunin’s ideology the boldest negation, both of Marxism as well as the statism of Soviet Russia. As the alleged source of Nechaev’s crimes in traditional Marxist literature, Bakunin remained a justified target of any artistic critique or caricature. If in *Demons* Dostoevsky lampooned anarchism, then his reactionary views, however reactionary in his own day, ultimately served a progressive end.

Veteran scholar Gennadii Pospelov employed the same strategy in his popular sketch of Dostoevsky’s work a few years later. Describing *Demons* as the writer’s “anti-anarchist novel,” Pospelov argued that the novel’s traditionally “bad reputation” [дурная репутация] as a slander of the revolutionary movement was too categorical and “should be reconsidered.”
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acknowledged the traditional perception of Verkhovensky and his followers in Demons were “grotesque” and not thoroughly realistic; but because of the nature of their activity and mentality, Pospelov considered this a great attribute of the political critique in Demons:

The objectively negative essence of anarchism, which the writer judged according to the Nechaev affair, and which Marx and Engels so sharply condemned, was revealed by Demons with still more sweeping power [обобщивший общий анализ], then by real life itself. Dostoevsky, of course, was mistaken to see in Nechaevshchina the essence of Russian revolutionary populism as a whole; but he was not mistaken in his sharply negative assessment of Nechaevshchina’s ultra-anarchist essence. In this sense, as well as in the chronological sense, [Dostoevsky’s] assessment of Nechaevshchina coincided in part with that of Marx and Engels, although, of course, he did not suspect that.92

Not only did Dostoevsky not realize his proximity to Marx and Engels, Pospelov’s remarks seem to suggest, but neither did Dostoevsky’s official Soviet critics. The objectively dubious implication of ideological consistency between Dostoevsky, Marx and Engels on the question of anarchism provided an excellent means by which to return Demons to the Russian literary canon.

A similar strategy was soon successfully adopted and integrated into the official line on Dostoevsky that effectively lasted from the 1970s through the perestroika period of the late 1980s. In the introductory note to the fullest and most authoritative commentary on Demons ever published, the Academy of Science edition of 1975, prolific Dostoevsky specialist Georgii Fridlender offered a solid case for reconsidering the social utility of Dostoevsky’s political critique in Demons. Resurrecting the traditional notion of the writer’s prophetic vision, Fridlender emphasized that Dostoevsky’s critical analysis in Demons—his “novel of warning” [роман-предвестие]—remains as relevant today as ever:

History has disproved [Dostoevsky’s] skeptical, hostile evaluation of the young Russian revolutionary movement of the 1860s […], just as it has disproved his criticism of socialism. But it also showed that the lessons of Nechaevshchina, and Dostoevsky’s critical analysis of it in his novel of warning, […] are important not only for the past, but also for the present; for they afford the possibility to better understand the many phenomena of social collapse that characterize the imperialist epoch, and help in our own time to draw a separating line between scientific socialism and the various forms of petit-bourgeois anarchist ideas and moods, be they openly reactionary or pseudorevolutionary, which in their very social and ideological nature are deeply hostile to the ethics of the socialist movement, to the humanist principles and ideals of Soviet society.
In their review of the novel’s reception, commentators Vladimir Tunimanov and Nikolai Sukhachev concluded by criticizing the “reactionary critics and publicists” of the past who sought to treat *Demons* as “a lampoon [памфлет] on the Russian revolution,” and thus through a “false and one-sided interpretation” hindered a deeper understanding of it. In his thorough and solid analysis of the political context of *Demons*, Tunimanov also reminded readers that Marx and Engels condemned the “adventurist” ideas and tendencies that led to the Nechaev affair, the event that helped them to expose the “splitting activity” of Bakunin in the First International and to break decisively with the anarchists.\(^93\)

The Academy’s thirty-volume production of Dostoevsky’s works—still the most comprehensive edition ever published—represented an enormous achievement in the realms of Soviet scholarship and cultural politics. The new authoritative and unabridged version of *Demons*, in particular, provided admirers with a new basis for defending its ideological value. In the wake of the Academy’s feat, by the 1980s Dostoevsky began to receive valuable endorsements from leading Soviet writers. In a tribute that appeared roughly six months after his death in 1981, Iurii Trifonov praised *Demons* as a “visionary” [провидческий] novel that successfully captured the essence of “evil” and its manifestation in modern acts of indiscriminate terrorism.\(^94\) The same year, the one-hundredth anniversary of Dostoevsky’s death, saw a number of commemorative articles that foreshadowed the final extrication of *Demons* from the blacklist of reactionary classics. One survey of recent Western studies of Dostoevsky, translated for the English-language journal *Soviet Literature*, reminded foreign readers that Soviet scholarship had already “established and demonstrated” that Dostoevsky aimed his polemics not at Marxism, but at those “leftist, anarchist” and other “distortions” of socialism which Marx and Engels rejected.\(^95\)

With the advent of the glasnost’ era a few years later, familiar commentators like Iurii Kariakin utilized the opportunity to dispel any lingering hostility toward *Demons* among conservative Soviet readers. Praising the recent publication of Boris Mozhaev’s novel *Peasant Men and Women* [Мужики и бабы], which faced an attack, among other reasons, for its perceived parallels with *Demons*, Kariakin insisted that Mozhaev and Dostoevsky both deserve praise, rather than censure, precisely because they so effectively “unmask” those pseudorevolutionists whose harmful activity Marx, Engels, and even Lenin himself had noted.\(^96\) If *Demons*, regardless of any other shortcomings, ultimately assaulted only the enemies of Marxism, then it followed that the reactionary spirit of Dostoevsky’s polemic no longer represented a substantial threat. By 1988 this argument finally could be developed to its logical end. In
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a journal of philosophical studies, the urge to rehabilitate Demons finally became direct and explicit. Asking bluntly whether Demons “was, in fact, a slander on the revolution,” author V. Shatokhin aimed to expose the injustice of the traditional Soviet anathema against the novel while at the same time revealing its potential as an artistic “weapon” in the fight with “bourgeois amoralism.” With ample references to Marx’s pronouncements against Bakunin and his followers, Shatokhin commended Dostoevsky for his sincere attempt to combat both “petit-bourgeois” pseudosocialism, as well as “left-ish revolutionism” \[\text{леваций революционизм} \], whose modern descendants ranged from fascist dictators to the would-be saboteurs of perestroika. Through its focus principally on the ideological merits of Demons, Shatokhin’s analysis represented a culmination of the late Soviet attempt to recast Dostoevsky’s novel as an anti-anarchist text.\(^97\)

Had Grossman’s anarchist opponents lived to read it, undoubtedly they would have challenged the Academy’s presentation of Demons as a critique of “petit-bourgeois anarchist ideas and moods”; but the conditions that now allowed for a defense of Dostoevsky in the 1970s still did not allow for an official reassessment of Bakunin’s legacy. Unlike the works of Dostoevsky, which became more widely available through the large circulation of the Academy’s unabridged edition, Bakunin’s most significant anarchist writings, like Statism and Anarchy, for example, would not begin to appear for another decade.\(^98\) While a few researchers managed to publish impartial studies of Bakunin,\(^99\) moreover, the assessment of Bakunin’s legacy, even among many scholars, remained consistently negative until the final years of the Soviet Union. An anathema also remained on the Russian anarchists of the revolutionary period, none of whose works or ideas received mention, for example, in a long article on “Anarchism” in the Large Soviet Encyclopedia of 1950, and whose activity received a rather one-sided consideration by Party historians in the 1960s and 1970s, mainly in order to remind readers of the anarchists’ complete “collapse” \[\text{капс} \] after the October revolution, without any suggestion of excessive or unjust repressive measures by punitive organs.\(^100\)

The obstacles impeding a closer study of Bakuninism in Russia began to disappear only with the onset of “glasnost’” during the 1980s. By 1987 the first substantial collection of Bakunin’s writings since the 1930s appeared in Russia, followed by another collection which included the most important works of his anarchist period.\(^101\) By 1989, signs of open dissatisfaction with the traditional approach to Bakunin became evident in scholarly literature. An unambiguously negative review of a work by a leading Party historian of the anarchist movement reflected the change. In an article for the journal Issues of History [Вопросы истории], Andrei Isaev and Dmitrii Oleinikov criticized...
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the work in question for treating anarchism as a “comedy of errors…without a single positive characteristic,” and for defining anarchism as “the most evil enemy” of the revolution, “more evil,” it followed, “than monarchy.” Noting that the author ignored Lenin’s statement of the need to assimilate “the best” in anarchism, Isaev and Oleinikov lamented that “the most important factual information for an understanding of Lenin’s attitude toward anarchism and the anarchists is often neglected or simply omitted.” One principal goal of the study, the reviewers noted, was to exclude Bakunin from the ranks of nineteenth-century revolutionary democrats for persuading young Russian revolutionists to adopt the “conspiratorial” and “terrorist” tactics of Nechaev-shchina; however, Bakunin’s attitude toward terrorism was “guarded,” they insisted, and the Nechaev incident prompted Bakunin “to reconsider seriously the problem of ‘conspiratorial politics’” [заговорщичество]. The book’s conclusion that “Bakuninism exerted a pernicious influence” on the revolutionary movement in Russia, therefore, was unfounded, and it was pointless, they argued, “to make an enemy of revolutionary democracy out of the revolutionary democrat and socialist Bakunin.” Intentionally or not, the review’s concluding remarks clearly recalled those offered by Bakunin’s defenders in the 1920s:

Bakuninism needs a serious, critical study, and deserves to be examined as one of the currents of socialist thought. As with any ideology, Bakuninism had its strong and weak sides, its flights [пьедеста] and its tragic mistakes. Of indisputable interest is the question of the ideological struggle between Bakunin and the founders of Marxism. […] His criticism of ‘state socialism’ is of extraordinary interest and requires research. Much in his critique is far-fetched, but many potential flaws of the socialist state, predicted by Bakunin, unfortunately appeared in the practice of real socialism. Therefore a problem does in fact exist, and it demands resolution.103

The review was merely one short statement amidst a mass of anti-anarchist literature produced in the Soviet Union over recent decades. But a profound interest in Bakuninism had survived. After lying dormant for half a century, the legacy of Bakunin, like that of Dostoevsky’s Demons, once again had found its defenders.
CHAPTER 7  
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By the end of the Soviet era Russian scholarship had finally extricated Demons from the ranks of ideologically “harmful” works; yet as late as 1988 Demons still remained perhaps Dostoevsky’s most publicly inaccessible novel. Immersed within the comprehensive set of Dostoevsky’s entire output, by itself the Academy edition of 1974, despite its large circulation, could not restore Demons to the canon of popularly renowned Russian “classics.” Its potentially broader appeal, however, soon encouraged an open demand for mass dissemination. Writing to the editor of the widely read news journal Ogonek, in 1988 Sergei Belov insisted that Demons, with its “everlasting condemnation of human baseness [подлость],” had become obligatory reading for “everyone” and therefore deserved publication as a separate, individual book.¹ The call for an individual, mass edition of Demons was finally answered the following year, which saw at least three new volumes, the first in Soviet Russia in more than seventy years. Introducing the largest of the three, Budanova asserted that in light of more recent “historical experience” Demons was no longer a mere “novel-polemic” of Dostoevsky’s own time, as traditionally viewed, but above all a “novel-tragedy,” a “novel-warning,” and a “novel of foresight” [рoman-предвидение].² The subsequent decline and fall of Communist Party rule over the next few years saw a soaring circulation of Demons, which between 1990–1994 alone appeared in no less than fifteen separate Russian-language editions.³

The restoration of capitalism in Russia also initiated at least two conspicuous changes in critical discourse on Dostoevsky’s novel. By 1989, the traditional argument by which Dostoevsky’s defenders sought to rehabilitate Demons had begun to evolve into a more categorical, less qualified defense of its political “lessons.” If, following the Academy edition of 1975, Demons could be safely perceived as an indictment of all anti-Communist, “petit-bourgeois leftist” ideologies from anarchism to fascism, then with the further expansion of glasnost’ a number of bold Russian commentators proceeded to extend the scope of Dostoevsky’s political critique more explicitly to Soviet Russia itself. In an article for a prominent monthly journal, scholar Liudmila Saraskina noted the tendency of earlier official rehabilitators to perceive evidence of Dostoevsky’s “prophecies” only in foreign countries, but “never at home.” With ironic praise for the logic of Dostoevsky’s Communist censors, who clearly recognized their own ideological heritage in Demons, Saraskina asserted that the dangers depicted in the novel foreshadowed not only totalitarianism abroad, but also revolution in Russia itself.⁴ Most symptomatic of the change, perhaps, was the dramatic shift in the position of veteran scholars like...
Kariakin, who wished to “add a new chapter” to his recent assessment of Dostoevsky. In a revealing discussion of his latest book among leading Russian writers, transcribed and published in July 1990, Kariakin identified *Demons* as the first work of a “cycle” of political warnings that concluded with Solzhenitsyn’s *Gulag Archipelago*, just published in Russia for the first time the previous year. Having once refused to believe the link between the two works, Kariakin now saw *Demons* as the warning offered “at the entrance to Hell,” and thus the prelude to Solzhenitsyn’s full account of Russia’s subsequent passage. The same year, in an introduction to one of the new editions of *Demons*, he elaborated on the “vital link” between the two works, thereby strengthening the association between Dostoevsky’s vision and that of Communist Russia’s most renowned dissident.

The return of *Demons* in turn encouraged a second development in the post-Communist life of Dostoevsky’s novel. Freed from the relative obscurity of the pre-*perestroika* period, the antirevolutionary spirit of *Demons* inevitably appealed not only to its admirers on the democratic “left,” but to more anti-Western nationalists, as well, for whom opposition to the Bolshevik Revolution also meant, in some extreme cases, violent antipathy toward those non-Russian ethnic groups who had supported it. According to an ultra-nationalist reading, Dostoevsky’s frightful vision of political conspiracy in *Demons* can be linked conveniently to the writer’s own occasional outbursts of anti-Semitism in his final years, when he expressed fear of Jewish financial power. For a defender of “Russian national unity” like Aleksandr Barkashov, to cite one example, Dostoevsky represented one of those visionaries who had foreseen how “Jews would destroy Russia” and seize control of the anarchy unleashed by a bloody revolution. The text of *Demons* offered additional support to such a view through the odious antics of the “little Yid” [жидок] Liamshin, as Dostoevsky’s narrator labels him.

Thus by the early 1990s, the volatility of Russia’s political transition compelled Dostoevsky specialists to defend him with equal vigilance against the right. Fearing a misinterpretation of his conservatism, scholar Karen Stepanian reminded readers—particularly those wishing to extend Russia’s borders “by any means”—that Dostoevsky himself, regardless of his own nationalistic feelings, rejected the principle of “iron and blood,” just as he rejected the “slightest use of violence, physical or ideological.” Meanwhile, Saraskina lamented the onset of a new era in which individuals now used Dostoevsky merely to add depth and persuasion to their own personal views. Seeking to clarify his roles as “humanist, citizen, Slavophile and patriot,” Saraskina argued passionately for a distinction between Dostoevsky’s Russian idea and the “offensive, intolerant patriotism […], nationalism and chauvin-
ism” of some tendencies that aimed to utilize his newly recovered authority.12

In an interview shortly before his death in 1995, Fridlender expressed similar concerns, believing that although the danger of the old official hostility had passed, nonetheless Dostoevsky studies now appeared threatened by various “labels” of different kinds, from “chauvinistic” and “unctuously ecclesiastical” to “pseudodemocratic.”13 By 1996, his next major jubilee year, Dostoevsky’s appropriation as a source of neo-nationalism prompted a scathing indictment of those for whom the great writer had become “the spiritual father of incessant anger toward everything non-Russian.” Citing a large number of examples from the Russian press, historian Andzhei Lazari illustrated how burgeoning hatred toward different nationalities in the new Russia threatened to revive the intolerance of the Communist period, while altering only its “semantics.”14

Finally, the post-Soviet reputation of Demons was also nourished by the growth of publicity in the West surrounding international “terrorism.” In an editorial for the Wall Street Journal, James Billington proclaimed that “no single piece of writing is more important for understanding political terrorism” than Demons, whose “divine message” anticipated not only the violence of Russian populists, he suggests, but also the deeds of modern suicide bombers.15 Whether perceived as a warning against social revolution, or as an implicit argument for national defense, with the final break up of the former Soviet Union Demons achieved its widest popular acclaim as a “prophetic” work of Russian literature. Justified or not, the extension of Dostoevsky’s lampoon on Nechaevshchina to political phenomena of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries has clearly helped to transform him from merely a great Russian writer into a cultural icon. Perhaps no greater evidence of Dostoevsky’s institutional status in the new Russia is the raising of his monumental image, in 1997, on the nation’s most symbolic public literary space: the entrance square before the Russian State Library in Moscow. At one time declared an “utterly harmful influence” by a prominent voice of the state,16 Dostoevsky now occupies a secure place in the Russian national landscape, directly across from the Kremlin.

Over the last two decades in Russia Bakunin, too, has been liberated from the former political blacklist, thanks in part to new studies and editions of his works.17 A Bakunin fund has been established in connection with his family’s estate in Priamukhino, where conferences devoted to his memory have been held in recent years.18 The last two decades have also witnessed a re-emergence of Russian anarchist tendencies which, although not always indicative of Bakunin’s thought, nonetheless suggest a resurgence of the libertarian impulse it inspired.19 Along with greater accessibility to writings by and about
Bakunin, the post-Communist reestablishment of a centralized Russian state undoubtedly favors increasing interest in his anarchist legacy, particularly as it revived in the revolutionary tendencies of the first two decades of the twentieth century. The change is clearly reflected in some recent Russian studies of the history of anarchism that have begun to challenge the traditional late Soviet view, according to which the “collapse” of anarchism after 1917 followed not from its systematic repression by the state, but solely from the movement’s own ideological bankruptcy. From a vastly different perspective, the comparatively recent study by Vladimir Ermakov, for example, maintains that the continued persecution of suspected anarchists well after the Kronstadt mutiny of 1921 more closely resembles a “violent uprooting of the tree of Russian anarchism” from Soviet soil, than unavoidable measures taken by a besieged state against a counterrevolutionary doctrine. In any case, whether by forced liquidation, or from their own organizational weakness or—more likely—a combination of both, the departure of the anarchists from the Soviet politics and culture in the 1920s now receives more critical analysis in Russian scholarly literature.

The broader aims of both these recent trends, in my view, stand to benefit from further investigation of Bakunin’s legacy and its relationship to the political critique in Demons. However it may benefit Dostoevsky as an institution, the uncritical canonization of Demons as a politically “prophetic” work threatens to deprive Dostoevsky’s novel of much of the vitality it accumulated throughout much of the twentieth century. As demonstrated by the variety of post-revolutionary reactions to Bakunin’s “Confession” and to Grossman’s reading of Demons, greater appreciation of the political dimension of Demons must take into account the complexity of Russian populism and the extent of its impact on the social and political development of Russia. The Bakunin-Nechaev collaboration was a major episode in the populist movements of the 1860s; but as Franco Venturi showed in his still unsurpassed study of Russian populist thought, both Bakuninism and Nechaev’s violent nihilist conspiracy were merely individual streams in a much broader current that culminated in the party of the People’s Will [Народная воля] and, eventually, flowed into Bolshevism. It is precisely by means of a closer examination of the Russian revolutionary movement, its ideas and its activists, that the text of Demons may resist subordination to predictable readings and instead preserve for Russian culture its genuine power to initiate debate. Well after the Soviet era, a challenge issued by Lenin and first publicized in 1955, continues to invite reflection on both the origins and possibilities of the early Russian revolutionary movement through the context of Dostoevsky’s novel. Alluding once to Demons, Lenin reportedly said to fellow Bol’shevik Vladimir Bonch-
Bruevich that the task of literary critics is “to figure out what in the novel pertains to Nechaev, and what pertains to Bakunin.”

Similarly, the heritage that turned Grossman’s innocuous investigation of Stavrogin into a broader discussion of Bakunin has much to offer modern studies of early Soviet Russian culture, including its brief but significant anarchist episode. The post-revolutionary discussions surrounding Bakunin’s legacy show clearly that the repression of the anarchists adversely affected Bolshevik thought, to say nothing of the antistatist tradition. With the final eradication of the anarchists after 1929, Russian Marxist interpretations of Bakuninism—like the text of *Demons* itself—lost much of their polemical edge. While the flourishing of post-revolutionary “Bakuniana” was but short-lived, the anarchists’ celebration of Bakunin’s legacy clearly compelled early Bolshevik publicists to examine the heritage of their most colorful revolutionary forerunner more thoroughly and critically than in subsequent years. Without the anarchist perspective, presented freely and directly by the anarchists themselves, both Grossman’s and Polonsky’s claims of full scholarly impartiality remained qualified, at best. Like Grossman’s thesis on Stavrogin and Bakunin, Polonsky’s effort to shape Bakunin into a revolutionary romantic demanded some appreciation of Bakunin’s value in the eyes of former populists and modern anarchists. Both the great response and wide range of reactions to the suggestion of a penitent Bakunin, standing on his knees before the despot Nikolai I, reveal the extent of interest in Bakunin’s legacy in the early post-revolutionary years. The discussions of the “Confession” and of Grossman’s thesis on *Demons* remain two of the few episodes of Soviet literary polemic that left us evidence of the Russian anarchist mentality beyond the sphere of violent political struggle.

Was Bakunin’s “confession” sincere? Who was Stavrogin’s principal prototype? Did Dostoevsky, in fact, attend Bakunin’s speech in Geneva in 1867? In and of themselves these are all, of course, merely academic questions. At a time when both Bakunin and *Demons* led a precarious existence in Russian culture, however, these questions offered an innocuous motivation to revisit their respective legacies. As we have seen, in the immediate post-revolutionary aftermath the Russian literary-critical establishment did not seek to suppress either Bakunin or *Demons*, but just the opposite: it effectively acted to revive their legacies, albeit in a rather selective way. All three major participants in the dispute over Bakunin in *Demons*—Grossman, Polonsky and Borovoi—recognized the polemical value of *Demons*, and each sought to appropriate a discussion of Stavrogin’s prototype for his own scholarly agenda.

Thus what might be construed at first glance to be an irrelevant and unnecessary dispute, one which merely nourished the extrinsic approach to
Demons, in fact offered a means for preserving the value of Dostoevsky’s novel for modern Russian culture. Unextinguished by Stalinist discourse, Dostoevsky’s fictional lampoon emerged from its ordeal of Soviet literary politics as strong as ever. As demonstrated by Grossman’s patient, tireless, sixty-year pursuit of Stavrogin’s prototype, the legacy of Bakunin, too, continues to inspire confrontation.
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Introduction

1. Prior to 1989 only three editions of Demons (1927, 1957 and 1974) were published in Soviet Russia, all as part of a collected set. A separate, two-volume edition was prepared in 1934 but never completed or distributed. One copy of the first volume of the 1934 edition, which apparently never reached its projected circulation, is preserved at the rare book archive of the Russian State Library in Moscow.

2. These figures do not include the 1990 edition of Demons for a multivolume collection of Dostoevsky’s works that produced 499,300 additional copies for Russian readers. See Chapter 7, note 2 for a list of some separate Russia editions of Demons.

3. В. Ф. Переверзев, “Достоевский и революция (к 100-летию со дня рождения),” Печать и революция, № 3 (1921): 5–6.


6. В. П. Полонский, “Бакунин и Достоевский,” Спор о Бакунине и Достоевском, 42.


Chapter 1

1. On the creative history of Demons see, for example, the indispensable summary and analysis by N. F. Budanova in Ф. М. Достоевский, Полное собрание сочинений в 30 т.
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2. Unless indicated otherwise, page references in parentheses throughout this chapter refer to the Russian academic edition of Demons: Ф. М. Достоевский, Полное собрание сочинений в 30 т. (Л.: Наука, 1974), 10: 1–516. The first numeral in the parentheses refers to one of the novel’s three “Parts,” followed by a period and a second numeral, which indicates the specific chapter within that Part. This information should enable a reader to locate the passage in question in any edition of Demons. The numeral following the colon refers to the specific page number(s) in this academic edition of 1974.


4. Allusions to the “Internationale” [Интернационалка] in Demons refer to the first “International Workingmen’s Association” (1864–1873), or “First International,” whose General Council included Karl Marx (1818–1883).

5. Достоевский, ИСС, 11: 11–12.


7. Details from the “Nechaev affair” that entered the text of Demons are frequently summarized and reiterated in studies of the novel.

8. Evidence of Dostoevsky’s habitual study of Moscow Gazette [Московские ведомости] and the Petersburg daily Voice [Голос], for example, may be found in his letter (from Geneva) to his friend Apollon Maikov of 12 January 1868, in which he claims to be reading “every word in every issue” of both those newspapers (Достоевский, ИСС, 28.2: 244).
In 1870, when he began writing *Demons*, Dostoevsky informed Maikov from Dresden on 20 October that he was reading “several newspapers daily, including two Russian newspapers,” presumably *Moscow Gazette* and *The Voice* (Достоевский, *ПСС*, 28.1: 146).

9. For a survey of these reports, see Достоевский, *ПСС*, 12: 199. Confirmation of Nechaev’s involvement was published in *Moscow Gazette* on 25 December 1869.

10. The name “Nechaev” first appears in Dostoevsky’s sketches for an unrealized work known (by convention) as *Envy* [Зависть], much of which merged with his subsequent plan for *Demons*. Dostoevsky left the entry undated, but likely recorded it sometime in January 1870. N. F. Budanova believes that it was made only after Nechaev’s name appeared in the 25 December (1869) issue of *Moscow Gazette* [Московские ведомости], but prior to Dostoevsky’s notebook entry labeled “Granovsky,” which is dated 22 January. See Достоевский, *ПСС*, 12: 163. “Uspensky” (occasionally abbreviated) refers to Nechaev’s associate P. G. Uspensky (1847–1881), whose surname first appears in Dostoevsky’s notebooks of either late January or early February 1870. See Достоевский, *ПСС*, 11: 69.


12. In his review of several parallels between Verkhovensky and Nechaev, Tunimanov quotes the published testimony of Nikolaev, Uspensky and F. F. Ripman (1842–1881?) of 3, 4 and 21 July 1871, respectively. See Достоевский, *ПСС*, 12: 205, 207–208.


19. One notebook entry by Dostoevsky, for example, states that “Nechaev is part Petrashevsky” [Нечаев—отчасти Петрашевский…]. M. V. Butashevich-Petrashevsky (1821–1866) was a leading socialist thinker and conspirator of Dostoevsky’s early years. See Достоевский, *ПСС*, 11: 106. The Russian expert on revolutionary history P. E. Shchegeley (1877–1931) suggested still another prototype when he wrote that Dostoev-
sky created Verkhovensky according to his “more personal feeling” for N. A. Ishutin (1840–1879), the leader of a circle to which D. V. Karakozov (1840–1866) belonged when he tried to assassinate Tsar Aleksandr II in 1866. See П. Е. Щеголев, “Karazov v Алексеевском равелине,” Музей революции. Сб. 1 (Петроград: Музей революции, 1923), 23.

20. С. Сватиков, “Студенческое движение 1869 года (Бакунин и Нечаев),” Наша страна (СПб., 1907), 185, 202–204, 207–209, 212, 216. As Russian historian Sergei Svatikov explained in his study of the 1869 demonstrations, the main leaflet produced on behalf of the students, the proclamation To Society [К обществу] of 20 March 1869, was the natural consequence of the state’s refusal to listen to student demands through legal channels.


24. When Verkhovensky mentions it in his dialog with Kirillov, the initial letter of the word “Общество” (“Society”) is capitalized.


26. The allusion is to a remark by Herzen in 1853, included in My Past and Thoughts [Былое и думы]. For more on its significance in Demons, see Достоевский, ПСС, 12: 189.


29. М. А. Бакунин, “Речь на конгрессе Лиги Мира и Свободы в 1867 г.,” Письма М. А. Бакунина к А. И. Герцену и Н. П. Огареву, с биографическим введением и объяснительными примеч. М. П. Драгоманова (Genève: Georg et Co. Libraires Éditeurs, 1896), 422. There is no record of Bakunin’s precise words on this occasion. For lack of an accurate stenographic record, Bakunin himself later reconstructed this speech from memory. In the view of the early Bakunin specialist Иurii Steklov, in this speech Bakunin was still no more than a “democrat and federalist” [демократ-федералист]: Ю. М. Стеклов, Михаил Александрович Бакунин, его жизнь и деятельность. Т. 2: Переходный период, 1861–1868 (М.: Л.: Гос. изд-во, 1927), 381–382.

30. Стеклов, Михаил Александрович Бакунин, его жизнь и деятельность, 2: 388. As Steklov points out, in October 1867, just after its first congress, the League passed a resolution that rejected “theologism” and called for morality based on justice.


33. “Наша программа,” Народное дело, № 1 (1 сент. 1868): 6–7. Some disagreement exists about the authorship of this anonymous piece, which may have been written wholly or in part by Zhukovsky. Its anarchist notions, however, almost certainly belong to Bakunin.


35. А. И. Кузнецов, История Российской революции, 12: 201. The notebook entry may be found in А. И. Кузнецов, История Российской революции, 11: 116. The allusion to Bakunin in the sketch (“Грановский: Бакунин—старый чекист бредней, ему легко детей хоть в нужник нести”) is uttered by the character “Грановский,” an early stage of Stepan Trofimovich Verkhovensky.

36. Густав де Молинари, “Международные конгрессы,” Русский вестник, № 10 (1868): 489–490, 500. In referring to Bakunin’s program, Molinari mistakenly identifies its source as “Народность” instead of the correct Народное дело, which suggests that he probably quoted it from a slightly inaccurate French translation. Historian Boris Koz’mín pointed out that the revolutionary program from The People’s Cause (“Наша программа”) was translated into French and published as a brochure in Geneva with the title “Programme de la démocratie socialiste russe”; and unlike the Russian version, which was anonymous, the author of the French edition was identified as Bakunin: Б. П. Козьмин, Русская секция первого интернационала (М.: Наука, 1957), 87–88, 97. It follows that Dostoevsky might have learned of Bakunin’s program in French even before it appeared in Russian Herald.


41. As Stephen Cochrane has shown is his revealing study of the Genevan proclamations of 1869, if in Several Words Razin was “only an allegorical figure,” in Posing the Revolutionary Question “the brigand was developed into a fundamental concept for the revolu-
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44. Достоевский, ПИС, 29.1: 141. In his letter to Katkov of 8 (20) October 1870, Dostoevsky emphasized that he knew neither Nechaev, nor Ivanov, nor the circumstances of the latter’s murder from any source other than the newspapers.


46. Katkov probably refers here to I. A. Khudiakov, a leading member of the Petersburg branch of “Hell” and associate of Karakozov (see Chapter 1, note 19, above). In 1865, four years before Nechaev, Khudiakov apparently traveled to Geneva, where he met Bakunin. See Franco Venturi, Roots of Revolution (N. Y.: Grosset and Dunlap, 1960), 337; and also A. Tyn, История революционных движений в России, пер. Веры Засулич, Д. Кольцова и др. (СПб.: Библиотека для всех, 1906), 103.

47. Московские ведомости, № 4 (6 января 1870): 2.

48. The Russian text is quoted in Спор о Бакунине и Достоевском. Статьи Л. П. Гроссмана и Вич. Полонского (Л.: Гос. изд-во, 1926), 204.

49. Л. П. Гроссман, “Бакунин в Бессах (Ответ Вячеславу Полонскому),” Спор о Бакунине и Достоевском, 108. This article first appeared in 1924.


51. Bakunin’s active participation in the International Workingmen’s Association began with the Basel Congress of 1869, shortly after which the General Council agreed to admit a section of Bakunin’s own organization, the Alliance of Social Democracy, into the International as a separate Geneva section. See G. M. Stekloff [Ю. М. Стеклов], History of the First International (N. Y.: International Publ., 1928), 158–159. This English edition is translated from the third Russian edition: Ю. М. Стеклов, Первый международ, изд. 3-е, испр. и доп. (М.: Петроград: Гос. изд-во, 1923).

52. As V. A. Tunimanov remarked, in the lame teacher’s allusion to the “mysterious finger”
one can see a reflection of Bakunin’s “hopes for the possibility of new Pugachevshchina in Russia” (Достоевский, ПСС, 12: 200).

53. As the late V. A. Tunimanov noted in his commentary for the Academy edition of Demons, in the notebooks Dostoevsky referred to the “false idea, conceived somewhere in Switzerland, that Russia is prepared for revolt,” a remark which strongly suggests Dostoevsky’s awareness and disapproval of Bakunin’s efforts to encourage revolution in Russia. See Достоевский, ПСС, 12: 200.


57. “Дело нечаевцев (Заседание С.-Петербургской судебной палаты 10-го июля 1871 г.),” in Коваленский, Русская революция в судебных процессах и мемуарах, 1: 68.

Chapter 2

1. For a review of the initial reception of Demons, see Достоевский, ПСС, 12: 214, 257–272.


3. For suggesting a motive of social protest, the journal European Herald [Вестник Европы] received an official warning from Aleksandr II’s Minister of Internal Affairs, A. E. Timashev. Alexander also ordered Timashev to “pay attention” to remarks in the journal Notes of the Fatherland [Отечественные записки] by Mikhailovsky and Saltykov-Shchedrin, who did not conceal their irony toward Katkov and other conservatives who criticized the trial defendants. See Н. А. Троицкий, Царские суды против революционной России: Политические процессы 1871–1880-х гг. (Саратов: Саратов, ун-та, 1976), 138.


5. Philip Pomper, Sergei Nechaev (New Brunswick: Rutgers Univ. Press, 1979), 119–121. Pomper also points out that the state necessarily limited the number of convictions so that emphasis would fall on the murder of Ivanov itself.

6. Б. С. Итенберг, Движение революционного народничества: Народнические кружки и “хождение в народ” в 70-х годах XIX в. (М.: Наука, 1965), 136–137. The Chaikovsky circle was named after Nikolai Vasil’evich Chaikovsky (1850–1926), generally considered the group’s guiding spirit between 1871 and 1873.
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7. The untranslatable stigma of Nechaevshchina [нечаевшина] denoted exclusively negative characteristics or tendencies associated with Nechaev such as unscrupulous revolutionary tactics, especially deceit against one’s own associates. For the sake of highlighting Nechaev’s name in the term, I transliterate it throughout this study with an uppercase “N,” although in the original Russian the term is most often spelled only with lowercase letters.


15. “Письмо А. И. Герцену от 8 (20) декабря 1860 г.,” Письма Бакунина к А. И. Герцену и Н. П. Огареву, с биографическим введ. и объяснительными примеч. М. П. Драгоманова (СПб.: Изд. Врублевского, 1906), 185–186.

16. Дж. Гильом (Guillaume, James), “Михаил Александрович Бакунин: Биографический очерк (Перевод с доставленной автором ее рукописи),” Былое, № 8 (1906): 237. In this biographical sketch of Bakunin, prepared as an introduction to a French edition of Bakunin’s works, Guillaume (1844–1916) indicates that he had originally paraphrased the story for an obituary of Bakunin thirty years earlier. He cites the original source as Bulletin de la Fédération jurassienne de l’Internationale, supplement au numero du 9 juillet 1876.


19. Вл. Дебаргири-Мокревич, Воспоминания (СПб.: Свободный труд, 1906), 84, 93–94. This 1906 edition of Debagorii-Mokrievich’s memoirs was apparently the first in
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20. Л. Г. Дейч, За полевка, изд. 3-е (М.: Л.: Гос. изд-во, 1926), 36. This article first appeared as “Почему я стал революционером” in Голос минувшего, № 5–12 (1919).


22. Письма Бакунина к А. И. Герцену и Н. П. Огареву (СПб., 1906), 5–6.

23. М. П. Сажин, “Воспоминания о П. Л. Лаврове,” in his Воспоминания (М.: Госиздат, 1925), 34. Sazhin (1845–1934) wrote this article in 1912. It first appeared in Голос минувшего, № 10 (1915).


25. Peter Kropotkin, Memoirs of a Revolutionist (Boston; N. Y.: Houghton-Mifflin, 1899), 288–89. The first five Russian editions of the memoirs of Kropotkin (1842–1921), all published before 1925, were based on the English edition. The first complete text based upon his original Russian notes appeared in 1933 as П. А. Кропоткин, Записки революционера, подготовка текста и примеч. Н. К. Лебедева (М.: Л.: Academia, 1933), xv.

26. Venturi, Roots of Revolution, 429–430. Venturi argued that from Bakunin the Russian populists “sought—and obtained—not so much an organization as a conception of the world which had a profound and lasting effect on the entire revolutionary movement.”


28. М. А. Бакунин, “Наука и народ,” in М. А. Бакунин, Философия, социология, политика, вступ. ст., сост., подгот. текста примеч. В. Ф. Пустарнаковой (М.: Правда, 1989), 141–142. Bakunin’s ally Nikolai Zhukovsky also may have contributed to part of People’s Cause № 1, whose articles were originally anonymous; but Bakunin later identified this particular article, “Science and the People,” as his own.

29. М. А. Бакунин, “Государственность и анархия (Прибавление А),” in Бакунин, Философия, социология, политика, 518.

30. One of these Bakuninists, Sergei Kovalik, later recalled recruiting one student into his circle simply by giving him Statism and Anarchy to read. See С. Ф. Ковалик, “Автобиография,” Деятели СССР и революционного движения России: Энцикл. словарь Гранат, репринт. изд. (М.: Сов. энцикл., 1989), 171. For other examples on the work’s popularity see Marshall Shatz’s “Introduction” to Michael Bakunin, Statism and Anarchy, trans. and ed. Marshall S. Shatz (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1990), xxxvi.

31. In the history of Russian populism, the term бунтарь generally refers to specific revolutionary groups in southern Russia during the 1870s who employed Bakuninist tactics.

32. See, for example, Plekhanov’s remarks in his early essay on “Socialism and the Political Struggle” of 1883: Г. В. Плеханов, “Социализм и политическая борьба,” *Избранные философские произведения в 5 т., подгот. текста, примеч. Е. С. Коця, И. С. Бельского, С. М. Фирсовой, Б. Л. Яковсон, вступ. ст. В. Фоминой (М., 1956), 1: 61.
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